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A B S T R A C T
This thesis is a study of extraposition and pronominal 
agreement in Semitic languages.
By the term 'extraposition* I understand the syntactic 
construction in which a noun or nominal phrase stands isolated at 
the front of the clause without any formal connection to the 
predication. The grammatical relation of the nominal is usually 
indicated vicariously by means of a co-referential resumptive 
pronoun, e.g. (Arabic) Zaydun *abu-hu tajirun "Zayd - his 
father is a merchant”.
'Pronominal agreement' is a construction where a noun or 
nominal phrase whose grammatical rela.tion is indicated by its case 
inflection or by an adjoining relational particle is accompanied in 
the same clause by a co-referential pronoun agreeing with it in 
number, gender, person, and grammatical relation, e.g. (syriac) 
le-malka qatl-eh "The king - he killed him”.
Each chapter constitutes an independent study of extraposition 
and pronominal agreement in a separate Semitic language. These 
languages include Arabic, Biblical Hebrew, Akkadian, and Amharic.
A single chapter is also devoted to the two Aramaic dialects 
Biblical Aramaic and Syriac.
Both the structure and the function of the constructions are 
examined. The study of the structure consists of a taxonomy of the 
various structural types which are attested in the language. The 
function of the constructions is elucidated by examining their r6le 
within the discourse in which they occur.
These independent studies are followed by a concluding 
synthesis which explores the possibilities of Semitic comparative 
syntax.
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P R E F A C E
The transliteration systems which have been adopted are 
self-explanatory and there is no need to provide an inventory of 
their symbols. Morpheme boundaries within a single word unit, 
such as those between a prefixed definite article and a noun or 
between a noun or verb and a suffixed pronoun, are not indicated 
by a hyphen. In Arabic, final long vowels are transcribed as 
short when they are followed by a word beginning with a cluster of 
two consonants, e.g. fi Ibayti. Cuneiform logograms are 
transcribed with their Akkadian values, unless these are unknown, 
in which case they are transcribed with their Sumerian reading.
Occasionally recourse is had to referential indices to 
indicate the co-referentiality of two elements in a clause, e.g.
John^ broke his  ^arm where John = his; John, broke his^ arm 
where John ^ his.
Translations are kept as literal as possible so that the 
reader can see clearly how I am interpreting the syntax, in order 
to save space the chapters on Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic 
make frequent reference to passages in the Old Testament without 
reproducing these in the text.
I should like to express my deep gratitude to my supervisor,
Dr. A. K» Irvine, and to Professor J. Wansbrough for devoting many 
hours of their precious time to reading and discussing the 
preliminary draft of the thesis. I am indebted also to Professor 
E. Ullendorff for guiding me in the early stages, I also wish to 
thank Dr. 0- Wright, Miss J. Firbank, Mr, D. Hawkins, Dr. D. Appleyard, 
Dr. M. Weitzman, Dr. M. Geller, Professor G. Goldenberg, and 
Professor J. Blau for giving me many helpful comments on some of my 
ideas. Finally, words are unable to convey my gratitude to my 
wife, Colette, who typed the thesis and without whose constant 
positiveness and encouragement I should never have completed it.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
This thesis is a study of extraposition and pronominal 
agreement in Semitic languages.
By the term ‘extraposition’ I understand the syntactic 
construction in which a noun or nominal phrase stands isolated at 
the front of a clause without any immediate formal connection to 
the predication. The initial ’extraposed' nominal is not adjoined 
to any relational particle such as a preposition or an object 
marker and in those languages which have case inflection it is 
generally in the nominative. The grammatical relation of the nominal 
in the predication is usually indicated vicariously by means of a 
co-referential resumptive pronoun, e.g.;- (Arabic)
zaydun darabtu-hu "Zayd - I hit him".
zaydun abu-hu tajirun "Zayd - his father is a merchant"
There are a few examples attested of extrapositional 
constructions in which the extraposed nominal stands at the end 
rather than at the front of the clause, e.g.:- (Arabic) ,i5a hiya 
Sakisatun ’absaru llaSina kafaru ("Behold they are looking upwards - 
the eyes of those who disbelieve". Q21/97)* Since, however, such 
constructions occur only very rarely in Semitic languages they have 
been largely excluded from consideration.
1
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'Pronominal agreement* is a construction where a noun or 
nominal phrase whose grammatical relation is indicated by its case 
inflection or by an adjoining relational particle is accompanied in 
the same clause by a co-referential pronoun agreeing with it in 
number, gender, person, and grammatical relation.
Unlike extraposed nominals, nominals which are accompanied by 
such 'agreement pronouns' are not restricted to initial position but 
may occur anywhere in the clause - the front, the interior, or the end. 
Agreement pronouns, therefore, may be either resumptive or anticipatory, 
e.g.:- (Syriac)
Pronominal agreement constructions in which the 'agreed with' 
nominal occurs at the front of the clause are closely allied to
agreement with a clause initial nominal as variants of the same basic
the taxonomy is function, since in many cases these two construction
In this thesis, however, the two constructions are kept distinct 
and designated with different terms. The justification for this is 
as follows:- Two basic features of my methodology are (a) that a 
clear dichotomy is drawn between the structure of a syntactic 
construction on the one hand and its function on the other, and 
(b) that structure is the starting point of the analysis, i.e. my aim 
is to seek the function which is performed by a given structure rather
le-malka qatl-eh 'The king, he. killed him
qatl-eh le-malka "He. killed him. the king, 0 1 1
extraposition. Many Semitists treat extraposition and pronominal
5
construction. Such a classification is valid if the criterion of
types are functionally equivalent 4
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than the structure which performs a given function. This last 
methodological point is not trivial since the relation between 
structure and function in language is usually not one to one hut 
rather many to many (cf. Green 1980). Consequently, in order for 
the field of inquiry to he well circumscribed one must start with 
a single structure (or a group of closely related structures) and 
seek its several, and often very diverse, functions or else start 
with a single delimited function and seek its various exponent 
structures. I have decided to make a group of closely related 
syntactic structures my departure point. The reason for this is 
simply that the existence of the structures in question has been 
widely recognised by Semitic philologists but their functions have 
remained poorly understood, it follows that the syntactic 
constructions which I wish to make my starting point must at the 
outset be classified qua structure and labelled according to this 
structural classification. Clauses such as (Syriac) le-malka qatl-eh 
and qatl-eh le-malka are therefore regarded as variants of a single 
basic structure (pronominal Agreement) which is distinct from, though 
closely related to, the structure of extraposition.
The crucial point of differentiation is that in pronominal 
agreement the nominal stands immediately inside the predication 
whereas in extraposition the nominal is structurally isolated from 
the predication and is integrated within it vicariously by the 
co-referential pronoun. The fact that the two Syriac clause types 
given above may have different functions or that the first may be 
functionally equivalent with extrapositional clauses has no bearing 
on the choice of terms with which these structures are designated.
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The thesis consists of five chapters, each one of which is 
devoted to a separate Semitic language. The chapters constitute a 
series of independent studies of Extraposition (henceforth Ex) and 
Pronominal Agreement (henceforth PA) in each language with the 
minimum of cross-linguistic comparisons. These independent studies 
are followed by a concluding synthesis that explores ways in which 
comparative Semitic syntax can be undertaken and the results it can 
yield. For the most part the synthesis is based on the data which 
have been presented in the preceding chapters, in some cases, however, 
reference is made to Semitic languages which have not been dealt with.
Three criteria were taken into account when deciding which 
languages to select for detailed treatment. Firstly the selection 
had to be representative of the entire Semitic language area.
Secondly it was essential for the selected language to have an 
extensive indigenous literature, since, as is argued below, syntactic 
constructions can only be fully understood by studying numerous 
instances of them within the context of the discourse in which they 
occur. Finally the bulk of the linguistic analysis was to be based 
on free prose texts with only marginal consideration of poetry.
Excluded by these criteria were languages such as Epigraphic 
South Arabian and old Aramaic, which are attested for the most part 
in stereotyped and often incomplete monumental texts. Ugaritic was 
also considered unsuitable since the majority of the unbroken texts 
of any length which have survived are poetic.
The following are the languages which were selected;- (overpage)
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1. ARABIC.
Most of the material is taken from Classical Arabic, Where 
appropriate this is arranged according to a three-way classification, 
viz. standard prose, Qur’an, and poetry. Texts belonging to the last 
two categories display distinctive syntactic features which set them 
off from the first. Also included are examples from Mediaeval Middle 
Arabic (mainly Judaeo-Arabic), since the syntax of this layer of 
Arabic sometimes deviates from that of the Classical language in ways 
which are relevant for this study.
2. BIBLICAL HEBREW.
The Hebrew of the Old Testament is treated as a linguistic unity. 
In general there is no attempt to trace historical development or to 
distinguish the various sources, except in the case of the syntax of 
the Pentateuchal law formulae. Most of the material on these latter 
constructions is presented in an appendix at the end of the chapter. 
The appendix also includes a brief study of Ex in the Qumran lawT code 
serek hayyahad and in the halakic portions of the Mishna.
3* BIBLICAL ARAMAIC AM) SIRIAC.
Since these are dialects of the same language they are treated 
in two sub-divisions of the same chapter.
4. AKKADIAN.
Most of the linguistic data are taken from Old Babylonian texts 
or later texts which are written in standard Babylonian. Several
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examples are also adduced from Mari texts which, although evincing 
certain linguistic particularities, do not deviate significantly 
from Old Babylonian with regard to Ex or PA. Occasionally reference 
is made to the later local dialects when these differ from the 
standard language in a relevant manner, e.g. Middle Babylonian/Assyrian, 
Neo-Babylonian/Assyrian, and Late Babylonian (Sp&tbabylonische)•
5. AMHARIC.
This language was chosen as a representative of Ethiopian Semitic
c cin preference to the classical Ge ez. Ge sz texts are generally 
unsuitable for syntactic analysis since the majority of them are 
translations from Greek, Coptic, Arabic or Aramaic and there is no 
certainty that their syntax has not been influenced by the language of 
the non-Ethiopian Vorlage.
PREVIOUS LITERATURE.
Most of the standard grammars of the Semitic languages with 
which we are concerned devote sections to Ex and PA. PA with a 
clause initial nominal, however, is sometimes classified as Ex (see 
above). All such works arrange the Ex and PA constructions in a 
taxonomy of their various structural types with little regard to 
their function. This applies to the following:-
ARABIC.
Ewald (Gram. Ling. Ar. paras. 667, 672); Wright (Ar. Gram. II, p.256); 
Reckendorf (S.V. pp.782-808; A.S. pp.366-378, 540-544); Blau (Liqduq, 
pp.202-207; ChA pp.470-486).
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BIBLICAL HEBREW.
Ewald (Ausftthr. Lehrbuch der Heb. Sprach. p*675)» Gesenius-Kautzsch 
(Heb. Gram, pp.457-8); KtJnig (Lehrgeb. des Heb. Schlusstheil 
pp.458-459, 441-448); Lambert (Traitfe de Gram. Heb. pp.458-441)•
JotAon (Gram. Heb. Bib, pp.477-478). 
BIBLICAL ARAMAIC.
Kautzsch (Gram, p.162); Bauer-Leander (Gram, pp. 545-547* 542,
269- 270).
SYRIAC.
Nbldeke (Gram, pp.250-251, 165, 227-230); Duval (Traitfe, pp.291, 326, 
327, 363).
AKKADIAN.
TJngnad (Bab. Ass. Gram, p.60); Von Soden (GAG p.182).
AMHARIC.
praetorius (Amh. Sprach., pp.416-418, 283); Cohen (Traitfe, p.93)* 
COMPARATIVE SEMITICS- 
Brockelmann (GVGSS II, pp.439-448, 666-668, 243-246, 315-319)*
In these grammars one frequently finds statements to the effect
5
that Ex or PA is used to emphasize the nominal. Since, however, 
the terms emphasis, Verstarkung, Hervorhebung, etc., may be interpreted 
in a wide variety of ways, such statements do not significantly add 
to our understanding of the function of the constructions.
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Reckendorf and Brockelmann explained Ex in the framework of 
the contemporary psychological notions of language (ef. the views of 
Wundt, Paul, and Havers, which are discussed below). They held that 
the extraposed nominal represents a concept which is prominent within 
the mind of the speaker or writer. The terminology they employed 
reflects this interpretation, viz. ’natUrliches Subjekt1 and 
•dominierende Vorstellung1.
S. R. Driver discussed Ex in an appendix to his work on the 
Hebrew tenses (pp. 290-299). He contended that Ex is used in Biblical 
Hebrew to extract long and unwieldy nominal phrases and so 'lighten' 
the clause. Such an explanation, however, is not satisfactory, since 
not all extraposed nominals in Biblical Hebrew are long and unwieldy. 
Indeed sometimes they are short personal pronouns (cf. Chapter 2).
Ex clauses were also dealt with by Bravmann in his Studies in 
Arabic and General Syntax. His main contention was that an Ex clause 
such as zaydun ra*aytu 1abahu is to be construed as an asyndetic 
cleft sentence. He glossed this construction as: "Zayd is (one) whose 
father I saw" (ib. p.2). In other words ra*aytu 9abahu is a 
nominalised adjectival clause which is predicated of Zayd. This 
analysis must be rejected on the following grounds: If the nominalised
clause has the function of an adjective it must constitute a 
classificatory predicate, i.e. one which assigns the subject referent 
to the membership of a category,^ cf. zaydun tajirun ("Zayd is a 
merchant"). Such classificatory constructions are necessarily stative. 
They cannot express an action which takes place at a specific point 
in time. Apparently Bravmann was not aware of this implication of his 
theory since the example which he adduced has a perfect verb which
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he glossed with an English preterite. Moreover, such an analysis 
is unworkable for instances of 'double extraposition' which are 
sometimes attested in Arabic (cf. Chapter 1), e.g. yadaka *ihdahuma
C —
tusoi 1 aduwwa biha samman • "Your two hands - one of them - with
it you administer poison to the enemy". Consequently Bravmann's
7
interpretation is unsatisfactory.
Several attempts have been made to study Ex clauses within the
framework of generative transformational grammar, e.g. Snow (19&5)»
Anshen and Schreiber (1968), and Lewkowicz (1971) for Arabic;
Ornan (1979) for Hebrew. The aim of these studies is
to devise a set of explicit rules which will 'generate* an Ex clause
from a non-Ex clause, e.g. ra*aytu Zayd an > Zaydun ra*aytuhu.
If we apply these rules and turn the crank we do indeed produce Ex
clauses. Unfortunately, however, our objective understanding of the
9
construction is little advanced.
Hetzron (1971) has also applied transformational grammar to PA
in Amharic, although the main body of his article describes the function
10of PA in a less theoretical manner.
Andersen, in his book The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew has 
systematically sought to elucidate the function of syntactic expressions 
by examining their r6le within the discourse in which they occur. In 
a short section on Ex clauses he argues that their major function is 
to express information which is tangential to the main thrust of the 
discourse.
Some of Givon's work also touches on the discourse function of 
Ex in Biblical Hebrew (cf. especially Givon 1977)• Since, however,
Givon is essentially a linguistic theorist rather than a Semitist, his 
contributions are discussed below in the section on linguistic theory.
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LITERATURE ON EX AND PA CONSTRICTIONS WHICH OCCUR 
OUTSIDE THE SEMITIC AREA
1. Indo-European philology.
With regard to Ex constructions it is sufficient to cite under this
head the works of Paul (Prinzipien, para. 199) and Havers (1926; and
Handbuch, pp. 8-9, 153) which include examples from many Indo-European
languages and references to other secondary literature. Both of these
philologists maintain that Ex is the result of a process whereby a
concept which is uppermost in the mind is uttered in isolation before
11the syntactic frame of the clause has been properly formulated. 
Consequently Ex is characteristic of excited speech (affektische Rede). 
Havers (1926) also states that an extraposed nominal sometimes serves 
as a chapter heading or as a lemma within a chapter.
Haas (1973) has made a detailed study of PA in the Balkan languages,
which includes a survey of previous literature on the subject. Her 
main concern is to show that PA is an areal feature which is shared
by all languages of the Balkan Sprachbund despite the fact that
these belong to different branches of Indo-European.
2. Contemporary linguistic theory.
Ex and PA have been discussed in several places in the recent 
literature on linguistic theory*
The first to deal with Ex within the framework of generative transfor-
12mational grammar was Ross (1967). He called the construction 'Left 
Dislocation*, reserving the term 'Extraposition' for constructions in 
which a nominalised clause is moved to the right and replaced by the
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pronoun ’it’, e.g.:- -that the hoy came in late upset the teacher
it upset the teacher that the hoy came in late. Most subsequent
transformational linguists who have studied Ex have retained Ross'
terminology, cf. Postal (1971)* Rodman (1974), and cinque (1979)-
Cinque (1977 - Italian and French), however, used the term ’Left
Dislocation1 to refer to constructions in which the initial nominal
is adjoined to a relational marker, i.e. PA, and has designated Ex
constructions as ’Hanging Topics*. The major concern of Ross and of
all subsequent linguists who have approached these constructions within
transformational syntactic theory has been to establish how they are to
be ’generated’ by the theoretical ’generative transformational grammar'
and what modifications need to be made in the formulation of the grammar
13in view of their patterns of occurrence.
Several linguists have studied Ex clauses in terms of their information
structure, e.g. Hirschbtlhler (1974* 1975 - French), Gundel (1975)*
Creider (1979)* and Galambos (1980 - Substandard French). They have
sought to ascertain how old and new information is generally distributed
in the construction. The portion which conveys old information they
have called the ’topic’ whereas that which conveys the new information
has been variously termed the ’comment’ (Hirschbtlhler, Gundel, Galambos),
•focus’ (Hirschbtlhler) or ’assertion’ (Creider). According to these
studies, which are based mainly on English and French, an extraposed
nominal usually conveys old information, yet in certain circumstances 
14it may be new.
Ex constructions have also been studied in terms of the wider notion 
of 'discourse topic’, i.e. the referent which is the centre of 
attention over a certain stretch of text, cf. Givon (1976, 1977*
1979 “ many languages), E. 0. Keenan and schieffelin (1976a, 1976b),
E. L. Keenan (1976 - Malagasy), and Duranti and Ochs (1979 - Italian).
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According to these linguists Ex clauses are generally employed to 
shift attention to a topic which is different from that which has 
been discussed in the immediately preceding discourse, the new topic 
being expressed by the extraposed nominal.
Some linguists have expressed the view that Ex arises through lack 
of forethought and careful preparation in speech, e.g. Ochs (1979)* 
According to Ochs (ib.) this is consonant with the fact that Ex occurs 
abundantly in the speech of young children (cf. Gruber 1967)* which 
exhibits many other parallel features with adult unplanned discourse.
Halliday (1967), on i'he other hand, claims that Ex belongs in the area 
of speech planning in the same way as do constructions such as cleft 
sentences and word order inversions.
With regard to PA, the works of Moravcsik (1974) &ncL Givon (1976) 
should be mentioned. Both of these studies have sought the predominant 
occurrence patterns of PA constructions across a wide range of languages. 
They were made in quest of language universals and, although of 
considerable methodological interest, suffer from the fact that they 
rely heavily on secondary sources. By contrast, Wald (1979) has done 
primary research on the use of agreement pronouns in Swahili.
METHOD OP ANALYSIS ADOPTED IN THIS THESIS
Each of the five chapters of this thesis is constructed according 
to the same methodological framework. A basic feature of my approach 
is that the chapters are all divided into two sections. The first 
section presents a taxonomy of the various types of structure which 
are evinced by the Ex and PA clauses in the language concerned. This is
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on the same lines as the method of treating Ex and PA in the standard 
grammars (see above). Nevertheless, the taxonomy is in all cases more 
elaborate and more detailed than that of previous works. Having thus 
established the various forms in which Ex and PA are attested I move on 
in the second section to investigate the function of the constructions. 
Thus my aim is to examine not only what constructions are used in a 
language but also why they are used. The standard treatments of Semitic 
syntax show little concern for the second of these goals, in this 
present work it is in the investigation of the function of Ex and PA 
that I hope to make the greatest contribution to the field.
The principal methodological framework which has been adopted 
in the second section of the chapters is discourse analysis, i.e. the 
function of Ex and PA clauses is examined within the context of the 
discourse in which they are used. In most cases the motivation for 
the use of Ex and PA cannot be adequately explained except by taking 
this broad textual perspective.
Such a method of analysis has already been applied to Ex in
Biblical Hebrew by Andersen and to PA in Amharic by Hetzron (references
above). However, Andersen's treatment of Ex, which is only cursory,
does not satisfactorily explain all the data and Hetzron* s arguments
15are invalidated by the linguistic facts. One weakness of both of 
these works is their attempt to link all Ex or PA clauses with one 
specific discourse function. My research has shown that in reality 
these constructions may perform a number of often quite diverse 
functions, thus confirming Green's (1980) claim that the relation 
between syntactic structure and function in language is generally not 
one to one.
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A form of discourse analysis has also been employed by 
several linguistic theorists who have studied Ex, notably those who 
have worked with the notion of 1 discourse topic’ (see above). These 
studies are based for the most part on languages which lie outside 
the Semitic area, although Givon has directed some attention to 
Biblical Hebrew syntax. Their theory of ’topic shifts' explains many 
of the instances of Ex which I have collected yet there is a large 
residue of constructions for which this analysis is not valid. 
Consequently a broader approach is necessary.
It is beyond the scope of this introduction to review all the
manifold theoretical frameworks which have been developed to analyse
the linguistic structure of texts. For such a survey the reader is
referred to Dressier (1977* 1978)- My methodology has been inspired
mainly by the work of Joseph Grimes, Robert Longacre, and Teun van
Dijk. The value of their approach to the analysis of discourse is
16that it is largely empirical. This applies especially to the work
of Grimes and Longacre, who have both carried out extensive field
17work in a large number of language communities. The work of other
text linguists has also been drawn on where appropriate, I have,
however, rejected the more abstract methods of discourse analysis,
many of which are still embroiled in theoretical preliminaries and
18show little concern for the direct analysis of texts.
In general I have been eclectic in my methodological approach, 
selecting only those forms of analysis which could be successfully 
applied to the material I had collected. I have not allowed any of 
the various models of analysis which I have used to become an 
’intellectual straitjacket', but have developed and adapted them 
according to the requirements of the data. Indeed occasionally the 
approach which is adopted is entirely my own.
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The major theoretical concepts with which I have worked are 
as follows:-
1. DISCOURSE SPAN.
A span is a stretch of discourse in which there is some kind of 
uniformity. Such stretches of uniformity exist in several, usually 
overlapping, dimensions of a text such as those discussed in 2 — 5 
below. This notion of discourse span is based largely on Grimes
(1975: p.91 ff.)*
Bateson (1970) has used a similar concept in her analysis of the
cArabic mu allaqat. She segments each poem into a series of * pattern 
spans*, each pattern span consisting of a cluster of repeated 
phonological, morphological, or syntactic features. However, whereas 
Bateson’s emphasis is on stretches of structural repetition, I shall 
be concerned with spans on the semantic axes of the text.
2, T0P3C.
The term topic refers to an individual or an entity which occupies a 
central position in a stretch of discourse. Impressionistically it 
may be said that a topic is a referent which a stretch of discourse 
is ’about’. The following are some of the characteristic features 
of topics which are objectively verifiable:-
(i) they are referred to frequently and at close intervals (cf. Levy 
1982; Van Dijk 1981; p.182);
(ii) they often occupy the subject/agent slot of the clause (cf. 
Givon 1979; Levinsohn 1978).
These features, however, are only typical. They do not constitute a 
necessary condition for the ’topic status’ of a referent.
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A topic span is a stretch of discourse in which a certain referent 
has topic status, often one topic span is integrated into another 
’higher level* topic span. In such cases the topic of the higher 
level span is referred to as the primary topic and that of the 
shorter 'embedded1 span as the secondary topic. Structures of this 
type may he represented graphically as follows•-
Linear progression of discourse 
1 2 J 4  
Primary topic |—  ...................... _ .............. I
Secondary topic I— ____________«|
3. THEME.
This term is used to refer to the semantic domain of the information 
which is predicated ahout the topic referent. A theme span is a 
stretch of discourse the content of which belongs to a single semantic 
domain. Consider the following passage
"The king was of a rather irascible disposition. He used to lose his 
temper at the slightest provocation. When in a rage, he would storm 
through the palace breaking everything he could lay his hands on. He 
was also an incorrigible glutton and frequently made himself ill by 
his gastronomic excesses".
The topic referent of this passage is 'the king*. In the first three 
sentences the theme is ’irascibility’, i.e. all the propositions 
within this segment of discourse express information which belongs to 
the semantic domain of ’irascibility*. The last sentence on the other
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hand has the theme of 'gluttony'. The passage, therefore, consists 
of two theme spans.
The term 'theme' is employed here to denote a concept which is similar
to that which some text linguists refer to as a 'frame'. This term
is used to describe a set of concepts which by convention and experience
19typically belong together. For instance, the three concepts of
'losing his temper at the slightest provocation', 'storming through 
the palace', and 'breaking everything he could lay his hands on' are 
all contained in the * irascibility'-frame.
4. LEVEL OF DESCRIPTION.
This refers to the specificity of a stretch of discourse. It is 
important to note that the parameter of level of description is relative. 
It can only be gauged if two contiguous segments of a discourse describe 
the same event or state. In such cases the second description can be 
judged to be more specific or more general than the first, e.g. "They 
took care of his needs. They sobered him up, fed him, clothed him, and 
gave him a place to stay". Here the initial general statement is 
elaborated by a subsequent series of clauses which describe the same 
event in more specific detail (cf. Longacre 1976, 1979)*
5* GROUNDING.
In any discourse some portions are more important than others. The
material which supplies the main points of a discourse is referred to
as foreground. By contrast, that part of the discourse which does not
immediately contribute to the speaker's/writer's goal but merely assists,
amplifies, or comments on it is designated as background. Grounding is
the generic term which refers to the organization of the text into
20foreground and background segments.
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In narrative discourse the foreground is constituted by the central 
sequence of events whereas the background consists of scene-setting 
descriptions, circumstantial events, flashbacks (= plusquamperfectum), 
evaluative comments, etc. in expository discourse, on the other hand, 
explanatory information forms the foreground of the text and narrative 
sequences may be used to illustrate it (Grimes 1975)*
6. INDIVIDUATION.
This term refers to the distinctness or salience of a nominal from 
its own background and, in some circumstances, also its distinctness 
from the other nominals in the clause (cf. Hopper and Thompson 1980; 
Timberlake 1975* 1977). Many factors have a bearing on individuation.
For instance, a reflexive verb complement, which is co-referential 
with the subject, is less individuated, i.e. less distinct, than a 
non-reflexive one, A nominal which refers to a specific entity is 
more individuated than a generic nominal, which refers to a class of 
entities. A proper noun with a unique referent is more individuated 
than a common noun. A noun which is specified by a qualifier is more 
individuated than one that is not so specified.
The distinctness of a nominal also depends on the perceptual salience
of its referent. Humans do not perceive the environment with uniform
objectivity. Rather our perception is subject to a pre-conscious
ego-centric bias (zubin 1979; Carr 1976)* This means that a human
being tends to pay more attention to entities which are most akin to
himself, i.e. other human beings. The more 'ego-like1 a referent is
the more perceptually salient it is. Human individuals are more
ego-like and therefore more perceptually salient than inanimate objects.
It follows also that 1S  ^person and 2n<^  person referents are more 
rdsalient than 3 person referents. These distinctions may be represented
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in the following hierarchy:-
1st pers. y 2nd pers. 3rd pers. human y animate )> inanimate
21
This ’perceptual salience’ hierarchy is reflected in the structure 
22
of many languages.
The individuation of a nominal is also dependent on its assumed
familiarity, i.e. the degree to which the speaker/writer assumes that
the hearer/reader is familiar with, and is able to identify, the
23referent of the nominal. A nominal may he assumed to be familiar 
by virtue of either (a) being closely related to a previously 
mentioned nominal, or (b) being in the permanent knowledge store of 
the hearer/reader. The most obvious kind of close relationship 
between two nominals is co-reference, i.e. the referent of the nominal 
has already been ’evoked’ or ’given’ in the prior discourse. 
Alternatively a nominal may be linked to a previously given referent 
only implicitly by way of inference, e.g. the nominal may be a ’part’ 
of a previously mentioned ’whole' or vice versa. The second category 
of familiar referents are those which do not necessarily have any 
relation to the prior context but which are nevertheless assumed to be 
known about. Under this head are to be included (i) proper nouns 
which name a person or place which is assumed to be known by the 
hearer/reader, and (ii) generic nominals. A generic nominal may be 
considered familiar in that the hearer/reader can be assumed to know 
about the class it refers to if he knows the meaning of the nominal 
(cf. Li and Thompson 1976: p-461).
In the present work the term definiteness will also be employed to 
refer to the same kinds of nominal as those which are embraced by the
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term 'assumed familiarity', i.e. nominals which have identifiable 
referents (cf. Chafe 1976: pp. 38-43)* However, whereas 'definiteness' 
is a discrete category, 'assumed familiarity' allows of a certain degree 
of gradation. A 'given' referent, for instance, may be said to be more 
familiar than one which is only inferable from the prior discourse. 
Moreover, within the set of nominals with identifiable referents, context 
bound nominals (i.e. those which are given or inferable) are sometimes 
treated by the speaker/writer as more familiar than nominals which are 
not context bound (i.e. newly introduced generics or proper nouns). 
Consequently the term 'assumed familiarity’ is used when it is necessary 
to take into consideration these finer distinctions. Elsewhere the more 
conventional term 'definiteness' is retained.
Finally, a nominal may be individuated or salient by virtue of its 
prominent r6le within the text. This is usually indicated by its 
frequent mention (cf. Levy 1982). A topic referent, therefore, is 
to be classified as individuated by this criterion.
The various factors which determine individuation have been isolated for 
the sake of extraposition, yet it must be pointed out that usually more 
than one factor is at play simultaneously* A nominal may often be 
classed as individuated on several counts, e.g. by virtue of being 
definite, human, and qualified by a modifier. Moreover there is no 
absolute dichotomy between an individuated nominal and a non-individuated 
one. It is more accurate to state that some are more individuated than 
others. This has already been seen with regard to the hierarchies of 
assumed familiarity. It must also be taken into account when assessing 
the status of generic nominals. Such an assessment is of particular 
significance for certain sections of this thesis. According to the 
aforementioned criteria generic nominals are less individuated
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than specific ones, yet nevertheless have a certain degree of 
individuation on account of their definite status (i.e. their referents 
are always identifiable). This may be expressed in the following 
hierarchy schema in which the symbol ^  is to be read as 'is more 
ind ividuat ed than*:-
definite specific ^  generic ^  indefinite
7. C ONTRASTIVE ASSERT ION.
This is generally focused on only one nominal in a clause. It is 
expressed on the prosodic level by uttering the contrastively asserted 
nominal with high stress, e.g. JOHN hit Bill (where 'John* is stressed) 
The intention in such an utterance is to assert forcefully, forestalling 
any misapprehension on the part of the hearer, that the one who hit Bill 
was John.
24
Three factors are involved. Firstly the speaker assumes that the 
hearer knows that someone has hit Bill. Secondly the speaker assumes 
that the hearer is possibly entertaining another candidate for this rSle 
Thirdly he asserts forcefully which candidate is the correct one, i.e. 
'John and not anybody else you may have had in mind*.
8. ILLOCNTIONARY FORCE.
This is used to describe the kind of 'act* an utterance is intended to 
perform in communicative interaction, i.e. it may constitute an act of 
praise, criticism, command, statement, etc. For instance a stretch of
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discourse which is intended as an act of praise is said to have the
illocutionary force of praise. The term was coined "by Austin (1962)
who formulated a theory of * speech act semantics* (cf. Kempson 1977: P«50).
9. RE-IDENTIFICATION.
When a referent which is familiar from the prior discourse is referred to 
by a full nominal which explicitly identifies the referent rather than 
hy a pronoun, the referent is said to he ’re-identified'.
Finally it should be pointed out that, in discussing the function of 
Ex and PA constructions the term ’emphasis* has been systematically 
avoided. This term is used by some to refer to what I call 'contrastive 
assertion’. In many other cases, however, it is employed in a rather 
indeterminate manner as a cover term to explain a number of disparate, 
and usually poorly understood, syntactic phenomena. The indiscriminate 
use of this term (or its equivalent in the language of the writer) has 
marred many of the descriptions of Ex and PA in Semitic languages 
(see p. 11 above).
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F O O T N O T E S
1. The term ’extraposition* was first applied to constructions 
of this type by Jespersen (cf. Mod. Eng. Gram. II, p.7* III* 
pp. 25, 71-72, 556-357; Anal. syn. pp. 45-48).
Semitic philologists have used a wide variety of terms, e.g. 
’Isolierung des natttrlichen Subjekts* (Reckendorf, S.V., 
pp. 366-376, 540-544; followed by Bravmann, Studies - 'Isolation 
of the natural subject* and Blau, Bigdug - biddud hannobe* 
hattib°i); 'compound sentence' (Gesenius-Kautzsch Heb. Gram., 
p.457-8; Davidson, Heb. Syn. p.148), 'zusammengesetzte Satz' 
(Ungnad, 1906: p.60); 'compound nominal sentence' (Wright,
Gram. Ar. Lang. II, pp. 255-256), 'zusammengesetzte Nominalsatz 
(Kautzsch, Gram. Bib, Aram., p.162; Bauer-Leander, Gram. Bib. 
Aram., pp. 345-347; Bergstrhsser, EinfUhrung, p.16; Von Soden, 
GAG, pp. 182-183); 'casus pendens* (Driver, Tenses, pp. 290-299; 
Davidson, Heb. Syn., pp. 148-151; JotLon, Gram. Heb. Bib.,
PP. 477-478); 'casus independens’ (Khnig, pehrgeb. des Heb., 
Schlusstheil, pp. 441-446); 'dominierende Vorstellung*
(Brockelmann, GVGSS II, pp. 459-446, 666-668); 'Nominativus
absolutus' (Nbldeke, Mand. Gram., p.410), 'nominative absolute* 
(Segal, Mish. Heb. Gram., pp. 211-215); 'Nomen absolutum'
(KOnig, ib.); 'Absolute Voranstellung' (praetorius, Amh. Sprach., 
pp. 416-418; iiropat, 1909: PP* 60-61); 'position absolue' 
(Lambert, Traitfe de Gram. Heb., pp. 438-441); 'anticipation 
d'un felfement nominal* (cohen, Traitfe de pang. Amh., pp. 93-94).
2. indeed in some cases the two constructions are indistinguishable, 
cf. pp. 194*, 2-74*
3. e.g. Reckendorf, Brockelmann, Driver, Von Soden (references in 
Footnote 1).
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4. cf. pp. 147, 229, 281.
5. cf. Ewald, (Gram. Ling. Ar.); Kbnig (op. cit., p.438);
Duval (op. cit., p.363); Von Soden (op. cit., p.182);
Cohen (op. cit. p.93)*
6. For classificatory predicates cf. Beeston (1970:66) and 
j. Lyons (1977:472).
7. It is interesting to note that although Bravmann1 s analysis 
of Ex clauses is unacceptable (as is shown by double Ex 
clauses) the occurrence patterns of Ex clauses in Arabic are
in fact those which his analysis implies, viz. they are attested
predominantly in stative and imperfective clauses (see Chapter 1)1
8. Beeston (1974^ presents a critique of this article. His main
concern is to show that contrary to the claim of Lewkowicz the
rule of extraposition cannot be applied to a clause ad infinitum, 
i.e. constructions such as zaydun *abuhu baytuhu Subbakuhu 
jamilun are impossible.
9. The fallacy that transformational grammar can scientifically 
'explain1 a linguistic phenomenon has been well demonstrated 
by Givon (1979)* Most work on TG does little more than develop 
TG per se; see below, where studies on Ex which come from the 
mainstream of TG are discussed.
10. Getatchew (1970) and Fulas (1972) have also studied PA in 
Amharic. These two articles together with that of Hetzron 
are reviewed in detail in Chapter 5*
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11. This interpretation is related to the notion which was expressed 
several years earlier hy G. von der Gabelentz (1869: p.378) that 
an element at the front of the clause generally refers to 
something which is cognitively prominent. Von der Gabelentz was 
one of the first to use the term 'psychological subject' to 
designate this 'psychological' starting point of the clause, 
which need not necessarily coincide with the 'grammatical' subject. 
Later Wundt used the same notion to explain word order in language 
but introduced the term 'dominierende Vorstellung* (dominating 
idea) to refer to the cognitively prominent element of the clause 
(Vdlkerpsychologie, vol. I, part 2, pp. 259-263). Brockelmann 
adopted Wundt's term to refer specifically to Ex constructions 
(see abovq).
12. The data base of the linguistic works which are cited is English 
except in those cases where there is indication to the contrary,
13. A prominent feature of TG analysis is the testing of the 
'generative transformational' rules by examining the grammaticality 
of a number of contrived sentence structures. For instance, 
transformationalists point out that in English an extraposed 
nominal may be separated from its resumptive pronoun by an 
indefinite number of embedded clauses, e.g. (i) Jotur - Mary
said that Bill claimed that Peter believed that Sam hit hinu .
On the other hand if an object nominal is placed at the front of 
the clause without a subsequent resumptive pronoun, the verb 
which governs the fronted object must occur in the same clause, 
e.g. (ii) John Mary saw, but not (iii) John Mary claimed that 
Bill saw, which is inadmissible. Such monstrosities as (i),
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which are judged to he 1 grammatical' by the transformational 
analysts, are highly unlikely to occur outside the linguistics 
classroom in natural speech or writing. The preoccupation of 
TG with 1 grammaticality judgements' of the kind illustrated 
above renders it unsuitable as a tool for the analysis of a 
language which is only attested in written texts and for which 
there are no native informants.
14. In cases where the extraposed nominal is new it is generally
contrasted with some other referent. chafe (1976) claims that 
all extraposed nominals, at least in English, are contrastive.
15* See Chapter 5-
16. It should be pointed out, however, that Van Dijk's early work 
was of a somewhat programmatic nature, e.g. Van Dijk (1972).
17* cf. Grimes (ed.) (1978) and Longacre (1972, (ed.) 1976).
Andersen's study of the sentence in Biblical Hebrew was in fact 
based mainly on the methodology which was developed by Longacre.
18. This applies to the work of many text linguists from Continental 
Europe, e.g. Ndth (1978); PettJfi and Rieser (1974); Petofi 
(1978); Schmidt (1978); Wienold (1978).
19. cf. Charniak (1975), Minsky (1975); Winograd (1975).
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20. For the distinction between foregrounding and backgrounding, 
see Grimes (1975)» chs. 3» 4» 8; Hopper (1979); Hopper and 
Thompson (1980); Labov (1972); Labov and Waletzky (1987); 
polanyi-Bov/ditch (1978); Scheffler (1978).
21. Linguists have also referred to this hierarchy as the hierarchy
of 'topicality* (Hawlcinson and Hyman 1974; Givon 1978), 'agency*
(Silverstein 1978), 'animacy* (Comrie 1981), or 'empathy' (iCuno 
1978; De Lancey 1981). In all cases the form of the hierarchy 
is essentially the same. The name given to it reflects the 
immediate concern of the linguist. Silverstein, for instance,
in his work on Australian languages, used the hierarchy to 
elucidate the nature of 'agents*. He showed that referents 
which are high on the hierarchy are more likely to be chosen to 
function as agent in a clause than those which are lower in rank. 
Hawkins on and Hyman and Givon, on the other hand, argue that the 
hierarchy determines which referent is made the 'topic' of a 
clause (it should be pointed out that these linguists do not use 
the term 'topic' in exactly the same way as I am using it in 
this work).
22. In Spanish and Biblical Aramaic, for instance, the occurrence of
the direct object marker particle is by and large restricted to
objects which have human referents. Some Australian languages 
(e.g. Dyirbal) have separate accusative forms only for first and 
second person pronouns (Blake 1977)* In Slavonic languages the 
distinction between human and non-human or that between animate 
and inanimate is relevant to the existence or not of a special 
genitive-like accusative (comrie 1978).
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23. This account of assumed familiarity is based on Prince (1981).
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I S T R U C T U R E
1.0 FORM OF EXTRAPOSED CONSTITUENT
1.1 personal pronoun, e.g.
(1) wahum fl ha5a Iwaqti ta'wa 
'ilayhim bawariju lhindi
Judaeo-Arabic;- 
“ c(2) wahuwa ma ma ahu Say’un
(3) wa' ana haramtani
Poetry;-
(4) huwa la tanmi ramiyyatuhu
Qur'an;-
(5) kayfa takfuruna wa'anturn 
tutla calaykum 'ayatu llahi
1.2 Demonstrative pronoun, e.
Judaeo-Arahic; -
(6) ha'ula'i yaqutuhum kubzun
Qur'an;-




(8) 'ula'ika lahum aSabun
C  Tazimun
"They - at this time the boats of 
the Indians seek refuge amongst 
them". (Mas. Ill, 37/4).
"He - there is nothing in his 
possession”. (David 245/13).
"I - you have deprived me”.
(David 246/2).
"He - what he has shot does not 
rise up". (A.S. 368).
"How can you disbelieve when the 
signs of God are recited to you?".
(Q 3 /1 °1 ) .
"These (men) - bread is their 
food (lit. bread feeds them)".
(Nis. 178/7).
"This - he has charged you with 
it that you might remember". 
(Q6/152).





(9) ’almusammimu qatluhu bil’ijhazi 
«





(11) wazzawjatu ma aha hifzun min• »
almiqra
(12) fassadaqatu llati hiyya
• •




(13) wazzulmu marta uhu wakinru(n)
Qur’an;- 
— c
(14) wallahu indahu husnu 
lma’abi




(16) ’asadun marratani Stadda 
°alayhi harru §gamsI
1.4 Interrogative pronoun or
(17) man bibagdada yahtawi
c — *milkuhu ala ’alfi ’alfi
dinarin
(18) man ra’aytahu
"The schemer - his death is 
quick", (jah. 199/7).
"The other group of Nubians is 
called Calawa". (Mas. Ill, 32/1).
"The wife had knowledge of 
scripture". (Res. Maim. 226/6).
"Such almsgiving as this - the 
Creator is delighted with it". 
(David 247/2).
"Wrong-doing - its pasture is 
unwholesome". (Del. 1/11).
"God - with him is an excellent 
refuge". (Q3/14).
"The good country - its 
vegetation comes up by permission 
of its Lord". (Q7/58).
"A lion - once the sun shone 
fiercely upon him ...".
(Fables of Luqman, in Lyons, 
Classical Arabic Reader, p.4).
interrogative phrase, e.g.;-
"Who in Bagdad - his possessions 
have the value of one thousand 
thousand dinars?", (Tan. 17/14)*





9umma qalu man na’ummu biha
* c’abani awfin ’am innajarah 
(= innajarati)
(20) ’ayyu karimin lam tusibhu
lqawari°u
"They said; 'Whom Bhall we make 
for, the Bani °auf or the Najara?'"- 
( Sir. 23/4 ).
"What noble man - the blows of 
fortune have not smitten him?".
(S.V. 786).
Qur’an;-
(21) man biyadihi malakutu 
kulli §ay’in
"In whose hand is the dominion 
of everything?". (Q25/90).
1.5 The extraposed constituent is sometimes preceded by the 
particle ’aimna and connected to the rest of the sentence 
by fa- , e.g.;-
(22) ’amma lfaqiru fama ’agnahu
Q
an ilhamdi
"As for the poor man - how free 
he is from praise", (jah. 184/8).
(23) ’amma ljawamis fa’innaha 
bi99agri 5garni tajurru 
’akbara ma yakunu min 
alcajali
"As for the buffaloes - they pull 
carts of great size on the Syrian 




’amma l’umuru llati yajibu 
°ala Imu’mini ttawakkulu 
flha °ala llahi fajami°uha
jmsayni
’amma ilmu ttasrifi 
wattakallumu fihi fahuwa 
mimma yataga’amuna bihi
"As for the things in which a believer 
must rely on God - all of them 
(belong to one of) two categories". 
(Hob. 183/1).
"As for the science of conjugation 
and talking about it - it is 
something they attribute evil to", 
(janah 102/3).
Qur’an;-
(26) ’amma 9amudu fahadaynahum
(27) ’amma lgulamu fakana 
'abawahu mu’minayni
"As for Thamud - we guided them".
(Q41/17).
"As for the boy - his parents were 
believers". (Q18/80)^.
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The fa- in constructions with ’amma is sometimes omitted in poetry
—  2 • Towing to the exigencies of the metre (darura) , cf. Mugni p*56 where 
the following example is given: -
(28) fa*amma lqitalu la qitala "As for fighting - there is no
ladaykumu * walakinna sayran fitting among you, but walking
fi °iradi lmawakibi in processions", (ib.)
In Judaeo-Arabic the fa- is often omitted after ’amma (cf. Blau,
Diqduq p . 204 ff)> e.g.;-
(29) ’amma dda°ifu llati qataltu "As for the poor man whose cow I
baqaratahu kanat fida killed - it (i.e. the cow) was the x
zawjatihi ransom of his wife". (Nis. 179/6) .
The item introduced by ’amma is occasionally connected to the rest of 
the sentence by wa-, e.g.:-
(30) ’amma biladu lwahati 
wahiyya bayna biladi misra
Q_
wal’iskandariyyati wasa idi 
misra walmagribi wa’ardi 
1’ahabigi min annubati 
wagayrihim
cf. Mas. Ill, 29/8.
"As for the land of
the oases - it is between the
(province of) Misr, Alexandria,
c—
the Sa id, the Magrib, and the 
part of Abyssinia which is 
inhabited by the Nubians and other 
peoples". (Mas. Ill, 50/11).
♦amma wa is also attested in Christian Arabic, e.g.
(31) ’amma Yuhanna wakana libasuhu "As for John - his clothing was of
min wabari l’ibili camel's hair". (Graf, 77B).
1.6 The extraposed constituent is sometimes preceded by*-
1.61 The particle ’inna or a conjunction containing 
’inna, e.g.;-
(32) wa’inna l’ibila l’aglabu "Camels - it is very common for
ininha ’an tafGala 5alika them to do this". (Mas. Ill, 60/2).
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(33) walakinna nnahwiyyina sara
* c5a indahum s if at an
Judaeo-Arabic;-
(34) fa’inna ka9iran min
— c *
hussadi ’ahli 1 ilmi fi
zamanina ha5a wafi suq°ina
w C
kas satan qad yab aOuhumu
Q
lhasadu lahum ma a ljahli 
cala ttacalluli °alayhim
Qur’an;-
(35) ’inna llah la yakfa
alayhi gay’un
(36) ’innanl hadanl rabbi 
’ila siratin mustaqlmin
(37) *innahum la’aymana lahum
1.62 ka’anna. e.g.;-
Judaeo-Arabic;-
(38) faka’anni kana yuha ’ilayya 
wahyan
1.63 laCallat e.g,;- 
Poetry;-
Q — C "
(39) la alii law raja tu *ila 
*ahli
1 .64 layta, e.g.;-
Poetry;-
(40) ya laytanl qabla bigrin
^ana °ajalanl da°in
"But the grammarians - this in 
their opinion had the status of 
sifa". (sib. I, 345/5).
"For many of those who are jealous 
of men of science in our own time, 
and especially in our country, - 
their jealousy for them together 
with their ignorance incites them 
to find pretexts against them", 
(janah* 108/11).
"God - nothing is hidden from 
him". (Q3/5).
"I - my Lord led me to a straight 
path". (Q6/161).
"They - they have no (binding) 
oaths". (Q9/12).
"It was as if I - it was revealed to 
me in an inspiration", (janah,
116/13).
"Perchance I - if I were to return 
to my people (sc. what would it be
like?)". (A.S. 131).
"If only I - before (marriage with) 




(41) rubba sawabin qultahu
Poetry:-
(42) rubba baytin hunaka 
akrabuhu
(43) rubba qawmin batu bi’ajma0! 
Samiin taraku Samlahum 
bigayri nizamin
1.66 wawu rubba, e.g.;-
Poetry:-
(44) wagulamin ’arsalathu 
’ummuhu




(46) kam mufaddan fi ’ahlihi 
* aslamuhu
(47) radi in hunaka qad
fatamuhu biSaba ssayfi
Qur’an:-
(48) kam min qaryatin ’ahlaknaha
1.68 ka’ayyin, e.g.;- 
Qur’an:-
(49) ka’ayyin min ’ayyatin fi 
ssamawati wal’ardi yamurruna
C — Q *
alayha wahum anha 
mu°riduna
(50) ka’ayyin min nabiyyin qatala 
macahu ribbiyyCEna kaBTruna
"Many a truth have you uttered".
(Tan. 13/3).
"Many a house there they have 
destroyed". (Arb. 67/8).
"Many a people who passed the night 
in closest unity, they left their 
unity without order", (ib. 67/11)-
"Many a young man - his mother has 
sent him". (s.Y. 528).
"Many a night have you spent 
travelling (in it)". (S.Y. ib.).
"How many a one most precious to his 
kinsmen they betrayed". (Arb. 65/12).
"How many a suckling child they 
weaned with the edge of the sword". 
(it. 65/13).
"How many a town have we destroyed".
(Q7/4).
"How many a sign in heaven and earth 
do they pass by and ignore".
(Q12/105).
"How many a prophet - many thousands 
of men fought with him". (0,3/146).
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1.7 The extraposed constituent may he the subject of an 
auxiliary verb;-
1.71 kana, e.g.:-
(51) kanat ilyahudu qad
’aCjabahum *i5 kana yusalli 
qibala bayti Imaqdisi
"The Jews - he pleased them, since 
he prayed towards the temple (in 
Jerusalem). (Buk. 35/15)*
Judaeo-Arabic:-
(52) lamma .... kanat haSihi
lkutubu la yuqafu °ala ma 
flha ’ilia bi°ilmi 
llisani ....
"Since these books - their contents 
are only understood through knowledge 
of the language", (janah, 99/13)*
1.72 laysa, e.g.:-
(53) ’awalasna wa’in jahalna 
’asbahaha faqad ’ayqanna 
bi’annaha tajri ’ ila 
gayatiha
"We - although we are ignorant of 
their (= events) causes, yet are we 
not certain that they will run their 
full course?", (jah. 189/20).
Poetry:- 
(54) laisa ljadidu bihi tabqa 
bagaSatuhu
"The new thing - its enjoyment does 
not remain with it (= time)". 
(Qutami l/6).
1.73 Negator + zala, e.g.;-
(55) lejn tazal ilmuluku
’umuruhum muntazimatun
"The kings - their affairs remained 
in order". (Mas. I, 298/1).
Qur’an:- 
(56) la yazalu lladina kafaru 
tusibuhum bima sanaCu 
qari°atun
"Those who disbelieve - disaster 
does not cease to strike them.
(Q13/31).
1.74 occasionally with ’amkana;-
(57) l^m tumkinnl kalimatun "I could add nothing to any word
’udkilu fiha Say’an gayru except this word". (Buk. I, 8/13)*
haQihi lkalimati
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Extrapositional constructions with other auxiliary verbs are mainly 
restricted to poetry;-
1.75 ’asbaha, e.g.:-
(58) ’asbahtu qad hallat yamini "In the morning my oath was discharged".
(S.V. 789).
1.76 ^amsa, e.g.*-
(59) *amsa *aClaqathu lhaba’ilu "He - the ropes bound him".
(S.V. 789).
Also with *adha, gada, and raha; cf. Reckendorf, S.V. p.789*
1.8 The extraposed constituent may be preceded by an adverb, e.g.;-
"Do you hit Zayd every day?". 
(Sib. 1, 43/11)*
Such constructions, however, are rare. The only examples attested in 
texts are from poetry, e.g.;-
(60) ’akulla yawmin Zaydan 
tadribuhu
(61) wayawman 'anta mahtiduka
l°abidu
"Sometimes you - your origin is 
slaves". (GVGSS II, 441).
(62) fabitilka laddatu SSababi 
qadaytuha * °anni 
fasa’il baCdahum ma$a 
qada
"With such things, the pleasures 
of youth - I have brought them to 
an end; ask one of them what he has 
brought to an end".
(NOldeke, Poesie, p.82/5).
1.9 An adverb intervenes between the extraposed constituent and the 
rest of the sentence, e.g.;-
Poetry:-
(65) ’asyafuna fi kulli garbin 
wamaSriqin biha min qira°i 
ddari°ina fululun
(64) Bumma hadama Salika lbayta 
fabaqayahu lyauma kama 
dukira ll biha *a0aru 
ddima’i llatl kanat
—  C  “tuharaqu alayha
"Our swords - in all west and east 
there are notches in them from 
smiting against armoured warriors". 
(Arb. 55/6).
"Then they destroyed that temple, and 
its remains today - I have been told - 
on them are the stains of the blood 
which was shed upon them".
(Sir. 28/14 ff.)*
cf. also Example (1).
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1.10 Double extraposition, e.g.:-
(65)’a°abdullahi ’akuhu tadribuhu "Abdullah - his brother - are you
hitting him?". (Sib. It 45/13)-
Such constructions seem to be restricted to sentences in which the second 
extraposed item (corresponding to ’akuhu in (65)) is counterpoised by 
another item in an adjacent clause. The two counterpoised elements 
usually constitute an antithesis, e.g.:
(66) yadaka ’ihdahuma tusqi "Your two hands - one of them - with
c —
1 aduwwa biha samman *ukra it you give the enemy to drink
nadaha lam yazal diyama poison, the other - its generosity
In the Arabic of the Qur’an there are several examples of ’double’ 
extrapositional sentences in which the first extraposed constituent is 
a relative phrase and the second a demonstrative pronoun, e.g.:-
is ceaseless rain". (S.V. p.784)
(67) yadaka yadun rabi°u nnasi 
fiha wafi l’ukra gSuhuru 
min alharami
"Your two hands - one hand - in it 
is the herbage of mankind, and in 
the other are the sacred months". 
(Lane, Lexicon, part 5> p.1019).
(68) ’alladlna ’amanu billahi "Those who believe in God and his
warusulihi walam yufarriqu messengers and have not made
bayna ’ahadin minhum 
’ula’ika sawfa yu’tihim 
’ujurahum
distinction between any of them - 
those - he will bring them their 
reward". (Q4/152).
(69) ’inna lladina kafaru "Those who disbelieve and die 
disbelievers - those - upon them 
is the curse of God".
wamatu wahum kuffarun 
’ula’ika °alayhim la°natu 
llahi (Q2/161).
(70) man ’arada l’akirata wasa°a "Whoever desires the Hereafter and




strives for it with the effort 
necessary, being abeliever - those 
their effort is appreciated.
(Q17/19).
It is to be noted, however, that such constructions in the Qur’an were 
probably formed by the mechanical linking of two pieces of formulaic 
phraseology (cf. p. 87 )^.
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1.11 Extraposed constituent is preceded by an initial subject, e.g. 
Judaeo-Arabic; -
"You will not overtake what is past 
and I am not repentant for what has 
escaped me". (Hatim, 25, 9)*




(72) ’annasu man yalqa kayran
qa’ iluna lahu ..•
"people say to anyone who experience 
good fortune ...". (Qutami, 1,8).
Qur’an*. -
(73) ’inna kulla gay*in 
kalaqnahu biqadrin
"We have created everything by 
measure". (Q54/49)*
cf. sibawaihi;- ’ana Zaydun darabtuhu (I, 43» 8), ’a’anta 
°abdullahi darabtahu (ib.); also I, 42, 15; I» 42, 19.
In all available examples, the subject is a pronoun, with the exception
5
of (72) in which the verb form is a participle .
1.12 Extraposition within a subordinate clause.
1.121 After ’anna and its compounds, e.g.:-
(74) Bumma °arafu ’annahum la 
taqata lahum bihi
_  Q
(75) wa’innama yajibu ’an ta lama 
’anna nnufusa la ciwada laha
li’anna*-





(77) law ’anna ’unzila alayna
lkitabu lakunna ’ahda minhum
"Then they realized that they - 
there was no power to them (= they 
had no power) to resist him".
(Sir. 50/4).
"You should know that the soul - 
there is no replacement for it". 
(Tan. 16/18).
"Because the alif - one employs 
it to question the verb".
(Sirafi on Sib. I, 42» 2).
"If we - the book had been revealed 
to us, we would have been better 




The only examples available are from poetry*-
(78) * ifia lmar’u lam yadnas min
allu’mi irduhu fakullu 
rida’in yartadihi jamilu
"When a man - his honour is not 
defiled by baseness, then every 
cloak he wears is comely",
(Arb. 51/1).
(79) wa’ida *akuka taraktahu
wa’aka mri’in ’awda ’akuka 
wakunta ’anta tatabbabu
cf. Reck. S.V. p.797*
When your brother - you desert him
  your brother perishes and you
are in danger of destruction". 
(Lyall, Abras 14/5).
1*125 After * in*- 
The only examples available are from poetry:-
(80) ka’anna llaha yajda u ’anfahu 
wa aynayhi ’in mawlahu Qaba 
lahu wafru
(81) fa’in nahnu ’a azzana llahu 
wa’azharana ala aduwina
"It is as if God mutilates his 
nose and eyes if his client - 
abundance comes to him".
(s.v■ p.797)•
"If God gives us strength and 
allows us to vanquish our foes". 
(GVGSS II, p.656).
1.124 Within a relative clause.
This is only attested in cases where the extraposed item is 
counterpoised by some other element in an adjacent clause 
(cf. double extraposition, p. 4 2 ), e.g.:-
(82) ra’ayta Uadi la kulluhu ’anta "You have seen something which -
all of it - you have not power 
over it - and part of it you do
— c — c
qadirun alayhi wala an
ba dihi ’anta sabiru
Qur’an:-
(85) babun batinuhu fihi rrahmatu 
wazahiruhu min qibalihi 
lCa$abu
not relinquish". (S.V. P*797)*
"A gate the inside of which - in 
it is mercy, the outside of which 
opposite it is doom". (Q57/13)*
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1,125 in clauses which are complements to verbs of
perception (the so-called *af°al lqalb - verba 
cordis).
These constructions differ from object clauses which are introduced 
by ’anna (e.g. (74)), in that the extraposed nominal is ^raised1 
into the object slot of the main verb, e.g.;-
(84) lamma ra’a lbunyana tamma 
suhuquhu
"When he saw the building - its 
required height had been reached, 
i.e. When he saw that the required 
height of the building had been
7
reached". (S.V. p.518)*
1.13 Extraposed constituent stands before a complex sentence.
1.131 Clause order subordinate-main;-
1.1311 Resumed in both subordinate and main clause, 
e.g.:
(85) fa’innaka ’in ’abayta ’ilia "For you - if you persist in your
ma turidu hila baynaka intention, something will come
wabaynahu between you and it (= your intention)"
(Sir. 22/10).
(86) balagani ’anna bna zzayyati "I heard that Ibn azzayyat - when
^  C  *■"lamma ju ila fi ttannuri he was thrown into the oven, one
* 0
qala lahu ba du kadamihi ... of his attendants said to him ...".
(Tan. 12/8).
1.1312 Resumed only in subordinate clause, e.g.:-
(87) wa lam ’anna wa’in kunna 
nufassiru l’istifhama fi
miOli hada l’inkari fa’inna
•"» c m
11a5i huwa mahdu lma na
’annahu liyantabihi ssami°u
"Know that we - although we 
interpret interrogation in this way, 
viz. (as an expression of) denial, 
the essential meaning is that it 





(88) wamin adatihiin ’annahum 
’ifia sallaw issubha *atat 
kullu mra'atin ’ila zawjiha 
’aw ibniha bilmukhalati 
wabima’i lwardi waduhni 
lgaliyati
"It is their custom that they 
- when they perform the morning 
prayer, every woman brings to 
her husband or her son a box 
containing antimony, rose 
water, and an unguent of 
ambergris", (ibn Batutah; in 
Nicholson (1911), 78/5).
According to Reckendorf (s.V. p.797) and Brockelmann (GVGSS II, 
p. 666), constructions in which the referent of the fronted 
noun is the subject of the main clause are also extrapositional, 
e.g.:-
C "(89) Gumma ’inna ubaydallahi See below;-
lamma qatala musliman
_ Q
wahani’an ba aGa 
biru'usihim ’ila yazida
c “They postulate that the nominal ubaydallahi is syntactically
Q
isolated and is not the grammatical subject of ba aGa, i.e.;- 
"Then Ubaydallah - when he had killed Muslim and Hani, he sent 
their heads to Yazid".
Sibawaihi directed attention to analogous structures in which 
a noun stands before a temporal or conditional sentence (Chapter 
32). According to his statements on this matter, the fronted 
noun is always syntactically isolated from the main clause if the 
main clause is an apodosis (jawab) to the preceding clause,
O M
e.g. the initial noun in a construction such as *a abdullahi
C’in tarahu tadrib or even ’a abdullahi ’in tara tadrib must 
be nominative (sib. I, 55/11). The verb in a jawab cannot
Q M
govern a fronted noun, i.e. 'a abdallahi ’in tara tadrib is
not permissible. On the other hand, if the main clause is not
an apodosis then its verb may govern a fronted noun, e.g.:-
’a°abdallahi hina ya’tini ’adribu. In such sentences the
subordinate clause (hina ya’tini) is an adverbial insertion
9
intervening between the main verb and its complement.
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According to this analysis, the initial noun in constructions 
like (89) stands in extraposition only if the main clause is 
an apodosis. On the other hand, if the main clause is not an 
apodosis,hut rather the subordinate clause is an adverbial
insertion, then the initial noun is the immediate subject of
, 10 the m a m  verb.
1.132 Clause order main-subordinate.
Only resumed in subordinate clause, e.g.:-
Qur’an;-
(90) ’inna lladlna ’amanu Gumma
kafaru lam yakun
illahu liyagfira lahum wala 
liyahdiyahum sabilan
"Those who believe then disbelieve
  God is not one to pardon
them or to guide them on the way".
(Q4/157).
c f .  Q4/11* Janah 109/19; M isk. 38/8;
1.14 Extraposed constituent connected to the rest of the 
sentence by fa: -
1.141 Regularly after ’amma (cf. p. 36 ).
1.142 Regularly when the verb in the clause is an 
imperative or jussive, e.g. •-
(91) fanafsuka fahfazha
Qur’an:-
(92) wassariqu wassariqatu 
faqta u ’aydiyahuma
(93) ’azzaniyatu wazzani 
fajlidu kulla wahidin 
minhuma mi’ata jaldatin
M C
(94) walladina aqadat 
’aymanukum fa’atuhum 
nasibahum
"Your soul - guard it".
(A.S. p .372).
"The male and female thief - 
cut off their hands". (Q5/38).
"The adulteress and the adulterer 
- scourge each one of them with a 
hundred stripes". (Q24/2).
"Those with whom your right 
hands have made a covenant - 
give them their portion".
(Q4/33).
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(95) walladani ya’tiyaniha "The two of you who are guilty of
minkum fa’aduhuma it (= alfahiSa) — punish them
both". (Q4/16).
1.143 When the extraposed nominal phrase is generic,
11
i.e. a nominal which names a class of entities. 
The occurrence of fa- is especially common when 
the extraposed noun is preceded by kullu, e.g.:-
(96) wakullu hayawanin 5±
lisanin fa’aslu lisanihi 
’ila ddak.ili watarfuhu 
’ila lkariji
"Every animal with a tongue - 
the base of its tongue is within 
(its throat) and its tip is 
(pointing) outwards".
(Mas. Ill, 21/1).
(97) kullu ’ardin mustawiyatin
G™fahiya sa idun
Cr"Any level ground is a ’sa id1". 
(Muzhir 326/7).




(99) walqawa idu min annisa’i 
llati la yarjuna nikahan
C —
falaysa alayhinna junahun
c * «’an yada na Giyabahunna
"Any thing which forms a barrier 
between two things is a ’ mawbiq’". 
(ib. 326/8).
"Women past child-bearing who 
have no hope of marriage - it is 
not a sin for them to discard 
their (outer) clothing". (Q24/60).
( 100) ’inna lladina qalu rabbuna
llahu Gumma staqamu fala
c —
kawfun alayhim wala hum
yahzanuna
"Those who said: ’Our Lord is 
God’, then become upright - there 
is no fear upon them nor do they 
grieve". (Q46/1 3 ) .12
cf. also the examples in A.S. p.372-3, in all of which the 
extraposed nominal is generic, except for those in which the 
verb is an imperative.
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fa- also occurs after generic relative phrases introduced by
man or ma, e.g. •
(101) man kanat hijratuhu ’ila 
dunya yusibuha *aw ’ila 
mra’atin yankihuha 
fahijratuhu *ila ma 
hajara 'ilayhi
"He whose migration is to some 
worldly goods he wishes to 
possess or to a woman he wishes 
to marry - his migration is to 
what he migrates to".
(Buk. I 1, 19).15
cf. Q2/270, 272; 3/115.
1.144 Occasionally 
Judaeo-Arabic: -





"(the form of the verb in the
o* — —
clause) nib u maspunaw, which
V  I ~  ■
Semu’el cited is passive", 
(janah 104/15).
Occasionally an extraposed nominal is connected to the rest of the 
clause by wa, cf. p. 37, also»-
(103) kullu mri’in walahu 
rizqun sayabluguhu
"Every man - for him is 
sustenance which will come





2.1 Grammatical relation of resumptive element,
2.11 Verbal clause.
2.111 object, e.g.:-
(104) wahaSa nnaw u lhindiyyu "This Indian type (of emerald) -
Q M
ya rifuhu ’ashabu jewellers know it by (the name of)
Ijawahiri bilmakkiyyi Makki". (Mas. Ill, 48/3)*
2,112 Prepositional complement, e.g.:- 
«■* c
(105) wahaSa nnaw u mina "This type of cow - dead animals
Ibaqari yuhmalu °alayha are carried upon it", (ib. 27/4).
Tmayyitatu mina
lhayawani
2.113 Noun complement, e.g.
(106) wa’ahlu ssini yattakiSu 
mulukuha waquwwaduha
mm Q
wa’arakinatuha l*a midata 
m m a  1 aji
"The Chinese - their kings, their 
military leaders, and their civil 
leaders have ivory palanquins", 
(ib. 8/7).
2,114 Subject,





la budda *an yu’aGGira 
duruba tta* Giri fl 
durubi nnasi
e.g.:-
"For he sees that the repetition 
of admonitions, discipline, and 
the good and virtuous guidance 
of people - there is no avoiding 
but that (each) produces different 
results on different people", 
(Misk. 27/6 ff.).
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2 , 1 1 4 continued*
poetry;-




2.121 Prepositional complement, e.g.:-
(109) wahaSa nnaw u mina
lbaqari lgalibu °alayha 
humratu lhadaqi
"This type of cow - most of them 
have red pupils (literally: 
predominant upon them is redness 
of the pupil)". (Mas. Ill, 27/10)
2.122 Roun complement, e.g.:-
(110) wahada lbahru ttisaluhu "This sea - its junction is with
bilqulzumi the (sea of ) Qulzum". (ib. 55/7)
2.123 Subject, e.g.:-
(111) waddirhamu huwa lqutbu "The dirham is the pivot upon
16
■» c
11a8i tuduru alayhi which the millstone of the
raha ddunya world turns", (jah. 199/19)*
2,2 porm of resumptive element.
2.21 Clitic pronoun, e.g. above passim.
2.22 Subject morpheme of verb, e.g. (107).
2.23 Independent personal pronoun, e.g.:-
(112) yacrifu kullu wahidin "Everybody knows what is the meaning
’anna lhamda ma huwa of hamd". (Wright, Gram. II, p.277).
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2 , 2 5 continued;
Qur’an;-
(115) allahu la ’ilaha ’ilia "Allah - there is no god save him".
huwa (Q2/255).
cf. (108) and (111).
2.24 Demonstrative pronoun.
Resumptive demonstrative pronouns occur;-
2.241 After long extraposed nominal phrases, e.g.;
(114) fa’amma gayru ha’ula’i
mina lhabaSati llaSina
qaddamna Sikrahum mimman 
c
’am ana fi Imagribi mi©la 
zagawa walkawkaw walqaraqar 
wamadida wamaris walmabras 
walmalana walqumati 
wsduwayla walqarma 
falikulli wahidin min 
ha’ula’i wagayrihim min
—C’anwa i l’ahabi§i malikun 
wadaru mamlakatin
"As for the other Abyssinian 
tribes which we mentioned 
previously, viz. those which 
migrated to the West such as 
Z., Q.t M.j M.» Q., D.,
and Q. - each of these and of 
the other Abyssinian tribes 
has a king and a royal 
residence".
(Mas. Ill, 57/11 ff.).
2.242 After quotations.
This is particularly common in commentaries. 
When lemmata of the text occur within the 
body of the commentary the sequence lemma + 
comment often has the structure of an 
extrapositional sentence, e.g.;-
(115) qawluhu babu qawli llahi 
cazza wajalla ’aw 
sadaqatin wahiya ’it amu 
sittati masakina; yuSlru 
bihada ’ila ’anna ssadaqata
"Eis words ^Chapter of the words 
of God - he is powerful and 
magnificent - "or almsgiving", 
that is feeding six poor men* - 




fi l’ayati mubhamatun that the term "almsgiving" in
fassaratha ssunnatu the verse is vague (and that) it
has been explicated by the sunna". 
(Fathu lBarl IV, 13/12).
cf. ib. 12/6, 145/13.
Further examples;-
Judaeo-A rabic: -
(116) waqawluhu..... fakullu hada (REJ 70, 55/7-9)*
(117) qawluhum......  dalika (jQR 14, 288/4)
(118) waqawluhu..... hada (REJ 70, 56/16)."^
Christian Arabic;-
(119) faqad naba’ana lmaslhu "And Christ our Lord had informed
rabbuna ’anna qawla us that the words of the apostle
rrasuli  .... ’innama  were from the teaching of
kana Salika min ta°limi Satan".
18
Sgaytani (Blau ChA, p.484).
2.243 Occasionally elsewhere, e.g.;-
Qur’an; -
(120) libasu ttaqwa dalika 
kayrun
"A raiment of piety - that is 
better". (Q7/26).
Poetry;-
(121) yadahu ’asabat hadihi 
hatfa hadihi
"His two hands - the one brought 
about the death of the other". 
(A.S. 373).
In (121) the use of demonstratives gives distinctness to the opposition 









2.251 Same lexical item as extraposed nominal, e.g.:-
Poetry:-
c c —
al abdu lil abdi la
’aslun wala tarafun
"The slave - the slave has no 
origin and no relatives".
(A.S. 374)•
’ inna lhawadata la 
hawadata baynana
"Peace - there is no peace 
between us", (ib.).
2.252 General class term which is semantically entailed 
by the extraposed nominal, e.g.:-
C — Q £
abdullahi ni ma " Abdullah - how fine is the man!"
rrajulu (sib. I, 259/14).
—  —  c
hadihi ddaru ni mati "This abode - how fine is the
lbaladu place!" (ibn YaCii§ 103, 5/23)-^
2.253 Nominal subsuming a number of co-ordinated 
referents, e.g.:-
Judaeo-Arabic; -
azza im walla5i la yurzaq
’awlad wallaSi qada
zamanhu bil’amrad waddayyiqu
rrizq ’amarr mina 09ala0a
"The fool, he who is not granted 
children, he who spends his life 
in disease - he who is of 
straitened means is more wretched 
than the three". (David 247/5)-
2.254 Nominal standing in a part-whole relation to the 
extraposed nominal, e.g.:-
wanaklatuhu llati gurisat "The palm-tree which was planted




(128) zawji lmassu massu *arnabin "My husband - the feel (sc. of
warrihu rihu zarnabln him) is the feel of a hare and
the odour (sc. of him) is the 
odour of saffron".
(Buk. Nikah, 82).
In such constructions two or more resumptive nominals are often 
juxtaposed, each referring to a part of the whole and together 
constituting the sum of the parts, e.g. Example (67), cf. further:-
C • “(129) qawmuka ni ma ssigaru "Your people - how fine are the
c —
wani ma lkibaru young ones and how fine are the
old ones".
(Sib. I, 259/22).
2.26 Occasionally only a noun which is contained within 
the extraposed nominal is resumed, e.g.:-
(130) wa’amma lfaslu baynahu
wabayna lbadli fa* inna 
«*• o
Ibadla tabi un lilmubdali 
c ™
minim fi *i rabihi
"As for the distinction between 
it (i.e. a pronoun of separation) 
and an appositive - an appositive 
has the same case inflection as 
the item which it substitutes".
(Ibn Ya lS 433/13).
2*27 Sometimes the extraposed nominal is left unresumed:-
2.271 When the extraposed item is a man- or ma- 
phrase; for examples see Footnote 13.
2.272 When the extraposed nominal is introduced by 
» amnia, e.g.;-
(131) la yanbagl *an yahdura 
majalisa *ahli S&urbi 
’ilia *an yakuna ’ahlu 
lmajlisi ’udaba’a fudala’a 
wa’amma -gayruhum fala
"He must not attend drinking 
parties unless the participants 
are cultured and virtuous; as for 
other (kinds of participants) -
he is forbidden (sc. to attend 
their parties)". (Misk* 50/15)-
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2.273 The Arab grammarians adduce several
examples from poetry which do not fall 
into the preceding two categories, e.g.;
(132) qad *asbahat ’ummu
lkiyari tadda°i °alayya 
Sanban kulluhu lam
asna
"Umm lKiyar ascribes to me a 
crime of which I have not 
committed any part (literally: 
all of it - I have not done)'1.
(Sib. I 33/20). 21
(133) fa’aqbaltu zahfan ala 
rrukbatayni fa.Gawbun 
alayya faGawbun ’ajur
"I came crawling on my knees, 
one garment was on me and one 
garment I dragged (on the
ground)11. (Sib. I 33/23)-
22
(134) QalaGun kulluhunna 
qataltu °ajndan
"All three (women) I have killed 
on purpose". (Sib. I 34/5)*
In his discussion of the particle ’ayyu, Sibawaihi states that the 
construction 'ayyuhum ja’aka fadrib (i.e. with initial nominative) 
is possible if ’ayyu has the function of a conditional particle 
(harf lmujazati), viz. "Whoever should come (= if somebody comes) beat 
(him)". On the other hand if the accusative is used, viz. ’ayyahum, 
the initial phrase should be interpreted as a nominal relative phrase, 
’ayyu being equivalent to the relative pronoun ’aliaSi (Sib. I
57/5-8)-
Finally we should also mention here that some traditions read
Q38/85 as walhaqqu ’aqulu ("I say the truth") instead of walhaqqa ...2^
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3.0 Case inflection of extraposed nominal.
3.1. According to the vocalised text of the Qur’an and the
C “ 24traditional ’i rab an extraposed nominal which can 
take inflection usually has a nominative case ending 
unless it is preceded by ’ inna or ’anna.
Occasionally, however, a free standing extraposed element 
is put in the accusative. This phenomenon is found not 
only when the resumptive element is the direct object of 
the verb but also when it stands in other grammatical
relations in the clause
Qur’an* -
(135) walqamara qaddarnahu 
manazila
(136) ’abaSaran minna wahidan
Q
nattabi uhu
(137) fariqan hada wafariqan
C —  'haqqa alayhimu ddalalatu
(138) kullan darabna lahu 
1*amGala wakullan tabbarna 
tatbiran
(139) yudkilu man yaSa’u fi
rahmatihi wazzalimina
o c *’a adda lahum aSaban
’aliman
Poetry:-
(140) kullan ’arahu ta aman 
wabllan
(141) la hasaban fakarta bihi
e.g.:-
"The moon - we have established 
it in mansions11. (Q36/39)*
"Shall we follow a mortal man 
from among us?1' (Q54/24)*
"Some he has guided but others - 
error has been justly decreed 
against them". (Q7/30).
"Each - we recounted to him (warning) 
examples and each we utterly 
destroyed". (Q25/39)*
"He causes whomsoever he wishes 
to enter his mercy and the evil­
doers - he has prepared for them
25
a painful punishment". (Q76/31)*
"Everything - I consider it an 
unwholesome food". (A.S. 3^9)-




Often a variant text reads a nominative instead of an 
accusative, e.g.;-
Qur’an;-
(142) ’amnia Qamudu (variant;
— 9f> — 91
Gamuda /Gamudan )
fahadaynahum
"As for Thamud - we guided them". 
(041/17).
(143) suratun (variant;
28suratan ) * anzalnaha




— 29(variant; wassariqata )
faqta°u ’ aydiyahuma
"The male thief and the female 






fajlidu kulla wahidin 
minhuma
"The adulteress and the adulterer 
- scourge each one of them".
(Q24/2).
Poetry:-
(146) la tajza i ’in munfisan
31(variant; munfisun )
'ahlaktuhu
"Do not grieve if I lose wealth1
(Sib. I 56/4).
(147) muharriqan (variant; 
muharriqun) safadu 
* ilayhi yaminahu
"Maharriq - they bound his right 
hand to him".
(Naqa’id, ed. Bevan, p.192/12).
(148) fa’amma tamiman tamima 
■bna murrin (variant; 
tamimun tamimu bnu murrin) 
fa’alfahum laawmu rawba
"As for Tamim, Tamim ibn Murr, 
the people found them drowsy and 
somnolent". (Sib. I 32/6).
myama
3.2 Sibawaihi discusses Ex in chapters 24-34 of his Kitab.
c —
He is mainly concerned with the case inflection (’i rab) 
of the extraposed noun and takes pains to specify the
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3.2  continued;
circumstances in which each case vowel is used. In view of the
relative interchangeability of the nominative and accusative
inflection which is exhibited in Examples (142) - (148) and
considering, moreover, the very low functional yield of Arabic
32
case endings, approaching zero in prose texts, Sibawaihi’s 
detailed analyses sometimes give the impression of linguistic 
prescription rather than description. Nevertheless, we are often 
not in a position to objectively assess the validity of his 
statements, for many of the constructions he discusses are rarely 
attested in texts. We cite here some of his examples and observa­
tions by way of illustration; -
1. The extraposed noun may be put in the accusative if the 
resumptive element is a noun complement, e.g.;-
zaydan laqitu ’akahu "Zayd - I met his brother".
This is possible since "when (a verb) governs something which 
is connected with (the fronted noun) it is as if it governs 
(the fronted noun) " . 55 (i 32/17). Similarly;-
’azaydan darabta rajulan "Zayd - did you hit a man who
yuhibbuhu loves him?"
With regard to this example it is stated that "the first noun
is in the accusative because the second is related to the
first" . 54 (I 45/7).
2. A noun which stands at the front of the clause in the adverbial 
accusative may be resumed by a prepositional phrase consisting 
of a preposition + resumptive pronoun, e.g.;-
c — —
yawma ljum ati ’atika fihi "On Friday - I shall come to
you then", (I 33/10).
3. Under certain circumstances it is preferable for the extraposed 
noun to be in the accusative rather than in the nominative;-
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3. continued:
(i) when the Ex clause is co-ordinated with a preceding 
clause which has an accusative object, e.g.;-
ra’aytu zaydan wa amran 
kallamtuhu
0
"I saw Zayd and Amr - I spoke 
to him", (i 35/4)-
laqitu kalidan wazaydani 
gtaraytu lahu Gawban
"I met Khalid and Zayd - I
35bought him a garment". (ih).
However, if the extraposed noun is separated from the 
preceding clause by a particle such as ’amma it is in 
the nominative, e.g.:-
qad laqitu zaydan wa’amma "I met Zayd and as for Amr -
°amrun faqad marartu bihi I passed by him", (i 38/10).
(ii) In answers to specific questions in which the interrogative 
word is the object of the verb (I 37/15)» e.g.;-
Question:- man ra’ayta 
Answer;- zaydan ra’aytuhu
(iii) When the extraposed noun is preceded by the interrogative 
*alif, e.g.;-
’azaydan mararta bihi "Zayd - did you pass by him?". 
(I 41/18).
’a amran qatalta *akahu " Amr - did you kill his brother?", 
(ib.).
However, when the Ex clause is verbless the extraposed 
noun can only be in the nominative, e.g.*-
0  G'a abdullahi ’anta ’asdaqu " Abdullah - are you more faithful
lahu *am biSrun to him or BiSr?" (i 55/5)-
(iv) When the extraposed noun is preceded by the particles
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3. (iv) continued;
’in, ’i5a, or £ay0u (and the resumptive element is the object 
complement of a verb), e.g.;-
— C “ c*i5a abdallahi talqahu fa’akrimhu "If Abdullah - you meet him,
honour him". (I 44/7)*
hayBu zaydan tajidhu fa’akrimhu "Wherever Zayd - you find him,
honour him", (ib.).
(v) When the verb is an imperative or prohibitive, e.g.;-
zaydani dribhu "Zayd - hit him". (I 58/9).
'amrani mrur bihi "CAmr - pass by him", (ib.)
’amrna kalidan fala taStim ’abahu "As for Khalid - do not abuse
his father", (i 58/10).
(vi) When the extraposed noun is preceded by a negative particle, 
e.g.;-
ma zaydan darabtuhu "Zayd - I did not hit him":
(I 61/15).
— C —
ma amran laqitu ’abahu " Amr - I did not meet his 
father", (ib.).
(vii) When, by poetic licence, the extraposed noun is preceded
by a particle which must normally occur immediately before 
a verb, e.g.;-
lam zaydan ’adribhu "Zayd - I did not hit him".
(I 40/2).
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4. The extraposed noun may be in the genitive when preceded by 
hatta in constructions such as*-
_ — Q _ Q
laqitu Iqawma hatta abdillahi "I met the people, even Abdullah
laqituhu - I met him", (i 39/13)•
M Q
Here laqituhu is added as an afterthought after Abdullah was
-------  36
made the end of the sentence. A similar afterthought construc­
tion is where the extraposed noun is a co-ordinate complement of 
a preceding preposition, e.g.:-
Q m, Q
marartu bizaydin wa abdillahi "I passed by Zayd and Abdullah
marartu bihi - I passed by him", (ib).
According to the parameters which were laid down in the Introduction 
(p. 6 )» constructions such as zaydan darabtuhu should perhaps be
classified as Pronominal Agreement rather than Extraposition. Such 
an analysis, however, is by no means certain since it is not clear 
whether zaydan in this clause is put in the accusative by the 
direct government of the verb. This ambiguity arises since, as we 
have seen, a fronted noun may stand in the accusative in circumstances 
where it is isolated from any direct government, viz* (a) when its 
verb occurs in a clause which is embedded in the main clause and so 
is separated from the fronted noun by a clause boundary (cf. fazaydan 
darabta rajulan yuhibbuhu above), and (b) when the resumptive element 
is a preposition complement or a noun complement.
The only clear examples of Pronominal Agreement in Standard Arabic 
are constructions in which a fronted prepositional phrase is subse­
quently resumed by a duplicate phrase consisting of a preposition + 
co-referential pronoun, instances of this are largely restricted to 
poetry, e.g.*-
(149) bil'ablaqi Ifardi bayti "In the one Ablaq - my home is
bihi in it". (Nbldeke, Poesie 63/3)*
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II F U N C T I O N
1.0 SV(O) and Extraposition.
Constructions which consist of an extraposed nominal + resumptive
independent pronoun + verb (e.g. zaydun huwa ja#a) occur extremely
37infrequently in comparison to other kinds of Ex verbal clause. The
explanation for this dearth of verbal clauses with extraposed subjects
is that clauses with simple SV(0) word order occur in the same range
of contexts as verbal clauses which have an extraposed object,
prepositional complement, or noun complement. In other words, SV(0)
38and Ex clauses are distributionally equivalent. This is demonstrated 
by the fact that for every syntactic construction which involves the 
placement of a subject before its verb there is a corresponding Ex 
construction.
The most obvious context in which such distributional equivalence 
is manifested is that of main clauses, viz. zaydun ja*a - zaydun 
darabtuhu. In addition we may cite constructions with auxiliary 
verbs (cf. I 1.7):- kana zaydun ja’a - kana zaydun darabtuhu; 
constructions with verba cordis in which a noun from the complement 
clause is raised into the object slot of the main verb:- ra’aytu 
zaydan ja’a - ra’aytu zaydan ja’a ’abuhu; relative clauses, in which 
the relative pronoun either stands in extraposition or else functions 
as subject to the following verb:- zayduni llagi ja*a - zayduni 
lla5i darabtuhu.
Conversely, the occurrence of SV(0) is restricted in the same
contexts as those in which Ex is restricted. For instance, SV(0) is
very rarely attested (a) after initial adverbials, e.g. yawma 
c _
ljum ati zaydun ja’a (cf. I 1.8); (b) within the body of relative
clauses, e.g. zayduni llaSi *abuhu ja'a (cf. I 1.124); (c) after
0
another fronted or extraposed nominal, e.g. zaydan amrun daraba
C C \( Amr hit Zayd), zayduni Ikalbu addahu (Zayd - the dog bit him)
(cf. I 1.11); (d) after temporal or conditional subordinating
conjunctions (cf. I 1.122, I 1.123).^
The general principle is that whenever a clause constituent 
other than the verb is placed in initial position it is immediately
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followed by the verb.4°
There is also a certain amount of structural parallelism between
41SV(O) and Ex clauses. The resumptive clitic pronouns in Ex clauses 
correspond to the subject agreement morpheme in the verb of SV clauses. 
In SY clauses the verb agrees fully with the subject, in gender and 
number, just as the resumptive pronoun in Ex clauses agrees in gender 
and number with the extraposed nominal. By contrast, when the subject 
follows the verb (i.e. when the construction is not distributionally 
equivalent to an Ex clause) there is often no agreement at all between 
subject and verb. In those cases in which there is agreement in VS
42
clauses it is generally only partial (cf. Reckendorf S.Y. 69 ff.).
On account of the parallelism between SY and Ex clauses, in the 
following sections these two clause types are treated together as 
variants of the same basic construction.
2.0 Aspect of verb.
When a verbal clause is introduced by the particles * inna, * anna,
cla alia, or layta a nominal normally precedes the verb, whether this
nominal is extraposed or whether it is the subject of the verb. On the
other hand we have seen that there are some environments in which SY or
Ex is normally precluded (cf. II 1.0). In constructions which fall
outside these two categories - i.e. for the most part in independent
clauses - there is a degree of choice in the selection of a nominal-first
(SY or Ex) or a verb-first (VS) order. One consideration which has a
bearing on this choice is text genre: SV/Ex independent main clauses
are attested far more frequently in expository or descriptive texts
43than in narratives. The operative factor behind this phenomenon is 
the aspect of the verb. SV/Ex is more common in independent main clauses 
with imperfect verbs, which are characteristic of expository and 
descriptive texts, than in those with perfect verbs, which express 
events in a narrative.44 Clauses with perfect verbs are ’event-
orientated’, i.e. they refer to a specific event which happens at a 
certain point in time. Consequently these clauses typically open 
with the constituent which expresses the event, viz. the verb, and this 
sets the perspective for the whole clause. On the other hand, imperfect
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verbs predicate some quality or attribute of a referent. In this sense 
they are semantically akin to verbless clauses, specifically those with 
classificatory (= indefinite) predicates, e.g. zaydun hasanun. The 
relatively frequent nominal + verb word order in imperfect clauses can, 
therefore, be explained as an assimilation to the structural pattern of 
verbless clauses, viz. nominal + predicate.
In consequence of this distribution of SV/Ex clauses the analysis 
of these constructions in the ensuing sections is chiefly based on 
examples from non-narrative texts.
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3,0 Marking span boundaries.
One of the major discourse functions of Ex clauses and SV
clauses is to act as a syntactic marker of the boundaries of discourse 
45spans. Ex constructions which perform this function are either 
verbal clauses (i.e. those containing a verb) or one of the following 
types of verbless clause:- (a) constructions in which the resumptive 
element is a prepositional complement, e.g. zaydun lahu dirhamun;
(b) constructions in which the resumptive element is a noun complement, 
e.g. zaydun baytuhu kabirun. In the majority of cases Ex/SV clauses 
signal the onset of a span, yet occasionally they indicate span closure. 
On the other hand, all other things being equal, clauses opening with a 
verb and the corresponding non-extrapositional form of the afore­
mentioned types of verbless Ex clause (viz. lizaydin dirhamun; baytu 
zaydin kabirun) are characteristically used to continue a span. The 
qualification "all other things being equal” is important. Ex/SV is 
not the only grammatical signal for span onset. Section II 4 enumerates 
several other grammatical devices which perform this function, e.g. 
clause initial adverbials, auxiliary kana, reidentification of the topic 
referent, etc. If the aforementioned continuity constructions are 
combined with one of these alternative boundary marking features, their 
continuity function is generally overridden.
Moreover, Ex/SV clauses can only be exploited to function as 
span boundary markers if they are optional and not grammatically 
required. For instance, when verbal clauses are introduced by *inna 
or * anna a nominal must obligatorily precede the verb and so the 
potential opposition nominal + verb = span boundary versus verb + 
nominal = span continuity is neutralised. Another construction the 
word order of which is grammatically fixed is a verbless clause 
consisting of a noun which is not in construct with another noun + 
Indefinite (i.e. classificatory) predicate nominal (e.g. zaydun 
* amirun). Similarly, the resumptive copula pronoun in a verbless 
clause with a definite predicate nominal (e.g. zaydun huwa l’amiru)^ 
is the norm and occurs in all contexts. All these clause types are 





Ex/SV are often used as a syntactic device to mark
the onset of a topic span, i.e. a point in the discourse where the
attention of the hearer/reader is directed to a topic participant
which is different from that of the immediately preceding context.
The topic is the referent which stands at the front of the Ex/SV clause
in the nominative case. This function of Ex/SV clauses is illustrated
in the passage from Mas udi which is given in the appendix to this
chapter (= Mas. Ill 5/10 - 11/9). The Ex clause (42) marks the onset
of a stretch of discourse in which the referent "the Chinese" has topic
status, viz. clauses (42) - (47). In the discourse preceding clause
(42) the referent "the Negroes" is the major topic participant. Clause
(48), on the other hand, constitutes the beginning of the topic span
of the referent "the Indians", which extends to clause (79). These
three referents are explicitly shown to be topics by the frequency
47with which they are referred to. The topic span structure of the 
text may be represented diagrammatically as follows:-
Fig. 1
Clause 1 42 4Q ^
number
Topic |------ Negroes 1 |------ Chinese---- 1 |-----Indians---1
Ex/SY clauses may also announce a topic at the 
beginning of a discourse. This may be considered a shift from zero 
(= silence) to a topic instead of a shift from one topic to another. 
These constructions are frequently used at the beginning of the
fables of mqman, e.g.;-
(150) ’asadun marratani Stadda 
calayhi harru SSamsi ...
(151) *insanun kana lahu
sanamun ....
"A lion - once the sun shone 
fiercely upon him ...".
"A man - to him there was (= he had) 
an idol ".
(152) ’asadun marratan wa* insanuni "A lion and a man once
stahaba °ala ttarlqi ... accompanied each other on the
road ...".
Similarly at the beginning of anecdotes*-
(153) musa nabiyu *isra’ila sa*ala 
rabbahu tabaraka wata°ala 
faqala ....
(154) allahu tabaraka wata°ala 
*awha * ila musa fannahu 
mutawaffin haruna .....
Also frequently at the beginning of 
e.g.:-
(155) OalaOun man kunna fihi 
wajada halawata l’imani ...
(156) ni°matani magbunun fihima 
ka9irun mina nnasi ...
C “
(157) *arba un man kunna fihi 
kana munafiqan
"Moses, the prophet of Israel, 
asked his Lord - he is blessed
and exalted - and said .... ".
(Tabari, Tarik; in Lyons, 
Classical Arabic Reader, p.2).
"God - he is blessed and exalted 
revealed to Moses that he would
take up Aaron (in death) .... ",
(ib.).
'numerical * proverbial sayings,^
"Three properties - whoever 
possesses them experiences the 
sweetnes of faith ...".
(Buk. 20/20).
"Two fair things - many people 
are deceived by them ...".
(A.S. 367).
"Four qualities - whoever 
possesses them is a hypocrite ... 
(ib. 540).
3.13 Secondary topic spans.
Q mm  mm
Returning now to the Mas udi passage which was 
discussed above, it can be seen that between clauses (1) and (79) "the 
three aforementioned topic referents, viz. "the Negroes", "the Chinese"
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and "the Indians", are not the only items which are referred to 
frequently. This feature, which is diagnostic of topic status, is 
evinced by other referents in certain segments of the text, e.g.:- 
"elephants" (24) - (56), (46) - (47), and (75) - (87); "ivory" (42) - 
(45) and (48) - (52); "tusks" (57) - (41)- These topic spans fall 
within the larger topic spans of the three topics "the Negroes", "the 
Chinese", and "the Indians", Consequently the former may be termed 
secondary topic spans since they are subordinate to the higher or primary
—— — —— • / q
topic spans. This elaboration of the analysis of the text structure 





















Secondary |----- ivory- elephants-
An examination of the syntax at the boundaries of the secondary 
topic spans which occur within the higher primary topic spans shows that 
they are often marked by Ex/SV clauses, cf. clauses (46), (75), and (25). 
The nominal at the front of the construction, however, is in all cases 
the current primary topic and not the new secondary topic.
- TO -
3 .13  continued.
The SY clause (80) coincides with the shift in status of the 
referent "elephants" from secondary topic to primary topic. This new 
primary topic span extends to clause (87):-
Fig. 3
Cla"se 80 87number '
Primary  Indians------ 1-|----------- elephants--------- 1
Topic
Secondary  elephants---- 1
By contrast, 7S clauses are employed to continue a topic, whether 
it be a primary or secondary topic, cf. clauses (28), (29), (39), (45) 
and (82).
3*14 Theme spans.
The theme of a segment of discourse is the semantic
50domain of the information which is predicated about the topic referent.
A shift in theme within a topic span is sometimes marked by an Ex/SY
clause, e.g.
(158) (1) hadihi madinatun fi
0 C - —
lmawdi i lma rufi biljanadili 
mina ljibali wal’ahjari
(2) wahadihi lmadinatu fi 
hadihi Ijazirati yuhitu biha 
ma'u nnili ka*ihatati ma’i 
Ifurati bilmuduni llati 
biljaza’iri Ika’inati bayna 
rahbati lmaliki bni tuq wahit
(3) wahiya tawsa wa ana
walhadiQa (4) wafi madinati
Ibulaqi minbarun wakalqun
kaOirun mina lmuslimina 
wanakilun kaOirun fi kila
"This (i.e. Bulaq) is a town 
situated in the place known 
as the waterfall of mountains 
and rocks. This town on this 
island - the water of the Nile 
surrounds it, as the water of 
the Euphrates surrounds the 
towns on the islands between 
R. and H., i.e. T., A., and H.
In the town of Bulaq there is a
pulpit and a large Muslim
population; and many palm-trees 
on both banks. This town - at it
(continued overpage)
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iSSatayni (5) wahadihi 
lmadinatu *ilayha tantahi 
sufunu nnubati wasufunu 
lmuslimina min biladi 
misra wa’aswana
end up the ships of the Nubians 
and the ships of the Muslims 
from Egypt and Aswan",
(Mas. Ill, 40/9 - 41/2)•
The information which is expressed in this passage may be 
segmented into four distinct semantic domains or theme spans, viz.
(1) - (2) - the general situation of the town; (2) - (4) = notable 
specific features of the town as a whole; (4) - (5) - notable 
specific features within the town; (5) ff. = the relations of the 
town with other lands. This may be represented as follows
Fig. 4
Clause 1 p x a S
number
Topic |---------------------- The town of Bulaq----------------------
General notable features Features Relations
Theme I- situation-jj— of town as a whole— 1|---- within— j(—  with other—
town lands
The Ex clauses (2) and (5) in this passage, therefore, signal 
a shift in theme. cf. further;-





(4) fatanassara man fiha 
* ila hada lwaqti (5)
_ Q
walaysa fi ddunya mawdi un 
wallahu ,a°lamu fihi qawmun 
mina lyunaniyyina yahfazuna 
'ansabahun lam yudakilhum
"The Greek population of the 
island (= Soqotra) increased. 
Alexander passed away, and the 
Messiah appeared. The inhabitants 
adopted Christianity (which they 
have practised) up to the present 
day. There is not a place in the 
world, I think (lit. but God knows 
best), in which Greeks have 
preserved their lineage without 
miscegenation with Romans or
(continued overpage)
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fiha rumiyyun wala 
gayruhum gayra *ahli 
hadihi ljazirati (6) wahum 
fi hada lwaqti ta’wi 
*ilayhim bawariju Ihindi
—  Q w  O
lladina yaqta una ala 
lmuslimina
other races except the people 
of this island. They - at the 
present time the ships of the 
Indians who raid the Muslims 
seek refuge among them".
(Mas. Ill, 37/1-6).
The topic referent of this stretch of discourse is "the inhabitants 
of the island of Soqotra". The Ex clause (6) coincides with a shift 
in theme from "the genealogy of the population" to "their present 
relations with the Indian battleships".
3*15 Shift in level of description.
An Ex/SV clause sometimes marks a shift within a 
topic span from a general perspective to a more specific one. The 
shift from general to specific description is often found immediately 
subsequent to a point where a new topic referent is introduced. In 
such cases, a clause or clause sequence first introduces the new topic 
in a general fashion and this is then followed by a stretch of text 
of more specific content which amplifies the initial general statement. 
An example of such a structure in which the transition from the general 
to the specific span is signalled by an Ex clause is attested in the 
Mas°udi passage in the Appendix;- Clause (52) introduces the referent 
"chess" and the stretch of discourse from the subsequent Ex clause (53) 
to clause (74) gives more specific information about chess among the 
Indians, cf. also;-
G ^  mm
(160) wamu zamu ’adjari hadihi
ljaza'iri nnarjilu wahuwa 
min 'aqwatihim ma°a ssamaki 
waqad taqaddama dikruhu 
wa'aSjaru nnarjili Sa'nuha
°ajibun watuQmiru nnaklu
c cminha 0nay asara idqan
fi ssanati .....
"Most of the trees of these 
islands are cocoanut palms. They 
furnish their (i.e. the inhabi­
tants*) food in addition to fish. 
They have been alluded to above. 
The cocoanut palm-trees - their 
properties are remarkable. Each 
tree produces twelve clusters of 
fruit every year ". (ibn




Clauses which express a generic proposition are often Ex/SV 
in structure, e.g.:-
(161) kullu kalqin yumkinu "Every moral disposition - its
tagayyuruhu change is possible".
(Misk. 27/10).
Poetry:-
(162) kullu qawmin .
bi’aQafi Ssarri marjumu
Carifuhum "Every people - their leader is 
(sometimes) pelted hy the 
hearth-stones of misfortune". 
(CAlqama 13/29).
Propositions such as these make generalisations which are true in
any situation that can he imagined (according to the terminology of
51modal semantics in all possible worlds) and not just in the 
situation (or world) which holds for the discourse in which it is 
expressed. Consequently generic propositions have a certain degree 
of independence from the surrounding discourse. The use of Ex/SY 
conveys the fact that they constitute distinct segments of discourse. 
Many examples of such generic propositions open with the universal 
quantifier kullu, cf. (161) and (162) above, and also Examples (96) - 
(98) and (103).
Another common type of generic proposition with Ex/SY structure 
is one which opens with a relative phrase introduced by man or ma, 
cf. Example (101) and Footnote 13-
3.16 Shift from foreground to background.
An Ex/SY clause sometimes marks the onset of a span
of background material, i.e. that part of a discourse which does not
immediately and crucially contribute to the speaker's goal, but which
52merely assists, amplifies or comments on it. In narrative a 
common type of background span is one which describes a state which 
is circumstantial to the main sequence of events, i.e. a hal. The 
use of SV clauses to express hals is well documented in the 
grammatical literature (cf. Reckendorf; S.Y* P»556 ff.; A.S. p.447 ff*
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Wright Gram. II, p.330 ff.). Since SY and Ex clauses are 
distributionally equivalent, Ex clauses perform this function 
also, e.g.
(163) faqala laha lamma ra'a 
ma biha wahuwa yaSuqqu 
°alayhi ma yara ..•
"He said to her when he saw what 
state she was in, he - what he 
saw grieving him 
(Tabari, Tarik I, 587/9)*
Judaeo-Arabic; - 
(164) fayaruh yasrah tula "He leaves home and works the
nnahar wayarji 'akira 
nnahar wahuwa ma maCahu
whole of the day. At the end of 
the day he returns without any­
thing (lit, while he - there is
with him nothing)". (David 245/13)
cf. also Example (5)*
An Ex/SV clause may also introduce a segment of discourse 
which serves as a comment to the material in the immediately preceding 
text. Such constructions are found chiefly in texts of an expository 
nature, e.g.
(165) wayantahi ... 'ila l°ilmi "He eventually attains divine
1 *ilahiyyi lladl huwa knowledge which is the ultimate
qalbuhu wataShabu hayratuhu vanishes. The final object of his
* akiru martabati lCulumi degree of knowledge and feels
wayaOiqu bihi wayaskunu confident and at peace. His
*ilayhi wayatma'innu heart is at rest and his confusion
wayanjali lahu lmatlubu 
l'akiru hatta yattahida 
bihi waha5a lkamalu qad 
bayyanna ttariqa 'ilayhi 
wa'awdahna subulahu fi 
kutubin 'ukara
quest is revealed to him so that he 
might become unified with it.
This perfection - we have explained 
the way it is reached and elucidated 
the methods of its attainment in
other works". (Misk, 32/19 - 33/2).
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5 . 1 6 continued.
Example (64) illustrates an analogous construction from 
narrative in which an Ex clause marks a shift in orientation of the 
discourse from text (= foreground) to comment (= background).
A further type of background span which may be introduced by 
an Ex/SV clause is one which recapitulates information that is 
explicitly given in, or is predictable from, the preceding discourse, 
e.g. clause (72) in the text which is reproduced in the appendix.
5.17 Onset of turns in dialogue.
In a typical dialogue one speaker opens discussion 
about a referent and then his interlocutor replies with a response 
which continues the same topic. In dialogues which are attested in 
Classical Arabic texts, the response of the second speaker often 
opens with an Ex/s? clause which has the topic referent at its head, 
e.g.:-
(166) faqultu waylaka ma laka
waljuwariSni wama ragbatuka
—• — o —fihi qala ju iltu fidaka ..,
— M c
aljuwarignu ma ’asna u bihi
"I said: 'You should be ashamedl 
What use have you of JuwariSn 
(= a digestive), and what need 
have you of it?1 He said; 'With 
respect ... Juwari^n - what would 
I do with it? .... ". (jah. 46/1-3)*
Here the topic referent juwariSn is continued throughout both turns 
in the dialogue. The Ex clause marks the onset of the response of the 
second speaker to the question of the first, 
cf. also Example (167) from a Judaeo-Arabic text:-
r_ — Q H H
(167) qalu man yut imu ha’ula'i 
lmasakina llaylata qala 
ba°duhum ha’ula’i yaqutuhum 
kubsun wamilhun
"They said: 'Who feeds these 
wretches at night?' One of them 
replied: 'These people - bread 
and salt is their food (lit, 
feeds them)'". (His. 178/6-7)*
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5*18 Shift in illocutionary force.
In Example (167) apart from a change in speaker
between two clauses there is also a change in illocutionary force,
53viz. question to statement. Although this shift from question to 
statement most commonly coincides with the transition between the 
question of one speaker and the answer of his interlocutor, it is 
sometimes attested within the turn of a single speaker. In such 
cases the point of change from one illocutionary force to another is 
often marked by an Ex/sV clause. This shows that a shift in 
illocutionary force is sufficient by itself to motivate the use of 
an Ex/SV construction, e.g.:-
p. Q
(168) qalat ’ ali illatin "She said; 'Do you desire (to
ragibta fiha fama hiya marry) her for a reason, for she -
wallahi min °indiha by God - she does not possess the
jamalun wala laha malun quality of beauty, nor does she
2
have w e a l t h * ( A g .  XX 7/2).
Here the Ex clause marks a shift from question to assertion.
3 .19 Break in expectancy chain.
 54
According to aljurjani an SV clause may be used 
to express an event or state which is not anticipated. One construction 
in which this nuance may be expressed is that in which a perfect verb 
follows waw al-hal. Consider the following:-
(169) ji'tuhu wahuwa qad rakiba
(170) ji*tuhu waqad rakiba
jurjani claims that (169) implies the speaker had not expected to find
55that he had ridden away whereas (170) has a more neutral inter­
pretation. ^
Further examples discussed by Jurjani are;- (overpage)
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mm mm Q
(171) ’atana waqad tala ati SSamsu
H c
(172) *ata waS&nsu lam tatla
These two sentences would he used in a situation in which the subject 
of *ata was expected to arrive after sunrise. In (171) this 
expectation was fulfilled but in (172) it was defeated. According to
aljurjani the use of SV order in the hal clause of (172) implies that
' 57
the event expressed in this clause is not the one which was anticipated. 1
Example (173) exhibits a related phenomenon;-
C **C(173) yaz amu ’annahu Suja un "He claims that he is brave,
c *
wahuwa yafza u min fadna but he is scared of the smallest
Say* in thing".
Here it is claimed that the force of the SV clause is to deny a 
58previous claim, i.e. it expresses something which is inconsistent 
with the preceding statement and so unanticipated. Note the trans­
lation of wa- by the contrastive connective ’but*.
The use of nominal + verb order in Examples (169) - (173) "to 
express an unexpected 'twist1 is consistent with the theory that 
this construction is used principally to indicate some form of 
boundary or re-orientation in the discourse.
3.110 Verb complement clauses.
The analysis nominal + verb = boundary marker and 
verb + nominal = continuity marker also explains the distribution of 
the two complement clause types; *anna + nominal + verb and 
* an h- verb + nominal. The former expresses an action or state the 
realisation of which is not dependent on the action or state expressed 
in the main verb. Consequently, the nominal + verb order may be 
interpreted as a syntactic expression of the semantic autonomy and 
distinctness of the proposition. On the other hand the sequence 
*an + verb + nominal is generally used when the realisation of the 
action or state expressed by the verb is dependent upon the preceding
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main verb, in such constructions the verb of the subordinate clause 
is in the subjunctive and is future to the main verb in point of 
time (cf. Wright, Gram. II, p.24). The VS order of the subordinate 
clause may be interpreted as a signal of the close interconnection
59between the semantic content of the two clauses.
3.2 Span closure.
Ex/sV constructions are occasionally used as a type of 
clausula to mark the closure of a span of discourse, e.g.
Judaeo-Arabic•
c-






"But thus you shall deal with 
them; you shall destroy their 
altars, break down their images, 
cut down their columns, and 
their idols - burn them down 
with fire", (Sa adiah's translation 
of Deut. 7/5)-
(175) wadalika ’anna mab°e
—c c— — —fa ilun wanib u maspunaw
allafli staShada bihi
— mm Q.—
Semu'el fahuwa nfi alun
c-
"This is because mab e is active
but (the form of the verb in the 
phrase) nib u maspunaw, which
V I Ml »??■■ >■■■
Semu’el cited is passive".
(Janah 104/15).
It is a common feature of structurally balanced parallelistic 
constructions for the second and closing member to be longer than the 
first (cf. Beeston, 1974b, p.137)• An Ex clause is sometimes used in 
the second member to add 'ballast' by means of the resumptive pronoun, 
e.g.;-
(176) walkabaru ssadiqu ani
SSay’i Iwahidi wahidun
* cwalkabaru lkaSibu ani
ggay’i Iwahidi la yuhsa 
lahu Cadadun wala yuqafu 
minhu °ala haddin
"There can only be one true report 
about something, but false reports 
about something are numberless and 
unlimited".
(jah. 199/5-6).
cf, also Example (137)*
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4.0 Other syntactic means of indicating boundaries of discourse 
spans.
4.1 Clause initial adverbials.
A clause initial adverbial often marks the onset of a 
new topic or theme span, or of a new episode. In 
narrative discourse it is common for a temporal adverbial 
to perform this function, e.g.:~
(177) wafi hadihi ssanati 
qadima * ishaqu bnu 
’ibrahima bagdada 
mina ljabali ...
"In that year ’ Ishaq ibn ’Ibrahim 
came to Bagdad from the mountains". 
(Tabari, Tarik, HI, 2, p. 1166/14).
This clause opens a stretch of discourse in which ’Ishaq ibn Ibrahim
Q
is the topic referent. Clause (37) in the Mas udi text in the appendix 
exhibits the use of a clause initial locative adverbial to signal the 
onset of a new secondary topic span, viz. that of "elephants' tusks".
4.2 The auxiliary verb kana.
The occurrence of the auxiliary verb kana at the front of 
a clause with a perfect verb does not always shift the
60tense of the clause to the pluperfect. An examination 
of clauses with this apparently ’redundant' kana within 
the context in which they occur reveals that the auxiliary 
serves a definite discourse function, namely it marks a 
span boundary, usually the onset of an episode, e.g.
(178) waqad kana maliku
^ Q ^
nnubati sta da *ila 
lma,muni hina dakala 









"The Nubian king sought the help 
of alMa’mun, when he entered 
Egypt, against those people, 
through messengers whom he sent 
to pustat. They stated on his 
authority that certain of his 
subjects and slaves had sold some 
of their land to their neighbours





ba u diya an m m
diyaCihim liman
jawarahum
(Mas. Ill, 42/1 ff.)*
(179) qultu ya ’amira 
lmu’minina ’inna 
limaslamata fi ’a°naqina 
minnatan kana muhammaduni
Q
bnu aliyyin marra bihi
0 p-* C
fa*a tahu ’arba ata 
’alafi dlnarin waqala 
lahu ya bna ammi hadani 
’alfani lidaynika
O™wa’alfani lima unatika 
fa’iSa nafidat fala 
tahta£imna faqala lamma 
haddaOtuhu lhaddiGa ....
"I said: *0 Commander of the 
Faithful, we are indebted to
Maslama for a favour. Muhammad
c — ..
ibn Ali once paid him a visit
and he gave him four thousand
dinars. He said to him; ’Cousin,
here are two thousand to meet
your debts and two thousand as
a subvention for you; when they
are exhausted do not be shy of
asking for more*. When I had
told him this story he said ....
(Tabari, Tarik; in Beeston, 1977,
p.1 7 ) .61
4.3 *inna
In a similar manner the particle * inna sometimes marks the 
onset of a discourse span, e.g.:-
(180) ’inna Iqawma qad *ak0aru 
fi Qikri ljudi 
watafdilihi ....
"People have often mentioned the
excellence of generosity .... ".
(jah. 200/12; new theme span).
Oumrna + ’inna marks the onset of a new episode in 
narrative, e.g.*-
(181) Oumma ’inna babak wajjaha "Then Babak sent one of his
rajulan min ’ashabihi ..... companions .... ".
(Tabari, Tarik, HI, 2, 1172/4)
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4.4 gad.
The particle gad sometimes occurs before a verb 
without modifying in any obvious way its tense or 
aspect. The use of gad in many such cases coincides 
with the boundary of a discourse span, e.g.
(182) waqad kana muluku lfarsi 




alayhim m m a  1 ahwali
llati dakarnaha wamin 
— c  —sima i ma hu5dirta minhu 
wakanu yunfidunahum maCa 
Giqatihim * ila nnawahi
C—
lba idati minhum .... .
"The virtuous kings of Persia 
did not bring up their children 
among their household and their 
nobles lest they be exposed to 
the conditions which we have 
mentioned above or hear the kind 
of things which you have been 
warned against. They sent them 
with trustworthy men to distant 
provinces 
(Misk. 53/12-15).
Here the construction with qad signals the onset of the topic span 
of the referent "the kings of Persia". On the other hand the span is 
continued by an equivalent construction without gad, viz. wakanu
yunf i dunahum).
The sequence wa + qad + yaf alu may mark a shift to back­
ground, circumstantial information (= hal) analogously to the 
construction wa + nominal + verb (cf. Wright, Gram. II, p.330-331)* 
e.g.:-
(183) lima tu* dunani waqad "Why do you harm me, knowing
taClamuna 'anni rasulu that I am the apostle of God
llahi ’ilaykum to you", (ib. p.331).
(184) kadabtum wa’antum 
taClamuna
"You lied, knowing (that you 
did so)", (ib, p.330).
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4-5 Reidentification of topic referent.
A topic referent is often reidentified at the boundary of 
a discourse span. Consider Example (158); in clause (4)* which 
constitutes a new theme span (cf. II 5«14)» the topic referent is 
fully identified (madinati Ibulaqi) whereas in the preceding 
clauses it is referred to by means of anaphoric deictic expressions 
(hadihi, haSihi Imadinatu). The onset of two other theme spans in 
this passage is signalled syntactically by an Ex construction. In 
clause (4) the reidentification of the topic referent is employed as 
an alternative device for marking a span boundary. This choice was 
doubtless dictated by the desire to achieve a degree of structural 
variation.
The two span boundary signals Ex/sV and 'reidentification 
of topic referent' are frequently combined, e.g. clauses (48) and (75) 
in the text in the Appendix, in these clauses, which coincide with 
secondary topic span boundaries (cf. II 5-15)» the current primary 
topic is reidentified and placed before the verb at the front of the 
clause.
Narrative texts, which generally eschew Ex/SV clauses 
(except after 9inna, * anna, and auxiliaries and in hals, cf. II 2.0), 
rely heavily on the device of topic reidentification in order to mark 
span boundaries, e.g.:-
— C  —»
(185) (1) wamada ujayf fi kamsati
’alafin *ila barduda (2)
— C —
fa’aqama alayhi (5) hatta 
saddahu (4) wasadda 
* anharan 'ukara kanu yadkuluna 
minha wayakrujuna (5) 
fahasarahum min kulli wajhin
(6) wakana mina l’anhari
— * c
llati saddaha ujayf nahrun
yuqalu lahu 1 arusa (7) 
falamma *akada alayhim
" Ujayf went to (the river)
Barduda with five thousand
men and remained there until
he had blocked it. He also
blocked other rivers which
they (= the Zutt) frequented
and surrounded them on all
sides. Among the rivers
which Ujayf blocked was one 
c *called al arus. He attacked 
them by night and fought them.
(continued overpage)
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(185) continued:
(8) taraqahum (9) harabahum
(10) wa'asara minhum kamsami’ati 
rajulin (11) waqatala minhum
Cfi lma rikati OalaQami’ati 
rajulin (12) fadaraba
9 a°naqa 19 asra 03) waba°a9a
biru’usi jamiCihim ’ ila babi 
lmu°tasimi (14) 9umma *aqama 
°ujayf bi'iza'i zzutti kamsata 
agara yawman (15) fazafira 
minhum bikalqin kaOirin 0 0  
wakana ra’ isu zzutti rajulan 
yuqalu lahu muhammaduni bnu 
CuOmana (17) wakana sahibu
'amrihi walqa’imu bilharbi 
samlaq (18) wamakaOa ujayf 
yuqatiluhum fima qila tis°ata 
9aShurin
He took five hundred captives 
and killed three hundred in 
the battle. He beheaded the 
captives and sent all their
heads to the palace of
c c
alMu tasim. Then Ujayf
confronted the Zutt for
fifteen days and captured
a large number of them. The
leader of the Zutt was a man
c **
called Muhammad ibn u9man.
His lieutenant and military
q
leader was Samlaq. Ujayf 
continued to fight them, so 
it is said, for nine months". 
(Tabari, Tarik, m ,  2, 1167/12 
1168/3)*
c
The topic referent Ujayf is reidentified in clause (14)» which begins 
a new episode. Note also the reidentification in clause (6), which 
is a ’background* span, i.e. it expresses information which is 
supplementary to the main narrative.
Of course, a referent may also be reidentified in a context
where a pronoun would be potentially ambiguous, irrespective of whether
the clause marks a span boundary or not, cf. clause (18) in Example
(185) above. Here Ujayf is reidentified in order to avoid the risk
that one of the participants who were referred to in the previous two
cclauses (viz. Muhammad ibn u9man and Samlaq) might be taken as subject 
of the verb. It is important to note that the device of topic 
reidentification can only be interpreted as a signal of span boundary 
if this factor of referential ambiguity is not operative, as in clauses 
(6) and (14)*
5*0 The function of *amnia fa
Ex/sv clauses in which the initial nominal is introduced by 
>amma and connected to the rest of the clause by fa are restricted 
to marking a shift in topic. They do not mark boundaries of spans on 
other dimensions of the discourse.
In general * amma-clauses constitute a more powerful topic- 
shifting device than other types of Ex/sv clause and are characteris­
tically used to draw attention to major shifts in topic, e.g.*-
(186) ’amma nnubatu faftaraqat "As for the Nubians - they
firqatayni fi Sarqiyyi divided into two groups to the
nnili wagarbiyyihi ..... east and the west of the Nile ..
(Mas. HI, 31/8 ff.).
The chapter from which this example is taken is concerned with the 
various black races of Upper Egypt and East Africa. It opens with 
the following w o r d s " W h e n  the offspring of Noah spread over the 
earth, the sons of Kush, son of Canaan, migrated towards the west and 
crossed the Nile. Then they divided: one group turned to the right 
between the east and the west, these were the Nubians, the Bajah, and
the Negroes. The others moved further west ....". The first thirty
pages of the chapter are about the Negroes (with occasional digressions 
The *amma- clause in 3V® (= Example (186)) marks a shift to one of the 
other major topics of the chapter, viz. the Nubian race. The onset of 
the segment of discourse about the Bajah is likewise marked by an 
* amma-clause:-
(187) wa’amma Ibajatu fa*innaha "As for the Bajah - they
nazalat bayna bahri lqulzumi settled between the sea of
wanili misra ..... Qulzum and the Nile ".
(Mas. Ill, 32/9 ff.).
6.0 Extraposition used to achieve rhetorical schemes.
Extraposition is sometimes used in rhetorical schemes in order 
to achieve the required word order and structural balance*-
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6.1 When it is required that a relation of equivalence or 
antithesis he set up between two items, two clauses or 
clause sequences which have a noticeable degree of 
structural balance are sometimes put together, with one 
of these items at the front of each of the parallel units. 
If the item which is to stand at the front of such a unit 
is not the grammatical subject, it is put in extraposition,
When only one of the two parallel units is extrapositional, the
extrapositional unit is generally placed after the other unit in order
62
to give the construction »end-weight1. (See II 3-2).
6.2 if a referent is referred to in two or more co-ordinated
clauses which stand in parallel or antithesis to one
another, this referent may be placed at the front of the
sequence of clauses in extraposition, e.g.
(188) almutatayi°u la ya9nihi 
zajrun walaysat lahu 
gayatun duna ttalafi
"The rash man - no reproach can 
turn him from his course, his 
only goal is destruction. The 
vacillating man - he has no fixed 
point of origin nor certain 
direction, no charm or wiles are 
effective against him".
(jah. 198/15-17).
walmutakaffi laysa lahu 
ma’tan wala jihatun wala 




O vqatluhu bitta 5ibi
"The schemer - his death is by 
quick despatch, but the vacillator 
- his death is by slow torture".
(it. 199/7).
Qur’an: -
(190) law ’anna qur’anan suyyirat "What if a Qur’an - mountains 
were moved by it, the earth was 
rent asunder byit, or the dead 
were made to speak by it",
(913/31).
_ Q
bihi Ijibalu ’aw qutti at 




The purpose of extraposition in constructions such as these is to 
ensure that the co-ordinated clauses are structurally balanced in 
order to underscore the relation of equivalence or antithesis which 
exists between them. This balance would be upset if the referent 
were referred to by a full noun in the first clause and by a pronoun 
in the subsequent clause(s). The extraposition of the noun which 
initially identifies the referent allows the referent to be referred 
to by means of a pronoun in all the clauses, cf. further;-
(191) 9inna ha’ula’i mutabbarun 
ma hum fihi waba^ilun ma 
kanu yaCmaluna
Judaeo-Arabic;-
(192) 5alika ’anna zzahida 
biSruhu fi wajhihi 
wahuznuhu fi qalbihi
"These people - what they follow 
is doomed and what they do is 
vain". (Q.7/139) -
"The ascetic - his joy is in his 
face and his sadness is in his 
heart", (Bahya, Hidaya 363/5).
Occasionally one or more of the balanced clauses is itself 
extrapositional in structure. The extraposition of the referent 
which is common to each of the clauses at the front of the sequence 
results in 'double extraposition’ - see Examples (66) and (67).
6 .3  Extraposition may also be used in an analogous fashion 
in order to achieve balance between two nouns within a 
sentence. This applies specifically to cases in which a 
nomen rectum is extraposed and replaced by a genetive 
suffix, e.g.
(193) *anna l’umura daqiquha "Things - the small ones are
_ _ q  _
mimma yahiju lahu 1 azimu what the large ones are
engendered by". (A.S. 247).
Here the balance in weight between daqiquha and 1Cazimu underscores 
the antithesis between them.
A similar type of extraposition is often exhibited by 
sentences which express the mutuality of an action by means of the
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C Celements ba d - ba d, in such constructions, extraposition ensures 
that the two ha d-phrases are balanced in weight and that they are 
kept close together, thus conveying the equivalence between the two 
with heightened effect, e.g.:-
“ c
(194) fa* akalu wahum la ya rifu
c cba duhum ba dan
MThey ate while they - the 
one did not know the other 
(i.e. without knowing one 
another)11. (CUL TS Arabic 
41.1, 5ty17-18).
Poetry; -
(195) li’anna lqana yadkulu 
ba°duha °ala baCdin
"Because the spears - they 










"To him ascends the good 
word and the pious deed - 
he exalts it".
(Q35/10).
7.0 Extraposition in the structural formulae of the Qur’an.
A large portion of the text of the Qur’an is composed of
formulaic segments of a recurring pattern. This applies not only
to the repetition of specific themes but also to the frequent
recurrence of a small number of phrases of a fixed syntactic structure
63and lexical content. There are two possible ways of explaining
this formulaic structure; -
(continued overpage)
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The Qur’an was intended to have an essentially pedagogic
function.^ In most Near Eastern cultures since antiquity a prominent
feature of pedagogic method has been the memorisation of the ipsissima
verba of the teacher, the learning of the original words and structure
of the message being considered even more important than the
65
assimilation of its content. The memorisation of the original
surface (syntactic) structure of a text is more difficult than the
66recall of its semantic content. It is, therefore, reasonable to 
postulate that the recurrent use of a small number of unvarying 
syntactic configurations in the Qur’an may have been motivated by a 
desire to facilitate the word for word recall of the text.
Alternatively, we may seek an explanation of the structure of
the Qur’an in the method of its composition. The pervasive use of
formulaic language may be taken as an indication that it was composed 
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orally, the repetition of formulae being a prominent feature of 
texts of this nature.^
In this section we shall examine how several of the formulaic 
patterns of the Qur’an have given rise to Ex constructions. The 
relevant patterns are those which have a fixed nominal incipit. If 
this nominal is not the grammatical subject in the ensuing clause it 
is left suspended in extraposition. This applies toi-
(i) Formulae opening with a relative phrase introduced by ’alladina
— 69or, occasionally, by other members of the ’alladi paradigm.
In this pattern the initial relative phrase describes a set of 
people and the subsequent clause indicates their fate, e.g.
(197) alladina ’ataynahum lkitaba 
yafrahuna bima ’unzila 
’ilayka
"Those to whom we gave the Book 
rejoice in what has been revealed 
(Q13/36).
(198) allaSina ’amanu wa°amilu 
ssalihati tuba lahum 
wahusnu ma’abin
"Those who believe and do good 
works - for them is joy and a 
pleasant end". (Ql3/^9)>
This formulaic pattern may also be used to express propositions 
of a legislative rather than a hortatory nature, e.g.
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(199) alla’i ya*isna mina lmahidi 
min nisa’ileum ’ini rtabtum
C mmm
fa iddatuhunna GalaOatu 
’aShurin
"Those of your women who despair 
of menstruation - if you are in 
doubt, their period of waiting 
(before remarriage) shall be 
three months". (q65/4).
cf. Q2/234 and 2/240.
(ii) Formulae opening with the demonstrative *ula’ika. This pattern 
is used to describe the fate of a set of people which has been 
referred to in the immediately preceding discourse, e.g.;-
(200) ’ula’ika mina ssalihina "These are upright people".
(0.3/114) •
— c —
(201) ’ula’ika lahum adabun
c -azimun
"These - for them is a stern 
punishment". (03/105).
Formulae of this type are sometimes combined with pattern (i), 
e.g.s-
(202) alladina kafaru wakaddabu 
bi’ayatina ’ula’ika 
’ashabu nnari
"Those who disbelieved and 
rejected our signs - these are 
the (rightful) owners of the 
Fire". (05/39)*




"Those who disbelieved and 
rejected our signs - these 
for them is a humiliating 
punishment". (Q22/5T).
Such amalgamations of formulaic units may result in considerable 
syntactic dislocation, cf. I 1.10 and Footnote 4«
(iii) Formulae opening with the singular demonstrative dalika or
Salikum. Patterns of this type are generally used to explain 
an action of God which has been mentioned in the immediately 
preceding discourse, e.g.:-
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"This - he has enjoined it upon 
you that you might remember".
(Q6/152).
Of. Q6/153, 39/16.
(204) Salikum wassafcum Mhi
cla allakum tadakkaruna
8.0 Resumptive pronoun functioning as a copula.
When the predicate of a verbless clause is identificatory or 
locative it is the norm for an independent resumptive pronoun 
to occur between the subject and the predicate, e.g.:-
(205) hadihi hiya rratabatu
l°ulya
"This is the highest degree". 
(Misk. 34/9).
(206) wabahru zzanji wal’ahabiSi
Q
huwa an yamini bahri lhindi
"The sea of the Negroes and of 
the Abyssinians is to the right 
of the sea of the Indians". 
(Mas. Ill, 2/10).
It has generally been claimed that the resumptive pronoun in 
such constructions is employed to separate the subject from the predicate 
and so prevent the second phrase from being interpreted as an appositive. 
The problem with this theory is that the pronoun is also used occasionally 
in clauses which have an indefinite predicate nominal, e.g.:-
70
(207) wal andbil huwa ta’irun 
sagirun yakuna bi’ardi 
lhind wassind
"The andbil is a small bird 
which lives in India and Sind" 
(Mas. Ill, 16/9).
(208) waSalika ’anna Igarada 
walkamala biSdati huma 
Say’un wahidun
"This is because the objective 
and self-perfection are one 
thing". (Misk. 33/11).
(209) ya lamuna ’anna kaliqahum 
..... huwa munazzahun 
°an haSihi l’aSya*
"They know that their creator 
is free from these things".
(it. 35/1 9 ) .71
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Even if the pronouns were omitted in these constructions they
72could only he interpreted as predications.
Resumptive pronouns of this type may even occur in a clause 
which is explicitly shown to he a predication hy the presence of the
These resumptive pronouns, therefore, do not function primarily 
as disambiguating devices hut rather as copulas, i.e. elements which 
express the nexus between a subject and its predicate. The occurrence 
of such copula pronouns in clauses like (210) can he explained hy the 
fact that the pronouns are functionally equivalent to verbs and occupy 
the slot which corresponds to that of the main verb in verbal clauses 
with auxiliary kana, i.e.;-
In substandard Middle Arabic the copula pronoun sometimes 
agrees with the predicate nominal instead of with the subject, e.g.*-
verb kana, e.g.•-
(210) litakuna Igayatu I'aklratu 
hiya husuluha lahu
"So that the final goal is 
their attainment by him". 
(Misk. 35/3).
kana Zaydun huwa l’amira 
kana Zaydun yadribu l’amira
(211) wannaqamatu OQaniyatu 
huwa lqawlu ...... verse
"The second revenge is the
i
(frLau, Diqduq, para. 197)
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9.0 properties of extraposed nominals and pre-verbal subjects.
Sections II 2-3, 5-8 discussed the major conditions under 
which Ex/sV clauses occur. They were concerned, for the most 
part, with constructions of this sort which are motivated by 
discourse factors rather than those which are grammatically 
fixed such as clauses opening with the particles *inna, *anna, 
la alia, or layta (cf. p. 64 )•
In this section we shall examine the characteristic properties 
of extraposed nominals and pre-verbal subjects, both of those 
which are free standing in the nominative and of those which 
are introduced by one of the aforementioned particles. In other 
words, given the conditions under which an Ex or SV clause occurs, 
we shall investigate the factors determining which nominal is 
selected from among the other possible candidates in the same 
clause to be placed in initial position.
Ex sentences which constitute rhetorical schemes or Qur’anic 
formulae are not considered here, since the determining factors 
for the selection of the extraposed item in these constructions 
have already been discussed.
9.1 Assumed familiarity of the referent.
One of the most characteristic features of extraposed items
and pre-verbal subjects is their * assumed familiarity1,
i.e. the speaker/writer assumes that the hearer/reader is
familiar with and is able to identify the referent of the
nominal. A nominal is assumed to be familiar by virtue of
either (a) being closely related to the immediately
preceding discourse (context-bound) or (b) being in the
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permanent knowledge store of the hearer/reader.
9.11 Context-bound.
A referent which has been explicitly mentioned or 
’given1 in the prior discourse tends to be selected 
to open the clause in preference to referents which 
are *new’. If the given element in a verbal clause
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is the grammatical subject, then the subject is made the nominal which 
precedes the verb, e.g.:-
— O
(212) waddabbatu lma rufatu 
bizzabraq la ta'wi fi 
mawdi°in yakunu fihi 
nnuSan wahuwa lkarkaddanu
"The animal known as the zabraq 
(given in prior context) does not 
betake itself to places in which 
the nuSan, i.e. the rhinoceros 
(new) is found". (Mas. m  13/8-9)
However, if the given element is other than the subject it stands in 
extraposition, e.g.
(213) walaysa ha5a lbahru mimma 
ttasala bihi min bahri 
lhindi wassini wagayrihi 
fi Say*in wahuwa biddiddi 
min dalika li’anna bahra
wuh B  Q
lhindi wassini fi qa rihi 
llu'lu’u
"This sea does not share any of 
the qualities of the adjacent seas, 
such as the Indian and China seas. 
It stands in stark contrast to 
these, because the Indian and China 
seas - in their bed are pearls". 
(Mas. ill 56/3-5).
Sometimes the referent which is made the initial item in the clause has 
not been explicitly mentioned in the prior discourse, but the nominal 
phrase which expresses it nevertheless contains some 1 given1 element, 
e • g.; —
(214) wabawadi lbajati lmalikati "The Bajah nomads who possess
lihaSa lma°dini tattasilu this mine - their territory is
^ ^  Q  w. «p C —  —
diyaruha bil allaqi contiguous with al Allaqi".
(Mas. Ill 50/5-6).
The referent of the head noun of the initial phrase (viz. bawadi lbajati)
—  G
has not been mentioned in the recent discourse. The phrase ha5a lma dini, 
however, refers to something which is familiar by virtue of the fact that 
it has been discussed in the immediately preceding context, in other 
words the initial phrase as a whole, although partially new, is neverthe­
less 1 anchored* to given information, on the other hand the other 
referents in the sentence (viz. diyaruha, alCAllaqi) are wholly new.
Sometimes the initial nominal contains nothing which has been explicitly
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referred to in the prior discourse. Consider (215):-
(215) fi 1 ammi lmaksusi wahuwa 
ma wudi a fi l'asli amman
C “Bumma kussa fi I’isti mali
c —
hiha di 'ifradihi ......
waqad Sakara bnu durayd 
'anna lhajja 'asluhu 
qasduka Sgay'a watajriduka 
lahu Bumma kussa biqasdi 
lhayti
"(Chapter) about the particularised 
general word, that is what is 
originally general but then is 
specialised by use in one of its
component meanings ....... Ibn
Durayd said that alfrajj - its 
original meaning is * seeking some­
thing singlemindedly', then it was 
specialised in the (meaning of) 
seeking the house (i.e. the ka bah)". 
(Muzhir 427/5 ff.)-
®ere alfra33 has not been referred to before. Nevertheless alfrapj is 
placed at the front of the clause in preference to the nomen regens
' asl, since, unlike *asl, alha j j is ’inferable* from something in the
previous sentence. Specifically alhaj j stands in an element-set
“ C Q —
relation to the phrase ma wudi a fi l'a^li amman Bumma kussa fi
G — C —
l'isti mali biba di 'afradihi, i.e. alhaj3 is one element of the set 
of items which have such properties. We may therefore consider this 
noun to be bound to the prior context, although in a somewhat less 
concrete fashion than the initial referents in Examples (212) - (214).
The foregoing observations may be expressed in the following hierarchy 
in which ^ is to be read ’is selected as initial nominal in 
preference to1:-
context-bound  ^ new
(= given, anchored 
to given information, 
or inferable)
It was stated in section II 5.12 that in Ex/sV clauses which mark a 
shift in primary topic the initial referent of the clause refers to 
the new primary topic. We may now qualify this statement in the light 
of the foregoing discussion. In conformity with the general principle 
that the initial nominal in Ex/sv clauses is context-bound, the topic
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referent which occurs at the front of a ’topic-shifting Ex/sV clause 
is usually directly related to the prior discourse. If this is not 
the case, a ’given’ item which is not the topic of the ensuing discourse 
is sometimes placed in initial position instead, while the new topic is 
introduced later in the clause. In such cases the extraposed item or
pre-verbal subject acts as a ’bridge’ 
new topic span, e.g.;-
(216) wahada lbahru ttisaluhu
bilqulzumi wahuwa an yamini 
bahri lhindi wa'in kana lma'u 
muttasilan walaysa fi lbihari 
wama Sakama mina lkuljani 
mimma htawa alayhi lbahru 
lhabagiyyu ,as°abu wala 
’akGaru hiyalan wala ’ashaku 
ra’ihatan wala ’aqhatu wala 
*aqallu kayran fi batnihi 
wazahrihi min bahri lqulzumi .
from the prior discourse to the
"This sea (i.e. the Abyssinian 
sea) - its connection is with 
alQulzum, and it is to the 
right of the Indian sea, 
although the waters are 
contiguous. None of the 
aforementioned seas or gulfs 
which constitute the Abyssinian 
sea is more dangerous, more 
hazardous, more unwholesome, 
more barren, more deprived of 
all manner of resources than the 
sea of alQulzum
(Mas. Ill 55/7-11).
In Ex/sv clauses marking the boundaries of other types of span the 
primary topic which is currently being discussed is generally reidenti­
fied at the front of the clause, cf. sections II 5.15 - 5*18 4*5*
In clauses which begin with a verb (i.e. generally when the verb is 
perfective in aspect or when the clause continues a span) the same 
principle of context-boundness determines the position of the subject 
vis-d-vis the object. In clauses with the order VSO the subject is 
given and the object is usually new. However, if the object is given
75and the subject is new then the object generally precedes the subject, 
e.g.*-
C“(217) Qumma naha&at Amiran "Then a snake bit (the afore-
hayyatun mentioned) Amir". (s.V. p.117).
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9.12 Referents assumed to be in the permanent knowledge 
store of the hearer/reader.
76In this category are included * generic* referents
which frequently occur at the front of Ex/sv clauses,
e.g. Examples (96) - (98)» (161), (162). Such
constructions express *generic propositions*, i.e.
generalisations which are true in any situation that
can be imagined (cf. section II 3-15)- The initial
generic nominal often does not directly relate to
anything in the prior discourse but nevertheless
refers to a class of entities which the speaker/writer
assumes the hearer/reader is able to Identify if he
77knows the meaning of the nominal. Moreover, although 
the initial generic nominal may not be informationally 
given, it is nonetheless logically given. Generic 
propositions such as those in the aforementioned 
examples have the semantic structure of a logical 
implication. The datum or antecedent is the generic 
phrase whereas the rest of the clause is the consequent. 
For instance, Example (161) may be paraphrased; "Given 
that something is a moral disposition then it follows 
that it can be changed". The surface ordering of the 
clause constituents reflects this deeper logical 
structure.^8
9*2 Durability in subsequent discourse.
A nominal which is placed at the head of an Ex/sV clause is 
occasionally totally new and unpredictable from the prior 
discourse. When this is the case the clause initial referent 
is prominent within the subsequent text, i.e. it is referred 
to frequently. This phenomenon is demonstrated very clearly 
in the fables of Luqman in which the protagonist of a story 
is usually introduced at the head of the opening clause. If 
the nominal referring to the protagonist is not the grammatical 
subject, it stands in extraposition, e.g.; (overpage)
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(218) ’insanun kana lahu sanamun
™ c —
fi baytihi ya buduhu wakana
yadbahu lahu fi kulli yawmin
dabihatan fa*afna jami°a ma 
o —
yamlikuhu ala Salika ssanami
fadakasa lahu qa*ilan la
"■ ctufni malaka alayya Qumma
talumuni fi l*akirati ... 
cf. also Examples (150) - (157).
"A man - there was to him (= he had) 
an idol in his house which he used 
to worship. He offered a sacrifice 
to it every day and he spent all he 
possessed on that idol. Then it 
appeared to him saying: TDo not 
spend your wealth on me and then 
blame me in the Hereafter ...".
Of course context-bound initial nominals may also be durable and referred 
to frequently in the subsequent text, e.g. azzanju in clause (25) of the 
text in the Appendix, nevertheless, the existence, on the one hand of 
examples such as (218) in which the initial nominal is durable but not 
context-bound and, on the other, of examples such as (216) in which the 
initial nominal is context-bound but not durable indicates that durability 
must be isolated as a distinct factor. This factor may be represented 
by the hierarchy;-
durable y incidental
Again the sign y is to be read; »is selected as initial nominal in 
preference to1.
9*5 Perceptual salience.
Another factor that has a bearing on which item is selected
as the initial nominal in an Ex/sv clause is perceptual
salience*. This is demonstrated by the fact that, all other 
things being equal, a referent which is high on the
79'perceptual salience* or 'animacy* hierarchy is often 
selected to open the clause in preference to a referent 
which is lower on the scale, e.g.
(219) walakinna nnahwiyyina sara "But the grammarians - this (i.e.
da °indahum s if at an li’anna the emphatic pronoun) in their view
(continued overpage)
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(219) continued;
halahu kahali Iwasfi 
walmawsufi
is a qualificative, because its 
status is that of a qualifier 
which is linked to a preceding 
qualified element".
(Sib. i, 345/5).
In (219) the demonstrative pronoun 5a refers to a referent which is 
mentioned frequently In both the preceding and subsequent discourse.
The referent of the noun annahwiyyina, on the other hand, is neither 
given nor durable in the succeeding text. It is assumed to be familiar 
by virtue of the fact that it refers to a generic class. Consequently 
both referents are equivalent in status with regard to their assumed 
familiarity. The crucial feature, however, which determines the 
selection of annahwiyyina as the initial nominal in preference to 
6a is the fact that the former refers to humans whereas the latter 
refers to an inanimate (viz. 'the emphatic pronoun').
Example (220) is an analogous instance of this phenomenon;-
C c —
(220) wa arafa ma a Salika
’aydan * anna lmala’ikata 
1'abrara llaSina stafahumu 
llahu biqurbihi la 
talhaquhum■ha 5ihi 19alamu
"He knows also that the pious 
angels whom God chose to be 
close to him - these pains do 
not afflict them".
(Misk. 37/11-12).
1S"k and 2n^ person pronouns/which stand at the head of the perceptual 
salience hierarchy, are often made the starting point of the clause in 
preference to other possible candidates, e.g.
(221) wa lam fanna wa*in kunna
nufassiru l’istifhama fi
miQli ha6a l’inkari
fa’inna llaSi huwa mahdu- 
clma na 9annahu liyantabiha
mw Q ^  Q m
ssami u hatta yarji a fila 
nafsihi fayakjalu 
wayartadicu
"Know that we - although we 
interpret interrogation (= given 
concept) in this way, viz. as an 
expression of denial, the essential 
function is to make the hearer 
aware so that he repents and desists 
out of shame".
(jurjanl, Dal. 151/5)*
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Judaeo-Arabic:-
(222) faka’anni kana yuha 
*ilayya wahyan
Qur’an;-
(223) qul ’innani hadani 
rabbi ’ila siratin 
mustaqimin
(224) walaqad na lamu ’annaka 
yadiqu sadruka bima 
yaquluna
"It was as if I - it (= this 
knowledge) was revealed to me 
in a (divine) inspiration".
(Janah 116/13)*
"Say; 'I - my Lord guided me to 
a straight path1". (q6/161).
"We know that you - your bosom 
is oppressed by what they say".
(Q15/97).
cf. q6/157» 19/43* 57/51 (variant *innahu - Ibn Mas°ud), 38/41-
To summarise so far;- in Ex/sv clauses the selection of the initial
nominal is determined by considerations of assumed familiarity, textual
durability, and perceptual salience, in short, the initial nominal
80is characteristically 'individuated*. if the selected nominal is
the grammatical subject of the clause the result is an SV clause.
If the selected nominal, however, is other than the grammatical subject, 
it stands in extraposition.
9.4 Under certain circumstances extraposition is the norm.
For example this is the case when the presence of 1inna 
or ’anna requires a nominal to stand before the verb and 
the verb is impersonal, i.e. subjectless, e.g.;-
(225) li’anna 1’alifa ji’a biha "Because the alif - it was used
clistifhamin min Ifi li to interrogate the verb".
(Sirafi on Sib., Ch. 29).
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Qur'an; -
"They think that they - there is an 
overwhelming of them (= they have 
been overwhelmed)". (Q10/22).
In such 'subjectless' clauses there is no subject available to open the 
clause. Extraposition is also the norm after 'inna or 'anna when the 
clause contains a modal such as yajibu 'an, la budda 'an; cf. Example 
(107), also;-
judaeo-Arabic; -
(227) wadalika 'anna melih "This is because melih must be
yajibu 'an yakuna min from (the same root as) bammelah
bammelah timlah timlah". (janah 109/19)-
Note, however, that if sentences such as those illustrated in (225) - (227) 
do not contain a nominal which is 'worthy1, according to the three afore­
mentioned criteria, to be placed in initial position, then a 'dummy* 
pronominal clitic (damiru SSa'ni) may be attached to the 'inna or 'anna, 
e.g. li'annahu ji'a bi’alifin  "since an alif was use d.... ”,
10.0 The occurrence of fa- between the extraposed element and the 
rest of the sentence.
In many instances the fa- in extrapositional clauses is to be 
identified with the fa- which joins a protasis to an apodosis. 
This applies especially to constructions with extraposed generic 
nominals, cf. I 1.143, Examples (96) - (100).
It has been widely recognised that such clauses which open with
generic class terms may usually be paraphrased by conditional 
81sentences. This was also recognised by the Arab grammarians. 
For instance, Sibawaihi (I, 59/5 ff-) states that the connecting 
fa- is normal in a sentence like 'allaSi ya'tini falahu 
dirhamun (i.e. after a generic nominal) whereas a sentence such
(226) wazannu 'annahum 'uhita 
bihim
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as zaydun falahu dirhamani (i.e. in which fa- follows a nominal_
with a specific referent) is not admissible.
Indeed generic phrases introduced by man or ma evince many formal
properties of conditional clauses. Sometimes they even contain a
83
conditional particle.
Similarly the occurrence of fa- after ’amma is probably due to the 
fact that a certain parallelism exists between * amma-constructions 
and conditional sentences. This was the explanation of the ArabQA
grammarians. It is supported by comparison of analogous constructions
in other languages in which the particle which is equivalent to * amma 
is clearly related (historically or synchronically) to a conditional 
element. For example, i5a ( ^ ’i5a) and kan ( ^ * in kana) in
the Arabic dialect of Saida, wa-hen in Mehri, endahona and bihon
85 ?in Amharic. Compare also the particle i t  in Egyptian which is used
both to introduce an extraposed constituent and also before fedm.f verb
86  ..forms as a conditional particle. In the Mediaeval Hebrew translations
of Arabic works ’amma ..... fa in the Arabic is often rendered by
’im .... hinne in the Hebrew. Gottstein maintains that in such
  g Y
circumstances *im was used to imitate the phonological form of ’amma. 
This notwithstanding, it is reasonable to postulate that the use of ’im 
also indicates that a degree of equivalence was felt between the function 
of ’amma and that of ’im.
In fact, according to the Arab grammarians ’amma may also be used as 
a genuine conditional particle, e.g.;-
(228) ’amma ’anta muntaliqani "If you go I shall go with you".
c * — 88
ntalaqtu ma aka (Sib. I 123/17)*
Elsewhere fa- occurs in Ex clauses
II 3*2i Example (175); further;-
Christian Arabic;-
(229) wa’innama 1’abu huwa llahu
wal’ibnu huwa lkalimatu mina 
llahi waruhu lqudusi fahuwa 
ruhu llahi
which mark pause or closure, cf.
"The father is God, the son is 
word of God, and the Holy Spirit 
it is the spirit of God".
(Blau, ChA., p.4 80 ).8 9
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11.0 The difference between 0V-order and Extraposition of the object.
An object is placed before the verb and not subsequently resumed 
by a pronoun under the following conditions
(a) When the object is the focus of contrastive assertion, e.g.;-
(230) qala Cumaru ’ifian yaqtuluka "CTImar said; »Then God will kill
llahu qala bal ’iyyaka you*; he said; *Eo, he will kill
yaqtulu £££'"• (S-7. p.395).
The speaker/writer uses this construction to forestall or
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correct a misapprehension on the part of the hearer/reader. 
Eor instance in (230) the second speaker is insisting that 
1 contrary to your belief, the one whom God will kill is you 
and not meI’
cf. further;-
(231) wa’innama yusafu biljudi fi
* clhaqiqati wayu&karu ala
0 _ c
nnaf i fi hujjati 1 aqli
lla5i ’in ja’a alayka
  c —
falaka ja’a wanaf aka ’arada 
min gayri ’an yarji a ’ilayhi
_ —  Q
juduhu bigay’in mina Imanafi i
(232) nasraka ’arju la 
l°adawata
"The one who in reality is 
worthy of being described as 
generous, and the one who 
logically is to be thanked for 
his charity, is the one who, if 
he is generous to you, is 
generous for you (and not for 
himself) and desires your 
benefit (and not his own), 
without expecting to gain any 
reward for his generosity.
(jah. 202/12 ff.).
"I desire your help not enmity",
(A.S. p.133) . 91
(b) When the scope of a negator includes the object but not the 
verb. For example, the clause ma zaydan darabtu expresses 
the fact that ’I hit somebody but the victim was not Zayd», 
i.e. only the object is negated. This construction is
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analogous to (a) in that it is used to correct or forestall
a possible misapprehension on the part of the hearer/reader
92
with regard to the identity of the patient of the action.
Even when the negator occurs after the fronted object, its 
scope does not include the verb, e.g.:-
(233) kullahu lam ’asna "I did not do all of it, (i.e.
I did some of it)".
(SirafI on Sib. I 33, 20).^
(c) When the scope of an interrogative particle includes the 
object but not the verb. For example, a clause like 
’azaydan tadribu is appropriately used when the speaker 
presupposes that the hearer is hitting somebody. He 
questions whether his is hitting Zayd or someone else, 
cf. aljurjani (Dal. p.14-8)* where Q6/144 is adduced as a 
locus probans:-
(234) q.n.1 ’ aooakarayni harrama
’ami I’unQayayni ’amma
c —Stamalat alayhi ’arhamu
I’unQayayni
"Say; has he (God) forbidden 
the two males, or the two females, 
or that which the wombs of the 
two females contain", (i.e. the 
speaker presupposes that God has 
forbidden something. His concern 
is to establish what exactly he 
has forbidden).
An interrogative clause like ’azaydan tadribu may also be 
used rhetorically to deny that Zayd is susceptible of being 
beaten.^
CBy contrast, interrogative Ex clauses such as *a aballahi 
darabtahu and ’azaydan mararta bihi are used, according 
to Sirafi, when the speaker has no doubt about the initial




(235) *a9a labata lfawarisa *aw "Do you consider Tuhayya and
*- c * criyahan adalta bihim Ki§ab equal to Tha lab, the
tuhayyata walkiSaba horsemen, or to Riyah?"
(Haqa’id 434/7).
Here the focus of interrogation is upon ‘Tuhayya and KiSab, 
i.e. the writer does not question the action of equating
C —Tha lab and Riyah with other tribes but rather the fact 
that the addressee has equated them specifically with 
Tuhayya and KiSab, which the writer considers to be 
particularly inferior tribes (sirafi on Sib. 1*41/22).
(d) Akin to the interrogative OV-clauses which are illustrated 
in (c) are constructions with the specific interrogative 
words man, ma, and *ayyu. When these words are the 
object of the verb they generally stand in clause initial 
position without subsequent resumption (cf. Reckendorf,




Analogously to the clause ’azaydan tadribu the verb in
(236) - (238) is presupposed, i.e. the speaker assumes 
that the addressee has seen someone or something.
According to Sibawaihi (i, 37/19 ff.) the specific question 




He states further that an appropriate reply to (259) 
would he the extrapositional clause (241):-
(241) zaydun ra* aytuhu
Moreover, (242) - with accusative inflection - may he
96used as a reply to (256)
(242) zaydan ra*aytuhu
This suggests that it is possible for the extraposed item 
to convey new information whilst the rest of the clause is 
given. However, such constructions are very rarely found 
in texts, cf. (245):-
(245) fa* in * aku mazluman fa°ahdun "If I am wronged you have wronged 
zalamtahu a servant”. (Arh. 54/12).
Hote that a newly introduced item does not have the same 
status as one which is contrastively asserted. I have 
found no examples (either in texts or in the works of the 
grammarians) of Ex clauses in which the extraposed item 
is contrastively asserted and the rest of the clause is 
presupposed (cf. (a)), on the other hand Sihawaihi
mentions constructions such as (244) and (245):-
(244) nia laqitu zaydan lakin °amran
marartu hihi (i, 56/6).
(245) Question;- ’ara’ayta zaydan 
Answer;- la walakin °amran
marartu hihi (1, 57/18).
The Ex clauses in (244) and (245) seem to contain two foci 
of contrastive assertion, one on the initial noun and the 
other on the verb. In these clauses the speaker assumes 
that the hearer has in mind an erroneous pairing of a 
certain action with a certain verb complement, viz.
I met/saw X and X = Zayd In the clause amran marartu 
bihi he asserts which action is to be paired with which
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verb complement, i.e. both the verb complement and the
97
verb and contrastively asserted.
(e) A pronominal object (attached to *iyya or to particles 
such as gayr-, mi91-, or nafs-) is sometimes fronted
without being contrastively asserted. Rather it acts as
98
a link with the prior discourse, e.g.
(246) wahiya ’ummu bani lmugirati
C Q
bni abdillahi bni amri bni 
makzumin wahum hiSam haSim 
wa’abu rabi°ata walfakihu 
wa iddatun gayruhum lam
C p* q, —
yu qibu wa’iyyahum ya hi 
’abu Su’aybin biqawlihi ...
(f) OV-clauses are also found 
consecutive verbs are put 
equivalence or antithesis 
same subject, e.g.
Poetry:-
(247) fa’inni la dinan fataqtu 
wala daman haraqtu
Qur’an; -
(248) fariqan kaSdabturn wafariqan 
taqtuluna
Sometimes the second verb 
first, is elided, e.g.
Poetry;-
(249) fala majdi balagta wala 
ftikari
"And she is the mother of the 
sons of M. b. A. b. A. b. M. 
and they are H., B., A., and F. 
and a number of others who had 
no offspring. ’Abu pu’ayb is 
referring to these people in 
the verse ...". (Ag. I, 64/5 
Cited in Bloch, 1948).
when the objects of two 
together in a relation of 
and the two verbs have the
"I have neither caused a schism 
in Islam nor shed blood".
(Bloch ib. p.46).
"Some you denied, others you 
killed". (Q2/87).
if identical in meaning to the
•'You have attained neither my 
glory nor my pride". (Bloch ib.).
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in these constructions the fronted objects are incidental 
referents. It is the subject which is durable and has 
topic status. The second of the two OV-clauses continues 
the topic and orientation of the first. The two clauses 
together are construed as constituting two closely 
associated events or states.
Occasionally in poetry constructions are found in which 
an Ex clause parallels a subsequent clause which has a 
fronted verb complement (i.e. direct object or prep, 
phrase) and no resumptive pronoun, e.g. :-
(250) ’alam tara ’anni la
nruhibbun ’alumuhu wala
^ Q  —
bibadilin ba dahum ’ana
- . cqam u
cf. Examples (71) a^d (82).
"ho you not see that I do not 
criticise a lover, and I am not 
content with a substitute after 
they have passed away".
(Ag. II, 49/56).
In such constructions the resumptive pronoun is apparently 
used to fill out the number of syllables in the first 
hemistich of the verse.
(g) OV-order is sometimes used when the clause expresses an 
order or request, e.g.
(251) fassamta falzami "Keep to silence". 
(GVGSS II, p.442).
(252) warabbaka fakabbir 
waOiyabaka fatahhir 
warrujza fahjur
"Honour your Lord, purify your 
garments, shun pollution".
(Q74/5-5).
In such clauses the fronted object is generally connected 
to the verb by fa-. This fa- is probably to be identified 
with the fa- which marks closure or climax (cf. p. 101 ), 
and so signals that particular attention is to be focused
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on the clause.
Alternatively an object which is fronted before an imperative 
may be resumed by a pronoun. In such cases the fa- is 
often omitted, e.g.*-
(255) nafsaka ’akrimha "Honour yourself".
(Hatim 25/10).
In a similar manner the resumptive pronoun in these clauses 
is probably to be associated with the resumptive pronoun 
which marks climax, i.e. focus of particular attention 
(cf. p. 78 )•
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A P P E N D I X
(1) waqad qaddamns. S5ikra. fi zzunuji wal’ajnasi mina l’ahabi&i 
llaSina saru °an yamini nnili walahiqu bi’asafili Ibahri lhaba£i
(2) waqata°ati zzanju duna sa’iri 1’ahabiSi Ikalija lmunfasila 
min 'a la nnili llaSi yusabbu ’ila bahri zzanji (5) fasakanati 
zzanju fi dalika ssuqCi f 4) wattasalat masakinuhum *ila biladi 
sufala (5) wahiya ’aqasi biladi zzanji (6) wa’ilayha taqsidu 
marakibu lCumaniyyina wasslrafiyylna (7) wahiya gayatu maqasidihim
fi ’asafili bahri zzanji (8) kama ’anna ’aqasiya bahri ssini
tattasilu bibiladi ssila (9) waaa.d taqaddama Sikruha fima salafa
min ha5a Ikitsbi (10) wakaSalika ’aqasi bahri zzanji hiya biladu 
sufala wa’aqasi biladi lwaawaq (11) wahiya ’ardun kaOiratu 55ahabi 
ka0iratulCaja*ibi kasibatun harratun (12) wattakadaha zzanju dara 
mamlakatin (1?) wamallaku °alayhim malikan sammawhu waqlimi
(14) wahiya tasmiyatun lisa’iri mulukihim fi sa’iri l’a°sari °ala 
ma qaddamna ’anifan (15) wayarkabu waqlimi (16) wahuwa yamliku
sa’ira muluki zzunuji (15 cont.) fi 0ala9irai*ati ’alfi farisin 
(17) wadawabbuhumu lbaqaru (18) walaysa fi ’ardihim kaylun wala 
bigalun wala ’ibilun (19) wala ya°rifunaha (20) wakaSalika
la ya°rifuna 09alja wala lbarada wala gayruhum mina 1’ahabiSi
_ _   c c
(21) wafihim ’ajnasun muhaddada.tu l’asnani ya’kulu ba duhum ba dan
— — cc c
(22) wamasakinu zzanji min haddi lkaliji ImutaSa ibi min ’a. la
nnili ’ila biladi sufala walwaqwaq (25) wamiqdaru masafati 
masakinihim wattisali maqatinihim fi ttuli wal ardi nahwa sab imi’ati 
farsakin ’awdiyatun wajibalun warimalun (24) walfilatu bi’ardi 
zzanji fi nihayati IkaQrati wahSiyyatun kulluha gayru musta’nisatin
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(25) wazzanju la tastaCmilu Say'an minha fi ^arbin wala gayriha
(26) bal taqtuluha (27) wadalika ’annahum yatrahuna laha naw°an 
min waraqi SSajari waliha’ihi wa'agsanihi yakunu bi’ardihim fi lma’i 
(28) wayaktafi rijalu zzanji (29) fataridu ffilatu liSurbiha 
(50) fa’ida Saribat min dalika lma’i (51) harraqaha (52) 
wa’askaraha (55) fataqa°u (54) wala mafasila liqawa*imiha wa 
la rukaba °ala hasbi ma qaddamna ’anifan (55) wayakrujuna ’ilayha 
bi’aCzami ma yakunu mina lhirabi (56) fayaqtulunaha li’akdi 
’anyabiha (57) famin ’ardihim tujahhazu ’anyabu Ifilati (58) fi 
kulli nabin minha karasuna wami’atu mannin bal ’akOaru min dalika
(59) fayujahhazu l’akOaru minha min biladi Cumana *ila *ardi ssini 
walhindi (40) wadalika ’annaha tuhmalu min biladi zzanji ’ila 
°umana wamin °umana ’ila hayOu ma dakarna (41) walawla dalika 
lakana 1 aju bi’ardi l’islami kaGiran (42) ’ahlu ssini yattakidu 
mulukuha waquwwaduha wa’arakinatuha l’a midata mina 1 aji (45) wala 
yadkulu quwwaduha wala ’ahadun min kawassiha °ala mulukiha biSay’in
Q  O™ \
min lhadidi bal bitilka 1’a midati Imuttakadati mina 1 aji (44) 
waragbatuhum fima staqama min ’anyabi Ifilati wala fima yataqawwasu
mm- O  C  —  -» Q  Qv-r
littikadi l’a midati minhu ala ma dakarna (45) wayusta malu 1 aju 
fi dakni buyuti ’asnamiha wa’abkirati hayakiliha kastiCmali nnasara
— C — "
fi lkana’isi dduknata lma rufata biduknati maryama wagayraha mina 
l’abkirati (46) wa’ahlu ssini la yattakiduna lfllata fi ’ardihim 
(47) wayatatayyaruna mina qtina’iha walharbi °alayha likabarin kana 
lahum fi qadimi zzamani fi baC$i hurubihim (48) walhindu ka0iratu
C — c — tv
l’isti mali lima yujahhazu ’ilayhim mina 1 aji fi nusubi lkanajiri 
(49) wahiya lharari wahiduha harri (48 cont.) wafi qawa’imi 
suyufiha (50) wahiya lqaratilu wahiduha qartalun (51) wahiya 
suyufun mu awwajatun (52) wal’aglabu fi sti mali lhindi lil aji
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ttikaduha minhu S&itranja wannarda (53) waSSitranju qad sawwaruhu 
’adkalan °ala suwari lhayawani mina nnatiqi wagayrihim (54) kullu
O 0 ^ _
qit atin mina SSitranji kaS&ibri fi ardi Salika bal ’ak9aru 
(55) wa’iSa la°ibu biha (56) fa*innama yaqumu lwahidu minhum 
qa’iman (57) fayanquluha fi buyutiha (58) wal’aglabu °alayhimi
—  —  C  C  ™  .lqimaru fi lu bihim biS&itranji wannardi ala 99iyabi waljawahiri
—  *  C  G
(59) warubbama ’anfada lwahidu minhum ma ma ahu (60) fayal abu
C  C  C  ^  c  —qita a udwin min * a da’i jismihi (61) wahuwa ’an yaj alu
bihadratihim qidran mina nnuhasi sagiratan °ala nari fahmin fiha
duhnun lahum ’ahmaru (62) fayagli Salika dduhnu lmudmilu liljirahi
_ ^  ^  Q  ^  Q
walmasiku lisayalani ddami (63) wa’iSa la iba fi ’isba in min 
*asabi°ihi (64) waqumira qat°aha biSalika lkanjari (65) wahuwa 
mi91a nnari (66) Qumma gamasa yadahu fi Salika dduhni (67)
—  Q  _  Q
fakawaha (68) 9umma ada ’ila lu bihi (69) fa’in tawajjaha
G  C  “  G  ™  **
alayhi llu bu (70) ’abana ’isba an Oaniyatan (71) warubbama
C  C  C  “  Ctawajjaha alayhi llu bu fi qat i l’asabi i walkaffi Gumma SSira i 
wazzandi wasa’iri l’atrafi (72) wakullu Salika yusta malu fihi
wm C  “  o
Ikayyu bi Salika dduhni (73) wahuwa duhnun ajibun yu malu min
C  p* Q  V. C  “  -* M
’aklatin wa aqaqira bi’ardi lhindi ajibu lma na lima Sakarna
“ c *— c
(74) wama Sakarnahu anhum famustafidun min fi lihim (75) walhindu
tattakiSu lfllata fi biladiha (76) watatanataju fi ’ardiha
(77) wa laysa fiha wahSiyyatun (78) wa’innama hiya harbiyyatun
Q  C  —  ™
wamusta malatun kasti mali lbaqari wal’ibili (79) wa’akOaruha 
ta’wi ’ila lmuruji walgiyadi kaljawamisi fi ’ardi l’islami (80) 
.walfilatu tahrubu mina lmawdi°i llaSi yakunu fihi lkarkaddanu Cala 
hasbi ma qaddamna (81) fala tar°a fi mawdi°in taSummu fihi
p» Q  .p.
ra’ihatahu (82) wayu ammaru lfilu bi’ardi zzanji nahwan min
C  —
’arba imi’ati sanatin (83) kaSalika taSkuru zzanju (84) li’annaha
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ta°rifu fi diyariha Ifila lCazima mimma la yata’atta lahum qatluhu 
(85) waminha I’aswadu wal’abyadu wal'ablaqu wal’agbaru (86) wafi
*ardi lhindi minha ma yu ammaru lmi’ata sanatin walmi’atayni
c   c_______
(87) wayada u hamlahu fi kulli sab i sinina
(Mas. Ill, 5/10 - 11/9).
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F O O T N O T E S
1. ’amma also introduces;-
(a) Nouns which are the subject of a following predicate, e.g.;-
'amma 'anna haSihi ssinaCata hiyya "(As for) the fact that this art is
'afdalu ssina°ati kulliha....... the most excellent of arts (it) is
fabayyinun mimma 'aqulu clear from what I say".
(Misk. 40/16).
’amma rrawaqiyyuna fazannu 'anna ... "(As for) the Stoics (they)
believed that ..... (Misk. 36/18).
(b) A fronted direct object, e.g.;
Qur'an; -
fa'amma lyatima fala taqhar wa'amma "As for the orphan - do not oppress
ssa’ila fala tanhar (him), and as for the beggar - do
not drive (him) sway". (Q93/9 ff*)*
(c) A fronted prepositional phrase which is the direct complement 
of the verb, e.g.
Qur'an; -
w  Q
wa'amma bini mati rabbika fahaddiO "About the bounty of your Lord
speak". (Q95/11).
"As for now - I will not help 
you". (S.V. 793).
"As for if they do not like me 
(= adverbial clause) - I shall 
leave them". (S-V. 794)*
"As for killing - I am not a 
killer". (S.V. 794)*
(d) An adverbial, e.g.;-
■ v  «*r 0“
’amma l’ana fala 'u inuka 
'amma *i£S karihuni fa’ana
Q
'ansarifu anhum
(e) A masdar nrutlaq, e.g.;- 
'amma qatlan falastu qatilun
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2, Reckendorf cites an example of an 'amma construction without fa­
in which the fa- is precluded on grammatical grounds;-
’amma law kana makanaka rajulun
*a°rifuhu ma sabara °alayha
"If there were a man whom I knew in 
your place he would not have 
patience with it (i.e. No one I 
know would have patience with it 
if he were in your place".
(S.V. 795).
Here he claims that the fa- is absent because the constituent 
introduced by ’amma is a law-clause.
Two variant forms of ’amma are;
(0 ’ayma (cf. MugnI, p.55), e.g.;-
ra’at rajulan ’ayma ’ida SSamsu "She saw a man who, when the sun
C“* — — 0
aradat fayadha ’ayma bil aSiyyi shines, is smitten by its rays and,
fayaksar in the evening, is cold".
(Mugni, ib.).
(ii) The Judaeo-Arabic form *nm' which was probably pronounced 'anma, 
This is found chiefly in the works of Jewish writers from 
Spain (cf. Blau, JAL, p.184, note 38), e.g.;-
wa’anma ’istiqaqu smi *i§§a min ’!§ "As for the derivation of the noun
’i§§a from *i§ - this provesfahuwa mimma yastadillu ala 
’anna .... that .....
(CTJL TS NS.310, 5, 1, 7).
wa’anma nasbuna maqabira mawtana
C " cinda ’abwabina falinatt iza
biha
"As for our placing the tombs of 
our dead at our doors - (it is) in 
order that we are admonished by 
them". (Hob. 184/20).
Both of these forms seem to have arisen through dissimilation of the 
double /mm/.
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4- In the Qur’an many similar sentences are found in which relative 
phrases seem to have been mechanically grafted onto another 
clause. Among the most obvious are examples such ass-
*inna llafiina kafaru wayasudduna
can sablli llahi walmasjidi
lharami llaSi jaCalnahu linnasi
sawa’an il°akifu fihi walbadi
waman yurid fihi bi’ilhadin
c *bizulmin nudiqhum min afiabin
c T . azimm
1allaSi ja’a bissidqi wasaddaqa 
bihi ’ula'ika humu bnuttaquna
"Those who disbelieve and debar 
others from the path of God and 
the Sacred Mosque which we made 
for mankind, equally the dweller 
therein and the nomad, and whoever 
purposes wrongful profanity in it - 
we shall cause him to taste a 
painful punishment". (Q22/25).
"Whoever comes with the truth ana 
believes in it - those are the 
dutiful". (Q39/55)
In these sentences, there is a discrepancy in the concord between 
the relative phrase and the subsequent clause, 
cf. further Q17/19* 46/17*
5- This construction is attested with a full noun subject in 
translations which slavishly imitate the word order of the 
Yorlage, e.g. Christian Arabic:-
wahakaSa wallahu llaSina namu "So God will also bring with him
G
biyasu yajlibuhum ma ahu those who sleep in Jesus".
(I Thess. iv*14, in Blau, 1977a,
p.66).
cf. Greek Vorlage:-
houto kai Geos tous koimeGentas dia tou Iesou aksei sun auto.
6. This is consistent with Bloch’s statement (1946:104) that the
occurrence of SV word order in ’iga-clauses is largely restricted 
to poetry. As we shall see in Section II, SV clauses and 
extrapositional clauses are distributionally equivalent.
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7. The subject of the complement clause may also he made the 
object of the main verb, e.g.:-
ma 'ahsibu haSihi l*ayata nazalat "I do not think that this verse
If the ‘raised* item is a pronoun which is coreferential with 
the subject of the main verb, it is not attached to nafs, e.g.:-
In all other constructions, an object pronoun which is 
coreferential with the subject of the clause is suffixed to 
nafs (plural *anfus), cf. Reck. S.T. p.397- This phenomenon 
provides confirmatory evidence for the fact that the referent 
which is the object of the verba cordis in these constructions 
belongs properly to the complement clause rather than to the 
main clause.
was revealed". (s.V. ib.).
’ inni 'arani *a siru kamran "I see myself (in a dream) 
pressing wine = I dreamt that I 
was pressing wine". (Q12/36).
8
falaysa lil’akari sabilun ala 
1*ismi li’annahu jazmun wahuwa 
jawabu lfi li l’awwali
"The second verb (i.e. tadrib) 
has no access to the noun since 
it is apocopate, i.e. apodosis 
to the verb". (ib).
9
li*annahu bimanzilati qawlika
Q  ^  G
*a abdallahi yawma ljum ati 
tadribu
"Since it has the same status as 
(the adverb in the clause): *Do 
you hit Abdullah on Friday? *"
(Sib. I, 55/14).
10. One grammatical signal of the apodosis status of a clause is 




(i) ’inni ’in 'akbartuka biha
lam ’atma’irmi *ila kubrikum 
°an ta’wiliha
0
(ii) fa’innaka *in fa alta
■" cdalika sullitta alayya
faqataltani
"I - if I tell it to you I can 
have no confidence about your 
knowledge of its interpretation1'. 
(Sir. 11/12).
"You - if you do that you will 
be given power to kill me".
(ib. 34/16).
Another grammatical marker is the presence of a particle 
linking the first clause with the second, e.g.:-
fa:-
(iii) faljudu ’ ida kana lillahi "Generosity - if it is for the
fakana Sukran lahu sake of God, it is gratefulness
to him", (jah. 201/18).
la:-
c—-
(iv) fa’inna ramla alija law
*ukida minhu walam yuraddi 
Calayhi ladahaba °an 
fakirihi
c-"For the sands of Alij - if 
one took from them without 
replacing (what one took), they 
would completely vanish".
(jah. 200/11).
In sentences like (i) - (iv), which are clearly protasis-apodosis 
constructions, the initial noun is syntactically isolated 
although its referent is the subject of the main verb. However, 
when there are no overt markers of the apodosis-status of the 
main clause, the syntactic structure of the clause is ambiguous, 
i.e. there is no objective indication as to whether the writer/ 
speaker intended the subordinate clause as an adverbial insertion 
or as a protasis clause.
11. cf. Sib. (i, 59*5) where it is stated that fa is permissible 




(i) ’alladi ya'tini falahu 
dirhamun
(ii) zaydun falahu dirhamani
12. The occurrence of fa in such constructions is hy no means 
as regular as it is in sentences containing an imperative.
This is home out hy a statistical investigation of the 
common Qur’anic construction in which a generic relative 
phrase consisting of a pronoun of the allafii series is 
extraposed at the front of the sentence (cf. p. 88 )* fa 
always occurs after the extraposed constituent if the 
following verb is an imperative or jussive; however, out 
of 157 instances in which there is no imperative verb fa 
occurs only in 14-
15. Sentences with initial man- and ma- phrases are equivalent 
to conditional protasis-apodosis constructions. They have the 
tense structure of conditionals (i.e. timeless perfect or 
apocopate). Moreover, fa- occurs in man- and ma- phrases 
under the same circumstances as it occurs after protases, 
i.e. it is absent only when the subsequent clause begins 
immediately with a finite verb in one of the conditional 
•converted’ tenses (cf. Wright Gram. II, p.545 ff.)* Indeed 
there are reasons to believe that man- and ma- phrases in 
such constructions are not full blooded nominal phrases. For 
example they are sometimes not resumed within the rest of the 
sentence, e.g.*-
man qara’a bittaJi fataqdiruhu ... "Whoever reads (the afore­
mentioned Qur’anic verse) 
with ta* - then its (i.e. the 
verse's) underlying form is 
(Ibn YaCI§ 452/8).
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faman qara*a bilya’i fallafiina
C  «"*Cbimawdi i Ifa ill
"Whoever reads (it) with ya* - 
then *alla5ina functions as 
agent", (ib. 452/9).
"■ Gfaman nama an haqqihi falam 
*anam
"Whoever slept and neglected 
his duty - I did not sleep". 
(GVGSS II, p.661).
In these examples, the man- phrases seem to express a proposition 
rather than name a class of individuals. Moreover several examples 
of man- phrases are attested which contain a conditional particle:-
cf. Hob. 186/5.
Such sentences are pure protasis-apodosis constructions for the mar 
contained in them cannot be construed as the head of a relative 
clause.
14. fa- may also occur between a subject and its predicate, e.g.:-
*inna kulla muslimin famuntazirun "Every Muslim expects the 
Safa ata llahi intercession of God".
Q
man ’ i5a ’aSrafat alayhi
_ Q
hadihi Idabbatu ta allaqa 
bi'akbari ma yakunu min 
Sajari ss cl j 3.
"Anyone - when this animal 
approaches him, he climbs the 
tallest teak trees".
(Mas. HI, 12/15).
man *in lam yalidhu fihrun 
falaysa quraySan
"If anyone - Pihrun is not his 
ancestor, he is not QurayS". 
(GVGSS II, p.661).
(GVGSS II, 442).
cf. Mas. Ill, 55/1, 55/4; Janah 100/15.
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15* Resumptive independent subject pronouns which, stand before a 
verb occur relatively infrequently. In addition to (108) 
several examples may be adduced from the Qur’an, e.g.:- 
Q2/121, 2/174, 2/218, 4 /124, 6 /12 , 9 /104, 15/25, 17/71,
35/11.
However, Our’anic constructions of this kind, most of which 
open with an extraposed relative phrase, show many signs of 
being formed by a mechanical chaining together of two (or more) 
segments of formulaic phraseology (see p. 88 ).
16. See p. 90.
17» Cited by Blau, Piqduq p.206.
18. Also in other types of construction anaphoric reference to a 
quotation in the same sentence is usually expressed by a 
demonstrative pronoun, e.g.:-
kama ’annaka ’i5a qulta: daraba 
zaydun fa’asnadta lfi la ’ila 
lfa°ili kana garaduka min Salika 
’a n ....
"For instance, if you say: TZayd 
hit* annexing the verb to the 
agent, your purpose in this
(utterance) i s  ".
(Jurj. pal. 176/8).
19* Analagous Qur’anic constructions such as 7/170 and 13/28 must
be treated with the caveats which are discussed in Footnote 15*
20, Q.7/153 and 2/234 have a similar structure. These constructions,
however, seem to constitute the amalgamation of two formulaic 
units and so must be treated as a different phenomenon - see
Q «p*
Footnote 15 and p. 88 . in Q7/153 ’inna rabbaka min ba diha 
lagafurun rahimun is clearly a variant of the frequently occurring 
pausal (rhyme) phrase ’inna llaha/rabbaka gafurun rahimun. As 
for the sequence yatarabbasna bi’anfusihinna ’arba ata ’aShurin, 
compare the use of the same phraseology in Q2/228.
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21. Note that kulluhu stands in the nominative and so must be 
considered to be in extraposition.
In his commentary on this verse sTrafT states that alFarra’ 
permits the construction kulluhum cjarabtu but not 
zaydun darabtu (cf. Jahn l/2, p.95)-
■•p G /
22. A variant text reads nasitu in place of alayya (cf. Jahn 
1/2, p.95)* Another text reads 9awban nasitu fa9awban ’ajur 
with the fronted nouns in the accusative (cf. Bloch 194-6:
p.46).
23. cf. Baidawi, ’Anwar, and ZamakSarT, alKaSSaf ad loc.
24. This is not the place to broach the question of the linguistic 
authenticity of Arabic case vowels. Many scholars argue that 
they owe their existence to the artificial prescription of the 
Arab grammarians, cf. yollers (1906), Corriente (1971),
Ambros (1972), Wansbrough (1977, p.106 ff.), Zwettler (1978,
PP.145, 147* 156). For arguments against this view, cf, Nbldeke 
(1910, p.1 ff.), Blau (1977b»pp.4-7; 1981, pp.216-222).
25. The Ex clauses in (137) - (159) ar® balanced, either
parallelistically or chiastically, against a second clause 
which has a direct object in the slot corresponding to that 
of the extraposed nominal. Consequently, the accusative form 
of the extraposed nominal may have arisen by attraction to
the inflection of its semantic counterpart in the other clause.
26. cf. Sib. I 32/4.
c c
27. This is the reading of the codices of Ibn Abbas, *A maS, and
Ibn Abi Ishaq (cf. Jeffery 1937, ad loc.),
28. cf. Abu TJbayda, Majaz alqur’an, p. 16.
29. cf. Abu CTJbayda, ib.
30. cf. Abu °Ubayda, ib.
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J1. The Ba^ran school reads munfisan whereas the Kufan school
reads munfisun, cf. Kizanatu lAdab I, p.153*
32. Corriente (1971)*
33. * ifta waqa°a °ala Say’in min sahabihi faka’annahu qad waqa°a 
bihi.
34. yunsabu ’awwaluhu li’anna 'akirahu multabisun bi’awwalihi,
35. cf. Example (139)-
— *“ C C "
36. ja’a bilaqituhu ..... ba da ’an ja alahu gayatan
37. cf. Footnote 15*
38. For the notion of distributional equivalence see J. Lyons
(1968, p.70),
39* SV and Ex after ’ i5a and ’in is attested occasionally in
poetry, cf. I 1.122, I 1.123, and Bloch (1946, p.105).
According to Rabin (1955* P*30) this is an archaism preserving 
the demonstrative character of the particles, in Judaeo-Arabic 
also the subject is sometimes placed before the verb after 
i5a and * in, especially if it is pronominal, cf. Blau (Diqduq, 
pp.245, 250).
40. This was recognised by Ewald, Gram. Crit. Ling. Ar. vol. post.,
para. 667. According to Givon (1979) such a principle is 
characteristic of the syntax of many VSO languages.
41. Although other types of resumptive element are attested (cf.
I 2.23 - I 2.25) clitic pronouns are used for this purpose in
the overwhelming majority of cases.
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42. in the tradition of the native Arab grammarians Ex verbal 
clauses and SV clauses are not considered to be distinct 
constructions. The major opposition in their system is 
between clauses which begin with a noun (jumlatuni smiyyatun) 
and clauses which begin with a verb (jumlatun fiCliyyatun).
The jumlatu 1'ismiyyatu embraces both SV and Ex clauses*
This is not the place to review in detail the statements of 
the Arab grammarians on this matter - for a good summary see 
Ayoub and Dohas (1981). However, the important point is that 
their treatment of SV and Ex clauses as a unitary type of 
construction shows that they felt that they were distribution­
al ly equivalent.
43. A statistical count was made of occurrences of main clauses 
in which a nominal is placed before the verb (excluding hals 
and clauses introduced by * inna, 'anna, la alia, or layta) 
in 550 lines of a narrative text. (Tabari, TarIk,111,2, pp.1164- 
1192) and in an equivalent sample from an expository text.
(Mas. Ill, pp.1-47)- 45 instances were found in the expository
text whereas the narrative text did not yield a single exampleI
44* The association of nominal-first clauses with timeless habitual
action was noticed by aljurjani*- huwa yu ti ljazlla wahuwa 
yuhibbu 99ina*a ......  turidu 'an tuhaqqiqa ala ssami i
 --------------^      ii
'anna 'i ta'a jjazTli wahubba 99ina'i da'buhu wa'an tamakkana
Salika fi nafsihi; M  you wish to assert to the hearer that
the giving of fine gifts and the love of praise is his custom 
and that it is an inherent property of his". (Dal. p.157 ff.). 
Ewald (Gram. Crit. Ling. Ar. vol. post., para. 670), with 
characteristic perspicacity, also recognised the association of 
SV order with (independent main) imperfect clauses which express 
a s t at e *
HOldeke noted a similar distributional pattern in Mandaean word 
order (Mand. Gram., p.423). The same phenomenon has also been 
observed outside the Semitic area in, for instance, Spanish 
(Myhilly 1982).
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45- See Introduction, p. 19*
46. See II 8 below.
47. See introduction, p.19*
48. For numerical sayings in Near Eastern wisdom literature 
cf. proverbs 6/16—19, 30/15-31; Ecclesiasticus 25/1-2; 
pirqe *Abot 5/1-15*
49- See introduction, p. 20.
50. See introduction, p. 20.
51. For the notion of ’possible world* see Allwood et al.
(1977: P.22).
52. See Introduction, p. 21.
53* See Introduction, p. 25.
54. Dal. p.162.
55- ' innama yaqulu ha5a man zanna ' annahu yusadifuhu fi manzilihi
wa’an yasila 'ilayhi min qabli 'an yarkaba - "This is said by
someone who thought that he would find him in his house and
that he would arrive before he rides off".
56. fa'inna SSakka la yaqwa hina'iSin quwatahu fi lwajhi l'awwali -
"For the expectation of the contrary is not so strongly expressed 
as it is in the first construction".
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    Q ^
57* karta. ’aqwa fi wasfika lahu bil ajalati walmaji’i qabla
lwaqti llaSi zunna *annahu yaji’u fihi min ’an taqula; 
c c
* ata walam tatla i gSamsu ba du - "lb asserts more strongly 
that he came quickly and before he -was expected than the 
clause
58. ib. p.l6l.
59. In the Pre-classical Arabic of texts dating from before the
second half of the VI11^ century *an + verb + nominal 
constructions' are found with imperfect verbs in the indicative 
expressing an action/state which is not dependent on the main
C
verb (cf. Fischer, 1977)» e.g. * a lamu * an yanamu "I know
that he is asleep". The semantic independence of the
proposition in such constructions is expressed by the /-u/
mood ending. This is in conformity with the fact that the
/-u/ inflexional termination in Arabic has the basic function
of signalling 'distinctness1 or 'salience1, cf. Khan, 1984.
The later obsolescence of this construction and the reliance
on word order rather than on inflexional vowels to express
the relevant semantic opposition may be used as an argument
C
in favour of the theory that *i rab in Classical Arabic was 
no longer a living feature of the language.
60. This fact is not mentioned in the standard grammars although 
it was noted by Bravmann (1955> P*78)*
61. This function of kana is to be distinguished from its use in 
mediaeval legal documents to mark off segments of the document. 
In these texts the occurrence of kana often seems to be no 
more than a punctuation device, e.g. Grobmann (1954» No. 65).
62. For parallelistic constructions in which fronted direct 
objects are not resumed by a pronoun, see II 11.0, p. 106.
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65. cf. NtJldeke (1910, pp.7-8) and Wansbrough (1977* PP-1-33* 47, 
117-8).
64. cf. Wansbrough (ib, pp.99* 103).
65. cf. Gerhardsson (1964), who discusses the influence this
pedagogic principle had upon the structure of Jewish Rabbinic 
texts.
66. cf. the psycholinguistic studies on memory such as Kintsch and
Van Dijk (1978) and Clark and Clark (1977* p.188).
67. cf* Wansbrough (ib. p.48).
68. cf, Culley (1967), Monroe (1972), and Zwettler (1978).
69. masc. sing. ’alladi:- Q24/11, 59/33* 46/17; fem. sing. ,allati
21/91; masc. dual ’alladani;- 4/16; fem. pi. ’allati:- 4/15* 
4/54; * alia* I; -- 65/4.
70. Wright Ar. Gr. II, para. 124; Reckendorf S.V. para. 156; more
recently Beeston (1970, 68); Eid (1983), This function of
'disambiguation1 is the one proposed by the Arab grammarians, 
cf. Ibn Ya i§ 431/7:- ’anna lgarada bihi ’izalatu llabsi bayna 
anna°ti walkabari - "(that) the purpose of it is to eliminate 
the confusion between a modifier and a predicate".
71. Note that in all these examples the predicate nominal is 
specified by a modifier of some sort, cf. Khan (1984).
72. In fact the Arab grammarians recognised that this pronoun, which 
they called the 'pronoun of separation* (ftamiru Ifasli), may
occur when the predicate nominal is not strictly definite,
—» c
cf. Sib. I, 347/25 ff.:- wa lam ’anna huwa la yahsunu ’an
—  —  —  C  C  ■“
takuna faslan hatta yakuna ba daha mu arrafatun *aw ma ’aSbaha 
lmu°arrafata mimma tala .... nahwa kayrun minka wami91uka -
"Know that it is not correct for huwa to act as a separative
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unless it is followed by a definite noun or some noun with 
a long modifier, which is like a definite noun, such as kayrun 
minka, miOluka'l However, they still held that the essential 
function of the pronoun was to disambiguate*
73* In some languages the same phenomenon is exhibited by the verbal
copula, e.g. Syriac;- haqla wat berikta karka - "the city (m.) 
was (f.) a blessed (f.) field (f.)". (Act. Mart. II 512/10). 
cf. also Spanish;- el problema eres tu - "the problem is you", 
el problema son los militares - "the problem is the soldiers". 
(Contreras (1978))-
74. See introduction p. 23.
75. cf. Reckendorf S.V., pp.117, 26l; A.S. para.71/2; Bloch (1946:
p.105 f>f*)» Beeston (197^: P*109)*
76. cf. Introduction p. 23.
77« cf. Introduction p. 23.
78. This relation of generic Ex clauses to conditional sentences led
Bravmann (1953: PP-17-21) to the mistaken notion that all Ex 
constructions are conditional in nature. Note that in all the 
examples which he cites on p . 20 the extraposed nominal is 
generic•
79* See Introduction p. 22.
80. See introduction p. 22.
81. cf. II 9.12, and also J. Lyons (1977: p.19^); Bolinger (1979: 
p*305); Longacre (1976; p.121).
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82. qawluhu 'alladi ya'tini falahu dirhamun fi ma°na ljaza'i
fadakalati lfa'u fi kabarihi kama tadkulu fi kabari 1jaza' i
cf. also Footnote 11.
85. cf. Footnote 13*
84. cf. Reckendorf, A.S. p.370, Anm. 4*
85. cf. Bravmann (1953: p*19)*
86. Gardiner, paras, 149» 150*
87. cf. Gottstein (1951: P*107)«
88. Sibawaihi claims that the accusative form muntialiqan is 
governed by an elided verb. cf. also ZamakSari, Mufassal,
34/7 ff.
89. The occurrence of fa- sometimes marks closure in other types 
of construction, e.g.
ta°lifu ljallalata °alafan 
tahiran 'in kanat naqatan
’’You shall feed the jallala 
(= an animal which has eaten
'arba ina yawman wa’in kanat 
Satan sab°ata 'ayyamin wa'in
ordure) clean fodder, if it is 
a she-camel for forty days, if 
it is a sheep for seven days, 
if it is a hen, then for three
kanat dajajatan fa6ala9ata 
* ayyamin
days". (MajmuC vol. 9> p.28/6 ff.).
sawfa 'in kana lahu hamilun 
yaji'uhu waladun dakarun 
wa* in kana laysa lahu 
hamilun fayaji'uhu Say'un 
yusirru qalbahu
"If his wife is pregnant, a son 
will come to him, and if his wife 
is not pregnant, then something 
will come to him which will please 
his heart". (Judaeo-Arabic, 
Hopkins, 1978: P-71/10 ff.).
90. cf. introduction p. 25.
cf. ZamakSari'B paraphrase of 038/84: walhaqqa ’aqulu as 
wala *aqulu ,illa lhaqqa (Ka3§af, ad loc.).
cf. aljurjani, Dal. p.156:- fa’ifla qulta ma darabtu zaydan
faqaddamta Ifi la kana Ima na ’annaka qad nafayta ’an yakuna
c c — cqad waqa a darbun minka ala zaydin walam ta rid fi ’amri
gayrihi linafyin wala ’iObatin wataraktahu mubhaman muhtamalan
fa’ida qulta ma zaydan darabtu faqad qaddamta lmaf°ula kana
lma na ala ’anna darban qad waqa a minka ala ’insanin wazunna
’anna Salika 1’insana zaydun fanafayta ’an yakuna ’iyyahu falaka
’an taqula fi lwajhi l’avrwali ma darabtu zaydan wala ’ahadan
mina nnasi walaysa laka fi lwajhi QGani falaw qulta ma zaydan
darabtu wala ’ahadan mina nnasi kana fasidan ....... alwajibu
’an taqula ma zaydan darabtu walakin °amran
c c ™ •—law nasabahu (sc. kullahu) ma a taqaddumihi ala nasibihi
—  M  0*—  C —
la’afada taksisa nnafyi bilkulli waya udu dalilan ala ’annahu 
fa°ala ba°da dalika
Clauses like (235) remind one of the well-known example which 
was used by the promoters of Generative Semantics to prove that 
a change in word order can change meaning, viz:-
(i) Many arrows didn’t hit the target
(ii) The target wasn’t hit by many arrows
When these two clauses are read in the normal manner, i.e. with
the main stress falling on the final word ’target* in (i) and
’arrows’ in (ii), they do not mean the same thing, (i) asserts 
that many arrows failed to hit the target, so that ’many* is 
outside the scope of ’not’; (ii) on the other hand has 'many' 
inside the scope of ’not’ and so denies that many hit the 
target, implying that only some did. (cf. Lakoff (1978)? 
MacWhinney (1977: P*153)» Huddlestone (1976: p.249))«
cf. aljurjani, ib. p.152;- kunta qad ’ankarta ’an yakuna zaydun
— C o  bimaCabati ’an yudraba ’aw bimawdi i ’an yujarra’a alayhi ’aw
yustajaza Salika fihi. He cites as an example q6/14s — (overpage)
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'agayra llahi 'attakidu waliyyan - "Shall I choose as my 
guardian other than God?", which he explains as follows;- 
*ayakunu gayru llahi bimaOabati 'an yuttakafia waliyyan 
wa’ayarda aqilun binafsihi *an yaf ala fialika
95. li'anna lmustafhima la yaSukku fi l'ismi wa'innama Sakkuhu 
fi lfi°li
96. cf. I 3.2
97- cf. chafe (1976; pp. 35* 49)*
Chapter 2.
B I B L I C A L  H E B R E W
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I S T R U C T U R E
EXTRAPOSITION
1.0 Form of extraposed element.
1.1 pronoun;
S "fc(i) 1 person, e.g.:-
(1) ’ ani hinne beriti 'ittak "I - my covenant is with you".
(Gen. 17/4).
Further examples:- Gen. 9/9» 37/30, 48/7? Jud. 5/3; ISan. 12/23;
is. 59/21; Ezek. 9/10; IChr. 22/7, 28/2.
f - • \ o ^ C l(ii) 2 person, e.g.:-
(2) ' atta yoduka 'aheka "you - your brothers shall praise
you". (Gen. 49/8).
Further examples:- Bt. 18/14; Reph. 2/12.
/ • * • \ 7 r a(ill! 3 person, e.g.:-
(3) wehi? mar-lah "It (~ Jerusalem) - it is bitter
for it", (i-am. 1/4).
Further examples;- Ezek. 4/12, 30/18, 33/17-
1.2 Noun or nominal phrase;-
1
1.21 pefinite in status.
(i) Referring to a specific referent, e.g.;- (overpage)
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(4) wehamme ara 'aSer bo leka 
netattiha
"And the cave which is in it 




— *— — O Q *■»
(5) ' ewil bayyom yiwwada ka so "A fool (= any person belonging
to the class of fools) - his 
vexation is known at once".
(prov. 12/16).
Further examples;- Dt. 14/27; Num. 17/5.
Such constructions with initial generic nominal phrases are mostly
, 2
legal precepts or proverbs.
1.22 indefinite;-
Such constructions are extremely rare, e.g.;-
(6) kerem hemer °annu lah "A vineyard of wine - sing of it"
(Is. 27/2).
The only other examples which were found are Ezek. 4/12, 5/1.
1.3 Subject of the auxiliary verb haya, e.g.;-
(7) hayiti bayyom 'akalani horeb "I - dryness consumed me by day
weqerah ballayla and cold by night". (Gen. 31/40)
Further examples;- Num. 1/20, 5/27* cf. also Gen. 24/15 where the
maqqef would seem to indicate that the sequence wayyehl-hu* was
interpreted, at least by the Masoretes, as a tight subject-predicate
n?clnexus. Similarly a 3 pers. m.sing. form of haya is sometimes linked 
to a following extraposed noun by conjunctive accents, e.g. Dt. 12/11,
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Dt. 21/5; Jud. 11/31, 19/30; IEg. 18/24; Js. 4/3; Num. 9/6 (cf. the 
variant reading wayyihyu). The occurrence of conjunctive accents 
suggests that also in these constructions the Masoretes construed the 
initial nominal as subject of the preceding haya. This may be inferred 
from their frequent practice of linking verb-subject sequences by 
conjunctive accents (e.g. passim).
2,0 The extraposed element is sometimes introduced by 1©-, e.g.:-
(8) lekol-habbehema *a£er hi’
mapreset ps.rsa we&esa0
* enenna §ose.Cat wegera
*enenna ma°ala tsme’im 
«
hem lakem
'Ms for every animal which parts 
the hoof but does not cleave 
the cleft (= cloven-footed) nor 
brings up ( = chews) the cud - 
they are unclean to you1’.
(Lev. 11/26).
Further examples:- hum. 1/22, 1/24, 1/26, 1/28, 1/JO, 1/32, 1/34» 1/36,
1/38, 1/40, 18/8; Ecc. 9/4. The constructions with
1©- in IChr. 5/5 and 7/1 perhaps also to be
4
included under this heading.
3.0 Juncture between the extraposed element and the rest of the clause.
3.1 Easoretic accents:-
In the Masoretic text a disjunctive accent is generally placed 
at the end of an extraposed element. Short extraposed 
pronouns, however, are sometimes marked with conjunctive 
accents, e.g. Gen. 49/8; Ezek. 30/18; Lam. 1/4; occasionally 
also elsewhere, e.g. Ezek. 5/1•
3.2 An extraposed item may be connected to the rest of the clause 
by conversive waw;-
(i) Before perfect consecutive:-




* aSer-yimm&se* bafefeade • ""
welo* ye*asep habbayta 
weyarad °alehem habbarad
"Every man and beast tha.t is 
found in the field and is not 
brought home - the hail shall 
come down upon them".
(Ex. 9/19).
cf. Nam. 21/8; Jud. 1/12; is. 56/6; Prov. 9/16; Is. 9/4; IlChr. 13/9.
(b) Then the verb expresses an order, prescription, or 
request, e.g.:
(10) habberaka hazzo*t *ager-hebi*
Siphatka la'doni wenittena 
lanne°arim hammithallekim 
boragle ’adoni
cf. IIKg. 11/7; IlSam. 14/10.
Eany constructions in which an extraposed element is followed by conversive 
waw + perfect are legal prescriptions (see Appendix).
(c) Occurrence of waw motivated by discourse factors.
"This blessing which your hand­
maiden has brought to my lord - 
let it be given to the young 
men who follow my lord".
(iSam. 25/27).
(ii) Before imperfective
(11) ubne haggedud ’aSer heSib 




"The men of the army whom Amaziah 
sent back, not letting them go 
with him to battle - they fell 
upon the cities of Judah".
(iIChr. 25/13).
The occurrence of conversive waw in constructions of this type is not
conditioned by specific formal properties of the sentence. Rather its
5
occurrence is nearly always motivated by discourse factors. This is to 
be contrasted with Ex sentences in which the waw conversive is followed 
by a perfect consecutive. In the latter type of construction the
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occurrence of waw is often motivated by the semantic nature of the 
extraposed element or of the predicate, cf. (i) (a) and (b).
3*3 The extraposed element may be connected to the rest of the 
clause by hinne^ e.g.:-
(12) wa’ani hinenl meqim *et-berltl "I - I shall establish my covenant 
*ittekem with you". (Gen. 9/9)-
cf. also ISam. 21/10; Gen. 6/17, 17/4; Ruth 3/2; Ecc. 1/16.
3-4- A noun or nominal phrase is sometimes separated from the rest 
of the clause by a subordinating conjunction:
(i) ki, e.g.:-
(13) Sot SoteR ki ya°abor wihyltem 
lo lemirmas
(14) hayil ki-yanub * al taSitu 
leb
"The overflowing scourge - when 
it passes through, then you shall 
be trodden down by it", (is. 28/18).
"Riches - if they increase, do 
not set your heart (upon them)".
(ps. 62/11).
Cf. Ihg. 8/37; Mic. 5/4; Ezek. 3/19; 14/9, 13; 18/5, 18, 21; 33/6.
This construction is especially common in the laws of P (cf. Appendix).
Examples like (14) indicate that the sequence initial nominal + ki-clause 
in such constructions is a closely knit unit. The ki-clause is not an
*7
adverbial insertion between a nominal and its predicate. In Example (14) 
the noun before the ki cannot be interpreted as belonging to the main 
clause. Moreover, the main caluse is often introduced by waw apodosis 
demonstrating that the ki-clause is a full protasis, cf. Lev. 12/2:-
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(15) * i§§a ki tazria° weyalsda
zakar watame’a §ib°at 
yamin
"A woman - if she conceives and 
bears a male child, then she shall 
be unclean for seven days".
NOT "A woman, if she conceives and 
bears a male child, shall be 
unclean ...".
(ii) terem, e.g.
(16) *ani terem ’akalle ledabber "I - before 1 finished speaking
*el-libbi wehinna ribqa to my heart - Rebekah came out ..."
yoset (Gen. 22/45)-
cf. also Gen. 2/2, 24/15? Josh. 2/8; ISam. 3/3, 3/7-
4.0 Form of resumptive element.
4.1 Clitic pronoun;
(i) object, e.g.:-
"All the wells which the slaves 
of his father had dug in the days 
of Abraham his father - the 
Philistines blocked them up and 
filled them with dust".
(Gen. 26/15).
(17) wekol-habbe*erot ’ aSer 
haperu °abde ’ abiw bime 
’abraham ’ abiw sittemum 
peliStim waymalle'um
(ii) prepositional complement, e.g.:-
(18) weha’iS mlka lo bet ’elohim "The man Micah - to him was (= he
had) a shrine", (jud. 17/5).
(iii) Noun complement, e.g.;-
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(19) Sekem benl hageqa napSo "Shechem, my son, - his heart
bobittekem desires your daughter".
(Gen. 34/8).
(iv) Subject morpheme of verb.
(a) After waw. e.g.
(20) wehehamon ’aSer bsmahane "The tumult in the camp of the
peligtim wayyelek halok Philistines - it continued to
warab increase". (iSam. 14/19)-
cf. Section 3*2.
(b^ ifter a subordinating conjunction, cf. examples 
in Section 3*4.
(v) Complement of *en, e.g.:-
(21) hayyeled *enennu "The child is no more".
(Gen. 57/30).
cf. Gen. 42/13, 42/32, 42/36; Ecc. 9/5, 9/16 (’enam); peh. 2/2 (*enka)
c —
(vi) Complement of od, e.g.;-
_ —  C “  —  Q —  wm
(22) we’abraham odennu omed "And Abraham was still standing
lipne yhwh before Yahwe". (Gen. 18/22).
cf. Gen. 44/14? Fum. 11/33? ISam. 13/7.
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4 .2  Independent personal pronoun.
(i) In verbal clause, e.g.
(23) birkat yhwh hi taCaSlr "The blessing of the Lord - it
makes rich". (prov. 10/22).
cf. Prov. 6/32, 10/24, 13/13, 11/28; Ecc. 3/14? Dt. 1/30; Ps. 37/9; 
Neh. 2/20.
(ii) In verbless clause, e.g.
(24) uben-me^eq beti hu’
rCdammebeq * eli ezer
"And the heir of my house is 
Eliezer of Damascus". (Gen. 15/2)
(25) zobo tame bn/ "His discharge is unclean". 
(Lev. 15/2).
(26) * eres misrayim lepaneka
hi*
"The land of Egypt is before you" 
(Gen. 47/6).
Independent personal pronouns which resume the subject of a verbless 
clause as in Examples (24) - (26) generally function as copulas, i.e. 
they are equivalent to the corresponding form of the verb ’to be’ in 
the English version of the clause. This is shown by the fact that
(a) the resumptive pronoun is sometimes used equivalently to a form
— — 8
of the verb haya in a parallel clause, e.g.
(27) °atta 2ene baneka hannoladim
leka be*eres misrayim ... Ii 
“  • *
hem *eprayim umenag&e ... 
yihyu li
"Now your two sons who were born 
to you in the land of Egypt are 
mine ... Ephraim and Manasseh 
shall be mine". (Gen. 48/5)-
(28) ma-ggehaya kebar hu*wa'aSer 
lihyot kebar haya
"What has been is now, and what 
is to be has already been". 
(Ecc. 3/15).
(b) the resumptive pronoun occasionally agrees with the predicate
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9
rather than with the subject, e.g.;-
"The houses of the cities of the 
Levites are their possession". 
(Lev. 25/53).
(50) huqqot haCammim hebel hu* "The customs of the peoples are
vain", (jer. 10/5).
Copula pronouns occur both when the predicate nominal is definite and 
also when it is indefinite. The definiteness of the predicate affects 
the positioning of the pronoun. The general principle is that the 
copula pronoun precedes a definite predicate nominal (cf. Examples (24)*
(29)) but follows an indefinite one (cf. Examples (25)* (50)). It also 
generally follows a predicate which is a prepositional phrase (cf. 
Examples (26), (27)). Andersen (197°) was the first to establish this 
principle for verbless clauses in the Pentateuch, cf. also Sappan 
(1981: 92-111) where the data base embraces examples from the entire 
Old Testament.
in Biblical Hebrew copula pronouns occur only in a minority of verbless 
clauses (cf. Andersen (ib.) and Sappan (ib.)). Their occurrence is 
generally motivated by the status of the clause within the discourse 
(cf. for instance p.154 f°n Gen. 9/10 and p.15& for Gen. 2/14 and 51/43).
It should also be noted that the use of a copula pronoun in a clause 
with an indefinite predicate usaully entails a change of word order 
since the normal word order for verbless clauses with indefinite 
predicates is predicate-subject (Andersen (ib.)), i.e. tob haddabar 
(predicate-subject) but haddabar tob hu (subject-predicate-copula).
(29) batte are halewiyyim hi> 
*ahuzzatam
4-3 Demonstrative pronoun, e.g.;-
(31) *i§ ’a§er yitten-lo
ha'elohim °oSer unekasim 
wekabod we’enennu haser 
lenapSo mikkol ’ailer-yit *awwe 
welo-yaSlitennu ha’elohim
"A man to whom God gives wealth, 
possessions, and honour, so that 
he lacks nothing of all that he 
desires, yet God does not give him
(continued overpage)
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le’ekol mimennu ki ’ i§ 
nokri yokelennu ze hebel 
waholi raC hu’
power to enjoy them, hut a 
stranger enjoys them - this is 
vanity, it is a sore affliction". 
(Ecc. 6/2).
4-4 Locative pro-form (viz. 5am, Mamina), e.g.
(32) wahaya hammaqom ’aMer-yibhar 
yhwh ’elohekem ho leSakken 
’et-Memo 5am Mamma, tabi’u 
*et-kol-’aMer ’anoki mesawwe 
’etkera
"The place in which the Lord your 
God chooses to cause his name to 
dwell - thither you shall bring all 
that I command you". (Dt. 12/11).
cf. Ecc. 11/3.
4.5 Pull noun.
(i) Same lexical item as extraposed element; in such
constructions the extraposed element is generally a
lengthy nominal phrase. The resumptive element is
identical with the head noun of the extraposed phrase
10and is often qualified by a deictic pronoun, e.g.;-
(33) hannabP *a5er yazid ledabber 
dabar biSmi *et ’ aMer 
lo-siwwitiw ledabber wa’aMer 
yedabber beMem *elohim 
*aherim umet hannahi* hahu’
cf. hum 14/7, Gen. 46/26; Lev.
"The prophet who presumes to 
speak a word in my name, which 
I have not commanded him to 
speak, or who speaks in the name 
of other gods - that prophet 
shall die". (Dt. 18/20).
23/2; Dt. 21/3; Ex 26/12.
(ii) Different lexical item from extraposed element, yet
nonetheless construed as coreferential with it, e.g.;-
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(34) hodeM weMabbat qero* miqra* 
lo *ukal *awen waCasara
(35) hannawa W0hammeCunnaga 
damitl bat-siyyon
cf. Jer, 13/27*
"Hew moon and Sabbath, the calling 
of convocation - I cannot bear evil 
and assembly", (is. 1/13).
"The comely and the delicately bred 
- I will destroy the daughter of 
Zion". (Jer. 6/2).
4 .6  partial resumption, i.e. only 
the extraposed nominal phrase
(36) kol-’aMer tomar ’eleka 
feara MemaC beqolah
(37) kol-horeg qayin MibCatayim 
yuqqam
a noun which is contained within 
is resumed, e.g.•-
"Whatever Sarah says to you - 
listen to her voice". (Gen. 21/12).
"Whoever kills Cain - he (i.e.
Cain) shall be avenged sevenfold". 
(Gen. 4/15).
» and not the murderer, cf. v.24,The subject of yuqqam is certainly 'Cain 
where Cain is clearly the subject: ki 5ib°atayim yuqqam-qayin ("if Cain
is avenged sevenfold ...").
(38) wekol-rib ’aMer-yabo* "Any case which comes to you 
from your brethren who live in 
their cities ... you shall instruct 
them, that they may not incur 
guilt before the Lord".
(IIChr. 19/10).
cf. Ezek. 10/22; ISam. 20/23; Jer. 44/16; Is. 19/17; Dn. 1/20.
calekem me *ahekem hayyoMebim 
M * 
be arehem ... wehizhartem
’otam welo ye’Semu layhwh
4*7 No explicit resumption, e.,
(39) weheCarim ’aMer tittenu 
me’ahuzzat bene-yifera'el 
me*et harab tarbu ume’et
Q Q-w m*
hamme at tam itu
"The cities which you shall give 
from the possession of the people 
of Israel - from the large (tribes) 




small (tribes)you shall take few". 
(Num. 35/8).
(40) ubenehem hasi medabber— m 9 wm
’agdodit wo’enam maklcirim 
ledabber yehudit
"Their children - half (of them) 
speak Ashdodite, and cannot speak 
the language of Judah".
(Neh. 13/24).
B. PRONOMINAL AGREEMENT.
In Biblical Hebrew pronominal agreement constructions are always
symmetrical, i.e. the ’agreed with' nominal and the agreement
11
pronoun have the same case marker or the same preposition.
The agreement pronoun may be resumptive or anticipatory.
1.0 Resumptive.
1.1 *et-complement, e.g.
(41) we’et nepeS ’oyebeka "The soul of your enemies - he
yeqalle°enna betok shall sling it out (as) from the
cf. ISam. 9/13; IIKg. 9/27; Is. 8/13; Ezek. 16/58; Num. 17/3; 
Dt. 13/1; Jud. 11/24; Gen. 13/15*
1.2 le-complement, e.g.
kap haqqala
c hollow of a sling". (ISam. 25/29).
(42) ulemikal bat-ga’ul lo 
haya lah yaled
"To Mikal, the daughter of Saul 
- no child was to her (= she had 
no child)". (ilSam. 6/23).
cf. josh. 17/3; ISam. 9/20; Is. 56/4; Lev. 21/3; Gen. 31/43 
(resumptive pronoun demonstrative); Lev. 7/8, 9 (’agreed with’ nominal 
occurs after the subject of the clause).
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1.3 be-complement, e.g.
’Through the treachery he has 
committed and through the sin 
he has sinned - through them he 
shall die”. (Ezek. 18/24).
cf. ps. 35/8; Ezek. 33/13*





(44) °al-ha*ares meratayim "Against the land of Maratayim




"With the handmaids about whom 
you spoke - with them I shall be 
honoured". (llSam. 6/22).
(45) ha’amahot * ager ’amart
C immam * ikkabed
1.6 *el-complement, e.g.
r*ro the king of Judah who sends 
you to enquire of the lord - 
thus you shall say to him". 
(ilXg* 22/18).
(46) ’el melek yehuda haggoleah 
’etkem lidroS ’et-yhwh ko 
tomeru ’elaw
1.7 min-complememt, e.g.•-
"Prom the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil - you shall not 
eat from it". (Gen. 2/17).
cf. Gen. 3/3? Lev. 25/44 ('agreed with' nominal occurs after subject 
of clause).
(47) urne es hadda at tob wara 
lo’ tokal mimennu
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1.8 A similar construction is where a nomen rectum which has 
the periphrastic genitive prefix le is fronted before 
the nomen regens and resumed on the latter by a suffix 
pronoun, e.g.
(48) hineni memalle* .....
’et-hammelakim hayyoSebim 
ledawid °al kisso’o ....
Sikkaron
"Behold I will fill ..... the
kings who sit on David's throne
  with drunkenness".
(Jer. 13/13).
(43) libne ’aharon mahloqotam "The divisions of the sons of 
Aaron". (iChr. 24/1).
It is possible that the phrases of the form libne X toledotam in 
Num. 1/22-40 have an analogous structure. Yet it is equally plausible 
that the le_ in these constructions is an 'introductory' particle 
(cf. I A 2.0).
2.0 Anticipatory.
2.1 ’et-complement, e.g.
(50) wattir’ehu ’et-hayyeled "She saw him - the child".
(Ex. 2/6).
cf. Ex. 35/5; IKg* 21/13; Lev. 13/57; IIKg. 16/15; Jer. 9/14;
Jer. 27/8.
2.2 le-complement, e.g.
(51) wayyitten lahem moSe "Moses gave to them - to the sons
libne gad of Gad", (Num. 32/33).
cf. Josh. 1/2; jud. 21/7; IlChr. 26/14.
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0
2.3 al-complement, e.g.:-




(53) wenilham immo im melek 
hassagon
"He shall fight with the king 
of the north". (Bn. 11/11).
2.5 min-complement, e.g.:-
— — mm C"”
(54) umehem min-bene Sim on 
haleku lehar fee°ir
c-"Some of the sons of Sim on
—Ctwent to mount Se lr". 
(iChr. 4/42).
2.6 Genitive suffix anticipating a nominal which is preceded 
by a particle indicating genitive relation, e.g.
(55) mittato SelliSlomo "The litter of Solomon".
(Cant. 3/7).
r-0 —  0
(56) keto abotehem lakkena ani "According to the abominations
of the Canaanites". (Szr. 9/1)•
cf. II Chr. 31/18; Num. 1/21-43.
C*" ™ —
Before a pronoun;- Ezek. 41/22 (miqsa otaw-lo "its (the altar1s) 
corners"); IChr. 4/33; IlSam. 22/2; ps. 27/2, 144/2; Cant. 1/6, 8/12.
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II F U N C T I O N
Extrapositional (Ex) sentences and pronominal agreement constructions 
with resumptive pronouns (PAR) perform the same functions and are in 
most cases interchangeable. This will he demonstrated in the 
exposition below, in which these two types of sentence are treated 
together.
1,0 Signalling the boundaries of spans of discourse.
One of the most widespread functions of Ex or PAR clauses is to 
mark the boundaries of spans of discourse. They coincide with 
either the onset or the closure of a span. By contrast, a span 
is generally continued by clauses of the type waw conversive + VS.
1.1 Span Onset.
1.11 Beginning of speech or poem;-
The most obvious examples of Ex/PAR clauses which 
mark span onset are those occurring at the beginning 
of a clearly distinct unit of discourse such as a 
speech or a poem. Examples;-
(i) Opening of a speech;-
(57) wayyomer ’elohim ’el-’abraham "And God said to Abraham;
haray ’iStoka lo-tiqra* *et-gemah 'Saray, your wife - you shall
fearay ki feara Semah not call her name Saray, for
Sara is her name". (Gen. 17/15).
cf. Gen. 9/9, 17/4, 54/8; mm. 22/11; Is. 21/10; Jer. 44/16,25;
IChr. 22/7. cf. also Gen. 24/27*^ (this marks the starting point of the
cl
main substance of the speech after an introductory blessing in v .27 );
Gen. 28/156 (after an initial clause in which Yahweh identifies himself); 
IChr. 28/2 (after an imperative which attracts the attention of the 
hearers;- £amaCuni * ahay).
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(ii) Opening of a poem*-
C “ *“■
(58) kerem hesed annu lah "A vineyard of wine - sing of it".
cf. Jer, 50/21.
The items which are extraposed or fronted in a PAR construction at the
head of a speech or poem have at least one of the following properties;-
(a) 'Pura.bility' in the succeeding discourse, i.e. the referent has
topic status (e.g. Gen. 17/15; Num. 22/11; ISam. 21/10;
Is. 27/2).
(b) 'Givenness', i.e. the referent has been mentioned in the prior 
discourse, e.g. Jer. 44/16 ("the word which you have spoken" 
refers to the content of the foregoing speech). Sometimes the 
referent has not been mentioned previously but rather is perceived 
by the addressee in the environment. Such referents may be 
classified as 1situationally' given, e.g. Gen. 28/15 (the ground 
upon which Jacob was lying was readily perceptible by him).
(c) High rank on the perceptual salience hierarchy:- referents which
stand high on this hierarchy are often made the starting point of 
a speech in preference to other clause constituents, yhen this 
referent is not the grammatical subject it is extraposed, e.g.•—
(59) gekem belli haseqa napSo "Sekem (human proper noun), my
bebittekem son - his soul desires your
daughter". (Gen. 34/8).
In (59) "the other determining factors mentioned in (a) and (b) above
*12 s
are not operative. The fact that 1 person is at the head of the
perceptual salience hierarchy probably has some bearing on the extra- 
s *fc
position of the 1 person pronoun in Gen. 17/4» 24/27; IChr. 28/2,
s t22/7. The referent of the 1 person pronoun in these examples, 
however, is also 'situationally' given, i.e. perceptible by the 
addressee(s) in the environment.
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1.12 Ex/PAR clauses also occur within the body of a discourse 
at a point where a new span is initiated.
1.121 Change of topic.
An Ex/pAR clause may signal a change in topic. 
Consider the following passage;-




*oyebekem * az ti§bat ha*ares
wehirsat ’et-&abbetoteha
(35) kol-yeme ho&Sama tiSbot





weradap * otam qol °ale niddap
wanasu menusat-hereb wanapalu 
—  # —  -
we’en rodep (37) wekaselu
*iS-be’ahiw ksmippane hereb * • ■"*
werodep *ayin walo tihye
lakem tsquma lipne ’oyebekem
(38) wa’abadtem baggoyim
we’akela *etkem eres 
— —  •
’oyebekem
"Then the land shall enjoy 
its sabbaths as long as it 
lies desolate, while you are 
in your enemies* land; then the 
land shall rest and enjoy its 
sabbaths. As long as it lies 
desolate it shall have rest, 
the rest which it had not in your 
sabbaths when you dwelt upon it.
And those of you who are left - 
I will send faintness into their 
hearts in the land of their enemies; 
the sound of a driven leaf shall put 
them to flight, and they shall flee 
as one flees from the sword, and 
they shall fall when none pursues. 
They shall stumble over one another, 
as if to escape a sword, though none 
pursues; and you shall have no power 
to stand before your enemies. And 
you shall perish among the nations, 
and the land of your enemies shall 
eat you up". (Lev. 26/34-38).
In w.  34 and 35 the topic is "the land". This is indicated by the high 
frequency with which it is referred to. In v. 36 the Ex clause turns 
attention to a new topic, viz. "those of you who are left". Likewise 
the topic status of this referent is demonstrated by the continuing chain 
of references to it in the succeeding clauses. In other words w .  34 ~ 55 
is the span of the topic "the land" and v. 36 ff. is the span of the topic 
"those of you who are left". Rote how wa + VS clauses continue the 
span in w .  36 - 38.
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Compare ISam. 17/23 - 25a: In v. 23 Goliath is the topic constituent.
This is indicated by the closely linked chain of references to him 
within the verse. In v. 24 the Ex clause introduces a new topic - "the 
men of Israel". This referent is referred to frequently in contiguous 
clauses down to v. 25a. w .  24 - 25 is the span of.the topic "the
men of Israel", the onset of which is marked by the Ex clause, cf. also
"the Blessing of Jacob" in Gen. 49: in this passage the topic spans of
each of the twelve tribes are clearly discernible. In v. 8 an Ex clause 
opens the span about Judah which continues to v. 12. within this span 
Judah is referred to sixteen times (excluding the initial clause in 
v. 12), This is a clear indication of the topic status of this referent.
Sometimes a topic span consists only of two clauses, e.g.:-
(61) "I am the seer; go up before me to the high place and you shall
eat with me today, and I shall let you go in the morning and shall
tell you all that is in your heart.
wsla’atonot ha’obedot leka And your she-asses which were
hayyom SeloSet hayyamim lost to you three days ago - do
'al-ta&em et-libbeka lahem not set your mind on them for
ki nimsa'u ulemi kol-hemdat they have been found. And for
yifera'el halo leka ulekol whom is all the desire of Israel?
bet ’abika Is it not for you and for all
your father*s house?"
(ISam. 9/19 - 20).
cf. Gen. 49/19? Dt. 2/23; Num. 14/31.
In all the examples discussed so far the new topic is represented by 
the clause initial Ex/pAR item itself; viz. "the men of Israel"
(ISam. 17/24), "those of you who are left" (Lev. 26/36), "Judah"
(Gen, 49/8), "the she-asses" (ISam 9/20), "Gad" (Gen. 49/19)* "the
C  —
Awwim" (l)t. 2/23). These are 'new* topics in the sense that they
have not been explicitly mentioned in the immediately preceding discourse.
In cognitive terms, they are not activated in the consciousness of the 
13speaker/reader, Nevertheless they are all related in some way, 
directly or indirectly, to the prior context. Some have already been 
referred to earlier in the discourse: The nominal phrase kol *ig
yifera.»el (ISam. 17/24 is co-referential with »ehaw (v. 22) and
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yifera*el (v. 21); (ha)-’atonot (ISam. 9/20) has been mentioned in v. 5*
Other Ex/pAR nominals stand in a set relation to, and so are inferable
14 —C
from, some previously mentioned referent ha awwim (Dt. 2/23)
stands in an element-element relation to repa.’im (v. 20) and hahori
  T
(v. 22); i.e. they are all co-elements of the same set (the set of 
"peoples dispossessed by foreign incursions" or the like). Gad 
(Gen. 49/19) and *atta (Gen. 49/8> referring to Judah) are both 
connected to the previously mentioned tribes in a similar element- 
element relation. This time the superordinate set is "the Hebrew 
tribes".
The Ex/PAR item, therefore, generally forms a link with the prior 
discourse, either by direct co-reference or by indirect inference.
1.122 Ex/pAR nominal acting as a ’bridge*.
Occasionally the Ex/PAR item is related to the 
prior discourse (explicitly given or inferable) 
yet does not itself have topic status within the 
succeeding clauses. Instead the topic is a 
completely new referent (not given or inferable 
from prior context), which is introduced within 
the body of the Ex/pAR clause. The nominal at 
the front of the Ex/pAR construction acts as a 
bridge between the prior discourse and the new 
topic span, e.g.:-
(62) (1) wayhi haggoral lematte
manage ki hu bakor yosep 
lamakir bakor menace * abi
C— —
haggil ad ..... (-2) wayhi
libne monaSSe hannotarim
lamiSpahotam  (3)
walislophad ben-heper ben 
gil°ad ben makir ben manaSSe 
lo1 hayu lo banim ki * im 
banot wa’elle Samot banotaw
(continued
"There was a lot for the tribe of
Manasseh, for he was the first-born
of Joseph; to Makir, the first-born
of Manassah, the father of Gilead ..
... And there was a lot for the rest
of the children of Manasseh by their
families But to Selophad the
son of Heper the son of Gilead the 
» ^
son of Makir the son of Manasseh - 
there were no sons to him (= he had
overpage)
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mahla wenoCa hogla milka no sons) but only daughters} and
wetirsa (4) wattiqrabna these are the names of his daughters;
lipne ,elCazar hakkohen 
welipne yeho§ua.C bin-nun 
welipne hannefei’im lemor 
yhwh siwwa et-mo&e 
latet-lanu nahala betok 
’ahenu wayyitten lahem 
*el-pi yhwh nahala betok 
*ahe *abihem
Mahlah, No°ah, Hoglah, Milkah, and
* —  * C “  *—
Tirsah. They came before El azar
the priest, and before Joshua son
of Nun, and before the leaders,
saying*, ’the Lord commanded Moses
to give us an inheritance among our
brethren’. So, according to the
commandment of the Lord he gave them
an inheritance among the brethren of
15
their father", (josh. 17/1 - 4).
Here Sel ophad is related to Makir (v. 1) and bene MenaSSe (v, 2) in that 
they are all co-elements of the set of ’clans of MenaSMe'. However, the 
topic of the discourse down to the end of v, 4 is clearly the daughters 
of Solophad This is demonstrated by the high frequency with which
• mm m mm
they are referred to. The referent Salophad on the other hand, rapidly
•
falls by the wayside.
1.125 New Episode.
In narrative, a change in topic marked by 
an Ex/pAR clause often coincides with the 
onset of a new episode, e.g. Num. 9/6; 
USam. 21/16; iKg. 11/26 (v. 26 relates 
the major event of the episode, whereas 
w .  27 - 39 explain the circumstances which 
led up to it)} UChr. 15/1 (beginning of 
chapter.
Occasionally an Ex/pAR clause does not turn 
attention to a new topic but nevertheless 
marks the onset of a span with some kind of 
new orientation.
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1.124 Change in theme.
Consider G-en. 31/38 ff*:-
(63) (38) ze °eferim Sana 'anolci
Cimmak reheleka weCizzeka“ 9
lo Sikkelu wa’ele soneka lo
’akalti (39) terepa lo
hebeti *eleka *anoki
*ahattena miyyadi tebaqqo&enna 
• • •
genubti yom ugenubti layla 
(40) hayiti bayyom ’akalani
horeb weqerah ballayla
* ^  * o
wattiddar Sonati me enay
"These twenty years I have 
been with you, your ewes and your 
she-goats have not miscarried, 
and 1 have not eaten the rams of 
your flock. That which was torn 
by wild beasts I did not bring to 
you; I bore the loss of it myself; 
of my hand you required it, whether 
stolen by day or stolen by night.
I - by day the heat consumed me 
and the cold by night, and my 
sleep fled from my eyes".
S "fcJacob, the referent of the 1 person pronominal elements, is clearly 
the major topic throughout this passage. There is an unbroken chain of 
references to him. However, the Ex clause in v. 40a coincides with a 
shift in theme. In w .  38 - 39 Jacob talks about the loss of animals 
whereas in v. 40 he relates the misery he endures from the inclemency 
of the weather. The sequence of clauses in w .  3 8 - 3 9  an  ^the sequence 
in v. 40 each constitute distinct theme spans.
1.125 Change in level of description.
Sometimes an Ex/PAR clause coincides with 
a shift from a general perspective to a 
more specific one or vice versa, e.g.:-
(64) wahinne sepir-haCizzim ba
*Cw — c —min-hamma arab al-pane
kol-ha’ares we*en nogea° 
ba’ares wehassapir qeren 
hazut ben °enaw
"And behold a he-goat came from 
the west upon the face of the 
■whole earth, without touching 
the ground; and the he-goat - a 
conspicuous horn was between his 
eyes". (Pn. 8/5).
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v. 5& relates the event of the he-goat*s arrival on the scene. In 
v, 5b (Ex clause) there is a shift to a more specific perspective as 
the appearance of the he-goat is described, cf, UChr, 16/7 - 9:- 
w .  7 - 8  refer to specific events whereas v, 9a (Ex clause) is a 
generic statement.
1,126 Incidental or background information.
An Ex/pAR clause may be used to signal a 
shift from foreground to background 
information. In other words the Ex/PAR 
clause together with clauses which are 
sequential to this clause (i.e. in the 
same ’background* span) express an event 
or circumstance which is incidental to 
the main thrust of the discourse. Examples*-
(65) (20) wayyiqen yosen
*et-kol-’admat misrayim 
lepar°o ki makeru misrayim 
*i§ hadehu ki-hazaq alehem
hara°ab wattehi ha*ares
leparCo (21) we’et-ha^am
heCebir * oto leGarim miose
gebul-misrayim waCad-qasehu
(22) raq ’admat hakkohanim
lo* qana ki hoq lakkohanim 
•c-
me et par o
c-
"And Joseph bought all the land of 
Egypt for Pharaoh; for the 
E g y p t i a n s  sold every man his field, 
because the famine prevailed over 
them; so the land became Pharaoh's. 
And the people - he removed them to 
the cities from one end of the 
borders of Egypt to the other end. 
Only the land of the priests he 
did not buy; for the priests had 
a portion from Pharaoh".
(Gen. 47/20 ff.).
v. 21 is an event incidental to the main thread of the narrative about 
the purchase of the land (w. 20, 22). cf. further:- Jud. 17/5 (this 
provides a piece of background information which clarifies certain 
events in the ensuing narrative); USam. 6/23 (supplementory information 
tagged on to the end of the chapter); Gen. 48/7 (almost an afterthought) 
Josh. 11/13* IIKg. 10/29 (both with clause initial raq); Dt. 14/27 
(the rule about the pevite is a supplement to the main thread of 
discourse); IKg. 12/17, Gen. 9/18,
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Andersen (1974: 92) recognised this function of the Ex/pAR clause 
(his 'adjunctive clause'). However he overstates the matter by 
claiming that it is its major function.
1.2 Span Closure.
Ex/pAR clauses are also used to mark the closure of a span 
or segment of discourse. Such terminating clauses are often 
followed by spaces in the text which indicate a paraga
petuha or a paraSa setuma. In some manuscripts these
 *—  — —   _  _  _  _  -]6
spaces contain the sigla D (~ petuha) or "O (= setuma).
• ^
1.21 End of speech or poem.
An Ex/PAR clause sometimes occurs at the end of a 
speech or of a poem and thus signals closure.
(i) End of speech, e.g.
(66) wattomarna ye§ hinne lepaneka 
maher catta ki hayyom ba 
la°ir ki zebah hayyom la°am
—  —  C  “  C  *babbama we atta alu ki
’oto kehayyom timsa’un * oto
"And they (the girls) said; ’He 
is here, behold before you; make 
haste now, for he came today to 
the city; for there is a 
sacrifice of the people today in
the high place Now go up
for him - about this time you 
will find him". (ISam. 9/12 ff.)
cf. further ISam. 20/23 (setumal; Gen. 21/13; Ex. 4/9; Ex. 32/1; 
Num. 16/4; Ezek. 16/58 (setuma).
(ii) End of poem, e.g.:- Jer. 13/27.
Occasionally the closure of a speech or poem is marked by the occurrence 
of two Ex/PAPl clauses in juxtaposition, e.g.;-
(overpage)
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"And barley cake - you shall eat 
it, and it - you shall bake it 
with the excrement of men in 
their sight". (Ezek, 4/12).
The suffix on tokelenna resumes ugat fee orim and does not refer 
to the grain and vegetables in v. 9 (RSV translates incorrectly: "you 
shall eat it as barley cake"). This is shown by the fact that these 
comestibles are referred to in v. 9a "by "the plural pronominal suffix 
’otam. cf. also Ezek. 52/76 + 8a.
Q  —  Q  —  —  ■—
(67) we ugat fee orim tokelenna
wehP begelele se’at ha’adam 
teGuggenna le°enehem
1.22 End of thematic span.
An Ex/pAE clause may occur at the end of a seauence of 
clauses which is semantically cohesive, i.e. a sequence 
which has a common theme. In such constructions a 
waw conversive generally connects the clause initial 
constituent to the rest of the clause, e.g.:-
(68) (21) ....wayyigel yehuda " And Judah was taken into
meCal *admato (22) weha°am exile out of its land. The people
hanniS’ar be’eres yehuda who remained in the land of Judah,
,aSer hi§fir nebukadnesar whom p. king of B. had left - he
melek babel wayyapqed °alehem appointed over them G. son of A.
’et-gedalyahu ben-'ahiqam son S.". (iIKg. 25/21b - 22).
ben-feapan (petuha)
*
w .  8 - 21 relate the destruction of Jerusalem and the exile, v. 22 
rounds off the section, it also anticipates the theme of the following 
episode. cf. further Gen. 2/14; Gen. 22/24 (waw): Gen. 51/45;
Ecc. 1/11 (petuha); IlChr. 25/15 (waw, setuma); also probably Is. 9/11 
(waw). Similarly in ps. 10/5, 55/8, and 67/5 an Ex/pAFl clause marks 
the close of a poetic period.
1.25 Ex/PAR clauses marking a climax*
A related function of Ex/PAR clauses is to mark a
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climactic point or peak which occurs anywhere in the 
discourse, not just at the closure of a recognisable 
span. Such a highspot has particular importance, i.e. 
it is an action or state which has far-reaching 
consequences and often brings about, or has the potential 
to bring about, a pivotal change in the course of events. 
Consider Gen. 15/14 - 17:-
(69) (14) wayhwh *amar * el-*abram
fahare hippared-lot meGimuio 
fea na °eneka ure’e min-hammaqom 
*afeer-*atta §am sapona wanegba 
waqedma wayamma (15) ki 
*et-kol-ha’ares * a.Ser-'atta
“ • G
ro’e leka *ettanenna ulezar aka
Q  C —  —  —
ad- olam (16) wafeamti
*et-zarCaka kaGapar ha’ares ...
*
(17) qum hithallek ba’ares
♦
le’orkah ularohbah ki laka 
'ettanenna
"And the Lord said to Abram, after 
Lot had separated from him: 'Lift
up your eyes and look from the 
place where you are northwards, 
southwards, eastwards, and westwards. 
For all the land which you see - to 
you I shall give it a.nd to your 
seed forever. And I shall make 
your seed as the dust of the earth 
... Arise walk through the land in 
the length of it and in the breadth 
of it, for I shall give it to you".
The announcement expressed by the PAR clause in v. 15 is pivotal. The 
far-reaching consequences of Yahweh’s granting of the land to Abram as 
an inheritance for his ancestors are obvious, Note the repetition in 
v. 17b of leka *ettanenna, which further underscores the importance of 
the event.
cf. further, ISam. 14/17 - 20:- Saul, at first uncertain what to do, 
numbers the people and begins to seek an oracle from God. An increase 
in the tumult within the Philistine camp jolts him into taking swift 
action, interrupting the consultation of the oracle (cf. v. 19 0^ * The 
outburst from the philistine camp which is instrumental in bringing 
about this change of events is described in an Ex clause V. 19a* The 
occurrence of a petuha. after this clause (in mid-verse I) indicated that 
it was traditionally sensed to be a highspot in the text at which the 
reader should pause.
HCg. 15/15:- °f* Montgomery, ICC p. 274: Mvv. 1 2 - 1 5  report the
reforms of which the prime step was the removal of the dowager". This 
peak is expressed in a PAR clause (cf. uchr. 15/16). Num. 17/5 (high
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spot in the speech); Num. 17/20 (climax); Josh. 1/5 (pronouncement 
with important consequences; further salience is given to this clause 
by specifying its content in greater detail in v. 4); Ex- 1/22 
(v. 22bot. (Ex clause) is the most important part of the decree. It 
has dire consequences. By contrast v. 22bj^  simply orders the maintenance 
of the status quo).
1.5 Other devices for marking span boundaries.
1.51 Span Onset.
1.511 SV clauses.
Constructions consisting of waw conversive + YS 
are generally used to continue spans. SY-clauses 
on the other hand typically occur at span 
boundaries:-
(i) Beginning of a speech, e.g.•-
(70) vayyomer lah mora lo-°ala "And he said to her: ’A razor has
°al-ro§5i ... not come upon my head
(jud. 16/17).
(ii) Shift to new topic constituent, e.g.:
(71) "But the Benjaminites would not listen to the voice of their
brethren, the people of Israel (14) And the Benjaminites came
C
together (VS) out of the cities to Gib a ... (15) And the 
Benjaminites mustered out of their cities on that day (VS) twenty- 
six thousand men ... (16) Among these were seven hundred picked 
men ... every one could sling a stone at a hair and not miss.




’elep ’iS ... 
wayya°alu bet-*el wayyiS’alu 
belohim
And the men of Israel, apart from 
Benjamin, mustered four hundred 
thousand men ... and they arose 
and went up to Bet-*3l and inquired 
of God", (jud. 20/15^ - 18).
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The SY-clause in v. 17 coincides with a shift to a span about 'the men 
of Israel'.
(iii) Continuity of topic referent but shift 
to new theme or episode, e.g.:-
(72) "(18) And when Ehud had finished presenting the tribute, he sent
away the people that carried the tribute. (19) But he himself 
turned back at the sculptured stones near Gilgal, and said; ’I 
have a secret message for you, 0 king'. And he commanded: 'Silence1, 
and all his attendants went out from his presence.
(20) we’ehud ba ’ elaw And Ehud came to him as he was
wehu-yoseb baCaliyyat sitting alone in his cool roof
hammeqera ’aSer-lo lebaddo chamber. And Ehud said
wayyomer ’ehud ... (jud. 3/18 - 20).
The SY-clause in v. 20 marks a change of scene.
(iv) Shift to background information.
SY-clauses are frequently employed in 
narrative to introduce a piece of back­
ground or circumstantial information, 
e.g. Jud. l6/31b, Jud. 8/l1b
1.312 Re-identification of participant.
In narrative it is common for a stretch of 
discourse to have a topic referent which is 
continued as grammatical subject in a chain of 
consecutive clauses. Within the same thematic 
or episodic span this topic participant is 
usually referred to simply by the subject morpheme 
contained within the verb (wayyomer, etc.). At 
the point of transition to a new theme or episode,
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however, the protagonist is often re-identified, i.e. referred to by 
means of a full noun. Consider Gen. 28/16 - 19: At v. 18 a new
episode begins - there is a lapse in time from the previous events 
(cf. habboqer). At this point 'Jacob* is re-identified by means of 
a full noun.
1.315 Clause initial sentence adverbials.
In narrative texts a new episode is often opened 
by a clause initial time adverbial. This sets 
the perspective for the succeeding events and 
also secures a time link with the foregoing 
episode. Its function is therefore analogous to 
the use of an Ex/PAB item as a 'bridge1, e.g.:-
(73) ’ahar haddebarim ha’elle "After these things the word of• “
haya debar-yhwh ’el-’abram the Lord came to Abram".
(Gen. 15/1).
These adverbials are very frequently preceded by wayehi or wehaya, e.^
(74) wehaya babboqer kizroah "In the morning when the sun
habSemeb taSkim upabatta rises, you shall set out early
0  . ■ Q  - * #
al-ha ir and raid the town", (jud. 9/33)•
They may be separated from the rest of the clause by an intervening 
waw, e.g.:-
(75) wayehi mimmohorat wayyese "The next day the people went out
hafam habbade into the field", (jud. 9/42).
This use of wayehi/wehaya is often used re-identify the time reference 
(i.e. past or future) and is in this sense analogous to the phenomenon 
of participant re-identification at episode boundaries (cf. II 1.312).
1.3H The auxiliary haya. (overpage)
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1.314 The auxiliary haya.
A form of the verh haya is sometimes combined 
with other constructions to indicate span onset, 
e.g. Num. 1/20; w .  20 - 43 relate the results 
of a census of the fighting men of Israel. Each 
tribe is dealt with in turn. The topic span of 
each tribe is opened by an Ex construction (vis. 
vt. 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 
42). The use of wayyihyu in v. 20 signals the 
opening of the higher level span of the census 
as a whole, cf. Gen. 31/40*
1.32 Span closure.
1.321 SV-clause.
An SY-clause may announce the closure of an
episode, e.g.
(76) vayyosipu bene yisra*el
Q w —  — C c —  —
la. afsot hara be ene yhwh
  wayyimkerem yhwh beyad
~ _ o
yabin melek-lcena a n ....
wayyis°aqu bene yifera’el
*el-yhwh ki tsSa° me’ot rekeb-
barzel lo wehu*lahas *et-bene  ^ ™
yi'sra* el behozqa eferim Sana 
«
(setuma)
"And the children of Israel again 
did evil in the eyes of the Lord
  and he sold them into the
hand of Yabin king of Canaan; ... 
and the children of Israel cried 
unto the Lord for he had nine 
hundred chariots of iron; and he 
oppressed them vehemently for 
twenty years (sV-clause)".
(Jud. 4/1 - 3).
1.322 Reidentification of participant.
Consider Gen. 3/6:-
(77) wattere ha’iSSa ki tob ha°es ’’And the woman saw that the tree
* *
lema’ akal weki ta’awa-hu* was good for food, and that it was
(continued overpage)
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laCensyim wenehmad ha°es pleasant to the eyes, and (that)
• m
lehafekil the tree was delightful to look
at". (Gen. 3/6).
Three co-ordinated clauses describe how Eve perceives the tree. The 
first clause of this 'perception' span identifies the tree by means of
— Q _
a full noun (ha es). in the second clause it is simply referred to by
  ..i..
means of a pronoun. However the third, and final, clause of this span
—C*"contains a reidentification of the tree (ha es). The resultant
—"C“  2. —  Q  —
construction forms an inclusio;- ha es - hu* - ha es
2.0 Extraposition used to achieve rhetorical schemes.
2.1 parellel and chiastic structures.
2.11 opposition between two clauses.
The juxtaposition of two clauses in constructions of 
the form a b + a1 b' (parallel) or 
a b + b' a' (chiastic) is often coincident 
with a semantic opposition between the two clauses.
In both the parallel and the chiastic versions of this 
construction the a's and b's constitute contrasting 
pairs, e.g.;-
(i) + a1 b'
(78) hu*yihye-leka lege
we’atta tihye-llo lelohim
"He will be a mouth for you, 
and you will be a god for him"
(ex. 4/16).
(ii) a + b' a'
(79) lo yo°ilu *oserot re§a° 
usedaqa tassil mimmawet
"Treasures gained by wickedness do 
not profit, but righteousness 
delivers from death", (prov. 10/2)
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In the parallel construction (a b + a' b») the two a - members 
are typically nominals which stand in clause initial position. If they 
are subjects of a verb they are placed before the verb. If the 
opposition is between two pronominal elements independent pronouns are 
usually employed (cf. (78)). In the chiastic formations a nominal 
stands in clause initial position in at least one of the clauses. Finally 
it is to be noted that these constructions are common in poetry, in which 
it is a convention for two halves of a verse to be balanced against each 
other. They occur very frequently in the Wisdom Literature (especially 
Proverbs) where it is a common motif to set up 'good1 and 'evil' in 
opposition.
With this brief introductory sketch attention may now be directed to 
examples of these constructions which contain Ex clauses. The major 
function of extraposition is to place in clause-initial position an 
element which is required to be in this position by the parallelistic 
or chiastic matrix of the construction. Examples
(i) a b + a' b'
(80) noser piw Somer napgo "He who guards his mouth preserves
pofeeq feepataw mehitta-lo his life, but he who opens wide
his lips - ruin is for him"
(prov. 13/3).
(81) hehakam °enaw beroSo
wehakkesil bahoSek holek
"The wise man - his eyes are in his 
head, but the fool goes in dark­
ness". (Ecc. 2/14).
(82) ki kol-ha’iS * aSer halak
—  C  C —  —  —
’ahare ba al-pe or hiSmido
Q
"For every man who went after La al
O  —
of Pe or - the Lord your God
yhwh ’ eloheka. miqqirbeka destroyed him from among you, but 
you who held fast to the Lord your 
God - all of you are alive today".
we’attem haddebeqim bayhwh
*elohekem hayyim kullekem 
hayyom (Dt. 4/3 ff.).
of. prov. 14/21; Dt. 18/1 4.
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(ii) a b + b' a*
_ w — C C "■
(83) ’ ewil bayyom yiwwada ka so 
wakose galon °arum
(84) moneaC bar yiqqabuhu la,om 
uberaka lero£ maSbir
cf. Job 38/19*
"The fool - his vexation is known 
at once, but the prudent man 
ignores an insult", (prov. 12/16).
"He who holds back grain - the 
people curse him, but a blessing 
is on the head of him who sells 
it". (Prov. 11/26).
2.12 Equivalence between clauses.
Clauses which do not form a contrastive opposition may 
also be conjoined in a parallelistic or chiastic 
structure, e.g.
(i) a b + a1 b»
(85) mayim-genubim yimtaqu "Stolen v/aters are sweet, and
welehem setarim yin°am bread (eaten) in secret is
pleasant", (prov. 9/17)*
(ii) a b 4- b» a1
"And they had brick for stone 
and bitumen had they for mortar". 
(Gen. 11/3)*
In the examples discussed in II 2.11 the balance in structure (whether 
parallelistic or chiastic) brought into sharp focus the antithesis 
between the constituents in the two clauses. On the other hand in 
constructions such as (85) - (86), in which there is no semantic 
opposition between the co-ordinated clauses, the balanced structure
(86) wattehi lahem hallabena le’aben 
wehahemar haya lahem lahomer
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sets up a relationship of equivalence or of similarity between the 
constituents of the first clause and those to which they correspond 
in the second clause. Specifically, the balancing of two constituents 
one against the other conveys the fact that they are both co-elements 
of the same superordinate set. As was the case with antithetical 
constructions, extraposition is sometimes used to adjust the order of 
the components of a clause for the sake of parallelism or chiasmus. 
Examples;-
(87) mafekil °al dabar yimsa tob "He who gives heed to the word
uboteah bayhwh *aSraw will find good, and he who
Gen. 28/22.
T'on contrastive constructions may have an unlimited number of parallel 
units, in contradistinction to contrastive parallelistic/chiastic 
sentences, which are strictly binary. Consider Is. 1/7:-
In v, 7b extraposition brings the object nominal *admatekem to the front 
in order to maintain the regular patterning of the three clauses.
VJhen a direct object is placed in initial position in order to achieve 
a parallelistic or chiastic structure it is frequently not resumed by 
a subsequent pronoun. Examples;-
(i) a b + a1 b’
trusts in the I,ord - happy is 
he", (prov. 16/20).
cf. Ecc. 10/8; IS. 9/1, 54/5, 65/25; Ezek. 50/18, 52/7; Job 22/8;
(88) ’arsekem Semama
O *
arekem feerupot ’ e§
*admatekem lenegdekem zarim 
*okelim * otah
"Your country is a desolation, 
your cities are burnt with fire, 
your land - foreigners are 
consuming it in your presence".
(89) *oti he§ib cal-kanni 
we’oto tala
"He he returned to my post 
but him he hanged",
(Gen. 41/15).
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(90) 'ahikem ha’ehad hannlhu *itti
we’et-ra°abon battelcem qehu waleku
691) tob yapiq rason meyhwh 
* ~ 1 — c
we*ig mezimmot yargia
(92) hatta’im teraddep ra°a 
« •
we*et-saddiqim ye§allem-tob
(95) ys°an ubeyaCan bemigpatay ma’asu 
we’et-hucaotay ga°ala napSam
(ii) a b + b’ a'
(94) weharagu * oti wa’otak yehayyu
(95) lo-yar°ib yhwh nepeg saddiq 
wehawwat r0§aCim yehdop
(96  ^ rason malakim feiute sedeq 
wedober yegarim ye’ehab
(97) dabar-geqer yifena saddiq
weraga° yab*ig weyahpir
•
"One of your brothers leave 
with me and (food for) the 
famine of your households 
take and go your way".
(Gen. 42/55).
"A good man obtains favour 
from the Lord, but a man of 
wicked devices he condemns". 
(Prov. 12/2).
"Evil pursues sinners,
but good rewards the righteous".
(rrov. 15/21).
"Because, even because they 
despised my judgements and 
their soul abhorred my 
statutes". (Lev. 26/45)*
"They will slay me and you 
they will allow to live".
(Gen. 12/12).
"The Lord does not let the 
righteous go hungry, but the 
craving of the wicked he 
thwarts". (prov. 10/5).
"Righteous lips are the 
delight of kings, and he (= a 
king) loves him who speaks 
what is right", (prov. 16/13)-
"Falsehood a righteous man 
hates, but a wicked man acts 
shamefully and disgracefully". 
(Prov. 15/5).
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The fronted object is not resumed;
(a) when the two conjoined clauses have the same subject (e.g. (89)» 
(9°)» (94)* (95)) and also when ‘fche continuity of the same subject 
is only virtual, at a deeper semantic level (e.g. (96) in which
at a deep semantic level "the king" or "kings" is the subject/agent 
in both clauses; (95) "their soul" = "they"; (91))5
(b) when two different subjects are set up as a contrasting or 
equivalent pair (e.g. (92), (97))*
in (82) and (84), in which a fronted object is resumed by a pronoun, 
neither of these conditions holds. cf. also Ecc. 10/8.
Prepositional phrases may also be fronted without subsequent resumption 
when the two clauses fulfil either of the aforementioned conditions, e.g.;
(i) a b + a1 b1
(98) Cal-gehoneka telek 
we apar tokal
(99) *el-*a£er teleki ’elek
uba,a.§er talini *alin
"Upon your belly you will 
walk, and dust you will 
eat". (Gen. 3/14).
(subject continuity).
"To that which (whither) 
you go I will go; and in 
that which you lodge I will 
lodge". (Ruth 1/16). 
(subject continuity).
(ii) a b + b» a1
(100) wayyiqra ’elohim la/or yom 
welahoSeV aara layla
"And God called the light 
Day and the darkness he 
called Right". (Gen. 1/5) 
(subject continuity)
Occasionally, however, even when there is no change in grammatical subject 
the final clause in a pair or sequence of parallel clauses with an initial
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object or prepositional phrase is extrapositional or contains a resumptive 
agreement pronoun. Cince the Ex/pAR clause is consistently the last 
clause in the construction, this phenomenon is to be regarded as a device 
for signalling pause (cf. II 1.2). Examples; -
(101) qane rasus lo yibbor 
« •
upibta keha lo yekabbenna
"A bruised reed he will not 
break and a dimly burning 
wick - he will not quench 
it". (Is. 42/5).
(102) hab'sade natatti lak
wehamme°ara *aber bo leka netattiha
"The field I gave you, 
and the cave which is in 
it - I gave it to you". 
(Gen. 25/11).
cf. further Gen. 2/17 (of. 5/5)» Is* 15/17, 51/22 (virtual continuity 
of subject), 55/4, 59/l2b (virtual continuity of subject); Jer. 6/19; 
Ezek. 5/1 (RSV incorrectly translates "use it as a barber’s razor"), 
5/6 (also end of speech and followed by the setuma siglum). Consider 
also Ex. 9/21 - 22;-
(105) hayyare *et-debar yhwh me^abde
0«" — • —» mrm — *
par 0 henis * et- abadaw 
we’et-mianehu 9el-habbattim 
wa’aSer lo-bam libbo *el-debar
0 O —■ —
yhwh wayya azob ’et- abadaw 
we’et-miqnehu babbade
"He who feared the word 
of the Lord among the 
servants of Pharaoh made 
his servants and his cattle 
flee into the houses. But 
he who did not regard the 
word of the Lord - he left 
his servants and his cattle 
in the field".
Here the second of two parallel SV-clauses is marked as pausal by
separating the subject from the rest of the clause by an intervening
waw (see I 5.2 for this structure). Compare the chiastic construction
in Jer. 51/58 i*> which the second of the two chiastically balanced
clauses is marked as pausal by the insertion of waw between the subject 
18and verb. Jer. 27/11 is construed as parallel with 27/8 although the
correspondence between the structure of the two clauses is not completely 
19regular. Foreover the construction is discontinuous, i.e. the two 
parallel clauses are separated by intervening material.^0 Both v. 8 and
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v. 11 are extrapositional; the additional occurrence of the intervening 
waw in v. 11, however, signals that this verse closes the construction.
2,2 Anaphora.
Two clauses which begin with the same word are sometimes 
extraposed to achieve the figure of anaphora. This 
construction may he regarded as a type of parallelism with 
the characteristic structure a b + a b' The divine 
name is often repeated at the front of two clauses in this 
way. Extraposition is employed, vjhen required, in order to 
place the noun which is repeated in initial position, e.g.
(104) yhwh yehattu moribaw Calaw
c-
babbamayim yar em
yhwh yadin ’apse-ares wayitten-Cos "" “ »
lemalko weyarem qeren meSiho
"The Lord - his adversaries 
shall be broken to pieces, 
against them he will thunder 
in heaven. The Lord will 
judge the ends of the earth; 
he will give strength to his 
king and exalt the power of 
his anointed", (isam. 2/10),
(105) yhwh behekal oodbo
yhwh baSbamsyim kis’o
"The Lord is in his holy 
temple; the Lord - his throne 
is in heaven". (?s, 11/4).
(106) yhwh ’ erek *appayim ugedol-koah 
wenaqqe lo’yenaqqe 
yhwh besupa ubib°ara darko
c- -we anan abaq raglaw
"The Lord is slow to anger 
and great in power and will 
not at all acquit; The Lord 
his way is in the whirlwind 
and in the storm, and the 
clouds are the dust of his 
feet". (Rah. 1/5).
cf. also Dt. 52/4:
(107) hassur tamim poColo ki kol-derakaw miSpat
* * c *” *’el ’emuna ws’en awel saddiq we5raSar hu’
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RSY translates; "The Rock, his work is perfect for all his ways are
justice. A God of faithfulness and without iniquity, just and right
is he".
However, it is also possible to interpret this verse as an instance of 
anaphora, with the repetition of a divine appellative at the head of 
two distichs of parallel structure;-
"The Rock - his work is perfect, for all his ways are just.
El is faithfulness without iniquity, he is just and right".
i.e. v. 4b is a predication corresponding to v, 4 a 
cf. also Job 17/15 where tiqwati is repeated in chiasmus.
5.0 Contrastive Assertion.
5.1 One focus of contrastive assertion.
A resumptive pronoun in an Ex/PAR clause sometimes signals 
that the initial nominal phrase, with which it co-refers, 
is the focus of ’contrastive assertion’. Consider Gen. 15/5 ff:
(108) (3; wayyomer *abram hen li lo
nata.tta zara° wohinne ben-beti 
yoreg ’ oti (4) wehinne 
debar-yhwh * elaw lemor lo
yiraSeka ze ki->im ’ aMer yese 
mimmeCeka hu’ yiraSeka
"Abram said; ’behold to me you 
have given no seed, and behold 
one born in my house will inherit 
me’. And behold the word of the 
Lord (came) to him saying; 'This 
one shall not inherit you, but 
the one who comes forth from your 
loins - he shall inherit you'".
In v. 4h (- Ex clause) the speaker wishes to convey the fact that ’the 
one who comes forth from your loins', as opposed to any other possible
candidates the hearer may have had in mind, is the 'one who will inherit
, 21 you'.
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Further examples: Gen. 3/12, 44/17; Ex. 12/16; T)t. 1/38, 39;
Is. 8/13; Ezek. 44/15; Lev. 17/11? IlChr. 23/6; IKg. 22/13 (’oto); 
IIKg. 17/36 (*oto); 18am. 15/9 ('otam); Lev. 21/3 (lah); Lev. 7/7, 8, 9
(lo); I.ev. 25/44 (mehem); Ezek. 18/24 (ham): Ezek. 33/13 (ham);
Ecc. 11/3 (the resumptive element is Sam - 'there and nowhere else').
Sometimes the initial nominal phrase is preceded hy a 'restrictive 
adverb', e.g.:- Bum. 22/35 (’epes - 'and nothing hut the word'),
Bum. 22/20 (*ak - 'and only the word ...").
In the contrastive assertion sentences which have been discussed so far 
the resumptive element always precedes the verb. Also the extraposed 
or 'agreed with* item is never a pronoun, except under the circumstances 
mentioned below. If a pronoun is the focus of contrastive assertion it 
is generally placed before the verb without resumption, e.g.•-
(109) * otah qah-li "Take her (and no one else you
may have in mind) for me (as
wife)". (jud. 14/3).
One exception to these generalisations is found in Ezek. 33/17 where 
the focus of contrastive assertion is a pronoun:-
(110) we’ameru bene Cammeka lo "Your people say: 'the way of the
yittaken derek ’adonay lord is not just', but (it is)
wehemma darkam lo yittaken them (whose) way is not just".
In many languages an element which is the focus of contrastive assertion
22is pronounced with high stress. If we assume that BH also had such
contrastive stress we may plausibly explain the motivation for Ex/PAR
in the aforementioned constructions. Stress cannot be distributed over
many words and so, when the contrasted item is a lengthy phrase, a
short resumptive pronoun is employed to carry the stress by proxy.
Independent pronouns (including *et + clitic and prep. -f- clitic)
“~= 23
would be expected to be stressable, cf. (109). On the other hand
24
it is very unlikely that clitic pronouns could carry stress. This 
would explain why an independent (= stressable) pronoun which co-refers
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with the genitive suffix -am is extraposed in (110). For, unlike 
other pronouns, genitive pronouns have no independent form.
3.2 Two foci of contrastive assertion.
Sometimes an Ex/pAK clause contains two foci of contrastive 
assertion. Consider Jud. 7/4:-
Q— Q _
(111) wayyomer yhwh *el-gid on od 
haGam rah hored ’otam ’el 
hammayim we’esrepennu leka 
Sam wehaya aSer ’omar ’eleka 
ze yelek ’ittak hu’yelek ittak 
wekol ’aSer-^omar ’eleka ze 
lo-yelek Gimmak hu’ lo yelek
"And the Lord said to Gideon* 
’The people are still too many; 
take them down to the water and 
I will test them for you there; 
and he of whom I say to you: 
"This man shall go with you" — 
he shall go with you; and every­
one of whom I say to you: "This 
man shall not go with you”- he 
shall not go'".
In the direct speech in the second half of this verse the speaker (Yahweh) 
assumes the addressee (Gideon) knows that only some of his men may go 
with him to battle and that the remainder must stay behind. He has learnt 
this from the speaker* s pronouncement in v. 4a. Moreover the speaker 
assumes that Gideon is probably entertaining various candidates for going 
with him and others for returning home, i.e. he is entertaining one or 
more possible pairings of subjects with predicates (X + ’will go',
Y + 'will stay’). v. 4b asserts the pairings which are correct in this 
situation. In each clause in v. 4b, both the extraposed phrase and the 
predicate are foci of contrastive assertion. They are asserted to 
forestall any misapprehensions as to which subject should be paired with 
which predicate. Note that whereas the resumptive pronoun marks the 
first focus of contrastive assertion (vis. the nominal phrase), there is 
no such explicit marker for the predicate. A further example is 
Jud. 11/24:-
(112) halo 'et aSer yorTSaka kemoS 
’eloheka *oto tira£> we’et 
kol- aSer hori§ yhwh ’elohenu 
mippanenu ’oto nirag
"Surely what Chemosh your god 
gives you to possess - that will 
you possess; and all that the 
Lord our God has dispossessed 
beforeus - that we will possess".
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The speaker (the messenger of Jephthah) knows that the addressee (the 
Ammonite king) has claims to a certain territory, i.e. that he is 
entertaining pairings of 'certain tracts of territory' with 'potential 
possessors'. In v.24 the Israelite messenger asserts what the correct 
pairings of candidates are.
cf. USam. 6/22.
4.0 SY-clauses and Ex/PAB.
In many respects SY-clauses are functionally equivalent to
Ex/PAB constructions. Compare (a) their use in parallel/chiastic
combinations of clauses (II 2.1) and (b) their function of
marking span boundaries (ll 1.311, 1.321). The fact that clauses
with the structure S + independent resumptive pronoun + Y
(e.g. par°o hu’ malak) are not found to perform these two
functions can only be explained by the fact that SY-clauses and
not these constructions with explicit resumptive subject pronouns
were felt to be equivalent to Ex/PAR clauses. SY- and Ex/PAR
clauses are also structurally equivalent. Each consists of a
clause initial nominal and a subsequent co-referring clitic
pronoun. in SY-clauses this co-referring clitic is identifiable
rd
with the subject morpheme inherent in the verb (in the 3 person 
perfect this is realised as zero). This morpheme has referring 
force, since a verb may stand alone without its subject being 
explicitly mentioned in an independent noun or pronoun.
The construction S + independent resumptive pronoun + V is 
found in the following three environments:-
(i) When the clause initial subject is a lengthy nominal phrase and 
is the focus of contrastive assertion (cf. H  3-1).
(ii) when the clause initial subject is co-ordinated with another 
noun/^ e.g.;- (overpage)
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(113) wihonatan ben-gergom ben-menaSSe "And J. son of G-. son of N. -
W  ubanaw hayu kohanim leSebet he and his sons were priests
haddani of the fanite tribe".
(jud. 18/30).
(iii) Sometimes, in poetry, apparently to achieve a rhythmical scheme, 
e.g.:-
(114) birkat yhwh hi* ta agir "The blessing of the Lord -
—. — —. Q Q _
welo-yosip eseb immah it makes rich, and he adds
no sorrow with it”.
(prov. 10/22).
The ’stressable' resumptive pronoun in v. 22a makes the first hemistich 
a four-stress unit. This results in a 4:3 ('echoing') rhythm for the 
distich and so brings it into unison with the surrounding verses, the 
rhythm of which is also 4:3* also Prov. 10/24 (4:3)* 11/28 (4:3);
Ecc. 3/13a (3:3> in unison with v. 3/13a )•
5.0 ' point of difference between Ex- and PAR-clauses.
On p. 148 the characteristic properties of the initial nominal
of Ex- and PAR-clauses were discussed, viz. close connection
with the prior context or perceptibility in the environment of
the hearer (= assumed familiarity); durability in subsequent
discourse; high rank on perceptual salience hierarchy. In
addition an extraposed nominal may be generic (cf. I A 1.21 (ii)),
i.e. familiar by virtue of its meaning rather than by its
2 6
connection to the prior discourse. Here we find a point of
distinction between Ex- and PAR-clauses, for the initial nominal
in the latter type of construction is never generic. This
feature may be captured in the statement that the slot at the
front of PAR-clauses is restricted to highly individuated
nominals whereas the equivalent slot in Ex-clauses admits
2 7nominals which are lower on the individuation scale.
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6.0 Anticipatory agreement.
Sixteen occurrences of anticipatory agreement were found in 
Biblical Hebrew (cf. I B 2.0). In fourteen cases the 
1agreed-with' nominal is human (ten of these are proper names), 
it therefore appears that anticipatory agreement is to be 
correlated with a high rank on the 'perceptual salience 
hierarchy1.
In USam. 22/2 anticipatory agreement signals pause;- 
(115^ yhwh salCi umesudati umepalti-li "The Lord is my rock, and
t “  "  —  •
my fortress, and my deliverer”.
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A P P E N D I X
EXTRAPOSITION IN LEGAL PRECEPTS
Extraposition occurs particularly frequently in the structure 
of legal formulae in the Old Testament. This is also the case with 
regard to post-Biblical law corpora which were composed in Hebrew, 
e.g. the Qumran text serek hayyahad (The Rules of the Community)
— —  ~ —  t
and the halakic works of the Tannaim. It is convenient, therefore, 
to devote a separate section to extrapositional structures which are 
characteristic of this genre of text, bringing together for the sake 
of completeness both Biblical and post-Biblical law formulae. Cince 
space does not permit a thorough treatment of this subject, the 
following survey should be regarded as illustrative rather than 
exhaustive.
BIBLICAL
1. Casuistic laws in the Priestly document.
A Case
In many of the casuistic laws of p the legal case is expressed in 
a clause initial generic nominal phrase which either has the status 
of grammatical subject or stands in extraposition. The following 
survey concentrates only on extrapositional structures.
The types of nominal phrase which are attested may be classified 
under the following heads*.
(i') Relative phrase (head noun + * aSer + qualifying clause).
(a) Bead noun ’is/’iSSa or ha*ig/ha*i§£a, e.g.:-
I.ev. 15/18, 17/5, 17/8, 17/10, 17/15, 20/10, 20/11, 20/12, 
20/15, 20/16, 22/5, 22/18;
KUE. 5/30, 9/15, 19/20;
EX. 30/33, 50/38.
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(b) Head noun nepeS or hannepeS, e.g.
Lev. 7/20, 7/27, 17/15, 20/6.
(c) Miscellaneous, e.g. Lev. 11/35 (kol-keli-hereb),
_ _ Q O — — — _
Lev. 13/45 (hassarua ); Gen. 17/14 ( arel zakar).
• •
(ii) participial phrase (generally introduced by kol), e.g.
Lev. 7/25, 11/27, 11/41.
RULING
An extraposed nominal phrase representing the legal case is generally 
resumed in the body of the clause which expresses the ruling. The 
ruling clause Is often a fixed formula which is attached with little 
variation in form to a large number of different legal cases. Another 
characteristic of the ruling clause is that the element which resumes 
the extraposed relative or participial phrase is frequently a full 
nominal. Examples:-
A particularly common formulaic ruling clause is wenikreta hannepeS 
hahi* me'"'ammeha., e.g. Lev. 7/20, 7/27? Num. 9/13; Gen. 17/14*
Ruling clauses which exhibit a slight variation on this formula are 
sometimes used, e.g. Lev. 17/8 - 9: wenikrat ha’iS hahu* meCammaw;
Num. 19/20; wenikreta hannepeS hahi’ mittok haqqahal;
Lev. 7/25: wenikreta hannegeS ha’okelet meCammeha;
lev. 22/3: wenikreta hannegeS hahi* millepanay; of. also Lev. 17/10,
20/6.
Sometimes the ruling clause is preceded by a short clause which comments 
on the legal case, e.g.*—
’i§ *aSer yiqqah *eb- i§3a we’et-’immah "A man who takes a wife and her 
zimma hi*ba’eS yibrepu *oto we’ethen mother (also), it is wickedness 
- ' - they shall burn both him and
them with fire". (Lev. 20/14).
cf. also Lev. 20/17, 20/21.
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These constructions are interesting since the preceding extraposed 
relative phrase is referred to as if it were a proposition rather 
than an entity term. This suggests that the semantic structure of 
casuistic law formulae with initial relative/participial phrases
was interpreted to be that of a conditional sentence consisting of
28protasis clause and apodosis clause. Such a hypothesis is supported 
by the fact that the extraposed phrase is often connected to the rest 
of the sentence by means of the conjunction we, which may be equated 
with the waw apodosis of conditional constructions. It is to be 
noted that conditional sentences constitute a common alternative type 
of casuistic law formula in p (cf. Section B below) and, moreover, they 
are the norm in the law codes in E (i.e. Book of the Covenant) and B.
B
Another common type of casuistic law formula in P which exhibits 
extraposition is that in which a noun is extraposed before the particle 
kl of the initial protasis clause, e.g.
nepeg k l   Lev. 2/1, 4/2, 5/1, 5/4, 5/15, 5/21, 7/21.
'adam k l   Lev. 1/2, 13/2.
*Ig k l    Lev. 13/40-
’igga k i   Lev, 12/2.
*Ig *o 'igga kl ...j- Lev. 13/29, 13/38-
cf. further Lev. 13/9, 13/18, 13/24, 13/47-
A variant text sometimes exists which reads *ager instead of ki, e.g.: 
Lev. 20/27* *Ig *o *igga kl ... (Biblia Hebraica^) - *ig *o *i§ga 
’aSer ... (Samaritan).
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Conversely variant texts also exist which read ki for *aSert e.g.
Lev. 5/20; nepeS aSer ... (Bihlia Hebraica^) - nepeS ki ... (6 EOS and
Samaritan). These variant readings demonstrate the interchangeability
between the two types of legal case formula X ki ... and X 9aSer ...
It is possible that the former is a 1 blend' between the relative-phrase
formula (X ’aSer ...) and the straight conditional clause formula which
29
is attested in E and D viz;-
’ is ki yaqrib qorban
2. Apodictic laws in the Friestly document.
In many apodictic prescriptions in L the object stands before 
the verb, e.g.:- Lev. 7/25, 7/26, 10/8, 10/15, 25/6, 25/7.
In general the clause initial object is not resumed by a 
resumptive pronoun. A resumptive element sometimes occurs, 
however, in the following cases;-
(a) when the initial object is a lengthy compound nominal phrase
consisting of several nouns which are co-ordinated in the form 
of a list, e.g.;- Lev. 11/42, 18/9, 18/10, 22/22.
(b1) in order to give distinctness to a lav; which is of wide
application and of particular importance, e.g.;- Lev. 7/l9>
25/44 - both of these constructions the resumptive element
30
is a full noun.
ki yaqrib ’ iS qorban,
*i§ ’aser yaqrib qorban-
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SEREK HAYYAHAD™ 4
This text contains the community rules of the Qumran covenanters. 
Host of the rules are casuistic in form, the case being expressed 
by an extraposed generic nominal phrase. Their structural features 
may be classified as follows:-
Case
(i) Relative phrase.
(a) Ja§er ... e.g.; -
w*§r ykhs bmdCw ... ,!He who lies knowingly ...".
OlS VII 3 - 4 ) .
cf. 1QS VI 25 ff., VII 5* VII 8, VII 12, VII 13 - 14, VII 14 - 15* 
(b^  ha’iS ’a^er ... e.g.:-
Q
h’yS fsr ylyn 1 yswd 
hyhd ...
"The man who murmurs against the 
foundation of the community ..." 
(1QS VII 17).
cf. 1QR VII 4 - 5 ,  VII 15 - 16, VII 18 - 19
(c) *iS ’aSer ... e.g.:-
’yg ’ £r yrwq *1 twk 
mw£b hrbym ...
"A man who spits in the middle 
of the session of the many ...
(1Q.S VII 13).
(d) kol ’ i§ *aSer ... e.g.*-
kwl *y£ * i§r yS ’ tw dbr 
ldbr Irbym ...
"Any man who has something to say 
to the many ...". (1QSVI12-13).
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(e) ’iS me’anSe hayyahad a§er ... e.g.:-
*y§ m’nSy hyhd * &r "A man of the men of the community
who communes with ]
(1QS VII 24 - 25).
c cyt rb mw ... him
(ii) Participal phrase.
(a) Definite article + participle, e.g.:-
c chnm d £lws p mym
°1 mvSb *hd ...
"He who dozes up to three times 
during one sitting ...".
(1QS VII 11).
cf. 10S VII 15.
(h) kol + definite article + participle, e.g.:-
kwl hmtndb mybr'l lhwsyp "Any Jew who volunteers to attach
c c





The ruling is generally introduced by we + perfect consecutive.
In the majority of cases it has the formulaic pattern wn n§ ("he 
shall be punished") + duration of time, e.g.:-
w’Sr ytwr lr hw ’ Sr "He who bears a grudge against
* Q
lw* bmSpt wn nS SSh his neighbour unjustly - he shall
hwd§ym be punished for six months".m
(1QS VII 8).
cf. 1Q3 VI 25ff; VII 3 - 4? VII 4 - 5 ;  VII 5; VII 11; VII 12; 
vii 13; vii 13 - 14; vii 14 - 15; vii 15; v n  18 - 19.
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THE MISBM
The laws of the Jtfishna are formulated in a remarkably limited number 
of stereotyped patterns. In two of these formulary patterns 
extraposition is very common:-
(a) plain case laws.
In main case laws the legal case is generally expressed by a 
clause initial generic nominal phrase. This phrase is either 
the grammatical subject to a subsequent verb or else It stands 
in extraposition. We are only concerned here with extrapositional 
constructions.^
Case
(i) Relative phrase consisting of head noun + + clause,
e.g.:-
nhtwm Shu* wfeh "i baker who works In
btwm’h .. uncleanness
(Ab. 2ar, 4/9)
byt Sbn* w mthlh
Q
1 bwdt glwlym ..
"A house which he (= an idolater) 
constructed from the outset for 
idola.trous worship
(Ab. gar. 3/7).
°bd SCb*w rbw 
’pwtyqy- 1* hr yin 
wShrrw Swrt hdyn
"A slave whom his master has 
pledged as security to others 
ana has (then) set him free 
according to the law .
(Git. 4/4).
(ii) participial phrase, e.g.;-
h'swkr * t pw°l lGswt 
°mw byyn ...
"Someone hiring a labourer to 




"Someone finding gragments of 
an image belonging to an 
idolater ...", (Ab. Zar. 3/2).
hmws* §bry lyl §1 
0
wba glwlym ..,
If the legal case mentions an action which is sequential 
to that expressed by the initial participle this subsequent 
action is expressed by a perfect verb, e.g.
hubby* gt b*rs yfer*l "Someone bringing a letter of
• •
whlh ... divorce within the land of
Israel and he became ill 
(Git. 3/5).
RULING
(i) Extraposed generic phrase fully resumed within the clause which 
expresses the ruling, e.g.
yfer*ly Shw* wbh btwm’h
Q
1* dwrkyn wl* bwsryn mw
"An Israelite who works in 
uncleanness - one may not tread 
(in the winepress) or cut grapes 
with him". (Ab, Zar. 4/9).
(ii) Only a referent which is contained within the extraposed generic 
phrase resumed, e.g.
hfewkr * t hhmwr Ihby*
c *lyh yyn nsk skrh
swr
"Someone hiring an ass to bring 
on it libation wine - its (i.e. 
the ass’s) hire is forbidden". 
(Ab. Zar. 5/1).
yyn nsk Snpl 1 gby
Q
nbym ydyhn whn mwtrwt
"Libation wine which has fallen 
upon grapes - one may rinse them 
(i.e. the grapes) and they are 
permitted". (Ab. Zar. 5/1).
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(ii) continued:
This type of extrapositional sentence is particularly common 
in the Mishna.
(iii) Extraposed generic phrase not explicitly resumed, e.g.:-
bl£t wbdy glwlym
Snknsh l°yr b£°t
Slwm hbywt ptwhwt 
• •
* swrwt stwmvt mwtrwt
"A reconnoitering troop of 
heathens which entered a city 
in peace time - opened casks 
(of wine) are prohibited, sealed 
ones are permitted". (Ab. bar. 5/6)
(iv) Very often the extraposed generic phrase is followed by two or
more strueturalls?- balanced clauses. These two clauses generally 
express either sub-cases of the major case or else a dispute 
between authorities, e.g.*-
hbyt gnpthh why* mqblt
^1 dpnwtyh *w gnhlqh
c *kmyn Sty rybwt rby
yhwdh -mthr whkmym mtrn*yn
"A cask which has been opened and 
can still hold (liquid) in its 
sides or one which has been split 
to form the like of two troughs - 
R. Judah declares (it) clean, but 
the Sages declare (it) unclean".
(jCel. 4/1).
cf. Ab. Zar. 4/3, 4/10.32
A characteristic feature of Mishnaic case laws which express the 
case in an extraposed generic phrase is the disjointedness between the 
extraposed element and the rest of the sentence, cf. (ii) and (iii) in 
the Ruling section above. The main reason for this is evidently that 
the redactors of the Mishna adhered to the formulaic pattern of the 
main case lav/ (viz. case = initial generic nominal phrase) irrespective 
of the syntactic structure of the rest of the sentence. The adherence 
to an invariable stereotyped pattern facilitated the memorization of
33the text of the Mishna, which was originally transmitted orally.
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Another factor which may have contributed to this syntactic 
disjointedness is that the extraposed generic phrases were often inter­
preted as autonomous propositions rather than nominals. This is shown 
by the form of the parenthetic comment zh hyh m fell b ("This was 
the case in such and such a town"1) which is sometimes inserted after
the extraposed phrase, e.g.;-
c cyr byb bh bwdt glwlym whyw
0 0 
bh hnwyvt m wtrwt wb’ynn m wtrwt 
■ * •Q
zh hyh m bh bbyt S*n w'mrw
hkmym hm wtrwt ’swrwt wb’ynn 
• ■0
m wtrwt mwtrwt
"A town in which there is idolatry 
and in which there are decorated 
and undecorated shops - this was 
the case in Bethshean - the Sages 
said, Those that are decorated are 
prohibited and those that are not 
decorated are permitted".
(Ab. Zar. 1/4).
Here the referent of the demonstrative pronoun zh is identified in the
following predicate with the case (m bh), i.e. what happened in Bethshean.
The pronoun, therefore, is clearly referring to the proposition that "a




A number of items are sometimes enumerated in the form of a list 
and followed by a clause of the pattern hry * lw ... ("behold
35these are permitted/prohibited, unclean/clean, etc.") e.g.;-
hmlqwt SI bqr whhsym Slw "The dung bag of an ox, and its
■ • *
whmdp SI dbwrym whmnph hry muzzle, the bee-fumigator, and
*lw thwryn the fan - these are clean".
(llel. 16/7 ) -
cf. Kel. 16/8.
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F O O T N O T E S
1. All nominals which are definite in status are included in this 
category irrespective of whether they have the definite article. 
For the notion of 'definite status' see introduction, p.23.
2. For the grammatical structure of legal precepts see Appendix.
3. The le- in this construction may also be interpreted as an object 
marker, le- as nota accusativi is attested elsewhere in P, e.g. 
Num. 32/15, 10/25, 25/18; in the Holiness Code; Lev. 19/18,
19/34.
4. Introductory le- is also found in subject-predicate constructions,
e.g. is. 32/1; Ex. 27/19; IIGhr. 7/21.
5. Sentences falling into this category will be dealt with in
Section II.
6. hinne may also occur between a subject and its predicate without 
subsequent resumption of the subject, e.g. wegam-damo hinne 
nidrab (Gen. 42/22).
7. cf. the English construction: "John, if he comes, will settle the 
matter", in which the if-clause is inserted between the subject 
"John" and its predicate "will settle the matter".
8. In fact the pronoun hu> and the verb haya are probably cognate, 
cf. Bundgren (1955: 154)*
9. cf. p. 127, Footnote 73.
10, A similar but nonetheless distinct construction is where both a
noun and a verb are resumed, e.g. Num. 1/45 ££• This occurs when 
the nominal phrase at the front of the clause is of considerable 
length.
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11. The one exception is Ezek. 20/16:—
"My judgments they despised, my 
statutes - they did not go in 
them and my Sabbaths they 
polluted".
Here bahem agrees ’asymmetrically' with ’et-huqqotay. Blau (1954: 
p. 9) claims that the occurrence of * et before huqqotay is by 
attraction to the government of the verbs in the contiguous clauses, 
viz. hillel and ma’as (which may take an *et-complement or a 
^-complement). He also suggests that an additional reason may 
have been the desire to avoid the cacophanous repetition of too 
many /b/1s.
12. it seems very contrived to regard Sekem as situationally given,
i.e. standing before the audience.
13. cf. 3gall et al, (1973)» Chafe (1976).
14. cf. prince (1981).
15. Josh. 17/3 is duplicated almost verbatim in Num. 26/33* There,
however, the construction is extraposition rather than PAR:-
useloghad ... lo* hayu lo ... This is a good example of the 
Interchangeability of the two constructions.
16. The spaces, though not the sigla, are found in the text of Qumran
Bible manuscripts. This orthographic practice, therefore, belongs
to an early stage in the transmission of the Old Testament (Oesch:
1979> p.364)* A petuha generally coincides with a major text
«
division and a setuma with a minor text division (ib. p.361).
17. it is possible to analyse parallelistic constructions as sequences 
of two or more short topic spans, the onset of which are marked by 
Ex- or SV-clauses. Since, however, they bear an obvious affinity 
to other rhetorical schemes which involve structural balance, 
vis. chiasmus and anaphora (see below) it was deemed convenient to 
deal with them together.
bemibpatay ma’asu we*et-huqqotay 
lo haleku bahem we’et-Sabbatotay 
hillelu
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18. Note also the subsequent setuma siglum.
19* For degrees of regularity in parallelism cf. Leech (19^9» p.64).
20. For such 'discontinuous’ constructions cf. Andersen (1974* P-136).
21. it is interesting to note that in the Aramaic legal documents 
from Elephantine (5th century B.C.E.) and in Aramaic legal 
formularies contained in the Mishna, clauses which refer to 
exclusive rights of inheritance sometimes have an extrapositional 
structure analogous to (108), e.g. ’ stwr hw yrtnh (Cowley 15, 
line 21); bnyn dkryn dy yhwwn lyk myny *ynwn yrtwn yt 
ksp lctwbtyk "Male children which you will have by me - they 
(and no one else) shall inherit your ketubba money" (Mishna, 
Metubbot 4/10).
22. cf. Introduction, p. 25, and Chafe (1976).
25. Mallinson and Blake (1981, p.43 ff.).
24. ib.
25. In a similar manner when a clause initial object is co-ordinated
with another nominal the first nominal is sometimes resumed by
an independent object pronoun (*oto) before the conjunction, 
e.g.;-
wsSor ’o-se ’oto we’et-beno "A cow or a ewe - you shall
lo tiShatu beyom * ehad not kill both her and her
• • • “
young in one day".
(Lev. 22/28).
26. cf. Introduction, p.2^ .
27. cf. Introduction, p. 24, where the rank of generic nominals on the
individuation scale is discussed.
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28. Elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew an extraposed generic nominal 
phrase which has the function of a conditional clause is 
sometimes referred to as if it were a proposition, e.g.
Ecc. 5/18* 6/2.
29. It should be noted that in the law codes of all sources - 
E, D, and p - a sub-case of a main case is expressed in 
a conditional clause introduced hy the particle *im,
cf. Eissfeldt, introd. p. 214.
50. The agreement pronoun mehem in lev. 25/44 expresses contrastive 
assertion, cf. II 3*0.
31. Eeusner refers to such extrapositional constructions as
'apocopated sentences' (e.g. 1974: p.219J 1977 : P* 220). He 
classifies apocopated sentences into a number of categories, 
viz. 'mild', 'extreme1, 'genuine', 'idiomatic', 'morphological', 
'syntactic1. These categories, however, are based on vague 
criteria which are not clearly explicated. They, consequently, 
add nothing to our understanding of the linguistic status of
the constructions.
32. Ab. Zar. 4/10 illustrates the two ways in which a sub-case is
expressed, viz. an *im - clause or an asyndetic conditional
clause.
33- cf. Arabic II 7*0 for psycholinguistic evidence for the ease of 
memorizing stereotyped syntactic patterns.
34. A similar phenomenon is attested in Biblical law formulae, 
cf. p.
35* Alternatively the identifying clause may precede the list, in
which case the construction is not extrapositional, e.g. Eel. 2/7.
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Chapter 3*
A R A M A I C
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Chapter 3a.
B I B L I C A L  A R A M A I C
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I S T R U C T T J R
EXTRAPOSITION
1.0 Form of extranosed element,
1.1 pronoun, e.g.:-
(1) wa’ana la behokma di-’itay 
• “  *
bi min-kol-hayyayya rasa 
dans geli li
"I - not because of any wisdom 
which I have more than all the 
living ha.s this mystery been 
revealed to me". (Bn. 2/30).
cf. Bn. 2/29, 5/18, 7/28.
1.2 Full nominal.
1.21 B’ith specific referent, e.g.•-
(2\ hu1 salms re§eh di-dehab tab "This image - its head was of 
fine gold". (Bn. 2/32).
cf. Bn. 3/22, 5/6, 5/11, 6/15.
1.22 Generic, e.g.:-
(3> kol-*ena£ di yeha.§ne pitgams
—  — c —
dena yitnesah ’a min-bayteh
” * — C ~ *
uzeqip yitmehe alohi
"Any one who alters this edict - 
a beam shall be pulled out of 
his house and he shall be impaled 
upon it". (Ezr. 6/11).
cf. Ezr. 7/26.
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2.0 Form of resumptive element.
2.1 Clitic pronoun, e.g.
(4> bedayin malka feaggl te’eb "Then the king - it was very good
Q
alohi to him (= he was very glad)".
(Bn. 6/24).
cf. passim
2.2 Independent pronoun, e.g.:-
(5) *elahak di ’ant palah-leh
•
bitdira hu’ yeSezebinnak 
cf. Bn. 3/22.
2.3 Full nominal, e.g.
(6) umalka nebukadnessar ’ abuk~ ™ 0 *
rab hartummin ’aSe^in 
kafeda’in gassrin hecimeh 
* abuk malka
2.4 i;o explicit resumption,
(7) heweta rebi^ayeta malku 
rebi s.ya tehewe ba’ar a
di tiSne min-kol-malkewata
(8) wecarnayya °asar minnah 
malkuta. °afera- malkin 
yequmun
"Your god whom you constantly 
worship - he will save you”. 
(Bn. 6/17).
"King Febuchadnezsar, your father 
your father, the king, made him 




"The fourth beast - a fourth 
kingdom shall be on the earth, 
which shall be different from all 
kingdoms. (Bn. 7/23).
"The ten horns - from the kingdom 
ten kings shall arise".
(Bn. 7/24).
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In Examples (7) and (8) an interpretation is given of a previously- 
mentioned allegorical expression. The item which is being interpreted 
stands in initial position without any explicit connection to the rest 
of the sentence. In such constructions the initial nominal has the 
status of a rubric.
P Pronominal "greement.
1.0 Verb complement, e.g. ;-
(S') wolelaha di-niSmstak bideh 
wekol-’orhats.k leh la 
haddarta
This is how Bauer and leander (Gram., para. 100y) analyse the syntax 
of Example (9). Alternatively the leh may be interpreted as standing
-|
within the relative clause, viz. "to whom (= whose) are all your ways". 
Consider Examples (10) and (11);—
(10) bsyta dana satreh "This house he destroyed".
(Ezr. 5/12).
(11) manayya hanpeq himmo "The vessels Cyrus brought out".
koreS (Ezr. 5/14).
In Biblical 'ramaic the object marker la- is restricted almost without
2
exception to human objects. Consequently in constructions such as
(10) and (11) it is unclear whether the nominal which is resumed by the
pronoun was construed to be inside the case frame of the verb (= PA) or
outside it (= Ex).
"The god in whose hand is your 
breath anc all your ways - him 
you have not honoured". (l>n. 5/23).
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By contrast, there is little doubt that the initial nominal in Example
(12) is to be interpreted as standing in extraposition, since it is 
human but nevertheless has no object marker;-
(12) gubrayya *illek .....  qattil "These men - the flame of the
* •
himmon gabiba di nura fire killed them". (Bn. 3/22).
2.0 phrase level
2.1 poun complement, e.g.: -
(13n Sameh di-’elahf 'The name of God". (Bn. 2/20)
cf. Bn. 3/8, 3/25, 3/26, 3/28, 3/29, 4/23.
2.2 prepositional complement, e.g.*-
(14) beh badani’el "In ucniel". (Bn. 5/12).
(15) beh baleleya "In that night". (Bn. 5/30)
(16) dana parSegen ’iggarta di "This is the copy of the letter
g0la.hu CalohI Cal-,artahsast vjhich they sent to Artaxerxes,
x ‘ x
malka the king". (Ezr. 4/11)-
In some cases the preposition is not repeated before the nominal, e.g.
(17^ minnah malkuta 'From the kingdom". (Bn. 7/24)
(18) bah-§a.Cta At that moment". (Bn. 3/6).
cf. Bn. 3/7, 3/8, 3/15, 4/30, 4/33, 5/5; Ezr. 5/3. 4
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IT F U N C T I O N
A EXTRAPOSITION
1.0 Span boundaries.
1.1 Post of the Ex clauses which are attested in Biblical
Aramaic coincide with the onset of a new span. They mark 
a shift in topic and/or a boundary on some other axis of 
the discourse;-
Tin. 2/29; v,29 does not develop the exposition. It recapitulates
the content of v.28 in the form of a paraphrase and so 
functions as a supportive statement. Consequently the 
Ex clause marks a shift from foreground information to 
background information.
bn. 2/30; v .30 is an explanatory supplement which provides an
5
explanation for the surrounding exposition.
Dn. 2/32; v .32 coincides with a shift from a general perspective to
a more specific one. In v.31 the overall appearance of 
the image is described, whereas in w . 32-33 focus is 
on its component parts.
bn. 3/22; v.22 is not within the main event line of the narrative.
It is essentially elaborative, serving to underscore the
£
intensity of the heat of the furnace.
bn. 5/6; v.6 coincides with a definite transition point in the
narrative, w.1-5 constitute what may be called the
7
’complication’ segment of the plot structure. More 
specifically, v.1 sets the scene, w.2-4 relate events 
which form the 'build up' to the peak event, and v*5 
expresses this fulcral ’complicating’ event. v.6 begins 
the ’resolution segment of the narrative which describes
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the reaction of the king to the complication and the 
measures he took to deal with them.
bn. 5/18: v.18 is the beginning of the exposition proper. v.17
contains preliminary remarks in which Daniel states his 
intention and appeals against any material remuneration 
for his efforts.
Dn. 6/15: v.15 marks the onset of the resolution to the complication
which is reported in the preceding discourse. The 
resolution segment extends to v.23, The Ex clause also 
coincides with a shift in topic from ’the king’s officials' 
to ’the king’.
Dn. 6/24: w . 24-25 constitute a coda to the preceding narrative. Jt
is also of relevance that v .24 coincides with a reversal 
in fortune from bad to good. This peripeteia is given 
particular prominence by the use of a clause which is 
structurally parallel to the one introducing the section 
of the narrative in which the king was in grief (6/15)? 
viz.
*edayin malka ... saggi be’es °alohi - bedayin 
malka saggi to’eb °alohi 
Finally the Ex clause in v.24 also coincides with a shift 
in topic from ’Daniel’ to 'the king'.
Dn. 7/12; The Ex clause marks a shift in topic from 'the fourth 
beast’ to 'the other beasts'.
Dn. 7/28; The sequence *§na pani’el ... milta belibbi nitret 
is a comment which is appended to the narrative.
Ezr. 6/11, 7/24j 7/26; These constructions have the status of
independent decrees and so constitute 
autonomous units within the discourse.
1.2 The Ex clause in Dn. 5/11* which has a full nominal as a 
resumptive element, apparently marks span closure rather 
than span onset. The queen's speech (w. 10-12) may be
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divided into four distinct segments, each having a 
different illocutionary force:-
1. Opening formula (malka laCal0min heyi: v.10).
*
2. Appeal for the king not to worry (v,10).
3. Informing the king of the existence of Daniel and a, description 
of his powers (v.11).
/(. A request that Daniel he summoned (v.12).
The Ox clause in v.11 signals the terminus of segment 3-
1.3 The onset of clearly discernible spans of discourse
is also marked by clauses with initial subject nominals, 
e.g.:
Dn. 3/1* The series of clauses in v.1, which opens with an SV-clause,
provide preliminary background information for the ensuing 
narrative.
Dn. 3/2: v.2 coincides with the onset of the main narrative. The
beginning of Chapter 5 has a similar structure. 5/1 ana 
5/2 both open with an cy-clause; v.1 describes the setting 
and the main narrative commences in v.2,
bn. 3/13, 3/19, 4/16, 6/11:
These ?Y-clauses initiate a section which reports the 
reaction of a participant to a preceding crisis or 
complication. Consequently these constructions coincide 
with a boundary in the narrative structure between a 
complication and its resolution (or attempted resolution). 
Moreover they also mark a shift in topic.
Dn. 3/30; v.30 is a coda to the narrative.
Dn. 5/10: In v.10 the attention shifts from the king and his officials
to the queen.
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However, the functional overlap between subject initial clauses 
and Hx clauses does not seem to be complete. Subject initial clauses 
sometimes also occur when there is no clear reorientation in the 
discourse. Y.7e shall return to this point below.
An important feature of the aforementioned Ex clauses and 
subject initial clauses which mark span boundaries is that in both 
constructions the initial nominal is a prominent participant. This 
prominence arises through the intersection of a number of factors:-
(i) The referent of the nominal is always familiar to the reader,/ 
hearer either by virtue of the fact that it has been mentioned 
before or that it is in his permanent knowledge store (this 
applies to generics such as Ezr. 6/11, 7/26).
(ii) In most cases the nominal has a human referent, i.e. one which 
Is high in perceptual salience.
(iii) The referent of the nominal is generally durable and is the 
central participant or primary topic of the subsequent span, 
i.e. it is not dominated by a topic of a higher segment of 
discourse.
1.4 The general principle which is to be deduced from this 
is that a span boundary is marked by the clustering of 
two features*-
(a) The occurrence of a prominent participant at the front of the 
clause in the casus rectus - by casus rectus I refer to nominals 
which are not directly governed by a verb or a preposition.
(b) The resumption of the initial nominal by an anaphoric pronoun
within the body of the clause, in the case of subject initial
clauses this anaphoric element is to be identified with the
3?dsubject morpheme of the verb. In the case of 3 person singular 
subjects this is realized as zero.
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Extraposition may be seen as a means of adapting the syntax 
of the clause to accommodate this discourse principle. In other 
words whenever the relevant prominent participant is not the 
grammatical subject it stands in extraposition.
In contradistinction to Ex clauses, constructions in which 
an object or a prepositional phrase stand in initial position before 
the verb without being resumed by a subsequent pronoun usually 
continue a primary topic span and do not coincide with a significant 
shift on any other level of the discourse structure, e.g.:- Bn. 2/17,
2/19, 3/20, 4/4, 4/5, 4/14, 4/31.
As was mentioned above, several instances of SV-cla,uses do not 
occur at any distinct span boundaries. Such clauses are often used 
in a parallel fashion to OV-clauses. Consider for instance bn. 6/23, 
4/31, 5/21. The most conspicuous feature which distinguishes such 
span continuing SY-clauses from those which mark span boundaries is 
that the subjects of the former type of clause are subsidiary referents 
within the discourse (usually inanimates or components or attributes
C —
of a major participant, e.g. mande i, bn. 4/31) whereas the latter 
type have prominent participants as subjects (predominantly humans). 
Then it is desired that a clause with a prominent subject be connected 
in close sequence to the preceding discourse this is sometimes
g
signalled syntactically by placing the subject after the verb, e.g. 
^n. 6/18, 6/24, 5/7* VS-cla.uses of this type are sometimes introduced 
by a linking particle such as ’edayin or ke an, e.g. Dn 3/26, 5/8, 
6/19. The decision to concatenate events in a single span rather than 
break the sequence up into smaller units is, in many cases, a result of 
the way the writer/speaker wishes to 'stage-manager the action of the 
text. Concatenation of events generally coincides with a peak in the 
narrative, cf. p. 203*
1.5 The segmentation of the discourse into 'spans' elucidates 
several features of the Biblical Aramaic tense/aspect 
system.
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Kany scholare have recognised that the Biblical Aramaic prefix 
conjugation ana the participle are often used to narrate past eveiits, 
especially in the Book of Daniel, e.g* Bauer (1910; p.45), Brockelmann 
(GVG3S II, pp. 152, 163), Bauer-Ieander (Gram. pp. 280, 295),
Rosen (1961). Ouch instances of the prefix conjugation are regarded 
by Bauer (ib.) as historical presents, whereas Brockelmann (ib. p.152) 
and Bauer-Leander (ib. pp. 280, 283) consider that they express an 
event which is circumstantial to a preceding, or occasionally a 
subsequent, main event, the main event being expressed by a suffix 
conjugation verb. V’ith regard to participles, both Brockelmann and 
Bauer-I eander recognize that they are frequently used to express main, 
non-circumstantial events in the past. Brockelmann states (ib. p.163) 
that they occur after a suffix conjugation verb and express an action
C “which continues that of the suffix conjugation verb, e.g, ano 
we*amerin "They answered and said ..." (bn. 2/7). He points out 
the existence of a parallel usage which is found frequently in K&ndaean 
(cf. Hdldeke, I«Ja.nd. Gram. p.375) £-nd also in Syriac. Bauer-Leander 
believe (ib. p.294) that participles with past time reference are a 
type of historical present tense.
Rosen (1961) claims that in the Aramaic of Daniel the prefix 
conjugation and the participle both narrate main events in the past.
He states that the distribution of these verb forms is not indiscriminate. 
Some verbs are consistently used with the prefix conjugation ana other 
with the participle. On this basis Biblical Aramaic verbs may be 
divided into two distinct groups. On the other hand the suffix 
conjugation, according to Rosen's theory, does not serve as a main 
narrative tense, instead it is employed with the function of:
(i'j A resultative - as I understand it, he means by this a tense 
form which may be paraphrased by: ’I was in a state of having 
done something1.
(ii) Pluperfect.
(iii) Perfect, i.e. 'I have done something'.
(iv) 1 general subordinative form, e.g. after the subordinating 
particle di or when the verb is semantically subordinate 
despite the absence of any syntactic signal of this status.
The latter category includes (a) constuctions with 'virtual1 
relative clauses, e.g. Dn. 4/15; (b) cleft sentences, in
which the suffix conjugation is used in the non-predicative
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(i.e. the presupposed) segment, e.g. Bn. 3/24; (c) 'virtual'
adverbial clauses, e.g. after adverbs such as *Sdayin, kol-qobel 
dena, bah-£aCata, beh-zimna, ke°an, e.g. Bn. 3/26 - bedayin
qereb nebukadnessar .... °aneh we*amar (virtually "Then, when
* »  ■■  ■ ■ —
p. approached .... he answered and said").
Several of the points which axe made by the aforementioned scholar 
provide a satisfactory explanation of the data. However, one general 
criticism which must be made is that none of them have recognised that 
main (foreground) events in the narrative may be expressed by any one of 
three tense forms, viz. the suffix conjugation, the prefix conjugation, 
and the active participle. Rosen demonstrates the use of the prefix 
conjugation and the participle in this function. On the other hand many 
of his interpretations of the suffix conjugation as a non-narrative tense 
are contrived. This especially applies to his 'virtually' subordinate 
clauses - his interpretation of Bn. 2/29-30 and 3/22 as cleft sentences 
which express an antithesis has already been shown to be incorrect (cf. 
Footnotes 5 and 6). Many clauses with a suffix conjugation verb clearly 
relate foreground past events, i.e. those which form the skeletal outline 
of the narrative, e.g. bn. 3/2, 3/13> 5/2.
In my view it can be shown that the distribution of the suffix 
conjugation, the prefix conjugation, and the participle correlates by 
and large with the span structure of the discourse. The suffix conju­
gation characteristically occurs at span boundaries whereas the prefix 
conjugation and the participles generally continue a span. (i accept 
Rosen's explanation for the distribution of the prefix conjugation 
vis-a-vis the participles, see above). Such an analysis was adumbrated 
by Brockelmann with regard to the participle (ib. p.163); however he aid 
not recognize the functional equivalence between the participle and the 
prefix conjugation.
Examples; -
Bn. 3/2-7 (Selah - mitkanneSin - qayemin - qare - sagedin):
4/2 (hazet - vidahalinnani - yebahalunnani);
4/30 (terid - yekul - yistabba );
• *"** «
4/31 (nitlet - yetub);
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Examples (continued')•-
5 /5 (nepaqa - kateban - haze);
6/7 (hargisu - ’amerin);
6/13 (qeribu - *amerin);
7/15 (’etkeriyyat - yebahalunnani);
7/16 (qirbet - *eb°e).
1 Derticiple always follows a suffix conjugation verb in the
sequence ano we*amerin ("They answered and said”), except
?n. 3/^4 where the construction is Cana.yin we’amerin. 711
the singular, however, the first verb is always vocalized as
n • c 10a participle, viz. ane wa amar.
Occasionally the suffix conjugation marks the closure of a 
sequence of prefix conjugation verbs, e.g. I)n. 7/28 (yebahalunnani - 
yiStannon - nitret); 4/33 (yetub - ye tub - yeba°on - hotoenat);
6/20 (yequm - ’azal).
The prefix conjugation/participle is not used as a continuity 
form within all spans. Sometimes the suffix conjugation is used 
throughout, e.g, bn. 5/29 (’amar - halbiSu - hakrizu); 5/3 (haytiw -
*iStiv). The continuity function of the prefix conjugation/participle 
is often exploited to link a chain of events into a cohesive unit at 
some high point in the narrative. The effect is to speed up the action, 
which is a common signal of peak in narrative (cf. I.ongacre, 1976: 
p. 219)j e.g. bn 5/6 - 5/9:- bote also the YS-order at the beginning 
of v.7jwhich is an additional cohesive device, cf. p. 200.
bn. 3/26-27: The YS-clause at the beginning of v.26 is a signal
of close connection with the previous discourse.
In fact w . 24-29 may be interpreted as an extended
peak in the narrative which is 'staged’ in the form
of a close concatenation of events, w . 26-27, in
which the narrative is continued by participles,
11constitutes a particularly fulcral point.
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3x clause? and sv-clauses with pronominal subjects nearly always 
have suffix conjugation verbs if they are narrating past events. This 
is consistent with the hypothesis which is being advanced here, viz. 
that the suffix conjugation is characteristic of span boundaries in 
past tense narrative. The only £x clause which breaks this rule is
Occasionally le + infinitive serves as a continuity verb form,
1.6 It has already been shown that a span boundary may be
signalled by the occurrence of a prominent participant in 
the casus rectus at the front of the clause. It is 
important to note that in such cases the relevant partici­
pant is generally referred to by a full nominal. This 
applies even if the referent has been mentioned in the 
immediately preceding clause and so the use of a pronoun 
would not have given rise to ambiguity, e.g. Dn. 2/J2,
1.7 The various span boundary and span continuity features in 
the narrative of Daniel may be summarized as follows
Dn, 7/28 12
e.g.:- Dn. 2/16, 2/18, 5/15-
5/6, 2/19
SPAN BOUNDARY SPAN CONTINUITY
1 prominent participant in 
casus rectus at the front 
of the clause and resumed 
by pronoun within the body 
of the clause.
Prominent subject occurs 
after verb.




SPAN BOUNDARY SPAN CONTINUITY
5. Prominent participant 
identified by full 
nominal.
Prominent participent 
referred to by clitic 
pronoun or subject morpheme 
of verb.
Span boundary or span continuity is signalled by a cluster 
of these grammatical features. However occasionally they do not all occur 
simultaneously, ^or instance, e continuity verb form may co-occur 
with a clause initial (prominent) subject, e.g. pn. 5/9, or a VS-c-lause 
v.’ith a prominent subject may contain a suffix conjugation verb, e.g.
Dan. 5/26. Such constructions would be predicted to coincide with less 
significant boundaries in the discourse, constituting, as it were, the 
fine brush strokes of the text producer.
2.0 other instances of Extraposition.
Dn. 6/17: This may be interpreted as an instance of contrastive
assertion, i.e. "YOUR GOD is able to save you, but 
not anybody else, not even myself". The function of 
the resumptive independent pronoun hu* would then 
be to carry the contrastive stress by proxy.
Dn. 2/55: The word denoting a part of the body is kept in
initial position in order to create a structure
which is parallel to the preceding clauses. Note 
also that this Ex construction closes the sequence 
of clauses which describe the parts of the image.
Pronominal Agreement.
Most instances of PA in Biblical Aramaic are motivated by the 
status of the 1 agreed with* nominal rather than by the status 
of the clause within the discourse.
1.1 Agreement pronoun with verb complement.
The direct object agreement pronouns which are attested in
E2r. 5/12 (= Example (10)) and Ezr. 5/14 (= Example (11))
both co-occur with definite nominals the referents of which
15are salient within the discourse. The prominence of the 
'temple' is demonstrated by the fact that it is referred to 
eight times within the segment of direct speech in which the 
PA construction 5/12 occurs, and twelve times within the
14chapter as a whole. b'ith regard to 5/14* "the 'vessels'
are referred to three times in the immediately subsequent
15discourse. It is probable that the divine vessels were
also conceived as being in some way inherently salient. This 
is supported by the fact that the object marker is used with 
nominals referring to divine vessels in Biblical Aramaic 
(hn. 5/2, 5/235 and also in Moabite (*t.kly.yhwh, Mesa° 
stele, 17-18), Elsewhere in Biblical Aramaic and Moabite the 
object marker particle (vis. la- and *t respectively) is
1
almost completely restricted to nominals with human referents, 
i.e. nominals with a high degree of perceptual salience. These 
grammatical facts probably reflect the prominence which the 




Anticipatory genitive pronominal suffixes occur only 











The only exception is Dn. 4/23 in which the 'agreed 
with* nominal is inanimate (gorgohi di *ilana).
However the occurrence of the genitive suffix on 
gorgohi is probably a mechanical repetition of the 
suffix on this word in Dn. 4/12, This is particularly 
likely since 4/23 is a recapitulation of 4/12.
1.22 prepositional complement.
Agreement pronouns in this category are used with 
time adverbials and serve the function of a deictic, 
forging a close link with the immediately preceding 
discourse, e.g.--
Dn. 3/6 (bah-gaCta "at that very moment"),
5/38 (beh beleleya "on that very night").
In Dn. 3/7 the deixis is cataphoric (pointing 
forward) (beh simna kedi ... "at that time 
(namely) when
The agreement pronoun in Dn. 7/24 is also deictic 
in function (minnah malkuta "from the afore­
mentioned kingdom). Dn. 5/12 is difficult to
(gomeh di-’elaha),








interpret in this way since the queen has not 
made any explicit reference to Daniel earlier 
in her speech. perhaps the phrase hiStekahat 
beh is repeated mechanically from v.11.
For Zsr. 4/11 see I 2.2.
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F O O T N O T E S
1. The tipha on leh indicates that the Masoretes construed it 
with the preceding relative clause, Theodotion, however, 
interpreted it as an object pronoun which resumes lelaha:- 
kai ton 9eon hou he pnoe sou en te keiri autou kai pasai hai 
hodoi sou auton ouk edoxasas.
2. cf. M. Lambert (1893).
c3. It is possible, however, that al-’artafrgagt is the beginning 
of the text of the letter, viz. "This is the copy of the letter 
which they sent to him; ’To Artaxerxes, the king, ....
4. In Galilean Aramaic the genitive particle is sometimes omitted 
in noun complement pronominal agreement constructions, e.g.: 
Ginsburger, Fragmententhargum, p.25, Gen. 49/9 s<iyh dyn*. 
Similar constructions are attested in Biblical Hebrew, e.g.: 
Prov. 13/4 nagSo °asel "the soul of the sluggard", also in 
Old Canaanite (e.g. at Gezer) and in Old Phoenician (e.g. at 
Karatepe), cf. Polzin (197&: P*39)*
5. According to Rosen (19^1: p.189) the sequence Bn. 2/29-3® 
expresses a contrastive opposition between the two constituents 
’ant and ’ana. This is incorrect. When two items belonging 
to different sentences are set in opposition, in addition to 
these focal items forming a contrasting pair there is also some 
type of polar opposition between the rest of the content of the
two juxtaposed sentences, or some part thereof, e.g. 
John likes peas
contrastive
hut Peter hates them
John likes peas
non-contrastive
and Peter knows it
There is no obvious polar opposition between the content of 
w .  29 and 3® and so the sequence cannot be interpreted as 
forming a contrastive opposition between the two initial 
constituents ’ant and ’ana.
Contra Rosen (19^1: p.189), who claims that the referent "those 
men who took up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego " is 
contrastively asserted, i.e. they were killed and not Shadrach 
and the others. Such an interpretation is undesirable on two 
counts. Firstly it implies that Shadrach and his companions 
were not killed, thus breaking the suspense of the subsequent 
narrative. Secondly, and more crucially, it ignores the fact 
that the Ex clause is describing an incidental effect of the
situation which is expressed in the preceding half of the verse,
viz. "Since the king's order was strict and the furnace was very 
hot". It is not asserting a foregrounded event of the narrative.
o f .  Tan D ijk  (1977: p .1 5 4 ).
This is not the only environment in which VS occurs. Several
other motivating factors may be identified, in the Aramaic of 
Daniel most other instances of VS fall under at least one of
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six heads;***
(1) clauses with initial adverbials
(2) clauses with 'heavy' subjects




It must be pointed out that these categories are not totally 
discrete, for certain VS clauses are classifiable under more than 
one head. Note also that participles are treated here as verbal 
forms.
(1) Clauses with initial adverbials.
Examples: Dn.2/44, 3/8, 4/5* 4/22, 5/5, 5/24, 5/50-
(2) Clauses with 'heavy' subjects.
Examples; Dn. 2/35, 3/3, 3/7, 3/20, 3/27, 5/2, 5/3, 6/8.
The phenomenon whereby heavy constituents are placed after 
lighter ones is attested in many languages, one is reminded 
immediately of Behagel's "G-esetz der wachsenden Glieder" 
(1909). This was one of the famous laws which he formulated 
for Germanic word order. Several scholars have pointed out 
the occurrence of similar 'end weighting' in Semitic 
languages, e.g. Ehelolf (1916) for Akkadian, Beeston (1970: 
p.110) for Arabic, S. Friedman (1971) for Hebrew.
(3) Clauses with new subjects.
Examples; Dn. 6/18, 7/18, 2/34 (also subordinate clause),
5/5 (also after initial adverbial), 2/39 (initial adverbial), 
2/45 (initial adverbial).
It is a common phenomenon in many languages which have a 
predominantly subject initial word order for subjects which 
are being introduced into the discourse to occur after the 
verb (cf. Hetzron 1971)* According to the Prague school 
(e.g. Firbas 1964; DaneS 1968) this is because such newly 
introduced subjects are of high information content (or in 
their terms they are high in 'communicative dynamism'), it 
being a common principle in language for given information
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to linearly precede new information. For the operation of this 
principle elsewhere in Semitic syntax, see pp. 92, 95, 148, 330* 372.
(4) Subordinate clauses*
Examples: Dn. 3/32 (di haqem nebukadnessar) = 3/3 and 3/55” ” •.
3/7, 3/27* 4/14* 4/18 (also after initial adverbial), 5/20,
6/3, 6/25.
The occurrence of VS in these clauses probably reflects the 
widely attested phenomenon whereby subordinate clauses are more 
resistant to linguistic change than main clauses, cf. Vennemarm 
(1975)- In other words, subordinate clauses often preserve 
vestiges of an older word order type long after the word order 
of the main clauses has undergone innovation. With regard to 
Biblical Aramaic the surviving word order is the predominantly 
VS syntax of Old Aramaic.
(5) Fixed formulae.
Q
The verb nh in the phrase "X answered and said" always 
stands before its subject, e.g.: Bn, 3/16, 5/7, 5/13, 5/17,
6/13, 6/17, 6/25.
Such constructions are ossified formulae for introducing 
direct speech. This is demonstrated by the fact that they 
occur even when the speaker is initiating a dialogue or when 
his words are not in direct response to a former utterance of 
his interlocutor, e.g. Bn. 2/20, 7/2. It is reasonable to 
suppose that these formulaic phrases have preserved in a 
♦frozen’ form the VS syntax of Old Aramaic. A parallel 
phenomenon is attested in the legal documents from Elephantine. 
In these texts SV word order is frequent within the body of 
the document. However, the opening and closing clauses, viz.
*mr X and ktb X, are always VS (cf. Baumgartner 1927: P-129)- 
This is apparently a fossilized survival of the Old Aramaic 
legal formulary.
(6) Chiastic structures.
Examples* Bn. 5/10, 7/15, 5/20 (also subordinate clause),
7/22 (also subordinate clause).
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9- Here Rosen construes the suffix conjugation as a ’second* tense 
in imitation of Polotsky’s analysis of Coptic tenses, cf.
Polotsky (1944).
10. The phenomenon whereby a verb which has past time reference is 
expressed in a present tense form even when it is not preceded by 
a past tense verb is exhibited by verbs of ’saying1 in several 
other Aramaic dialects, cf. Bauer-Leander, p.296; Brockelmann,
GVGSS II, p.165. It is also attested with verbs of ’saying* in 
Akkadian, e.g. Gilg. Xl/8; E.e. l/30, 35* Also in many indo- 
European languages verbs of this meaning are prone to be expressed 
in a present tense form when referring to the past, cf. Kiparsky 
(1968* p.32 n.3). These linguistic parallels would seem to support 
the Masoretes’ reading of nh as a participle. NOldeke (1884), 
however, believes that this consonantal skeleton should be
c —
vocalized as a past tense form, viz. ana, and so bring the
phrase nh w*mr into syntactic conformity with the plural sequence
c ?nw w’mryn.
11. An analogous distinction between boundary tense forms and continuity 
tense forms is, of course, also attested in Biblical Hebrew, viz. 
the non-conversive vs. the conversive tenses. A similar phenomenon 
is also attested in early Indo-European, in which a sequence of 
conjoined clauses which have past time reference often consist of
a past tense verb + verb(s) with a present tense form, cf. Kiparsky 
(1968).
C h12. A possible explanation for this is that the phrase ra yonay 
yebahalunnani has the status of a fixed formula in the narrative 
of Daniel, cf. Dn. 4/16, 5/6, 5/10- cf. also II B 1.21 for the 
anomalous use of a genitive agreement pronoun arising due to a 
similar type of mechanical repetition.
13- The classification of these two constructions as PA is somewhat 
arbitrary. There is no external indication as to whether the 
nominal which is resumed by the pronoun stands inside or outside
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the direct government of the verb (cf. I B  1.0), It was decided 
to treat them as PA constructions on the grounds that they share 
with phrase level PA constructions (see below) the feature that 
the motivation for the occurrence of the co-referential pronoun 
is only attributable to the status of the nominal and not to the 
status of the clause within the discourse.
14* cf. Introduction, p.
15* Contrast Ezr. 6/5 where an agreement pronoun is omitted after the
same referent in a similar context. A possible explanation is that
there was a certain degree of indeterminancy in Biblical Aramaic as
rdto the grammatical subject of verbs which are formally 3 person 
impersonal plurals. Compare Dn. 2/18 where the absence of the
object marker le- suggests that Dani’el wehabrohi was construed
— ....
as subject and not object.
16. cf. Lambert (1893); Bauer-Leander, p.340; Khan (1984).
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I S T R U C T U R E
A EXTRAPOSITION
1.0 Form of extraposed element.
1.1 pronoun, e.g.
(1) *ap *ena ba°uta *it li
lewatak
(2) *ena hade *it li lemimar
"I also - to me is (= I have) 
a request of you".
(Brock. Chr. $6/1).
"I - to me (= I have) this to 
say". (Aph. 486/5).
1.2 Full nominal
1.21 with specific referent, e.g.
(3) bahaw zabna *orhay sogah "At this time Edessa - its
hanpe wat population was heathen".
(Brock. Chr. 28/25).
(4) mekil dekra qarnateh "Now the ram - its horns are
mettabran ennen broken". (Aph. 83/20).
1.22 Generic
Most of the nominals in this category are relative 
phrases which are introduced by the universal 
quantifier kul and/or the generic pronouns man, 
meddem, or *ayna, e.g.:- (overpage)
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(5) kul melta daClayhon metamra 
haymanuta masya meqabbala 
leh
(6) ’ayna dabtaksa sabe
\ / • “
lemetqarrabu ledubbara 
detalmiduteh damiliha 
zadeq leh daqdam kul 
meddem haymanuta Sarirta 
nehod begaw nagSeh
(7) man dala bahet metasse 
Suhneh
(8) meddem ger de°ayna degagra 
hazya leh wekulhon regSe 
pagraye beh mestaklin 
haymanutan *ak dalmeddem 
hrin mestakla
Extraposed generic relative phrases which are not introduced by 
these 'generalizing' words are occasionally also found, e.g. in 
proverbs:-
(9) kalba daSbaq mareh weta "A dog which has left its master
batrak bakige mehiw and come after you - pelt it with
stones". (Ahiq. 43/21).
Extraposed generic simple nouns are attested in conditional
clauses which express the legal case in casuistic legal
prescriptions, e.g.;-
(10) *en naS namut ’a h u   "If a man - his brother dies ....
(Luke 20/28).
"Every word which is spoken 
concerning them - faith is able 
to accept it". (Phil. 32/2$.
"Whoever wishes to draw near in 
systematic order to the conduct 
of the discipleship of Christ - 
it behoves him before all things 
that he should lay hold upon sure 
faith within himself".
(Phil. 26/4).
"Whoever is not ashamed - his 
wound is healed". (Aph. 136/3).
"What the eye of the body sees, 
and all the bodily senses perceive 
- our faith understands it to be 
something else". (Phil. 37/9)•
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nominal is occasionally introduced by an2.0 The extraposed
introductory particle:-
(i) le-, e.g.;-
(11) lemmeh mebarrakta Seqal kul 
deqanya wat
Q mm. -mm Q  H
(12) le amma den de ebrane
*etyahbat kit wetparSat 
qayumuta da°layhon lernika* el 
mal* aka
"As for his blessed mother - he 
carried off all that she owned". 
(Brock. Chr. 75/17)*
"As for the Hebrew people - their 
care was assigned to the angel 
Michael".
(B.O. i, 77^).
(ii) sed, especially before long nominal phrases, e.g.;-
(13) sed °awdaye den wezadduqaye
heretiqu dagraS nagShon
hultana de°itta *ak mahreme 
* • *
men Serara we’awled laqnomhon 
kahnuta gaqqarta badmuta 
degarrirta kad gagen batar 
bedya degelyone wasmen men 
qugta badak halen ’ethaggah
lewathon hana ra ya garrira
— c — c—
geqil ta na damar iteh
"As for the followers of Audius 
and the heretic Sadducees who had 
separated themselves from the 
community of the church like men 
banned from the truth and had 
created for themselves a false 
priesthood resembling the true one, 
erring after pretended revelations 
and blind to the truth - with such 
things in connection with them this 
true pastor who cared for his flock 
was familiar".
(Brock. Chr. 89/12 ff.).
3.0 occasionally an Ex structure occurs within the nucleus of the 
1
clause - i.e. the extraposed element stands before the verb 
but after the clause subject, e.g.:-
(14) haymanuta ger lemeddem dela "Faith looks upon something which
' itaw *ak haw ditaw hayra does not exist as something which
beh wemeddem ditaw >ak dela does exist, and that which exists
(continued overpage)
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fTtaw haSba leh it considers something which 
does not exist1', (phil. 38/15).
4.0 Boundary between extraposed item and the rest of the clause.
I have found only one example in which the conjunction we 
connects the extraposed item to the rest of the clause;-




5.1 Grammatical relation of resumptive element.
5.11 Subject, e.g.
(16) wakulhon detamman ... hennon "All those who were there ... 
hezaw watmah they saw and were amazed".
(15) sed keyane den merakkebe
dalqubla dehalen meStahkin
—  —  —  —  c *
dabmenata heda Sama
wabherita haze .•. weluqbal
rukkaba dehaddamaw mepallega 
mettazi°anuta dehaSSaw
"Concerning the compacted bodily 
natures which have been discovered 
to be the opposites of these 
(= spiritual beings), which hear 
with one member and see with 
another ... according to the 
constitution of their members the 
movement of their passions divides". 
(Phil. 33/21).
(Brock. Chr. 74/17).





(18) wekul ’aylen damhaymsnin "All those who believed in the
waw bamSiha meqabbel wa Messiah - Adday received them",
lehon ’adday (Brock. Chr. 19/9).
5-13 Prepositional complement, e.g.
(19) malkuta tehod bah "The kingdom - you shall seize
it". (Ahiq. 49/16).
5*14 Noun complement, e.g.
(20) habel ger ... ’etqabbal "For Abel - his offering was
qurbaneh accepted". (Aph. 63/17)*
5-2 Form of resumptive element.
5.21 Clitic pronoun, see above passim,
5.22 Subject morpheme of verb.
This occurs when a subject nominal is separated from 
its verb by an intervening clause, e.g.
(21) haymanuta mehappet detehwe "Faith - he urges that it should
ban be in us", (phil. 37/15).
(22) hana den berak yada° na "This son of yours - I know that
deradoga dallahe °etid he will become a persecutor of
danehwe the gods". (Brock. Chr. 24/18).
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5.23 Independent pronoun, e.g.;-
(23) berak haw derabbit hu 
heta bak
"Your son whom you brought up 
he sinned against you".
(Ahiq. 57/11).
cf. Example (16).
5*24 Demonstrative pronoun, e.g.;-
(24) erba debad men kulleh
—  Q —  —*■
gezara al hawu betil 
*
leh lera ya
"The sheep which has been lost 
out of all the flock - about this 
the shepherd has anxiety".
(Aph. 142/10).
(25) amme ger dehaymen 
bamSiha hanon ennon 
metmaShin
"The nations who believe in 
Christ - these are consecrated".
(Aph. 63/15).
5.25 Full nominal, e.g.j-
(26) teruna den mettul do ... "The tyrant, since ... in this
• * *
lehana pursa ’ahmi manner the tyrant neglected ...".
teruna ... (jul. 44/1).
5*26 partial resumption, i.e. only a noun which is
contained within the extraposed nominal phrase is 
resumed. This occurs sometimes when the extraposed 
nominal is a relative phrase, e.g.:-
(27) kul ’ayna denura derehmat
’allaha rehtat belebbeh 
•
kul regigan am kul ya rin
dahtita metharrekin bah # # —
weyaqdln
"Anyone in whose heart has darted 
the fire of the mercy of God - 
all desires together with all the 
thickets of sin are consumed in 
it (= the fire)".
(Brock. Chr. 73/13).
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5.27 No explicit resumption, e.g.;-
(28) terayhon hanon had 'ezdahhi "These two - one shone and one
wehad *et alii was exalted". (Brock. Gram. 117)
6.0 Extraposition is very rarely' found in subordinate clauses, 
An example is (10) above.
7.0 The extraposed nominal may stand before a complex sentence.
In such cases it is resumed either in both the main and the 
subordinate clause or in only one of the constituent clauses;-
7.1 Resumed in both main and subordinate clause, e.g.;-






c — *amma kulleh
"We - since we stand on the 
glorious height of the priest­
hood, the whole people look to 
us and let themselves be guided 
by us", (ov. 173/11 ff«)*
7.2 Resumed only in the subordinate clause, e.g.;-
(50) qaddiSa den mar ’e§a°ya "The holy E. - on the hill where
°al geb tellolta debah he lived there was a town",
yateb wa *it wa qarlta (GVGSS II> p.668).
hada
8.0 The extraposed item may be resumed in the second of two
co-ordinated clauses. This typically occurs when two verbs 




(51) manay sima den saggi’e 
dalteSmeSta degatore 
°esra daqleriqu baSqal 
ta°na he§ilin waw peqad 
mehda wezdabban
"The many vessels of silver which 
ten of the clergy had carefully 
forged for the service of the 
altars - he immediately ordered 
them to be sold (literally; he 
ordered immediately and they were 
sold). (Brock. Chr. 82/11).
(52) hanon dit lebar bequrya 
walisin waw bekapna 
’ayti *agges ennon
"Those who were outside in the 
villages and were afflicted with 
hunger - he allowed them to come 





(i) When an agreement pronoun occurs with an object nominal 
the latter is often introduced by the object marker 
participle le, e.g.:-
(55) weSkeheh lamSiha "He found the Messiah". 
(Brock. Chr. 14/5)*
(54) kad qabbelah wa ye&u 
leggarta ....
-c
"When Jesus received the letter ...", 
(Brock. Chr. 14/20).
If the verb is a participle the object marker is attached also to 




(55) nahra ’ayna demetqera "The river which is called
daysan ’ayna dehadar Daysan, which surrounds the
lah lamditta town". (Brock. Chr. 28/12).
On the other hand, when la is attached to an agreement 
pronoun in a clause with a finite verb it generally has the 
meaning of the preposition la; see B 1.21 (i) below.
(ii) occasionally the object nominal has no object 
marker, e.g.




This occurs only when the preposition is monosyllabic,
e.g.;—
(i) le:-




(58) beh bema lana "At the entrance". 
(Brock. Chr. 16/8).
(iii) als-
(39) °eleh °al kipa "On the stone". (Aph. 6/19).
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1*22 Nominal introduced by de.
This construction is used with a wider range of
5
prepositions including disyllabic ones, in many 
cases it is employed in preference to constructions 
of the type illustrated in the previous section in 
order to avoid repeating a long preposition.
However the fact that it occurs also with several 
monosyllabic prepositions shows that this is not 
the only motivation for its use.
Examples;-
(40) qedamaw demalka "Before the king". (Ahiq. 56/15)*
(41) elaw deqaddiMa mar
aprem
"About the holy Ephraem". 
(Brock. Chr. 29/15).
—  c
(42) menneh demar ya qob "Prom Jacob". (Brock. Chr. 26/14)
1*5 Periphrastic genitive constructions.
1*31 A genitive pronominal suffix may anticipate a nomen rectum 
which is introduced by de, e.g.:-
(45) bldeh dehannan "By the hand of Hannan".
(Brock, Chr. 14/2).
(44) parsopeh dadday "The face of Adday".
(Brock. Chr. 16/9)*
1.32 The anticipatory suffix is sometimes duplicated on the 
independent genitive particle dil-. e.g.
(45) bad men hiraw dileh dabgar "One of the nobles of Abgar".
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1. 4 kul
An agreement pronominal suffix regularly anticipates the 
complement of the quantifier kul when the complement is 
definite, e.g.:-
(46) kullah °itta "The whole church".
(Brock. Chr. 26/7).
(47) kullah ba°riruta deretiqu "All the brutality of the
•
heretics". (Brock. Chr. 24/3)*
Since the erstwhile definitizing suffix -a is dysfunctional 
in Classical Syriac the regular co-occurrence of an agreement 
pronoun with a definite complement of kul serves as a device 
to explicitly distinguish the two construction types kul + 
definite complement and kul + indefinite complement. It is 
necessary for these to be kept separate since there is an 
important semantic difference between the two, viz. kullah 
meditta = the whole town/all the town, kul meditta = every 
town.
1.5 An independent pronoun precedes a subject nominal, e.g.;-
(48) hu ’adday (Brock. Chr. 17/7)*
(49) hu qaddiSa mar a^rem (Brock. Chr. 32/22).
Occasionally an independent pronoun co-occurs with an object 
nominal, in such cases the object is generally also modified 
by a demonstrative pronoun, e.g.
(50) °Itta hu hana menyana lebika "The church holds fast to this
number". (NOldeke, Gram. para. 227).
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2.0 Resumptive.
In constructions in which the agreement pronoun is resumptive 
the ’agreed with’ nominal generally stands at the front of the 
nuclear clause.
2.1 Direct Object.
Only constructions in which the initial object nominal is 
marked by the object marker particle le can be classified 
as PA with certainty, e.g.:-
(51) lekulleh qeyama deneSSe "The whole order of women he
mezahhar wa lehen admonished".
(Brock. Chr. 85/17)*
(52) lehalen kulhen haymanuta "All these faith perfects",
gamra lohen (ph.il. 38/7)*
If the verb is a participle the object marker is also prefixed 
to the agreement pronoun, e.g.
(53) walpuqdana Sita debar na£a 
Cabda leh puqdana §9mi°a 
dallaha
"The despicable order of man 
it (= faith) makes into the 
audible command of God". 
(Phil. 38/14).
If the object nominal has no object marker the construction is 
structurally ambiguous, i.e. there is no explicit indication 
as to whether the initial nominal was construed as standing 
inside (= PA) or outside (= Ex) the case frame of the verb.
2.2 Prepositional complement.
When a prepositional complement is resumed by a pronoun 
the preposition is always repeated. No constructions 
are attested corresponding to those described in B 1.22 




"For to faith there are no 
thoughts which dissolve each 
other (= for faith has no 
thoughts ....). (phil. 43/2).
(54) lehaymanuta ger layt lah 
huSabe Saren had lehad
1 • “  t
(ii) al:-
(55) °al yeSu° tub hakanna 
ketib °alaw
"About Joshua, moreover, thus 
is it written". (Aph. 112/9)-
2.3 Noun complement.
A fronted nomen rectum which is preceded by the particle 
de is occasionally resumed by a clitic genitive pronoun 
on the nomen regens, e.g.
(56) detaqne ger hubbehon "The love of the good".
(Spic. 44/4).
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II F U N C T I O N
Extrapositional (Ex) sentences and pronominal agreement 
constructions with resumptive pronouns (PAR) were found to 
be by and large functionally equivalent. Consequently in 
the following discussion they are treated together as 
structural variants of the same basic construction. Indeed 
sometimes there is no explicit structural indication as to 
whether one is dealing with Ex or PAR (see I B 2.1).
1.0 Span boundaries.
Ex/pAR clauses characteristically occur at some kind of 
boundary or reorientation in the discourse.
1.1 Span onset.
1.11 Change of topic.
Ex/PAR constructions are often used to signal a
"For those things which are 
visible faith is unnecessary, 
since the vision of the eye 
sees them; they are corporeal 
and man looks upon them 
corporeally. However the whole 
world of the spirit - faith 
perceives it, so that if there 
is no faith that world does 
not exist".
(Phil. 35/7-11).
The Ex clause in this Example turns the attention of the reader/ 
hearer to "the world of the spirit" after a stretch of discourse
shift in topic, e.g.
(57) walhalen demethazyan haymanuta
c -  “* _ _ c - _
metba ya mettul dahzata de ayna “ • • • “
hazya lahen pagranyata ger
m mm mm
'Itayhen wapagrana’it ha’ar 
bahen bar na&a Calma den 
kulleh daruh- haymanuta marge Sa 
beh wak haw den layt haymanuta 
la *itaw haw Calma
about "visible corporeal nature".
An Ex/pAR clause also occurs in situations in which a new 
secondary topic is introduced while the primary topic constituent 
is continued, e.g.:-
(1) zuharaw den ’ ammine 
dalwat qeyama nakpa degabre 
mannu meSkah lemetna (2) 
bekulhen ger Senay hayyaw 
dahwa bekahnuta °esrin 
warbaC Senin men marteyanuta 
hade la Sela (3) wala 
sapqinan denerSom wenag°el 
Seqal ta°na rabba dezuharaw 
dekulyawm deyawm beyawmeh
(4) denetnakron ger 
le°enyana dene^Se gemira’it 
*ap lehon mesahhed wa 
wemetlahham (5) wadla 
neklun besra ’aw neshon kadmrn •
helimin lehon mepaqqed wa • *  —
wamzahhar (6) wadla
nethanqun bategurta da°alma
lehon malek wa wemappis
(7) wedabrebbita ’aw baqsasa
kespa la nawzepun lehon
metahhem wa (8) wamgarreg 
• • **
wa lehon bemelteh bassimta 
denahhebun lahdade (9)
• • "  mm ^
wemalek wa lehon den meSkeha
c ” - c *ne mar hadhad menhon am 
•
habreh (10) wemarte wa
lehon weba°e menhon denehwon
°enin besawma wamminin 
*
baslota (11) wamhappet wa 
• ™  * •
lehon dabkulmeddem nehawwon 
nap5hon baCbade wabmelle 
detalmide ennon damSiha
"(1) Who can recount his (i.e. 
Rabbula) constant admonishments of 
the chaste order of men? (2)
During the twenty-four years of his 
life in which he was in the priest­
hood he did not allow himself any 
respite from this instruction. (3) 
We cannot express or convey the 
assiduity of his daily admonishments,
(4) He exhorted them to have 
absolutely no contact with women,
(5) He commanded that they should 
not eat meat nor bathe while 
healthy.
(6) He advised them not to be 
stifled by the affairs of the 
world.
(7) He instructed them not to lend 
money for a commission or interest.
(8) He urged them gently to love 
one another.
(9) He advised that each one of 
them should, if possible, live 
with his fellow.
(10) He admonished them and 
required them to be assiduous in 
fasting and constant in prayer.
(11) He encouraged them to show 
at all times, by word and by deed, 





(12) kad mejjaqqed. bemelteh
*ap mettul lebuSa wesuna
* * c -
wesuppar sa ra derifia dela
zallila’it nethezon (13) 
walkulleh qayama deneSSe 
mezahhar wa lehen tub 
bekulzeban (14) delagmar 
’appay kalteh damSiha 
belCad men tahplta denakputa
C • "* "* ""
le aynay na§a beSuqa la
nethazyan (15) wata
dezalliluta behad men "" •
’esklmin la nehawweyan sak
(16) wahda menhen lekenSa 
’aw lebet wallta bel°ad men 
neqpa desaggi’ata la tizal 
sak (17) wesabe wa dekulhen 
benatah dekul meSammeSanita 
Cammah nacmeran bantiruta 
wabqaddlSuta wabnakputa
"(12) He also gave stipulations 
concerning dress, footwear, and 
haircuts, lest they appear 
unchaste. (13) The whole 
order of women - he likewise 
admonished them all the time;
(14) that the face of the bride 
of Christ should never be seen 
by the eyes of men in the street 
without a chaste covering;
(15) that they should never 
show a sign of any kind of 
unchastity; (16) and that one 
of them should never go to an 
assembly or a privy without 
numerous companions. (17) He 
also wished all the daughters 
of each deaconess to live with 
her in temperance, holiness, and 
chastity".
(Brock. Chr. 84/18-86/3).
Throughout this passage the major topic constituent is Rabbula.
This is indicated by the fact that he is the subject of most of 
the main clause verbs. On the other hand at the PAR construction 
in sentence (13) there is a shift in secondary or ’lower level’
topic, viz. "the order of men" ^ "the order of women". The
topic span structure of this extract may be represented as follows;-
Sentence number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
primary topic ---------------------- Rabbula-
Secondary topic j— Order of men -j j~ Order of women— |
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In addition to changing the topic within the discourse Ex/pAR 
clauses may also establish a topic at its onset, e.g.:-
(59) tub ta§°ita dekarka
debetselok; hana karka 
rabba sam Setesaw malka 
datur ••...
"The story of the town of 
Betselok; This great town - 
the king of Assyria laid its 
foundations
(Moes. vol. II, p.63).
Consider also Example (60)*-
— — — c ^
(60) ’estuna had ’it al riSeh
•c • " -  _
tere sar ’arze bekul ’arza 
telatin gigle wabkul gigla 
teren hablin had hewwara 
wehad ’ukkama
"A pillar - on its head there 
are twelve cedars; in every 
cedar there are thirty wheels, 
and in every wheel two cables, 
one white and one black". 
(Ahiq. 64/8-10).
The Ex clause here introduces the topic of a riddle. This riddle 
has the status of an independent discourse which is embedded in 
the rest of the text.
Ex/pAR clauses also occur at boundaries on other dimensions in 
the discourse. These boundaries may or may not coincide with a 
change in topic.
1.12 shift in theme, e.g.*-
(61) (1) weta we°al lamditta
(2) wesam behuSabeh deneploh 
bagra (3) wenekol lahma
(4) mettul dumanuta la yada 
wa (5) wezal lewat 
ballanaya had (6) waplah
C * •. *
ammeh (7) behaw zabna 
’orhay sogah hanpe wa
"(1) He (i.e. Ephraem) came and 
entered the town. (2)(3) He 
determined to make his living by 
working as a hired labourer (4) 
since he did not have a skill.
(5) He entered into the employ 
of a bath attendant (6) and 
worked with him. (7) At that time 




(8) wemarte wa (9) wedareS 
wa Camhon men ketabe kul 
’ emat dehawya wat leh 
sepiquta
"(8) He would admonish them (9) 
and dispute with them about the 
scriptures whenever he could". 
(Brock. Chr. 28/23-29/2).
The sequence (1) - (6) constitutes a thematic unit about Ephraem1s 
finding work in the town. The Ex construction in sentence (7) 
marks the onset of a new theme span about his relations with the 
local population.
1.13 Shift from foreground to background, e.g.;-
(62) waqim ya°qob tamman qayemta 
dekipe lesahduta wansak 
meSha beriSah wap hade beraza 
qaddem °abdah ’abun ya°qob
"Jacob made a heap of stones to 
bear witness and poured oil upon 
it. This also - our father Jacob 
did it as a symbol".
(Aph. 63/12-14).
Here the Ex clause conveys information which is evaluative of the 
preceding statement.
1.14 Break in expectancy chain.
Consider (63):-
™ c c —
(63) (1) waqraba am ba lah
denetpene ledehleteh
damSiha ’ammina’it °abda • * —
wat. (2) wehayl sebyaneh
teruna detapniw lewat • **
gerara la ’etmasyat (3) ™ "
wegargerah *ap hu 
lamhaymanta bekol ’eskema
-c
(4) wehayl herutah dabyeSu
c  * *_______ _ —
dan§a bed lahtita la sepaq
"(1) She constantly waged a 
battle against her husband that 
he might be converted to the 
fear of the Messiah, (2) but she 
could not turn the strength of his 
tyrannical will to the truth.
(3) He also urged the believing 
woman in every way, (4) but he 
could not enslave her freedom in 
Jesus to sin".
(Brock. Chr. 69/10 - 70/3)*
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The use of the resumptive pronoun in Sentence (2) indicates 
that the writer felt that there was some kind of disjuncture 
between this and the preceding sentence. It is probable that 
the relevant disjuncture is a break in *the expectancy chain*. 
In other words Sentence (2) was construed as an unanticipated 
event - in the eyes of the writer it was natural that the 
Christian faith would prevail, on the other hand sentence (4) 
contains no resumptive pronoun since it was conceived to be 
in natural sequence to Sentence (3) and an expected outcome.
1.15 In essence Ex/PAR clauses express a proposition which 
has a degree of independence from the immediately 
preceding discourse. This is illustrated very clearly 
by comparing list-like concatenations of OV clauses
with similar sequences of Ex/PAR or SV clauses;
(64) hanon dela ’appis ennon "Those whom affection for him 
(= Rabbula) did not persuade 
gently - the fear of him subdued 
by force. To the haughty he gave 
an appropriate slap so that they 
would repent; the humble he 
prudently honoured so that they 
would be comforted; those who 
went about contemptuously and were 
arrogant towards others on account 
of their wealth he repeatedly 
despised and humiliated so that 
they would suffer; those who were 
afflicted by the pains of want or 
poverty but (nevertheless) conducted 
their lives in complete probity he 
exalted and made great and also 
loved". (Brock. Chr. 83/6-14).
hubbeh bassima’it SaCbedat
ennon dehleteh qetira’it
lerame ger dabhon qappah ^ •
kina*it denetwon walmakkike 
dabhon yaqqar paruSa’it 
denetbayye’un wal’aylen 
dambasserana’it mehallekin
C  — '
waw we al habrayhon • *




*aw demesklnuta hayyayhon “ *
bekullah taqnuta basya’it 
medabberin waw *arim ’awreb 
*a£ 'ahheb
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(65) *ak deliya behurba Camar wa
mm #
hakanna *ap yohannan ruheh 
" * ■
dallaha dabarteh wabfrurba
wabture wabmaCarre °amar wa **# ™
’eliya parahta tarsayteh
weyohannan qamse daparhin 
• « " •
’akel wa *eliya qamra
demeSka *asir wa bahassaw 
•*,0 — * * * _ 
weyohannan eraqta demeSka
’asir wa bahassaw leliya
* • • m
redapteh ’izbel walyohannan
redapteh herodiya
MAs Elijah lived in the wilderness, 
so also John - the spirit of God 
led him and he lived in the 
wilderness, in mountains, and in 
caves. Elijah — birds were his 
food, and John ate flying locusts. 
Elijah - a leathern strap was girt 
about his loins, and John - a 
leathern belt was girt about his 
loins. Elijah - Jezebel persecuted 
him, and John - Herodias persecuted 
him". (Aph. 123/13-19).
(66) ba eldebabuta mappeqin
weSaden lah mettul dabnaymm « * **
Sayna ennon hetiruta
mappeqin weSaden lah men
baynathon de'akpin °al
Semhon taba °esyana la 
• •
yad in leh derahmin " •
pe§ituta wekinuta
"Hostility - they reject and banish 
it, for they are men of peace.
Pride - they reject and banish it, 
for they are solicitous for their 
good name. Stubbornness - they do 
not know it, for they love 
simplicity and honesty".
(Aph. 177/18-21).
The OV clauses in sequences such as (64) share the same topic. This 
topic is continued in the subject slot of each verb. They also 
cohere closely together and are to be interpreted as expressing 
details of a single global event. This interpretation is demon­
strated in (64) by the fact that this global event is first expressed
in a single sentence (hanon dela ’appis ....  qe^ira'it) and then
its constituent parts are recounted in a series of OV clauses.
On the other hand each nominal at the front of the Ex/pAR or 
SV clauses in sequences such as (65) and (66) constitutes a new 
topic. Each Ex/pAR or S? clause initiates a fresh unit which has 
a greater degree of autonomy than the OV clauses in (64). The choice 
to use a 'cohesive' OV clause or an *autononous* Ex/PAR or 
SV construction is often rhetorical,- i.e. a matter of 'stage 
management*. Examples such as (66) show that subject continuity
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is not always a necessary condition for cohesive OV clauses. 
The writer of (66) used resumptive pronouns to give autonomy 
and hence prominence to each proposition.
Consider also Example (14)# which also illustrates how Ex/PAR 
clauses may he exploited to give particular prominence to a 
statement. The subject is the same in each clause (viz. haymanuta) 
yet the resumption of the fronted verb complements imparts 
autonomy and distinctness to each clause and so renders the 
antithetical opposition more effective.
Ex/pAR clauses are also employed in other contexts to give salience 
to a proposition, e.g.:-
(67) wemehda ’appis lekahne watna 
qedamayhon haymanuta wemaShu
C *“* “ *
wa medu wemehda dasleq. men
— * — c
mayya haw kettana de al pagreh
kerik wa *ak °eyada dehatne
ruhane damSiha *ethezi bekulleh 
* -' _ —_
kad mazleg men kulhen penyateh
samma ihidaya dadmeh damSiha 
• —  •
beruSma daslibe
"At once he persuaded the priests, 
confessing (his) faith before 
them, and they anointed him and 
baptized him. As soon as he came 
up from the water, the linen 
garment which was wound about his 
body, according to the custom of 
the spiritual brethren of Christ, - 
there was seen in all of it, 
shining from every part of it, the 
singular colour of the blood of 
Christ in the sign of crosses". 
(Brock. Chr. 74/11-17)*
Here the Ex clause expresses a miraculous event which is a high 
point in the narrative.
(68) wekad *eta nadan ber la bet 
bake °obad li wapla me°had 
°ahdan 'ella kanne§ leh naSa 
seriqe wegahze wasmek ennon 
Cal patura dil bazmara 
wabhaduta rabbeta wal°abday
"And when Nadan, my son, came he 
did not make a funeral feast for 
me nor any remembrance at all; but 
he gathered vain and lewd folk and 
set them down at my table with 




welemahat habblbe meSallah beloved servants and handmaidens
wa lehon wamnagged wa lehon he stripped and flogged without
dela hawsan mercy". (Ahiq. 54/11-16).
*
The resumptive pronoun gives greater autonomy and so enhanced
force and prominence to the description of the shameful treatment
of the slaves and slavegirls by Nadan. This event is also high-
5
lighted by a shift from a punctual to a durative aspect,
A generic statement which subsumes the content of a preceding or 
subsequent series of clauses is often expressed by an Ex/PAR 
clause. The intention is to give salience to the generic 
proposition since it conveys in concentrated form the essential 
import of the contiguous discourse, e.g. the first sentence in
(64) above. Such generic Ex/pAR clauses are frequently found in 
expository discourse where they are employed to express major 
points or conclusions, e.g.;-
(69) halen kulhon dakyuthon hewat "All these - their purity was to
lehon sawma gemira them a complete fast".
(Aph. 45/17-18).
This clause serves as a general summary.
(70) wak dabpesiqata * imar kul Mln short I say; Every thing
meddem deruha hu we°alma which is of the spirit and the
kulleh deruhane haymanuta whole world of spiritual beings -• **
hazya leh wehaymanuta faith sees it and faith perceives
margeSa beh it". (phil. 55/3“5).
The generic statement expressed by the Ex clause subsumes the 
specific points which have been made in the preceding discourse. 
Note the introductory phrase *ak dabpesiqata ("in short").
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1.2 Span closure.
An Ex/pAR clause occasionally marks the closure of a 
discourse unit, e.g.
(71) kad ’eggarta hade temte
— _ — — —  o  *
lewatak qum ta lura 
lepaq°at neSrin deyatba 
betaymena leyawm hamSa
C  —  * _
esrin he’ah yarha wena
00 w  —
a elak leninwe dela qeraba 
wemalkuta tehod bah
"When this letter reaches you,
arise and come to meet me at
Eagles' dale, which lies to the 
th
south, on the 25 day of the 
month of Ab. I will bring you 
into Nineveh without war and the 
kingdom - you shall seize it". 
(Ahiq. 49/10 - 50/1).
The Ex clause here coincides with the end of the letter.
(72 ) 'emret hebalek hekmat “ • **
dapkehek nadan ber wemellay 
hakkimata *aSti ennen
"I said; Alas for you, my wisdom, 
for my son Nadan has made you 
insipid, and my wise sayings - he 
has despised them". (Ahiq. 49/8-9).
The Ex clause marks the end of the speech.
(73) demeddem dela metheze nehze 
wemeddem dela *etidaC nedda° 
wemeddem dela metregeS nargeS 
wemeddem dadla sak mab°ad 
lehana hazya nehwe weqarriba
The use of the resumptive lehana
"For whatever is invisible it 
(= faith) sees, and whatever is 
not known it knows, and whatever 
is not felt it feels, and whatever 
is inimitably far off - this it 
sees and draws near to it".
(Phil. 41/4-7).
signals the end of the list.
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2.0 Contrastive assertion.
An independent resumptive pronoun may be used to carry contrastive 
stress, e.g. •*-
(74) lav *ena hetit bak ’ella 
• • “
berak haw derabbit hu 
heta bak
"I did not sin against you, but 
your son, whom you brought up - 
HE sinned against you11.
(Ahiq. 57/11-12)*
cf. also Example (24): "A sheep which has been cast out of all 
the flock - about THIS the shepherd is anxious" (and not for those 
who have remained in the flock).^
3*0 pronominal agreement with anticipatory pronouns.
Analogously with many constructions with resumptive pronouns the 
occurrence of anticipatory pronouns sometimes marks the clause 
as a climactic or salient proposition within the surrounding 
discourse, e.g.•-
(75) "Then, after a few days, King shabor came upon Nisibis with a 
great host together with innumerable horses and elephants. He 
divided his army, and they prepared themselves, investing the 
town in readiness for the battle;-
wekad wa °eleh yawmata When he had besieged it for
Sab°in leharta sakreh wa seventy days, he finally dammed
leredya denahra haw d0°a'el up the channel of the river
wepaleg bemes°at medltta which entered and divided in the
men ruhqa wetamreh middle of the town and blocked
• •
it off from a distance".
(Brock. Chr. 25/22 - 26/3).
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The act of cutting off the water supply of Nisibis is a peak 
event in the narrative from which this extract is taken. This 
peak is also marked by the adverbial leharta (finally).




c* ~de ammeh hanon dekad la
*eSkah lamqam luqbal hayleh 
• •




d - - - ~
wa raq tekiba’it
"Then the elephants were covered
(with gnats)  and also the
nostrils and ears of the horses 
and of the other animals which 
were with him, which, when they 
could not tolerate the intensity 
of this torment, broke their 
bridles, unseated their riders, 
and confounded the order of their 
battle line; they left the camp 
and fled at a rapid pace".
(Brock. Chr. 26/23 - 27/3).
balbeluy lateksehon is perceived as the pivotal event in this 
episode. The two subsequent clauses (viz. waSbaq ..... tekiba’it) 
constitute the post-peak ‘denouement* segment of the episode, the 
major function of which is to take the actors off the stage.
Q
(77) wekad hezaw destanna
elayhon dekad natrin
Sabbeta (i) tub naqrebun 
C —
ammehon ahheluh
_ • * c
le§abbeta (ii) wa bad
bah qeraba wazkaw
Q “ _ M
lab eldebabayhon wela
’etregiw daSraw gabbata (iii)
wela halen balhud Seraw
Sabbeta (iv) ’ella *a|>
kahne behaykela mahhelin 
• •
lah laSabbeta (v)
"When they saw that they were 
plotting against them to do battle 
with them while they were keeping 
the Sabbath, they profaned the 
Sabbath and engaged in battle 
during it; they were victorious 
over their enemies and were not 
reprimanded for profaning the 
Sabbath. Not only these men have 
profaned the Sabbath but also 
priests in the temple profane the 
Sabbath". (Aph. 242/14-18).
Ndldeke (Gram. para. 288B) cites this passage to illustrate 
the ‘arbitrariness* of the occurrence of anticipatory pronouns.
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It can be shown, however, that gabbeta (ii) and gabbeta (v),
which are anticipated by agreement pronouns, occur in peak
clauses. Both clauses are of high information value and express
content which is central to the theme of the discourse, viz. 'the
observance of the Sabbath1. By contrast, agreement pronouns are
omitted before gabbeta (i), (iii), and (iv) since the clauses
in which they occur are in the background of the discourse.
Those containing gabbeta (iii) and gabbeta (iv) both express
something which is already known from the prior context.
Syntactically also they occupy non-prominent positions in the
sentence; the former is an ambedded clause and the latter is the
first clause in the construction 'not only (la balhud) ... but
also (*ella ’ag)’ - in such a configuration the main focus of
attention is on the final clause. In fact in both cases the
clauses play an essentially supportive role, constituting the
background on to which new information is added, in a similar
manner the clause containing gabbata (i) has subordinate syntactic
status. In kad-clauses, as in many other subordinate clauses, the
speaker/writer does not make an assertion but rather presupposes
7
that what he says is true. Consequently this too is a non- 
assertive, non-salient clause.
4.0 other devices for marking boundaries and peaks in the discourse. 
4»1 SV word order.
The use of SV order to mark a point of reorientation in the 
discourse is particularly clear in narrative, in this genre 
of text VS order tends to be used to continue spans on 
various dimensions of the discourse, especially topic or 
theme/episodic spans, e.g.•-
(78) (1) weqam bassillios
(2) warken rigeh qedamaw
(3) wemar leh .......
(4) wanpal qedamaw *ag hu
"Basil stood up and bowed his 
head before him and said to 
h i m ......
He (= Basil) also fell to the
(continued overpage)
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°al *ar°a (5) hayden
qam (6) weyab Selama
lahdade (7) wemar leh • “ *
qaddiSa bassillios .....• • • • •
ground before him. Then they 
arose and wished each other
well. The holy Basil said to
him The blessed
(8) hu den tubana Ephraem replied and comraunicated 
to him all the things which were 
pent up in his heart".
(Brock. Chr. 35/5-14)*
mar * aprem ’aggibeh 
petgama (9) wemar leh 
kulhen dahmilan way 
belebbeh
The SV clause (8) coincides with a shift in topic (viz. Basil— > 
Ephraem).
SV order is avoided in subordinate clauses. Consequently if a 
complex sentence with the clause order subordinate-main occurs 
at a span boundary it is rare for the initial subordinate clause 
to contain SV order. Instead the subordinate clause is usually 
inserted between an initial subject nominal and the rest of the 
sentence, e.g.s-
(79) haw den mettul damrahhemana "He, since he was compassionate,
* • • •
wa Selah lehon deneppequn allowed them to leave".
(Brock. Chr. 40/16-17)-
• c
(80) hanon kad Serna *etmelak
wemar leh ...
"They, when they heard, consulted 
one another and said to him ...".
(Brock. Chr. 42/16).
4-2 'Heavy’ clauses
The boundaries of a span of discourse may be indicated by 
clauses which are physically heavier than those in the 
interior of the span, e.g.•-
(81) ’estuna demart li ’iteh Satta "The pillar which you spoke of to
C C “
tere sar 'arze tere sar yarhe me is the year. The twelve cedars
*
degatta telatin gigle telatin are the twelve months of the year.




yawmin deyarha teren hable days of the month. The two
• *
had hewware wehad ’ukkama cables, one white and one black,
’ltayhon *imama welilya are the day and the night".
(Ahiq. 64/13-16).
In this example the boundary clauses are given weight by the use 
of 'heavy1 allomorphs of the verb 'to be' (= *it + pronoun) in 
contrast to the 'light1 allomorphs (= zero) in the rest of the 
sequence.
bamnata heda 3amaC wabhereta 
haze wabhereta ta°em
* “  9 •
wabhereta merih wabhereta 
margeS wabmenata hereta 
methaSSab
"With one part it hears, with 
another it sees, with another 
it tastes, with another it smells, 
with another it feels, and with 
another part it thinks".
(Phil. 33/22).
menata is repeated to give ballast to the final clause of the
span,
A climax which occurs within the body of the discourse may also 
be given particular force by expressing it in a long sentence, 
e.g.:-
men batar tslata yawmin
heranin dagma° wa weqabbel 
•
sahduta demalpanuta 
dekarozuteh men benay 
teSmegteh qedam hire kulhon 
nejjaq wa leh men °alma hana
"After another three days in 
which he heard and received the 
testimony of the teaching of his 
preaching from his fellow 
ministers before all the nobles 
he departed from this world". 
(Brock. Chr. 20/6-9)*
This sentence, which relates the death of the protagonist in the 
narrative, is given weight by filling it out with construct 
chains and adverbial phrases.
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4*3 (hs)wa
A span "boundary or peak in narrative discourse is sometimes 
signalled by the use of the auxiliary (he)wa with a 
perfect verb. In such constructions the auxiliary does 
not alter the time reference of the verb, e.g.
(i) Episodic boundary:
5*0 C opulas.
An enclitic subject resumptive pronoun in a verbless clause 
functions as a copula, e.g.
(84) wahza 'eljja de ala lemesren 
witeb bah warda Camhon 
bsyamma W0Cal wa lemesren 
lamditta demetqarya ’antinu 
to Egypt. He boarded it and 
sailed with them. He entered 
Egypt at a town called Antlnu 
(= Antinooupolis)".




(83) wekad al letamman *eSkah "When they entered that place
mm Q  — *
bah teSa ’erresis wabhayleh they found in it nine heresies* *
demaran lekulhen Sappel wa With the strength of Our Lord
he crushed them all".
(Brock. Chr. 37/24-25).
(86) SemSa Seragan-u "The sun is our lamp". 
(Goldenberg 1983: p.103)*
(87) mettul detaybut °ammak-i "Because my grace is with you".
(Goldenberg 1983: P*103)*
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(88) deye§u° maran ’allaha-w "that Jesus our Lord is a god,
bar ’allaha the Bon of a god".
(Goldenberg 1983: P*1°3)*
The enclitic resumptive pronoun in such constructions is 
distributionally equivalent to the verbal copula hewa, 
cf. kulleh pagrak nahhlr-u ... kulleh pagrak heS5oka nehwe 
"Your whole body is light ... your whole body is darkness". 
(Matthew 6/22-25).
Occasionally it agrees with the predicate nominal instead of 
0
with the subject e.g.
(89) debhaw dallaha ruha-y "The sacrifices of God are a
makklkta humble spirit". (Ps. 51/19).
The copula pronoun always follows the predicate whatever the 
status of the latter, cf. Examples (86) - (88) in which the 
predicate is a definite nominal, a prepositional phrase, and 
an indefinite nominal respectively.
The nexus between subject and predicate may also be expressed
by it + enclitic resumptive pronoun, e.g.
(90) kullan ger itayn had Camma "For all of us are one renowned
meSammaha people".
(Goldenberg 1983: p.127).
For a detailed study of the means of expressing predication in 
verbless clauses see Goldenberg (1983); of. also Muraoka (1975 
and 1977)*
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6.0 status of the extraposed or ’agreed with* nominal.
All extraposed or ’agreed with’ nominals are in some way- 
individuated .
6.1 Ex and PAR constructions,
6.11 Assumed familiarity.
6.111 Given in prior discourse, e.g. Example (69).
6.112 Sometimes the referent of the nominal has not 
been explicitly mentioned but is nevertheless 
inferable from the prior discourse, e.g.
(91) la wa ger 'aba da'en lenaS "The Father judges no one, but
'ella kulleh dina yahbeh labra all judgment he has given to
dekulnaS neyaqqar labra 'ak the Son, that every man may
damyaqqar laba honour the Son, as he honours
the Father".
(John, 5/22-23).
Here the noun dina is inferable from the cognate participial 
form da'en.
cf. also Example (67). The existence of the linen garment as 
an article of clothing of the individual concerned is assumed 
by the writer to be inferable from the previously mentioned 
fact that he has become a religious ascetic (74/1-3)* In other 
words, this referent is a typical and predictable component of 
the situation which has been evoked in the immediately prior 
discourse.
6.113 Generic.
Generic nominals are frequently extraposed but 
rarely occur at the front of PAR constructions 
e.g. Examples (5) - (10). Examples (5) - (8)
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in which the initial nominal is a generic 
participial or relative phrase are semantically 
equivalent to conditional sentences. It is 
interesting to note that a variant text of 
(5) (== Phil. 32/20) reads kad instead of 
kul, which indicates that the generic phrase 
was felt to he a clause rather than a nominal.
6.12 Durability.
Extraposed nominals or nominals at the front of PAR 
constructions often dominate the immediately 
succeeding discourse, i.e. they are referred to in, 
or at least set the frame for, subsequently 
co-ordinated clauses. This applies particularly to 
Ex/pAR constructions which mark a shift in topic, 
durability being a characteristic feature of topics, 
cf. Examples (57) and (58). Example (61) illustrates 
a less explicit kind of dominance* the extraposed 
nominal ’orhay sets the spatial frame for the 
subsequently mentioned events.
6.13 Perceptual salience.
In texts which involve human participants (especially 
narratives) the extraposed nominals or the nominals 
at the front of PAR constructions frequently have 
human referents. For instance, in the narrative about 
the teaching of Adday in Brockelmann1s chrestomathy 
(12-21) all such nominals refer to human beings.
The effect of extraposing a nomen rectum before its 
regens is generally to place a nominal referring to 
the whole of an entity before one referring to a part 
or appurtenance thereof. This is a further mani­
festation of the tendency for Ex constructions to open
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with a perceptually salient referent where possible, 
since it is normal to perceive a whole object before 
its parts (cf. Van Dijk 1977: P *106-7), e.g. Examples
(4) and (10). In these examples the regens and the 
rectum are equivalent in terms of assumed familiarity, 
and so this factor is not operative, viz. in (4) they 
are both given in the prior discourse and in (10) 
they are both generic.
6.2 PA constructions with anticipatory pronouns.
Nominals which are anticipated by an agreement pronoun are
usually highly individuated. They generally have human
referents or inanimate referents which are salient by
virtue of having been referred to in the immediately
preceding discourse. Anticipatory agreement pronouns are
especially common with human proper nouns, which are
10particularly high in individuation. On the other hand
they are systematically avoided with generics and reflexive 





(92) heza'u waw lamSiha "They saw the Messiah" 
(Brock. Chr. 13/6).
(93) dabreh wa ladday "He led Adday". 
(Brock. Chr. 16/5).
Textually salient inanimates:
(94) kad qabbelah wa yes§u° 
leggartS
"When Jesus received the letter". 
(Brock. Chr. 14/20 ff. - ’eggarta
is referred to in line 6).
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(95) weSkeheh deyateb wakateb 
puSaqa dasepra qadmaya 
demure *.... kad den 
Saklaleh lasegra qadmaya ...
"He found him sitting writing 
a commentary on the First Book 
of Moses •. •. • When he had 
finished the first book ...", 
(Brock. Chr. 29/22 ff.).
Sometimes a direct object with an anticipatory agreement pronoun 
refers back to the prior discourse in a broader sense, e.g.;-
(96) kad Serna wa 'abgar henen "When Abgar heard these things",
halen (Brock. Chr. 15/22 ff.).
(ii) prepositional complement.
Human:
(97) ' emar leh lehannan "He said to Hannan",
(Brock. Chr. 14/21),
Textually salient inanimates;
(98) beh bakarka hana "In this town".
(Brock. Chr. 20/12).
In a similar manner to Example (96) an anticipatory pronoun 
may be used with a nominal which refers back to the prior 
context in a broad sense. This is particularly common with 
temporal or locative adverbials, e.g.:-
(99) behaw zabna "At that time".
(Brock. Chr. 27/12).
(100) wabhon bayawmateh "And in his days". 
(Brock, Chr. 27/14)*
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(iii) periphrastic genitive constructions,
Human:
(101) metiteh damSiha "The coming of the Messiah", 
(Brock. Chr. 17/15).
(102) mallepanuteh dadday "The teaching of Adday". 
(Brock. Chr. 18/1).
Textually salient inanimates;
(105) meta lenahra ’ayna
dometqere daysan .....
— C * «M.
qam al septeh denahra
"He came to the river which is
called Baysan he stood
on the hank of the river", 
(^rock. Chr. 28/12 ff.).
(iv) Independent anticipatory pronouns with subject 
nominals.
These are largely restricted to human proper 
nouns, cf. I B 1.5*
(v) An inanimate nominal may also take an
anticipatory pronoun if it is made salient by 
being forcefully asserted in some way, e.g.
(104) wamSanneqe bah bemeltak 
masse att
"You cure men suffering from 
the plague by your word alone". 
(Brock. Chr. 14/12).
(105) bah b©3aCta dahza wa *abgar 
hezwa haw




(106) wabna wa leSura ... wekale 
wa wemarheq- laylen 
demetqarrebin waw Xeb wehalen 
sa°ar wa kad la qereb leh 
leSura 'ella beh behaykela 
’allahaya lemare kul 
metkaSSag wa
"He fortified the wall, checking 
and repulsing those who 
approached it. He did these 
things without going near the 
wall but he prayed to the Lord 
of all in the divine temple". 
(Brock. Chr. 26/9 ff* - con­
trastive, i.e. in the temple 
not on the wall)•
The majority of instances of anticipatory pronouns are motivated 
only by the salient individuated nature of the nominal and bear 
no relation to the status of the clause within the discourse. 
Examples such as (75)» (76), and (77)» which are used to mark 
a peak, are relatively rare.
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F O O T N O T E S
1. The nucleus of a clause is the obligatory nexus of subject and
predicate as opposed to extranuclear adjuncts such as sentence
adverbials, cf. j. Lyons (1968: p.334)* V/hereas it is unusual
for extraposed items to stand after nuclear constituents they
are frequently preceded by adverbial adjuncts, cf. Example (3)*
further*- bainay sarhaddom *abuk sebwate dak halen ’ahiqar
sapra Sare wa lehen "In the time of Esarhaddon your father,
such matters as these - Ahiqar the scribe would solve them",
#
(Ahiq, 56/5).
2. Constructions are attested in which we connects a subject to 
its predicate, e.g. haduta we erqat (Mart. I, 12/ult., ap.
J ~ , TT  -
NOldeke, Gram. para. 316).
o w w Q _
3. It is attested for al, lewat, sed, men, am, batar, mettul,™ * ** * 4 4
qedam/qudmay, hedar, baynay, helap, ’akwat, tehot; cf. Ndldeke,
*  “  4 ™  mm 9 mm
Gram. para. 222.2a.
4. As in Biblical Aramaic, many instances of SY are functionally 
equivalent with Ex/PAR constructions; see below, II 4*1*
5- This method of marking a discourse peak is attested in many
languages, cf. Longacre (1976: p.219). A further example of 
this phenomenon in Syriac is;- wekad Sarri metqattelln maguSa 
had napeq wa men meditta weCabar wa burha "And when they began 
to be put to death a magician came from the city and passed by 
on the road". (Mart. I, 94/14)*
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6. Note the presence of the clitic pronoun after the independent 
resumptive pronoun in Example (24). Such clitics may he used 
to give salience to clause constituents (both nominals and
verbs), cf. Ndldeke, Gram. para. 221 and Khan (1984). They
often, but not always, coincide with a focus of contrastive 
assertion, e.g. lekonu ihib "to you it has been given (not 
to them). (Matthew, 13/11).
7* cf. Hooper and Thompson (1973) for the presuppositional nature 
of subordinate clauses.
8. cf. Chapter 1, Footnote 73*
9. The temporal frame is set by the initial sentence adverbial
behaw zabna.
10. See Introduction, p. 22.
11. For the avoidance of anticipatory pronouns with reflexive verb 
complements, cf. NOldeke, Gram. para. 288b .
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Chapter 4*
A K K A D I A N
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S T R U C T U R E
EXTRAPOSITION
1.0 Extraposed constituent
1.1 Form of extraposed constituent*-
1.11 Pronoun, e.g.
(1) Su-tt hur-ba-Sti tahazi
v  w
eli-§(i im-qut-ma
"He - the terror of my battle 
fell upon him".
(Sen. 111/55).
cf. Sarg. 1/84; ARM II, 53, 20; IV, 70, 17; E.e. 1/120.
1.12 Full noun or nominal phrase.
1.121 Referring to a specific referent, e.g.




"My god - his face is turned 
elsewhere". (STC 232/77).
1.122 Generic, e.g.*-
(3) ga mu-§ar-u Si-tir 
gumi-ia ib-ba-tu ... 
ilani rabUti &a Sam§ 
u ersetim ag-giS 
li-ru-ru-Su
"Whoever destroys (this) 
memorial inscribed with my 
name ... may the great gods 




Extraposed generic phrases are frequently found in:-*
(i) Proverbial sayings, e.g.:-
(4) gi-i§ qar-ba-tim "The gorer who has trampled
ir-hi-su i-tar-§d down the fields - the arrow
w «
mul-mul (of the hunter) will turn
against him". (BWL 74/60).
cf. BWL 74/63-64, 84/240, 104/129-130, 119/4, 277/15-14,
132/112-114, 134/124.
(ii) Edicts, e.j
(5) awilu ak-ka-du-d d
awilu a-mu-ur-ru-d Sa 
Se’am kaspam d bi-Sa-am 
a-na Si-m(i)-im a-na 







"An Akkadian man or an Amorite 
man who has borrowed grain, 
silver, or goods for a purchase, 
for a trade journey, for a 
partnership or for mutual 
advantage - his tablet shall not 
be broken. He shall repay (his 
debt) according to his contract". 
(AmmiSad. para. 6/1).
cf. Ammisad. para. 2/1. Also AASOR 16, 37, Text 51/2.
(iii) The Neo-Babylonian laws;-
In these laws the resumptive element is often a full 
nominal (cf. 5, 6, 10, 13, 15). Moreover there is 
sometimes a considerable amount of syntactic dislocation 
between the extraposed phrase (which expresses the legal 




(6) amelu §k a-me-lu-ut-ti 
a-na kaspi id-di-nu-ma 
pa-qa-ru ina muh-hi 
ib-Su-ma ab-ka-ti 
na-di-na-nu kaspu ki-i 
pi-i li-il-tim i-na 
qaqqadi-Sfo. a-na 
ma-hi-ra-nu i-nam-din
"A man who has sold (female) 
slaves and a claim has arisen
in respect to (them) when they
have been taken away (by the 
claimant) - the seller shall 
give (back) the money to the 
purchaser in its full amount 
according to the bond".
(para. 6).
cf. para. 13, para. 15
For extraposed generic nouns in §umma-clauses, see 6.0.
1.2 The extraposed item is sometimes preceded by an 
introductory particle:-
1.21 aSSurn;- This particle often introduces the topic
of a letter after the opening formalities. In such 
cases the nominal phrase which expresses the topic 
generally stands in extraposition. However, it is 
frequently left without any explicit resumption 
within the subsequent clause. If it is resumed, 
the resumptive element is often a full nominal 
phrase (cf. 2.23)» e.g.:-




"Concerning the ’robber* about 
whom you wrote to me - have the 
’robber* make out sealed documents 
for me".
(Ab.B.IX, 46/7 ff.)*
cf. Ab.B.IX, 3/5 ff.; 11/4; 25/5; 41/7; 49/4; 159/5; at the
beginning of a new paragraph: 48/16; 41/17*
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The extraposed nominal which is introduced by aSSum at the 
beginning of a letter is sometimes connected to the subsequent 
clause by anumma (now), e.g.
(8) aS-Sum PN^ 3a it-ti ’’Concerning PH^, who has made
PN2 ••• eqlam bi-it-qh- a claim against PH2 for a field,
ru-nim §a ag-pu-ra-am about which I wrote (to you) -
a-nu-um-ma ..... now ....
(Let.Ham. 4 /4 ff.).
An extraposed nominal introduced by aggum is occasionally 
connected to the rest of the clause by umma, e.g. (9) below, 
which is from a prayer addressed to Ishtar by Ashurbanipal;-
(9) ag-3u Te-um-man gstr 
Elamti 3a ... um-ma 
at-ti qa-rit-ti ilani 
kima bilti ina qa-bal 
tam-ha-ri pu-ut-ti-ru-
w  • •
gu-ma ....
’’Concerning T., king of Elam 
who ... - 0 thou heroine among
the gods, like a bundle rip him
open in the midst of battle ....
(Ash. v/41 ff.)*
Such a usage of umma probably developed from constructions such 
as (10);-
(10) a3-3um a-wa-a-tim 3a "Concerning the case about which
um-mi PH im-hu-ru-h-ka the mother of PH applied to you -
um-ma Si-i-ma  she spoke thus
(Ab.B. IX 49/4 ff.).
In (10) umma signals the onset of direct speech. However, it 
also coincides with the transition point between the extraposed 
nominal and the rest of the clause. On the basis of such a 
syntactic pattern (which is common in letters) umma may have 
been reinterpreted as having the function of a connective in 
addition to that of introducing direct speech.
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1.22 ana:- Frequently in Omen texts, e.g.j-
(11) &,S-ti a-we-lim zi-ka-ra-am "The wife of the man will
ul-la-ad a-na mar-si-im give birth to a son; as for
i-ba-al-lu-ut the sick man, he will recover".
(LSS 1/1, 38, 4 - O.B. 
leconomancy text).
cf. ib. 3» 41* 48, 50; Pettinato Olwahr, I, 37; Labat TDP 
6/7-12; 10/46, 47; 12/52; 14/63-77; 16/82, 83; Goetze JCS 
11, p.96.
In Neo-Babylonian letters ana occasionally introduces the topic 
of the letter, which stands in extraposition, e.g.•-
(12) a-na qemi §&, belu "Concerning the flour about
iS-pu-ra 40 kurru qemu which (my) lord wrote - I have 
ina 42 Saq-qa-a-ta put 40 kur of flour in 42
at-ta-da ... sacks ...". (CT XXII 2/6 ff.).
When the nominal which is the complement of ana has the case 
function of direct object within the clause, it is often 
unclear whether the nominal is standing in extraposition or 
whether ana is to be interpreted as an object marker, e.g.•-
(13) a-na ^Ni-ku-u ultu 
bi-ri-Sii-nu re-e-mu 
ar-Si-Sh-ma
(14) a-na §a-a-§u i-na
zi-qi-it ma-al-ma-li 
a-di Sa-la-mu SamSi 
lu at-ta-ra-su
"As for N. amongst them - I 
took pity on him", (sic.
Borger, BAL Hi/116) or;- 
"N. amongst them I pitied".
(i.e. ana = object marker).
(Ash. II/8 - BAL II/83).
"(As for) him with the point 
of an arrow, I chased (him) 
to the setting of the sun". 
(Altorient. Bib. Bd I, 118, 30)*
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(15) Sum-ma nap-ti-ri-Sa "If she does not give you her
la ta-ad-di-nak-k&m-ma pledge, (as for) her, bring her
a-na Sh-Sh-ma ter-ra-Si back; (as for) Dumuzi, the
a-na Dumu-zi ha-mir consort of her youth, bathe with
se-eh-ru-ti-Sa pure water",
el-lu-ti ra-am-mi-ik (iSt. 126 ff.).
Sometimes, however, ana in such constructions can only be 
interpreted as an object marker, e.g.
(16) Sum-ma i-na nari "If he declines the (ordeal by)
it-tu-ra ki-i nru-ut river, they shall treat him as
aSSas-su e-pu-Su-h-ni the womans husband has treated
a-na Su-a-Su his wife". (KAY I, III, 10 ff.)
e-e p-pu-ti-Su-uS
Here ana SuaSu occurs within the clause and so it is 
difficult to interpret it as standing in extraposition 
(contra GAG, para. 114e); in such a case it is better to 
take ana as an object marker (cf. Lewy, Y.A.G. 80/11).
1.23 ina;- e.g.j-
(17) i-na te-er-tim "As for the omen - the 'station’
mazzazum du-un-nu—un-ma was strengthened, but grew
ik-ta-ri short". (Goetze, JCS 11, p.104)
1 .24  ana/ina muhhi often introduces the topics of ____  w
Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian letters, e.g.;-
(18) i-na muhhi Sarru "Concerning that which the king
v  w
be-15. iS-pur-an-ni my lord has written saying: fI
ma-a PN us-sa-rik have provided PN to assist you.
is-si-ka i-za-az Look upon this as a kindness' .
ma-a ta-ab-ti a-mur - I regard it as a kindness",
an-ni-tu ma-a §l-i (Waterman 6/Rev. 10 ff.).
ta-ab-tu a-ta-mar
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(19) a-na muhhi uttati u
w  w  • •
karani §a a-na pa-ni 
PN belu
i S-pur-ru-an-ni karanu 
ina pa-na-tu-h-a 
sa-hi-it u uttatu
• w  » *
a-na kaspi nadnat
"Concerning the barley and the 
wine which is at the disposal of 
PN about which (my) lord has 
written to me - the wine was 
pressed in my presence and 
barley has been sold".
(CT XXII 38/7 ff.).
1.25 §a;- e.g.s-




In omen texts, e.g.:-
(21) marsi itebbi
cf. TDP 16/80.
"As for me - the heavens rain 
upon me every day".
(Ab.B. VI, 93, 22 ff.).
"As for a man who is ill - he 
will get up". (TDP 16/81).
Law texts:-
(22) ga-a ali eqla d "As for (another) city in
beta i-laq-qi-h-ni which possession of a field
ha-zi-a-nu 3 rabdtu and house is to be taken -
w
3a ali iz-za-zu the mayor and 3 elders of the
city shall sit in session". 
(MAL para. 6/33 ff.)*
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2.0 Resumptive element
2.1 Grammatical relation of resumptive element
2.11 subject, e.g.*-
(2$) -ft ilu 2k tahazi 
h-2k- * a-lu 2u-nu 
kakke-Sh-un
"And the gods of battle - they 
sharpened their weapons".
(E.e. IV/92).
cf. CH XI/1 ff.; Ash. v/29 ff.; Esarh. m / 2 0  ff.;v
E.e. IV/8.
in Neo-Assyrian and Late Babylonian (Sphtbabylonische) a 
resumptive subject pronoun in verbless clauses often serves 
as a copula. This is probably a caique on Aramaic usage 
(cf. GAG para. 126f, 127a), e.g.
(24) abi-2u 2k 2arri "The father of the king my
be-li-ia sa-lam lord is the very image of
Bel 2h-u Bkl". (v/aterman 6/obv. 18).
2.12 Object, e.g.j-
(25) 2u-ti ■'"Ha-za-qi-a-h "Hezekiah - the terror of my 





cf. sen. V/82 ff.; Ash. II/93 ff-
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2.13 Complement of a preposition, e.g.
(26) ^Su-zu-bu ^Kal-dsl-a-a ... 
A-ra-me hal-qu
w




"S. the Chaldaean - about him 
gathered the fugitive Aramaean, 




Complement of preposition expression, e.g.•-
(27) Sa-qu-te ^ig-tar a-zi-iz "Exalted iStar - I stood before 
a-na tar-si-Sa her". (Ash. V/26 ff.).
cf. Esarh. IV/59 ff*
2.14 Complement of a noun, e.g. 1-
(28) si-it-tu-te-Sh-nu  "The rest of them - I ordered
u3-§ur-Sh-un aq-bi their release".
(Sen. III/12 ff.).
cf. Ash. IY/54 ff*, VIIl/39 ff., VIIl/68 ff., Esarh. n /6 5 ff.
Esarh. IY/10 ff., Sen. Hi/18.
2.2 Form of resumptive element.
2.21 Clitic pronoun, e.g.*-
(29) u ilu lim-nfe-e-ti "The god who has espoused evil
i-hu-zu tu-bu-uk pour out his life".
nap-Sat-su
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2.22 independent pronoun, e.g.:
(30) PN^ PN2 • •••• Sa-a-Su-nu 











cf. Ash. Hi/71 ff., IV/27,
After aSSum;-
(32) a3-§um bit a§-lu-ka-ti 




cf. 1 .31 above.
"PN.] and PN2  I carried
them off to Assyria, together 
with their people, their riding 
horses, cattle, flocks, (and) 
Bactrian camels, their valuable 
booty". (Esarh. IV/49 ff.).




"Concerning the storehouse of 
the wife of PN that my lord 
wrote about - she has roofed 
the storehouse".
(Ab.B IX, 82, 5 ff.).
m / 2 0  ff.; Ash. v/29; E.e. IV/92.
2.23 Full noun or nominal phrase.
(i) Resumptive nominal co-referential with 
extraposed nominal, e.g.:-
(ii) Resumptive nominal stands in element-set 
relation to extraposed nominal, e.g.
(overpage)
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(55) §& ru-qat kim-ta-Sh "He whose family is remote,
nfe-su-ft. alu-Sti (ina) whose city is distant - the
gu-ru-bat seri re-’-tL shepherd (amid) the terror of
i-mah-har-ka ka-par-ri the steppe confronts you, the
ina te-ge-e na-qi-du herdsman in warfare, the keeper
ina nakri of sheep among enemies".
(BWL 134/135 ff.)*
2.24 No explicit resumption,
(i) When the extraposed referent has the case
function of direct object within the clause. 
Constructions of this type are common in 
legal contracts, e.g.•-
(34) ^i§ru-ug-bu-um itti "A loft A. has rented from I.".
Ib-q^-tum dAdad-i-gu ... (Old Babylonian, VAB v, 140/1-6),
... h-ge-sl
(35) lltu an-ni-tu i-da-an "This cow he shall give".
(Middle Assyrian, KAJ 95/9-1°)*
(36) Se’u an-ni-ii a-na "This corn he shall take as a
pu-he il-qe substitute", (ib. 91/12-13)*
(ii) In the later language, when the extraposed
referent is the complement of a prepositional 
expression within the clause, e.g.;-
(37 ) ” " b . ” ™S. . . .  (+  14
other cities) ... niSe
gig — hu-bu-ut qaSti-ia
w
ga gad§ u tam-tim
si-it ^SamSi ina 
•
lib-bi u-ge-gib-ma
"B., S•, ..... the people 
captured by my bow, of mountain 
and sea, of the rising sun 
I caused to dwell therein". 
(Esarh. Ill/1 ff.).
This phenomenon is consonant with the fact that, in the later
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language, third person pronominal suffixes were often omitted 
after prepositional expressions such as ina libbi, ina/ana 
muhhi, and ina beri (cf. GAG para. 141 C and AHw a.i.).
-  m. ■ - ..............-
(iii) When the extraposed item is a generic relative 
or participial phrase:-
Such constructions are found principally in laws, 
edicts, and proverbial sayings, e.g.
(58) la ma-hlr ta-*-ti
v* •
sa-bi-th a-bu-ti en-Se 
dvta-a-bi eli Samag 
balata ut-tar
"As for him who declines a 
present, but nevertheless takes 
the part of the weak - it is
pleasing to Samag, and he will
prolong his life".
(BWL 152/99 ff.)-
cf. BWL 152/105 ff., 118 ff., 154/125.
Occasionally only a noun which is contained within the extraposed 
generic phrase is resumed,
(59) sabit na-we-e Sa
kaspam ge* sabim a-na 
ekallim i-g a-aq-qh-lu 
ag-gum gar-rum mi-ga-ra-am 
a-na ma-tim iS-ku-nu a-na 
ribbati-gu-nu ^ m u - g a - a d -  
di-nu ti-ul i-Sa-hs-si
cf. Neo-Bab. laws, para. 5*
"The alewife of the land who pays 
silver (and) grain of the liquor 
vendor to the palace - since the 
king has established justice in 
the land, the tax collector will 
not demand the arrears thereof 
(i.e. of the silver and grain)". 
(Ammisad. para. 14/1).
(iv) Of a slightly different nature are cases in
which an isolated noun serves as a rubric for 
a subsequent stretch of text, e.g.;-
(overpage)
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(40) te-er-tum mazzazam i-Su "Omen* it (the liver) had a
padanam i-Su ... 'station’; it had a 'path' ,
(Goetze JCS 11, 96, 3 ff-)*
cf. ih. pp. 98, 99, 100; Esarh. 4/46, 4/55-6.
In letters many of the extraposed nominals which stand at the 
head of the letter or at the beginning of a paragraph (usually 
introduced by a particle such as aSSum, ina muhhi, etc.) and 
are not subsequently resumed also have the nature of 'rubrics',
e.g. •-
(41) ag-Sum sabim Sa
ta-aS-pur-am u^-um 
tup-pa-ka a-mu-ru PN 
as-mi-da-am-ma mu-Si-tam 
a-la-kam i-te-ep-Sa-am
cf. Ab.B.IX 78/11 ff.; 184/4 ff.
"Concerning the workmen about 
whom you wrote - on the day 
that I saw your tablet I made 
PN ready and he set out on the 
journey at night".
(Ab.B.IX, 78, 5 ff.).
See also 1.21 above.
5.0 Double extraposition, e.g.
(42) PN1 PU2 m^re PN^ ... 
esmate PN^ Sa ul-tu 
qi-rib la2rGam-bu-li
il-qu-u-ni a-na ^^AS-Sur 




(45) ag-gum PN1 PN2 Sa 
eqlam ib-qh-ru-h-gu 
ki-i qh-as-sti
"PN^ and PN2, sons of PN^ ...
the bones of PN, which they 
5
brought from Gambula to Assyria ■ 
these bones I had his sons crush 
before the gate in the middle of 
Nineveh".
(Ash. Vi/95 ff-)*
"Concerning PN-j - PN2 who 
claimed a field from him - how 
is his ’hand'?".
(Ab.B.IX, 199* 5 ff.).
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4.0 Extraposed nominal stands before a conditional sentence, e.g.*
(44) §e-*-um sibas-sh ga
a-di i-na-an-na i-pa-ri- 
ku-nu-in-ni la i-na-ad- 
di-nu £um-ma ge-a-am u 
si-ba-as-sh la ta-na-ad- 
di-na a-na be-ll-ia 
a-qh-ab-bi-ma ...
"The barley and its interest, 
which they still withhold from 
me (and) do not give - if you 
do not give the barley and its 
interest, I will speak to my 
lord ...".
(Ab.B.IX, 19, 31 ff.)*
cf. Ab.B.IX, 196, 3 ff.
5.0 When an infinitive is the complement of the preposition ina
its subject often stands extraposed and is subsequently resumed 
by a pronominal suffix, e.g.
(45) ka-al-ba-tum i-na 
£u-te-pu-ri-£ a hu-up- 
pu-du-tim h-li-id
(46) ^TStar a-na bab 
KUB.NU.GI4.A ina 
ka-Sh-di-gh a-na 
■^atu ba-a-bi a-ma-tum 
iz-zak-kar
(47) Ti-amat an-ni-ta i-na 
Se-me-e-ga i-zu-uz-ma 
il-ta-si e-lu har-me-Sa
"When the bitch searched for 
fodder she gave birth to 
crippled pups".
(IBM I, 17. 42-43).
"When Igtar arrived at the door 
of the Underworld, she addressed 
the door-keeper".
(iSt. 12 ff.).
"When Tiamat heard this, she 
became angry and cried to her 
spouse". (E.e. 1/41).
Infinitival clauses with the pattern X^ annitu/a ina
£emS-gu^/5a^ (cf. (47)) common in epic and myth texts,
cT. E.e. 4/87; iSt. 100; Gilg. VIII V/43; Gilg. Xl/271; 
STT 1/28, H/21; irra 1/167.
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Constructions are attested in which an adverbial phrase which 
governs the infinitive stands before the extraposed subject 
nominal, e.g.:-
(48) ina Sat-ti DN belti 
sir-ti a-na a-ki-ti 
E-§a-ku -me e-re-bi-Sh
"In the year in which DN, my 
exalted mistress, entered the 
akitu-house E.".
(Royal Inscrip. BIN II 31*
14 ff.* in Aro, Inf. p.243)*
Also attested are blend constructions in which a clause 
initial subordinating conjunction occurs redundantly, e.g.
(49) e-nu-ma at-ta ina "When you blow, the banks
za-qi-i-ka i-sa-bu-’a (of the world) surge",
kib-ra-a-ti (AfO XVII 358, I) 13).
According to the data presented by Aro (inf.), the extraposition 
of the subject of an infinitive is restricted to infinitive 
constructions with ina. Note, however, that a subject which 
precedes an infinitive with ina is not always resumed by a 
suffix pronoun, e.g.:-
(50) PN i-na a-la-ki-im "When PN comes
(YOS II, 72, 9 ff.).
6.0 Extraposition in Summa clause, e.g.:-






"If you come up (literally: if 
you ... your coming up will be) 
to Babylon in good health, (then) 
make haste (and) come up here 
quickly". (Ab.B.IX, 175/21 ff.).
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6,1 Extraposition is very common in the Summa clauses of 
omens:-
6,11 Extispicy:
(52) 3um-ma mar-tum i-3i-is-sd
3i-ra-a-am ka-ti-im
"If the gall-bladder - its 
bottom is covered with flesh 
(YOS 10, 31, iv, 25-27).
(53) 3um-ma mar-tum pu-da-§a^ 
tu-ku-pa-a
"If the gall-bladder - its 
shoulders are speckled ...". 
(YOS 10, 31, ix, 7-9)•
6.12 Medical Omens (enuma ana bit marsi 
agjpu illiku):-
(54) Summa marsu en
imitti-3u ikkal-3ti
"If the patient - his right eye 
gives him pain (TDP p.44/A).
(55) Summa marsu kiSas-su 
ana imitti issanahhur
"If the patient - his neck turns 
incessantly to the right 
(ib. p.80/1).
6.13  Teratomancy (Suroma izbu):-
(56) Summa iz-bu ina 
lib-bi-Sh pi-lu-um
(57) Summa iz-bu issu-3u 
Saplft i3-tu miSli 
ka-as-sa
"If an anomaly - an egg is 
within it ...".
(Leichty VI, 41).
"If an anomaly - its lower 




(58) Summa gamnum li-ib-ba-gu 
e-li-ma
(59) gumma Samnum i-mi-it-tam 
d gumelam qa-ar-na-gu 
ha-as-ra
"If the oil - its middle stays 
at the top • • •" *
n
(pettinato Olwahr. I, 59)•
"If the oil - to the right and 
to the left its •horns’ are 
broken off (ib. I, 16).
6.2 Extraposition is also frequent in the gumma clauses of 
Medical texts. The format of Medical texts is generally 
similar to that of Omen texts; the ailment is described 
in a protasis clause and the prescribed treatment is 
expressed in the subsequent apodosis, e.g.
(60) gumma amilu libbi-Su 
ka-si-Su
"If a man - his entrails 
seize him (Ktlchler, 6/10)
(61) gumma amilu libbi-gu
mans
"If a man - his entrails 
are ill ...". (ib. 14/1).
6 .5  Extraposition is also found in the gumma clauses of 
Laws, e.g.:-
(62) gum-ma a-wi-lum "If a man — a debt has come






cf. CH X/30 ff.
Sub-law: -
"If an alewife - felons have 
gathered in her house ....." 
(CH XX?/26 ff.).
(64) Sum-ma a-wi-lum Su-h 
Si-bu-Su la qer-bu
"If that man - his witnesses 




With the exception of genitive agreement (see helow) most 
agreement pronouns are pronominal suffixes on verbs. Also, 
since the dominant word order in Akkadian is verb final, 
agreement pronouns are more commonly resumptive than 
anticipatory.
1.0 Resumptive.
1.1 Accusative object + accusative pronominal suffix.
(65) da-a-a-nam gu-a-ti i-na "They shall convict that judge
di-in i-di-nu e-ne-em of changing the judgment he has
h-ka-an-nu-gu-ma made". (CH ?I/14 ff*).
(66) sabitam gu-a-ti "They shall convict that alewife"
b-ka-an-nu-gi-ma (CH XX?/22 ff.).
cf. ch v/46 ff.; xx?/45 ff.; xx?i/6 ff.; xx?i/54 ff.
(67) awilam ga-a-ti "Release that man",
wa-ag-ge-ra-ag-gu (ARM I, 78/11 ff.).
cf. ARM I, 134/12.
(68) sh-ha-ra-am gu-a-ti "They will search for that
• v
i-sa-hu-ru-ni-ig-gu-ma employee". (Ab.B.IX* 18/5 ff.).
Independent pronoun*-
"I caused him to go up into it 
(= the city) together with his 
bowmen". (Esarh. III/82).
(69) ga-a-gu a-di sabe
^■^qagti-gu ina lib-bi 
u-ge-li-gu-ma
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(70) hg-rig BN BN2 ka-a-ta "I shall send you to BN and
lu-ug-pur-ka ■D^2"* (E*e* III/4).
(71) i-a-ti ina GN e-zi-ba-ni "He left me in GN".
(TCL 20 105/11).
In all these examples the *agreed-with’ nominal is distinctly 
marked for accusative case, either by inflection or by 
morphological form. Moreover, the nominal is spelled out 
syllabically or if it is written logographically it is 
accompanied by a modifier written syllabically which explicitly 
indicates its case (cf. (66))* However, it is often impossible 
to determine whether a nominal which is resumed by an object 
suffix stands within the case frame of the verb (i.e. in the 
accusative) or whether it is in extraposition. This applies to:
(i) Nominals which are written logographically and are not 
accompanied by a syllabically written modifier which is 
inflected for case, e.g.:-
v
(72) re’dtum/im (SIPAB.MES) §a "The herdsmen who have held
i-na la-bi-ri-ig eqli fields for a long time you
sa-ab-tu i-na eqli-Su-nu shall not oust from their
la tu-na-ag-ga-gu-nu-ti fields". (Ab.BJX*195/12 ff.).
(ii) proper names, which are generally either without inflection 
or else use the nominative ending for all cases (cf. GAG, 
para. 63 ff.), e.g.*-
(73) ^B^l-iqiga ... hat-tu "B§l-iqiga - fear for himself
ra-ma-ni-gu im-has-su-ma smote (him)". (Esarh. m / 7 1  ff.).
(iii) The later language in which the case morpheme -u is used
for both the nominative and the accusative (cf. Beller 1965:40).
However, if such a nominal, the case function of which is not 
indicated by its written form, does not occur at the front of
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the clause, it is very unlikely that it is outside the 
case frame of the verb, e.g.•-
(74) a-nu-um-ma a-na se-ri-ka
T J3 v •
SamaS-ha-zi-ir
—. jj
Sin-ma-lik u Bitum-ra-bi 
... at-ta-ar-da-ku-Su-nu-ti






1.2 ana X + accusative pronoun.
In such constructions the preposition ana serves as an 
object marker, e.g.:-
(75) a-na-ku a-na M 2 "I addressed (in prayer) DN^
dn? bn4 dn6 Wj m 2 dn5 m 6 dn7
ma ilani ti-ik-li-ia the gods in whom I trust,
if
a-na ka-S'a-di nakri in order to conquer the mighty
dan-ni am-hur-gh-nu-ti-ma foe”. (Sen, V/62 ff.).
In many instances of constructions of this type, however, 
it is unclear whether the ana is an object marker, or 
whether it is an introductory particle (see p. 259 above).
1.5 ana X + dative pronominal suffix, e.g.;-
(76) l-nu Anum ... Ellil 
a-na j^-rarduk marim 
re-eS-ti-im £a ^Ea 
^Ellilu-ut kiSSat 
ni-gi i-gi-mu-Sum
"When Anum ... (and) Ellil • »* 
allotted the divine lordship 
of the multitude of the people 
to Marduk the first-born son 
of Ea ...". (CH 1/1 ff.)*
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(78) a-na PN awil Eg-nun-na
ga ig-tu GN illikam 
ki-a-am aq-bi-gum
(79) a*ia Ti-amat el-li-tam-ma 
i-zak-kar-gi
"Give the slave girl to the 
one who has brought you my 
letter", (Ab.B.I, 51/15 ff.)*
"I spoke to PN the Eshnunaean, 
who had come from GN, in the 
following terms 
(ABM II, 128/17 ff.).




(80) a-na ka-a-gum 
a-na-ad-d i-na-ak-kum
(81) a-na ka-Sum-ma ga 
aq-bu-ku la ta-ma-gi
"Shall I give (the slave girl) 
to you?" (Ab.B.I, 51/55 ff.).
"What I say to you do not 
forget". (Ab.B.I, 94/5 ff.).
1,4 ana seri X + dative pronominal suffix, e.g.;-
(82) a-na se-ri-ka a-ta-ar- "I shall send him to you",
ra-da-ak-ku-tig-gu-ma (ABM I, 62/15).
1.5 ina qabli X + pronominal suffix, e.g.;-
(85) gi5sikkat m§ ina "I drove into it (the ship)
qabli-gh lu-u am-has-si water plugs".
(Gilg. XI/65).
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1.6 ina beri X + pronominal suffix, e.g.:-
(84) anumma SamSu Sarru
rabCl ri-kil-ta i-na
— t uruL be-n m a n  u-ra
awili tamkari d i-na 
be-ri mari ^^u-ga-ri-it 
a-kkn-na ir-ku-us-Su-nu-ti
'’Now thus has the Sun God, the 
Great King, established a 
regulation between the merchants 
of Ur and the people of Ugarit". 
(Gordon 1963: p.81).
1.7 eli X + pronominal suffix, e.g.:-
(85) eli ka-a-Sk-nu "Upon you he will rain down
k-£h-az-na-nak-ku-nu-i3i plenty". (Gilg. Xl/43)«
nu-uh-2 am-ma
1.8 eli x + seruSSu, e.g.
"Upon PN I imposed annual 
tribute of great horses". 
(Ash. 11/80 ff.).^
cf. Ash. BAL 1/57 ff-
(86) e-li PN sisS rabbit i
ma-da-at-tu Sat-ti-Sam-ma 
h-kin seru-uS-Su
Whereas a nominal which is in extraposition generally stands 
at the front of the clause, a nominal which is resumed by an 
agreement pronoun has greater freedom of position, cf. (76). 
Further examples of ’agreed with* nominals in non-initial
position;-
(87) be-el Si-bu-ul-tim
a-wi-lam Su-a-ti i-na 
mi-im-ma §a Su-bu-lu-ma 
la id-di-nu k-ka-an-(nu)- 
Su-ma
"The owner of the consignment 
shall convict that man of not 





(88) eqlam ki-ma eqlim "Give PN a field for (that)
a-na PN a-me-er-ta-gu field of his choosing" •
id-na-gum (Ab.B.IX, 195/5® ff.)*
1.9 Genitive agreement.
The term ’genitive agreement* refers to constructions 
in which a nomen rectum is marked for genitive relation 
and co-occurs with a co-referential genitive suffix 
pronoun on the nomen regens. In this section we are 
concerned only with cases in which the genitive 
agreement pronoun is resumptive, i.e. the sequence of 
the two components of the genitive construction is 
rectum-regens; -
(i) Nomen rectum marked hy ga, e.g.:
(89) ga PN .•• hg-ta-kan
dabd£l-gu
(90) ga PN ... suh-hur-ta-gu
w v
(91) ga PN ... ma-da-ta-gti
(92) ga PN1 ... ga PN2 PNj
PN^ qaqqade-gu-nu 
ik-ki-su-nim-ma
"I established the defeat of 
PN". (Sen. 1/20 ff.).
"The routing of PN ...". 
(Sarg. 1/56).
"The tribute of PN 
(Sarg. 1/58).
"The heads of PN,,, PN2, PN^, 
and PN^ they cut off".
(Ash. Vll/52 ff.).
(ii) Nomen rectum is a pronoun.
(a) pronoun attached to attu-. e.g.
(overpage)
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(93) at-tu-ni a-gh-ba-ni "What are our dwellings (i.e.
mi-i-nu what will become of us)?”.
(BAL 1/122).
(b) independent oblique pronoun, e.g.;-
(94) ka-tu qibit-ka la
m-nm-na-a
"Your word shall not be 
changed". (E.e. 1/158),
cf. E.e. II/44.
(95) &a la ip-tal-la-hu 
abbe-ia il ia-a-gi la 
is-ba-tu gepa 
garru-ti-ia
(96) i-a-ti i-na a-lk-ki-a
"... who did not fear my 
ancestors and did not catch 
hold of my royal feet". 
(Ash. 11/99) . 4
"When I come ...".
(tcl XIX 49* 25 ff.).
The sequence rectum^ - regens + pro^ often forms a tightly 
knit unit which is treated as a cohesive nominal phrase and 





"They disturbed the inner parts 
of Tiamat". (E.e. l/23).
(98) la ni-i-du ni-i-ni
gh Ti-amat e-pig-tag
"We do not understand the 
action of Tiamat". (E.e. IV/129)
(100) im-gu-Hh-ma be-lum gk 
apsl bi-nu-tug-gu
"Bel measured the dimensions of 
the ApsCL". (E.e. IV/143).
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2.0 Anticipatory.
2.1 Apart from genitive agreement, anticipatory agreement 
pronouns are largely restricted to cases in which the 
verb complement is an independent pronoun, e.g.:-
(101) h-ga-an-na-a ia-a-ti "He recounted to me".
(Ash. V/52).
(102) u-ma-’i-ru-in-ni ia-a-Si "They gave me command".
(Esarh. Il/29).
(103) u-rab-bu-ka ka-a-Sa "They will make you great",
(Gilg. VIII i/5).
An exception to this general rule is constituted by the
epic formula which is used to introduce direct speech:
ana g&gu-raa i(z)zak(k)aram ana X (GilgameS), or 
—    ,,   ,. —
ana g&gu-ma ana X izzakar-gu (Etana Myth), e.g.:-
(104) ^Ut-napiStim ana Sh-Su-ma "UtnapiStim says to him - to
izakkara a-na ^Gilgamei Gilgamei *..". (Gilg. Xl/8).
2.2 A genitive suffix pronoun 
a subsequent nomen rectum
(105) a-ha-ti-Su Sa a-wi-lim
w
PN Sakkanakkim
(106) i-na zi-kir-Su rabi-i 
S&, ^A-Sur




Sa kaspi-Su u si-ib-ti-Su
not infrequently anticipates 
which is preceded by Sa, e.g.:-
"The sister of the honourable 
PN* the governor".
(Ab.B.IX 38/14 ff.)*
"By the mighty word of ASSur".
(Sarg. 1/68).
"The remaining brothers of PN". 
(Ash. VI/90)
"Up to the value of his money 
and the interest thereon".
(CH XIV/60 ff.).
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II F U N C T I O N
In general terms no distinction can "be discerned between the 
function of extrapositional clauses and that of pronominal 
agreement constructions which have the ’agreed-with’ noun in 
clause-initial position.^ Consequently, in most of the 
ensuing discussion (sections 1.0 - 8.0), these two constructions 
are treated together as variants of the same basic phenomenon. 
However, occasionally, PA constructions do have a status which 
is distinct from that of Ex clauses. This applies especially 
to pronominal agreement with a nominal which occurs within the 
body of the clause (cf. Examples (76), (87), (88)). Such 
constructions merit independent treatment and are dealt with in 
Section 9*0»
1.0 Marking boundaries of discourse spans.
1.1 Span Onset.
1.11 Topic Spans.
Ex and PA constructions often signal the onset of a 
topic span. The new topic is announced at the front 
of the construction either in extraposition or 
within the case frame of the clause with subsequent 
resumption by an agreement pronoun.
1.111 Historical texts.
In historical texts an Ex/PA construction 
often marks the shift to a different primary 




62. aS-lul ^^Bit-^Dak-ku-ri 
§a qi-rib ^^Kal-di
a-a-ab Babiliki
62. I despoiled Bit-Dakkuri 
which is in Kaldi, the 
foe of Babylon,
*Tr? v




63. 1 captured SamaS-ibni,
its king, a corrupt 
scoundrel,
64. la pa-li-hu zik-ri bel 
bele Sa eqle mare 
Bab-ilani
64. without fear of the
command of the lord of 
lords, who the fields of 
the children of Babylon
65. u Bar-sab^^ ina
pa-rik-te it-ba-lu-u-ma




d d , a
Bel u Nabu
66. took to himself: (but)
because I know
67. i-du-u eqle Sa-ti-na 
u-tir-ma
67« the fear of Bel and Fabu, 
those fields I again
***** * lex68. pa-an mare Babili u
Bar-sab^ u-Sad-gil
68. entrusted to the children 
of Babylon and Borsippa
^Ba-la-si
69. Nabu-Sal-lim mar 
I,
69. Nabu-Sallim, son of 
Balasi,
70. ina ^^kussi-Su u-Se- 
Sib-ma i-Sa-ta ap-Sa- 
a-ni
70. on his throne I seated, 
and he bore my yoke.
71• ^Bel-iqiSa mar ^Bu-na-ni 71* Bel-iqiSa, the son of
lh.'Gam-bu-1 a-a-a Bunanu, of the Gambulai,
72. Sa ina 12 bere 
qaq-qa-ru ina m§





73* u buginni Sit-ku-nu 
Su-ub-tu
74. ina qi-bit ^ASSur 
beli-ia hat-tu ra-ma- 
ni-Su im-has-su-ma
75. ki-i te-me-£u-ma 
bil-tu u man-da-at-tu
76. gu-mah-hi Suk-lu-lu-ti





78. a-di mah-ri-ia il-lik- 
am-ma u-na-ag-Siq 
§epa-ia
73* of land in the water 
and reeds,
74. by the command of Ashur, 
my lord, fear smote him 
and
75* of his own accord (as) 
tribute and tax
76. great bulls, entire, a 
yoke of white mules
77. from Elam brought and 
to Nineveh
78. to my presence came and 
kissed my feet.
(Esarh. III/62-78).
At Line 71 Bel-iqiSa replaces the first person referent (= Esarhaddon) 
as the primary topic of the discourse.
A shift in the primary topic usually coincides with a reorientation on 
the spatio-temporal axis of the discourse. In the passage under 
consideration, for example Lines 72-3 (Sa ina 12 bere qaqqaru ... 
gitkunu Subtu) alludes to a change of location. Consequently,
Line 71 (Ex clause) coincides with the boundary of at least two 





Line:- 69 70 71 77 78
S "tprimary topic -- 1 pers. (Esarhaddon)— | |-------B§l-iqi£a--------1
Location ----Kaldu (cf. Line 62)--- 1 inaH hNineveh— |
mS u buginni
cf. Ash. H/93 ff.* 111/82 ff.| Esarh. IV/32 ff., IV/72 ff.
Sometimes the change in location and/or time is expressed in a clause 
initial adverbial or in a sentence which describes the 'setting' of the 
events which are subsequently narrated, e.g.:-
(110)
37. i-na Sal-Si gir-ri-ia 
a-na kurHat-ti lu 
al-lik








37* In my third campaign I
went against the Hittite- 
land.
38. Lull!, king of Sidon, - 
the terrifying splendour 
(literally; terrors of 
splendours)
39* of my sovereignty overcame 
him and far off
40. into the midst of the sea 
he fled. (There) he died. 
(Sen. 11/37-40).
An Ex/pA clause may be used to promote a referent which was a secondary 
topic in the immediately preceding discourse to the status of primary
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topic; consider the following passage:-
(111)
27. ....... ga-a-gu kima
i s sur qu-up-pi • •













32. a-na Mi-ti-in-ti gar
uru. . ,.As-du-di
,, 3k • v urn,33- Pa-di-i gar Am-qar-
ru-na u ^Silli-bel
34. Sar uruHa -zi-ti 
ad-din-ma h-sa-ah-hir
* w  w
mas-su
35. e-li bilti mah-ri-ti 
na-dan gat-ti-gti-un
36. man-da-at-tu kat-re-e 
be-lu-ti-ia h-rad-di-ma




27.    Himself (i.e.
Hezekiah), like a 
caged bird
28. I shut up in Jerusalem 
his royal city.
29. Siegeworks I threw up 
against him,
30. The exit from the gate 
of his city I turned 
into a horror for him.
31. The cities of his, which 
I had despoiled, I cut 
off from his land and
32* to Mitinti, king of 
Ashdod,
33* Padi, king of Ekron, and 
Silli-bel
34* king of Gaza, I gave. And 
(thus) I diminished his 
land.
35* I added to the former 
tribute,
36. and laid upon him an






38. pul-hi me-lam-me be-lu- 
ti-ia is-hu-pu-Sh-ma
39* ^TJr-bi u ^sabi-Sh 
damquti Sa a-na 
dun-nun
40. urU0r-sa-li-im-mu al 
Sarru-ti-Su (i-Se-ri-bu-ma
41. ir-Slx-ti bat-la-a-ti
it-ti 30 bilat hurasi >-
42. 800 bilat kaspi 
ni-siq-ti gu-uh-li
XI ct
43. t&k-kas-si 4an.GUG.ME 
rabHte ^^erSi Sinni
44* ^^kussi nb-me-di 
Sinni maSak piri 
Sin piri
45. ^^uSi ^^taskarinni 
mimma Sum-Su ni-sir-tu 
ka-bit-tu
46. u marati-Su
/ S v r
MI. TJKU.MES.E.GAL-Su
l(l - Tnan
47* narati a-na qi-rib 
lex ^Ninua al be-lu-ti-ia
38. the terrifying splendour 
of my majesty overcame 
him, and
39* "the TJrbi and his select 
troops which he had 
brought in to strengthen
40. Jerusalem, his royal city
41. deserted him (lit. took 
leave). In addition to 
the 30 talents of gold and
42. 800 talents of silver, 
choice antimony,
43* large blocks of AN.GUG.ME 
stone, couches of ivory^
44* sedan-chairs of ivory, 
elephant hide, ivory 
(literally; elephant»s 
'teeth1 )
45* ebony, boxwood (?), all 
kinds of valuable (heavy) 
treasures,
46. as well as his daughters, 
his harem, his male and 
female





48. arki-ia h-ge-bi-lam-ma 
a-na na-dan man-da-
48. to Nineveh, my royal city 
pay tribute
at-te
49- ^ e-peM ardu-h-ti
iS-pu-ra rak-bu-Su
49* and to accept (literally; 
do) servitude, he 
despatched his messengers 
(Sen. 111/27-49).
Down to Line 37 of this passage the primary topic is the first person 
referent (= Sennacherib), which occupies the subject slot. Hezekiah, 
on the other hand, is referred to frequently but in non-subject position 
and so in relation to the first person referent this referent has a 
subordinate topic status. The Ex clause in Line 37 ff* establishes 
Hezekiah as the major topic; this is shown by the fact that he is the 
agent of the verbs in Lines 48 aad 49* Note that arki-ia (Line 48) 
indicates that there is also a spatio-temporal shift.
An Ex/pA clause may introduce a new secondary topic; consider the 
following passage;-
(112)
40. niSi ^^Bit-^la-kin^ 40. The people of Bit-Yakin, 
together with their gods 
and the people
a-di ilani-£(i-nu u 
niSi
41. Mb Mar lairElamtik^ 41• of the king of Elam, I 





* X  w  •
^  eleppeti ti-Mar- 
kib-ma
42. anyone to escape. I had 




43* a-na a-ha-an-na-a 43•
b-ge-bi-ra-ma b-ga- 
as-bi-ta
44* har-ra-an kurAMMurk  ^ 44*
alani Mb qi-rib 
na-ge-e
45* Ma-tu-nu ap-pul aq-qur 45*
d .i-na Gira aq-mu a-na 
tilli u kar-me
46. b-tir i-na ta-a-a-ar-ti-ia 46*
IvSu-zu-bu
_ “ ]ci
47. mar Babili ga i-na 47*
e-gi-ti ma-a-te be-lu-tu
]nir»v \r "1
48. Sumeri u Akkadi 48.
ra-ma-nu-ug b-tir-ru
49* i-na tahaz seri dabdat-gu 49*
ag-kun bal-tu-su i-na 
qati
50. as-bat-su gum-man-nu 50*
u bi-re-tu parzilli
ad-di-gu-ma
r-j kur.x x ki51. a-na As-gur 51*
b-ra-bg-gb
brought over to this 
side, and started on 
the way
to Assyria. The cities 
which were in those
provinces I destroyed,
I devastated, I burned 
with fire. To tells and 
ruins
I turned (them). On my 
return, Shuzubu,
the Babylonian, who during 
an uprising in the land
had turned to himself the 
rule of Sumer and Akkad,
I accomplished his defeat 
in a battle of the plain 
(open battle).
I seized him alive with 
my (own) hands, I threw 
him into bonds and fetters 
of iron and
brought him to Assyria.
(Sen. IV/40-51).
In the discourse before and after Line 46 the first person referent 
(= Sennacherib) is the primary topic (note that it is mentioned 
frequently and in subject/agent position). However, the referent
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Suzubu, which is introduced in the Ex sentence in Line 46, is also 
mentioned frequently between Lines 46 and 51 and so partakes of a 
certain topic status. In relation to the first person referent it has 
the status of a subordinate or secondary topic. Line 46 also coincides 
with the beginning of a new spatio-temporal span (cf. ina tayyartl-ia). 
Figure 2 illustrates this analysis of the passage in graphic form:-
Fig. 2
Line:- 44 46 51
s *fc
primary topic  1 person-
the cities of , „ -u.Seeondary topic .  1 I  ■■Suzubu-0 J F 1 those provinces1 1
Time/place  Elam--------1-|---- return to Babylonia-
Earlier in this passage other secondary topic spans may be identified, 
e.g.: Lines 40-44 (ni§i Bit-iakin adi ilani-Sunu), Lines 44-46
(alani §a ...). Note that after the initial identification of these 
items they are subsequently referred to only implicitly (= zero anaphora) 
and not by pronouns. The important point is that the onset of these 
spans is not marked by an Ex/PA construction. The apparent explanation 
is that in each case the onset of these secondary topic spans does not 




Line;- 40 44 46
primary topic
.st1 person
Secondary topic the people of Bit-yakin 1 | the cities
Time/place Elam
Contrast this with Fig. 2 in which the onset of the secondary topic 
span in Line 46 is accompanied hy a corresponding break in the 
spatio-temporal axis.
It may be concluded that one of the functions of Ex/PA clauses in 
historical narratives is to mark a point in the discourse where 
there is a reorientation in both topic and time/space. Since the 
term 'episode' is generally applied to a stretch of narrative discourse 
with a uniform topic and spatio-temporal framework, the Ex/PA clauses 
which have been discussed in this section may be said to coincide 
with episodic boundaries.
1.112 Letters.
The main topic constituent, which threads rts 
way through the whole fabric of the letter, 
is sometimes introduced after the opening 
formalities by means of an Ex/pA clause, e.g.
(overpage)
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(113) ^sekiru Sa a-na 
Si-ip-ri-im e-pe-gi-im 
is-hu-ni-ik-ku mi-im-ma 
ku-dur-ra-am la tu-§e- 
ep-pl-is-sii-nu-ti 3u-pu-
Su-um-ma li-Se-pi-Su u




(114) tup-pi an-ni-a-am i-na 
a-ma-ri-im rakbu
PN2 PNj PN^ ahu-Su
PN^ mar PNg PNy mar








"The dam builders who have 
refused to do the work for you - 
do not make them do any forced 
labour. They are to do the work 
but keep them away from the .... 
... of their supervisors".
(King, LIH, 147/4-12).
"When you see this tablet, PN^ 
the courier, PN2> PN^> PN^, 
his brother, PN^ son of PN^j 
PNy son of PNq , and PN^ - 
send them to Babylon, let them 
be seen in my presence. When 
you send them do not send them 
together, send (each) man 
separately".
(ib. 70/4 - 71/19).
Ex/pA clauses are also used to focus attention on a new topic 
which is introduced within the body of the letter, e.g.;-
T
(115) u a-nu-um-ma na-bi-i-
li-Su a-na la-a Si-na-ti 
pa-nu-Su ia-ak-nu-h
T da-pil- Sin a-wi-lam e-da-





dwhu-ur u k-ma a-pil- sin 




"And now Nabi-iliSu - his 
intentions are prone to 
unseemly things in that he 
wants to oust the honourable 
Apil-sln from the temple of 
Enlil. If this is correct, 
tell him that he must not 
seek out complaints. But do 
you not know that Apil-Sln is 
ours? Do not be negligent about 
this I" (Ab.B.IX 1/27-36).
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The spans of topics which are introduced in this way are often quite 
short. One subsequent mention in subject/agent position is sometimes 
sufficient to endow the referent with topic status, e.g.:-
(116) ^ a l  -lum Sa a-wa-tim "An officer who is articulate -
i-na pi-i-im i-sa-ba-tu give him instructions and send
wu-e-ra-aS-Su a-na se- him to me in order that he
ri-ia th-ur-da-aS-Su-h-ma might report these matters to
a-wa-tim Si-na-ti ma-ah- meM.
ri-ia li-iS-ku-un (ARM I, 76/27)*
It was stated in I A 1.21 that a referent which is the main object of 
concern of a letter or of a segment of a letter often stands in 
extraposition preceded by an introductory word or phrase such as 
aSSum or ina/ana muhhi. Although these referents are intuitively 
topics, they are rather anomalous in that they do not usually possess 
the features characteristic of topics. Sometimes, after their 
initial identification, they are not subsequently referred to in the 
text. In such cases they have the status of rubrics (see I A 
2 .24 (iv)). if they are subsequently mentioned, they are often 






ku-nu-ti aS-Sum Se-e-im 
Sa Sa-mh-lah^k  ^ a-di 
iS-tu i-na-an-na u .2.
KAM eleppum i-sa-an- 
ni-qh-am a-na Se-e-im 




i ki-ma aq-bu-ku-nu-Si-im 
a-wi-le-e e-es-ha-a-nim
"Speak to  .............
Thus says Lumur-s3,-Marduk.
V
May SamaS keep you in good 
health! Concerning the
v
barley of Sa-malahi, the 
boat will arrive within two 
days from now. Do not be 
careless about the barley; 
the responsibility for that 
barley is on you. And, as 
I have told you, assign me 
(the) meni 
(Ab.B.IX, 3).
For a possible explanation of this latter feature, see p. S 'f'f*
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1.12 other types of span.
An Ex/pA clause is sometimes used when the topic 
of the immediately preceding discourse is continued. 
In such cases the Ex/PA construction signals a 
reorientation on some other axis of the discourse.
1.121 Shift in level of description.
Consider the following passage;
(118)
52.   i-na
me-ti-iq gir-ri-ia
53. gh Isti-s5u-bi ltlKal-
da-ai a-gib qi-rib 
ida-gam-me
54. i-na uruBi-it-tu-£i-tu 
hg-ta-kan dabdd-gti
55. gh-ti hur-ba-gh 
tahazi-ia eli-gftv
im-qut-ma
56. it-ru-ku lib-bu-gu 
ki-ma az-za-ri e-dig 
ip-par-gid-ma
57 * ul in-na-mir
a-gar-gu ......
52.............. in the course
of my campaign
53. 1 accomplished the over­
throw of Shuzubu the 
Chaldean, who dwelt in 
the midst of the swamps,
54. at Bitdtu.
55* He - the terror of my
battle fell upon him, and
56. his heart pounded; like a 
marsh cat he fled alone, 
and
57* his place was seen no 
more..........
(Sen. III/52-57).
Here Lines 53-54 an(^  55-57 both refer to the same basic event, viz. 
the defeat of Shuzubu. The segment 53-54 is a general description 
whereas Lines 55-57 relate the event in more specific detail. The
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Ex clause in Line 55 therefore coincides with the onset of a span 
of a different level of description.
1.222 shift in illocutionary force.
An Ex/PA clause sometimes coincides with a 
significant shift in illocutionary force. 





4. ag-gum ib-ni- Mar-tu akil 
nuhatimmi
5. Sa E-mu-ut-ba-lum





9. 4 nuhatimmi gu-nu-ti
10. i-na pi-i ka-an-ki-gu 
u-g a-ag-■t i-ra-an-ni
11. u i-na li-bi-gu-nu
12. ^Gi-mil-lum




15. Gi-mil-lum ga ta-at-ru-
♦
da-ag-gu
16. a-na ma-ah-ri-ia u-ge- 
ri-bu-ni-i g-gu
17. a-wa-ti-gu a-mu-ur-ma
18. 1 Gi-mil-lum gu-u du- 
ur-gu nuhatimmum
"Say to Sin-idinnam, thus 
says Hammurapi; I am 
writing concerning Ibni- 
Martu, overseer of the 
bakers of Emutbalum, who 
has given me a report 
about four bakers. You 
have said; ’He assigned 
to me these four bakers 
according to the authority 
of his seal and I have 
sent Gimillum from among 
them to my lord". Thus 
you have written.
Gimillum, whom you sent - 
they have brought him 
into my presence.
I have examined his case.
This Gimillum must remain 
a baker (literally; his 
duration is (the position of) 
a baker).
(King, LIE 1/1 - 2/18).
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The Ex clause in Line 18 marks the transition from statement to 
command, on the other hand the Ex clause in Line 15 coincides with 
a shift from report or quotation to statement, cf. ARM V, 7:- the 
Ex clause in Line 11 coincides with a shift from statement to question; 
ARM I, 154/12;- statement to command; ARM IV, 1/25;- statement to 
command; ARM IV, 70/20:- statement to wish.
In letters, a shift from statement to command, wish, or question 
generally corresponds to the boundary between introductory exposition 
and the main ’point’ or peak of the communication.
1.125 shift in theme.
Sometimes an Ex/PA clause occurs when there 
is a significant shift in the theme of the 
discourse, although the topic is continued. 









79* I left PanziS. I 
crossed the River 
iStaraurll and approached 








80. Mettati, the Zikirtean, 
who had thrown off the 
yoke (of ASSur), who 
had shown comtempt 
towards Ullusunu the king 
his lord and disdained 
his service,
n j T kur81. a-na Ur-sa-a TJr-ar-
ta-a-a Sh, ki-i Sa-Sh-ma
ta-Sim-tu la i-du-h ni-
ra-ri la e-tir napi§ti-Su
it-ta-kil-ma
81. put his trust in TJrs& 
the TJrartean, who, like 
him, knew no rule - an 












82, He fearfully climbed up 
UaSdirikka, a steep 
mountain. He saw the 
approach of my force from 
a distance and his skin 
trembled.





la in-na-mir a-gar- 
gh-un
84. u gh-t1 UrUpa -ar-da
al garru-ti-gu pa-nu- 
u§-gh. la i-qir-ma 
bu-ge-e ekalli-gu 
e-zib-ma h-si ka-ma- 
ti-ig
He gathered together all 
the people of his land.
He forced them to climb 
distant mountains and 
they were never seen again.
84. He - parda his royal city 
did not have any value in 
his eyes. He abandoned 
the possessions of his 
palace and left for the 
open country.
(sarg, 1/79 ff.).
In Line 84 Mettati remains the topic constituent. The three clauses 
in Line 84, however, clearly cohere together in a semantic unit 
distinct from that which is formed by the clauses in Line 83. The 
content which they express belongs to a different semantic domain, 
i.e. Line 84 coincides with the onset of a new theme span, it is 
this reorientation on the thematic axis which motivates the occurrence 
of the Ex clause.
1.124 Change in grounding.





64. ina ume-gu-ma 











68. ekal ma-ghr-ti 
gu-a-tu ga la-ba- 
rig il-la-ku
69. e-na-hu uggi-gu 
mi-qit-ta-gu ad-ql
70. ak-Su-da a-sur- 
ru-Su ultu u§gi-Su
71. a-di gaba-dib-be-e-gu 
ar-sip (i-gak-lil
64. At that time the storehouse 
palace which is in Nineveh,
65. which Sennacherib, king of 
Assyria, father of the 
father who begat me,
66. had erected, had grown old 
and its base had become 
shaky, so that
67. its wall were about to 
collapse.
68. That storehouse-palace 
which had grown old,
69. whose foundation was 
delapidated - I cleared 
away its ruined parts,
70* I found its retaining walls 
Prom its foundation
71. to its cornice I built it 
completely.
(Ash VIIl/64-71).
The segment from Line 68 onwards narrates the major event of this 
passage (= foreground). Lines 64-67 are preparatory to this event, 
explaining why Ashurbanipal performed the act of rebuilding, i.e. it 
is background information. The Ex clause in Line 68, therefore, 
coincides with a shift from background to foreground. The topic 
(i.e. ekal magarti) is continued throughout.
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1.13 Ex/pA clause acting as a 'bridge1.
Sometimes a referent which has topic status 
within the immediately preceding discourse is 
mentioned at the front of an Ex/pA clause at 
the beginning of a new episode, but then is 
removed from the scene. The function of this 
construction is to form a linkage or 'bridge' 
between two episodes. The fronted referent 
often 'ushers in' a new topic constituent which 
is in some way related to it, e.g.;-
(122)
6. ^Ha-za-il gar ^A-ri-bi 6. Hazail, king of the 
it-ti ta-mar-ti-gu Arabians, with his
ka-bit-tu costly gift
lei —7. a-na Ninua al 7* to Nineveh, the city
be-lu-ti-ia of my lordship,
8• il-lik-am-ma u-na-ag- 
gi-iq gepa-ia









8. came and kissed my feet.
9. For the return of his 
gods he implored me and 
I showed him favour and




12. Atarqurumd, the gods of 
the Arabians,
13. an-hu-su-nu ud-dig-ma 13* their ruin I restored
w  ^





14. u gi-tir gumi-ia 14. and the writing of my name
eli-gu-nu ag-tur-ma upon them I wrote and gave
u-tir-ma ad-din-gu them hack to him.
15* Ta-bu-u-a tar-hit 15*
ekal ahi-ia a-na 
garru-u-ti
16. eli-gu-nu aS-kun-ma 16. 
it-ti ilani-ga a-na 
mati-ga u-tir-gi
r e imer17. 65 gammale
10 mure eli ma-da-ti
The lady Tab&a, reared in 
my father’s palace, to the 
royalty
over them I appointed and 
with her gods restored her 
to her country.
17. Sixty-five camels, ten foals, 
ahove the former tribute
18. mah-ri-ti u-rad-di-ma 18. 
u-kin se-ru-ug-gu








21. 50 imergaMnale 100 21.
kun-zi riqqe
22. eli man-da-at-ti 22,
ahi-su u-rad-di-ma 
e-mid-sti
I assessed additionally 
upon him;
Hazail (then) met his fate 
(literally: his fate carried 
him off), and I sat lata*, 
his son,
20. on his throne and ten mana 
of gold, a thousand 
biruti-stones,
fifty camels, a hundred 
boxes of gums,
more than the tribute of 




The extraposed nominal in Line 19» Hazail, has topic status in 
the prior discourse. The Ex clause removes him from the scene and 
attention is subsequently switched to his son lata*.
1.14 Functional equivalence of SXV order and Ex/pA. 
Clauses opening with a subject nominal which has 
topic status sometimes mark reorientations in the 




giSa-na-ku i-na kussS 
nfe-me-di
20. it-ti ^sabi ta-ha- 
zi-ia git-ma-lu-ti






23. pa-h§-qa-a-te Su-ti 
^"Ma-ni-ia-e tur-bu-u*
24. Sepi ummanati-ia 
e-mur-ma ^ ^ k - k u  al 
Sarru-ti-Sti
25. e-zib-ma a-na ru-qfe-
19. I had my camp pitched, 
and I, on a sedan-chair,
20. together with my seasoned 
warriors,
21. made my wearisome way 
through their narrow 
passes
22. and with great difficulty 
climbed to the highest 
peak of the mountains
23. Maniae saw the clouds 
of dust raised by the 
feet of my armies,
24. abandoned TJkku, his 
royal city,
25. and fled to distant parts.
e-ti in-na-bit
(Sen. IT/19-25).




Sometimes an Ex/pA clause signals the closure of a 
distinct segment of discourse, e.g.
(124)
47* ak-bu-us ki-ga-di niSe 
^^Hi-lak-ki
48. k^Du-u-a a-gi-bu-te 
hur-ga-a-ni pa-ag-qu~ 
u-ti
47• I trampled on the necks 
of the people of Cilicia
48. (and) Dfia, dwelling in 
difficult mountains,
49. §a te-hi kurTa-ba-la
kur.Hat-te-e lim-nu-u-ti
49. over against Tabala, 
wicked Hittites,
50. ga eli gadHni-gu-nu 50. who trusted to their
dan-nu-u-ti tak-lu-u-ma strong hills, and
51. ul-tu ume pa-ni la
kit-nu-gu a-na ni-i-ri
51. from days of old were 
not submissive to my 
yoke;
52. 21 alani-gu-nu dan-
nu-ti u alani sehruti
+ w
ga li-me-ti-Su-nu
52. their twenty-one strong
cities, and small villages 
near them,
53. al-me akSud ag-lu-la
gal-lat-sun ap-pul 
d_.aq-qur ina Gira aq-mu
53. I besieged, captured,
(and) carried off their 
spoil, I pulled down, I 
destroyed, I burnt with 
fire.




54. The remainder of them who 
had no sin nor crime,
55. kab-tu ni-ir be-lu-ti- 55. the heavy yoke of my rule 
ia e-mid-su-nu-u-ti I laid upon them.
(Esarh. m/47-55).
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On the prism a line is drawn after the Ex clause in Lines 54-55* 
This confirms that the scribe felt that there was some form of 




e-peg ardu-ti-ia ra- 
man-Su im-nu-ma
72. ana kat-a-ri-gu li- 
sal-la-a b^lu-u-ti









76. qi-rib ekalli-ia ul-zi- 
is-su-nu-ti
71. Tammaritu counted himself 
to the number of my 
servants and
72. besought my lordship to 
deal kindly with him.
v
73* Himself Ashur, sin, Samag, 
Eel, Nabd,
74* the gods, my strength, to 
the master of my officers 
  before me.
75* Tammaritu (and) the people, 
as many as (were) with
him -
76. I stationed them in my 
palace.
(Ash. 711/71-76).




60. ga is-lu-u ®^nir 
belu-u-ti-ia
59* Beliqlga, the Gambulean,
60. who cast off the yoke of 
my dominion,
61. ina ni-sik humsiri 
ig-ta-kan na-pig-tu
61. lost his life through the 





lh ,gh-en-na la na-sir 
a-de-e
62. NabftSumereS the guenna who 
did not keep his oath -
63. iS-Si a-ga-la-til- 
la-a m'e maloti
64.  ^^Marduk-Suma-ibni 
^Su-ut-regi-Su mu- 
Sad-bi-ib-gu
63. dropsy carried off.
64. MardukSumibni, his officer, 
who had misled him,




65. who had brought evil upon 
Urtaku -
66. e-me-e-su ^Marduk 
Sdr ilani Se-er- 
ta-Su rabitu
66. Marduk, king of the gods, 
laid a heavy penalty upon 
him.
(Ash. IV/59-66).
In this passage the Ex clause signals the end of a section which 
enumerates the fate of three of Ashurbanipal’s minor opponents.
(127) sabim a-hi-a-tim §a 
i-ba-aS-Su-(i li-il- 
qh-h-ma avili GN h-ul 
a-na-di-ig-Su-nu-ti
"Let them take the various 
workmen that are, but I will 
not give the men of GN". 
(Ab.B.IX, 92/20 ff.).
The Ex clause in Example (127) also coincides with the end of a piece 
of direct speech.
Sometimes both the onset and the closure of a discourse segment are 
marked by an Ex/PA clause. Such a construction has the form of an 
inclusio, e.g.: (overpage)
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"... bur of field in the field
v
of siSSa, the general, has been 











ka-ni-ki-im 2a A-pil- 
d vSamag utullim ti-ka-al- 
la-mu-ku-nu-ti eqlam
to Apil-Sama§, the chief herds­
man, as his subsistence field.
You shall not give that field to
v
Apil-Sama£; return it to the
v v
sons of SiSSa. Give Apil-Sama§ 
a field for (that) field, of his 
choosing, according to the 
wording of the sealed document
v
that Apil-SamaS, the chief herds­
man, will show you.
(Ab.B.IX, 195/29-39).
V
ki-ma eqlim a-na A-pil- 
^SamaS a-me-er-ta-Su 
id-na-Sum
1.3 Other devices for marking boundaries of discourse 
segments.
1.31 Reidentification of referent.
When the same topic referent is continued but 
there is some kind of reorientation on another 
axis, in addition to the occurrence of an Ex/PA 
clause the topic referent is often reidentified, 
i.e. it is referred to by a full nominal even if 




* w  w
fe-kkl-lim
Concerning the young girl 
of the palace
6. Sa i-na Se-eh-tim who was abducted




8. ta-aS-pu-ra-am you have written to me
9. um-ma-a-mi it-ti the following; "She is
10. Tappi-Il i-ba-ag-gi with Tappi-Il",
11. sehhertum Si-i iS-tu 
a-ia-nu-um
This young girl - from 
where
12. il-qti-gi ma-an-nu-um was she taken (literally; 
from where did they take her), 
who
13* il-qfe-gi u ma-an-nu-um took her, and who
14* an-ni-ig ub-la—ag-gu(I) brought her here?
(ARM V 7/5-14).
The Ex clause in Line 11 ff. coincides with a shift in illocutionary 
force from statement to question.
cf. also Ash. VII1/68 (= Example (121)); Esarh. IV/19 (= Example (122)).
A full nominal is sometimes used to resume a long extraposed phrase 
for the sake of clarity (cf. I A 2.23 (x))» e.g.;-
(130)
71. ^^^Bi-ir-ru-u-a 71* Birrfta, sarru-iqbi,
urul . , .
Sarru-iq-bi
72. ^Gu-su-ni-e alani 72. Gusun§, former cities
mah-ru-u-te






74* £a ina tir-si 74*
5arrani abbe-ia
75* e-ki-mu ^^man-na- 75*
a-a
76* da-cid-me 5a-a-tu-nu 76*
ak-5u-ud
77* man-na-a-a ul-tu 77*
lib-bi as-suh
27. ltjElamak:L-a-a 5a te- 27. 
bu-us-su it-ti lib-bi-
ia la da-ab-ba-ku











31. it-ti-5u-nu i5-ku-nu 31*
pi-i-5u a-na mit-
_ v y-j
hu-si mat Sumerl 
u Akkadlk^
32. ina pi-ir-sa-a-te yi,
*Tid-ku-u-ni Ur-ta-ki 
§ar
which in the time of my 
royal ancestors
Mannayya had seized -
these settlements I 
conquered,
drove the Mannean out 
of them.
(Ash. III/71-77).
The Elamite, an attack by 
whom I had never considered 
with my heart,
of whose enmity I had not 
even thought - B§liqi5a, 
the Gambulean,
Uab£i5umere5, the guenna, 
servants subject to me,
Marduk5umibni, a general 
of Urtaku who
had made common cause with 
them, to war with the land 
of the Sumerian and the 
Akkadian
they incited Urtaku, king 
of Elam, with lies.
(Ash. IV/27-32).
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These long and hulky Ex sentences are sometimes used as boundary 
markers for a discourse segment. Consider the following example:-
(132)
VI
70. ^Suma-a-a mar Iduawi- 
sa-lim mSr-mSr IdMar- 
duk-apla-iddin
70. sumayya, the son of
Nabdsalim, the grandson 
of Merodachbaladan,
71. 5a la-pa-an ab-abi 71. whose father before (the
ba-ni-ia time of) the father of the
father who begat me
72. abu-5u in-nab-tu a-na
k\rr . ,.ki Elamti
I73* ul-tu XJm-man-i-ga5
qi-rib ^^Elamti^^ h5- 
ku-nu a-na 5arru-u-ti
T  v ^
74* Suma-a-a mar Nabd- 
sa-lim
72. had fled to Elam -
73* after I had established 
TJmmaniga5 as king in 
Elam,
v
74* he took Sumayya, the son 
of Nabdsalim,
75. is-bat d-5e-bi-la a-di 75. sent him into my presence,
mah-ri-ia
w
T  T76. hu-na-nu Sa-am-gu-nu 76. Dunanu (and) Samgunu,
77* mare IdBel-iql5a
kurGam-bu-la-a-a
77* sons of Beliqi5a the 
Gambulean,
78. 5a abbe-5u-un a-na 
Sarrani abbe-ia
78. whose forefathers had 
made trouble for my 
royal ancestors,
79* d-dal-li-bu-ma d 
5u-nu




80. d-nar-ri~ta e-pe5 
Sarru-ti-ia
81. qi-rib A5urki d
uru, , .. kiArba-ilu
82. a-na da-lfe.1 ah-ra-
w
a-te d-bil-5u-nu-ti
I -83. 5a Man-nu-ki-ahhe
^ 5  and ^Du-na-nu
84. d ^Nabd-d-sal-li 
amelu 5a eli al
kurGam-bu-li
80. had made difficult the 
exercise of my sovereignty
81. to Ashur and Arbela 
(respectively)
82. I brought them for future 
obedience.
83. The tongues of Mannukiahhe 
the lieutenant of Dunanu,
84. and Nabdsalli, a man who was 
over a city of Gambulu,
85. 5a eli ilani-ia 
iq-bu-u 5il-la-tu 
rabitu






88. eli ^^ma-ka-a-s i 
id-du-5um-ma
89* it-bu-hu-u5 az-li5
90. si-it-ti ahhe-5u 5a 
^Du-na-nu
85* who had spoken most 
disrespectfully of my 
gods,
86. I tore out in Arbela 
(and)
87. flayed them. In 
Nineveh
88. they threw Dunanu on a 
skinning-table and
89. slaughtered him like a 
lamb.






91. d Suma-a-a a-ni-ir 
5ere-5u-nu
92. d.-5e-bil a-na ta-mar- 
ti ma-ti-tan





95* 5a abu ba-nu-5u-un 
■^Ur-ta-ki id-ka-a
96. a-na mit-hu-si 
^Akkadl1^
97 • esmate Nab{i-£uma-
ere5 5a ul-tu qi-rib
kur„ , .Gam-bu-li
98. il-qu-u-ni a-na
kur.v x ki As-5ur
99* e smat e § a-a-1 e-na
91. and Sumayya I killed, 
their flesh
92. I sent to be gazed at 
throughout the land.
93. Nabdna*id (and) Bdletir,
94* sons of Nabdsumere5 
the guenna,
95. whose father had incited 
Urtaku
96. to fight against Assyria
97* ihe bones of Nabd5umere5, 
which they had brought 
from Gambuli
98. to Assyria -
99. these bones
VII
1. mi-ih-rit abulli 
qabal urUNinuak^
2. d-5ah-5i-la mare-5u
1. before the gate in the 
middle of Nineveh
2. I had his sons crush.
(Ash. VI/70 - VII/2)
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This passage forms a cohesive unit relating how Ashurbanipal 
dispossesses a number of people who have been disloyal to him.
It opens and closes with an Ex construction which has a full noun 
as a resumptive element, in fact the last sentence exhibits double 
extraposition (cf. I A 3-0). This is to impart additional end 
weight or 'ballast*, thus clearly marking the climax of the segment.
1.32 Post-verbal position of verb complement.
In historical narratives the order complement - verb 
is used to continue a segment whereas the order 
verb - complement generally signals closure, e.g.:-
(153)







x-. kurlXK ki41. a-na ASSur u-ra-a
ina te-hi abulli qabal
Six 5a UrUMi -na-a
42. it-ti a-si kalbi u
Sahi u-Se-Sib-gu-nu-ti 
ka-me-eS
39* The city ArziL which is
the boundary of the Brook 
of Egypt
40. I spoiled and Asuhili, 
its king, into fetters 
I threw and
41. sent to Assyria; in front 
of the great gate of the 
middle of Nineveh
42. with bears, dogs and swine 




63. eSten ume 2 ume ul 63. One day, two days I waited
uq-qi pa-an ummanati- not, the van of my army I




64. ar-ka-a ul a-mur
.. . . imer . a pi-qit-ti sise
si-mit-ti ®"^niri
64* nor saw the rearguard; nor 
did I consider the trappings 
of the horses, the 
harnessing of the yokes,
65. u u-nu-ut tahazi-ia 
ul a-Su-ur si-di-it 
gir-ri-ia ul aS-pu-uk
65. nor the furniture of battle, 






66. I feared not the snow (or) 
cold of Sabattu, the 
rigorous frost,
s* f-f . . Hin^ Gn/A \ »67. ki-ma (?) -n-
in-ni mu-up-pa-ar-gi
67. Like the flying ... (?)
68. a-na sa-kap za-’i-ri- 
ia ap-ta-a i-da-a-a





iddin §a ina tu-kul- 
ti ilani rabftti 
bele-gu
54* ina qi-rib ta-ha-zi
v
la i-ni-i ’ -u i-rat-sfi




56, *u-a aq-bi-ma su-bat 
ru-bu-ti-ia u-gar-rit- 
ma
53* I» Esarhaddon, who by the 
help of the great gods, 
his lords,
54* has not turned his back in 
the midst of battle,
55* soon heard of their wicked 
doings, and,





57. u-Sa-as-ri-ha si-pit-tu 57* uttered lamentation.
(Esarh. 1/53-57).
The clauses in such segments form some kind of cohesive unity. There 
is generally no significant reorientation of the discourse within them. 
The closure of the segment often coincides with some kind of span 
boundary, e.g. Sarg. 1/83-84 (- Example (120)), viz.;




where Y = verb and X = any verb complement.
Here each segment corresponds to a separate theme span (cf. II 1.123).
Sometimes the segment consists of only two clauses, in which case it 
is chiastic in structure, e.g.;-
(136)
38. ^Su-ut-reSi-ia £a 
hg-bu i-na ^^man- 
gi-si ik-la-ma
39- ia h-tir-ra tur-ti 
a-mat-ia
38. My officer who dwelt
in Mangisi he restrained, 
and
39. he did not return an 
answer to my words.
A segment may even consist of a single sentence with the order YX. 
The event or state described in such sentences has a degree of 
autonomy from the surrounding discourse, e.g.:-
(137)





44. ummanati-man-da &a 
a-gar-Sti ru-u-qu
* n- x kur45 • m a  er-se-et Hu-
• w
tu-u&-na a-di gi-mir 
uramanati-Sti
46* u-ra-as-si-ib ina 
^^kakki
44* the Umman-Manda whose 
home is remote
45* in the land of Hubu&na, 
besides the whole of his
army
46. I destroyed with the 
sword
(Esarh. Ill/43-46)*
This sentence constitutes a distinct episode.
(138)
28. sabe tahazi-ia it-ti- 28. The soldiers of my battle
Su-un im-dah-ha-su array fought with them,
29* i§-ku-nu abikta-Su-un 29. accomplished their defeat.
30. ma-lak 3 beri eqli 
§al-ma-ti-Su-nu h-mal* 
lu-u seru rap-3u
30. (over) an area three
double-hours in length, 
they filled the wide plain 
with their corpses.
(Ash. m/28-30).
Line 30 is elaborative to Lines 28-29, i.e. it conveys background 
information.
The post-verbal complement which marks segment closure is generally 
short (cf. Esarh. Hi/42 = ka-me-ig - Example (133))» Esarh. l/6 8  = 
i-da-a-a - Example (134); Esarh. 1/57 = ka-bat-ti - Example (135)*
If we now examine in greater detail the discourse unit Ash. Vi/70 ~
VTl/2 (Example (132)) may distinguish six segments* the two 
•heavy' boundary segments (Vl/70-75» Vi/93 - VIl/2, cf. p. 307 )
and four segments within the body of the unit, viz. vi/76-82, Vi/83-87,
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Vl/87-89» Yl/90-$2. It is interesting to compare the various ways
in which the closure of these latter four segments is expressed; 
in VI/76-B2 closure is signalled hy a resumptive pronoun (h-bil-Su- 
nu-ti) whereas the other three close with a post verbal complement 
(&ii-hu-ta magak-Su-un; it-bu-hu-uS az-li§; u-Se-bil a-na
* * W _______________________ ^ _ _ M M — 1—
ta-mar-ti ma-ti-tan).
(139)
1.4 Sometimes the aforementioned devices for expressing span
or segment boundaries - i.e. Ex/pA or SXV, reidentification 
of referent, and post verbal complement - are exploited in 
a more subjective manner in order to give a clause or 
sequence of clauses the semblance of autonomy and hence 
salience and distinctness, e.g.;-
22. Sum-ma La-hu-un- If Lahun-Dagan
dDa-gan
23. la i-il-la-ak k-lu does not go we shall
ne-da-ak-§u either kill him
24. b-lu Su-ma i-na or he - we shall drive
^^Kuss^-Su him
25. nu-da-ap-pa-ar-Su from his throne.
(ARM II 53/22-25).
The Ex clause in Line 24 gives prominence to the threat of expulsion 
from the throne.
(140)
63* ....... a-kan-na 63.......... ’’Here thou





65. a-kul a-ka-lu Si-ti 65. Eat food, drink wine,
ku-ru-un-nu
66. nin-gu-tu gu-kun 66. provide music, revere
nu-’i-id ilu-ti my divinity".
(Ash. V/63-66).
The placement of the object after the verb in these imperative 
clauses gives autonomy and hence greater force to each command.
(141)




53- u-ma-’i-ir se-ru-ug-gu 
u gu-u I<VabH -zir- 
kitti-ligir
54* ba-ra-nu-u na-bal-kat- 
ta-nu a-lak um- 
manate-ia ig-me-e-ma
55. a-na ^^Elamti^ ge- 
la-big in-na-bit .....
52. My officers, the governors 
of the boundary of this 
land,
53* I sent against him, and 
NabCi-zir-kitti-ligir,
54* "the seditious rebel,
heard of the march of my 
troops and
55- to Elam like a fox fled 
away........
(Esarh. 11/52-55).
NahCl-zir-kitti-liSir is reidentified in an SXV clause although 
there is no significant reorientation in the discourse. The 
intention seems to be to give salience to this clause, which 
expresses the ignominious flight of Esarhaddon*s foe.
It was noted on p. 292 that the topic referent of a letter is 
often referred to redundantly within the body of the letter by means 
of full nouns rather than pronouns. The motive behind this continual
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reidentification of the topic referent is to give distinctness to 
each clause. This is especially applicable where the illocutionary 
force of the clause is of an emotive nature, e.g. a command, wish, 
promise, assurance, etc. To make the clause more distinct or 
salient would therefore enhance the communicative effectiveness.
2.0 Infinitive constructions.
It was noted in I A 5*0 that the subject of an infinitive 
with ina sometimes stands in extraposition with subsequent 
resumption by a clitic genitive pronoun. If we now re­
examine these constructions it will be seen that the 
occurrence of the extraposition may be explained according 
to the theory of discourse spans.
The important features of extraposed subjects of infinitives 
are:
(i) they are generally referred to in the immediately 
succeeding clauses, and 
(ii) as a rule they subsequently occupy the subject slot 
of verbs.





pen-gh tag-gu-ka h-ba- 
an-gh
cf. also Examples (45) - (47)*
When the subject does not have topic status in the following 
discourse, it either stands before the infinitive without a 
subsequent resumptive pronoun or it is annexed to the infinitive 
as a nomen rectum, e.g.;- (overpage)
"When Eregkigal heard this 





(143) mu-h i-na ma-qh-tim 
a-na na-ag-pa-ki-Su 
li-te-e-er
(144) mim-mu-h. Se-e-ri ina 
na-ma-ri i-lam-ma 
iS-tu i-Sid gam£ 
ur-pa-tum sa-lim-tum
cf. Gilg. Xl/129 ff.
"When the water falls let him 
return (the grain) to his silo". 
(BIN VII 28/9-11).
"When dawn began to break a 
black cloud arose from the 
horizon".
(Gilg. xi/96 ff.).
(145) i-na Sa-la-am harranim 
kaspam igaqqal
"When the journey is completed 
he will pay the silver".
(TCL I 113/7-8).
With other prepositions:-
(146) iS-tu mu-Su me-Se-li "Since midnight ...".
(BE 47/5).
(147) a-di Sa-me-e la-pa-ti "Until the sky is being
touched (= until dawn) ...".
(BE 47/9).
3.0 The use of extraposition in various rhetorical schemes.
3.1 Parallelism.
Extraposition is sometimes employed in order to achieve 
a parallelism in structure between two or more clauses 






relationship of equivalence or contrast between two 
or more elements, e.g.:-
be-lum S&, tak-lu-ka 
na-pig-ta-Su gi-mil-ma 
il ilu £§, lim-nfe-e-ti 
i-hu-zu tu-bu-uk 
nap-gat-su





ga-a mu-tu la-a ih-zu- 
gi-i-ni i-na ri-be-te 
qaqqas-sa pa-at-tu
marl ali e-pig 
an-ni u gil-la-ti a-na 
gal-la-ti am-nu si-it- 
tu-te-gh-nu la ba-bil 
hi-ti-ti 0. gul-lul-ti
w  #




ul-tu qi-rib urutfr-sa- 
li-im-nru ti-g e-s a-am—ma 
i-na ^"^kuss6 be-lu-ti
eli-gh-un ti-§e-gib-ma ...
* L, r kirnu Ha-za-qi-a-u Ia-
h-da-a-a ... 46 alani-gu
dan-nu-ti ... al-me akgud
"Lord, he who puts his trust 
in you - preserve his life, 
but the god who has espoused 
evil - pour out his life",
(E.e. IV/17-18).
"A qadigtu-woman whom a 
husband has already married 
will remain veiled in the 
streets, but one whom a 
husband has not married - her 
head will remain uncovered 
in the streets".
(MA.L A, 40/61 ff.).
"The inhabitants of the city 
who were guilty of evil crimes 
I counted as spoil. The others 
who had committed no sin or 
evil and who were innocent of 
any crime - I gave orders for 
their release".
(Sen. m / 1 0  ff.).
"padi, their king, I brought 
out of Jerusalem and set him 
over them on the throne of 
lordship ... but Hezekiah - 




The important point to he noted is that extraposition is only used
to place a noun complement (nomen rectum) in initial position. When
the parallelistic scheme requires a subject or verb complement to be
at the front no extraposition is needed; indeed clause initial
7
position is often the normal position for these items.'
In a similar manner the same item may be placed at the front of two 
juxtaposed clauses in anaphora, e.g.:-
(152)
91. u^-mi at-ta-tal 91 • Of the weather - I looked
4 •
bu-na-gu at its state,
92. u^-mu a-na i-tap- 92. the weather was frightening
lu-si pu-luh-ta i-gi to contemplate.
(Gilg. Xl/91-92).
The fronted nomen rectum in the first clause (= v. 91) requires the 
resumptive pronoun. The purpose of repeating the noun umu in v. 92 
is to give salience to the content of the clause. Consider further 
Gilg. Xl/98-105 in which there is discontinuous anaphora:-
(153)
98. Adad ina lib-bi-ga 98* Adad incessantly thundered
ir-tam-ma-am-ma in it (- the cloud),
dv d99. Sullat u Hanig 99* Sullat and Hanig marched
v
il-la-ku ina mah-ri in front.
100. il-la-ku guzal§ gadft 100. The throne bearers marched
u ma-a-tum over mountain and plain.
d '101. tar-kul-li Er-ra-gal 101. Nergal tore up the posts.
102. il-lak Nin-urta 102. Ninurta marched and caused
mi-ih-ra h-ger-de the flood to flow.
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(153) continued-
The Anunnaki took up 
torches,
burning the land with 
their glow.
Of Adad - his terrifying 
silence overspread the 
sky.
(Gilg. Xl/98-105).
w .  98 and 105, in both of which the proper noun Adad is in initial 
position, are separated from one another by intervening material.
In. v. 105 Adad is a nomen rectum and requires a resumptive pronoun. 
One function of this discontinuous anaphora is to form an inclusio 
marking the boundaries of the stretch of text which relates the 
activities of the gods.
3.2 Chiasmus.
Extraposition is sometimes used to achieve a chiastic 
arrangement of two nominals which are contrasted or 
construed as equivalent, e.g.;-
(154) 8a la ip-tal-la-hu abbe- "(The Cimmerian ...) who had
v
ia u ia-a-Si la is-ba-tu not feared my ancestors and
gepa garru—ti-ia me — had not caught hold of
my royal feet".
(Ash. 11/99).
103. A-nun-na-ki ig-gu-ti 103.
di-pa-ra-a-ti
104. ina nam-ri-ir-ri-gh-nu 104. 
ti-ha-am-ma-tu ma-a-tum
v  •
105. 8a ^Adad gu-har-ra- 105.V
as-su i-ba-a* gam§
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3.3 A further type of structural balance.
Sometimes a nominal which is referred to in each of two or 
more contiguous clauses is extraposed at the front of the 
clause sequence in order to impart a measure of structural 
balance. The purpose of this balance is again to express 
equivalence or contrast between the clauses, e.g.:-
d(155) Sa-qu-te ig-tar a-zi-iz 
a-na tar-si-ga ak-me-es 
ga-pal-ga
(156) li-it-tu bu-ur-gu rig- 
tu-ti gh-pil-ma li-gi-mu- 
gh ar-ku-h ma-si git- 
tin-gu
(157) ^^eleppu g§, ta-ban-nu- 
gi at-ta lu-ti min-du-da 
mi-na-tu-gh lu-h mit-hur 
ru-pu-us-sa u mu-rak-gh
(158) gam-mu gu-u ki-ma it-ti-
• •
it-ti gur-gu-gu si-hi-il- 
gu kima a-mur-din-nim-ma 
u-sah-hal qate-ka
"Exalted Igtar - I stood before 
her, I bowed at her feet".
(Ash. V/26).
"A cow - her first calf is lowly 
but her later offspring is equal 
to twice his (viz. the first­
born's) size". (BWL 84/260-1).
"The boat which you will build - 
let its dimensions be measured, 
let its breadth and its length 
be equal". (Gilg. Xl/28-30).
"This plant - like the buck­
thorn is its root, its thorn is 
like the rose and will prick 
your hands". (Gilg. Xl/268-9).
In such constructions the balance between the clauses is achieved by 
ensuring that the item which is referred to in each clause is referred 
to in each case by a form with the same strength of identification.
In other words all the references are by means of clitic pronouns, if 
in one clause the item were referred to by a full noun but in the 
other(s) by a pronoun, the clauses would not be balanced.
3 .4  Juxtaposition.




(159) sabe bel hi-ti ga• w *
a-na e-peS garru-ti 
^^ASSur^ a-na ahhe-
v
ia u-£ak-pi-du le-mut- 
tu pu-hur-gu-nu ki-ma
ig-ten a-hi-it-ma
"The rebel troops who had 
plotted evil to secure the 
sovereignty of Assyria for 
my brothers - the whole of 
them I regarded as one ..." • 
(Esarh. Il/8 ff.).
Here puhur and igten are juxtaposed for maximum effect.
__„_v rl _  _  v —
(160) sa-pi-i- Bel al "Sapi-Bel his strong city -
dan-nu-ti-gu dan-na-as- its strength I made (still)
su u-dan-nin-ma stronger". (Esarh. III/80).
Here the noun dannatu is placed alongside the cognate verb udannin. 
This type of juxtaposition is reminiscent of paranomastic infinitive 
constructions (cf. GAG para. 150a).
Hote that, analogously to the constructions discussed in 3*1 - 3*3> 
the extraposed item in both (159) and (160) is a nomen rectum.
4.0 Formulaic patterns.
The protasis-apodosis constructions of many omen texts and law 
codes are pervaded by formulaic patterns. In a sequence of 
omens or laws often all the protases open with an invariant 
formula consisting of gumma + nominal (e.g. gumma awilum ...,
g
gumma marsum ..., gumma izbu ...» etc.) irrespective of the
case r6le of the nominal within the clause. The rest of the
protasis clause is built around this formulaic incipit. If the
initial nominal is not the grammatical subject of the clause
it generally stands in extraposition, cf. Examples (52) - (64)*
If it is the direct object it often stands in the accusative
9
and is subsequently resumed by an agreement pronoun, e.g.
(overpage)
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(161) 3um-ma a-wi-lam e-hi-il- "If a debt seizes a man ...".
turn is-ba-sti-ma ... (CH XXVT/74 ff*)*
in many omen lists the apodosis is also constructed according to a 
formulaic pattern, the same nominal standing invariably at the 
beginning of the apodosis clause. If the nominal is not the 
grammatical subject it stands in extraposition, e.g.;-
(162) mar-sum mu-ru-us-sti 
i-na-pu-su-ma
(165) mar-sum i-na mu-ur- 
si-3u mu-ut-ta-tu-Su 
i-ba-la
"A man who is ill - his illness
will be relieved".
" "(pettinato, olwahr. 1/63).
"A man who is ill - in the 
course of his illness his 
’halves’ will dry up".
(ib. II/7).
The composition of omen lists and law codes on the template of
regular formulaic patterns was undoubtedly for pedagogic purposes.
It is widely believed that most omen compendia and law codes did
not have any immediate practical application but were rather ’handbooks’
which were used in the schools (cf. Kraus, 19&0; Bottfero, 1974,
Eichler, 1982). Their main purpose was to provide paradigms of omen
interpretations or legal rulings in order to inculcate the general
principles and methods on which these were based - "pour rendre
(l’fetudiant) capable de saisir et resoudre dans le m6me esprit tous
10les problemes qui pourraient se poser" (Bottfero, ib. p.173)*
Formulaic patterns are occasionally responsible for generating Ex 
clauses in other text genres. For instance, cf. Examples (164) and 
(165) below, from the ’Preceptive Hymns’ (wisdom Literature) in which
v
the oft-repeated refrains tab eli SamaS balata uttar ("it is
v 1 I. I I   « ■ — '
pleasing to SamaS, and he will prolong his life") and Sakin ina 
mahrika ("his case is before you") are mechanically linked to an 
initial nominal phrase. The resultant structure is to be analysed 
as extraposition without explicit resumption (cf. I A 2.24):-
(overpage)
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(164) la ma-hlr ta-a’-ti
sa-bi-th a-bu-ti
en-Se ta-a-bi eli 
dv
SamaS balata ut- 
tar
cf. BWL 132/105 ff., 118 ff.
"He who declines a present and 
takes the part of the weak -
V
it is pleasing to SamaS, and he 
will prolong his life".
(BWL 132/99 ff.).
(165) Su-ut ul-la pi-i-Sti- "Those whose mouth says 'Ho1
nu &&-kin ina their case is before you",
mah-ri-ka (BWL 134/125).
5.0 Length of nominal phrase.
In some cases a long unwieldy nominal phrase stands in 
extraposition apparently in order to render the clause 
easier to process. A long nominal phrase within the body 
of the clause would demand the retention of a considerable 
amount of material in the memory until the whole clause is 
read or heard. Therefore the recapitulation of the long 
phrase by some shorter element makes for greater perspicuity.
This is particularly clear in the introductory formulae of 
many Royal inscriptions in which the name of the king is 
qualified ad nauseam by a string of appositional or relative 
phrases, e.g.*-
,ki
(166) e-nu-ma Nabti-ku-dur- 
ri-usur rubH na-a-du 
na-as-qu si-it Babili*
e-til Sarrani ..... na-siq
Sarrani rubl na-ra-am 
Marduk u-ta-*i-ir-&u-ma 
Sar ilani Stfarduk a-na 
tur-ri gi-mil-li
(continued overpage)
"When Hebuchadnezzar, the exalted 
and noble prince, the offspring of
Babylon, the ruler of kings ....
(+ numerous additional appositives)
... the appointer of kings, the 
prince beloved of Marduk - the king 
of the gods, Marduk, sent him forth, 




^urAkkadikl u-gat-ba-a (BBSt. p.Jl/1 ff., cf. GAG,
kakke-Su para. 183c).
Similarly Example (167) - the opening of an address to Igtar;-
(167) a-na-ku AS-gur-bani-
apli Sar ag-gur ....
a-na-ku hs-re-e-ki 
hg-te-ni-*i-i
"I, Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria 
(+ numerous qualifying relatives)
- 1 have sought out your sanctuary". 
(Ash. V/29 ff.).
Other examples of extraposition which are probably motivated by the 
bulkiness of one of the clause constituents include;-
(i) Extraposition of a long nomen rectum, e.g.;-
(168)
3. ina ume-gu-ma 3*
■^Bi-ri-is-ha-at-ri
azanu ga Mad-a-a
T v  T
4. Sar-a-ti Pa-ri-hi 4. 
2 mare-gu ^Ga-a-gi
5. ^^hazan ^^Sa-hi ga 5«
gig - is-lu-u-a nir
belu-u-ti-ia
6. 75 alani-gu-nu dan- 6,
nu-ti ak-gu-ud hg- 
lu-la gal-lat-su-un
At that time Birishatri, a 
chieftain of the Medes,
v
Sarati (and) parihi, his two 
sons, Gagi,
V
chieftain of the Sahi, who 
had thrown off the yoke of 
my dominion -
seventy-five of their strong 
cities I conquered and carried 
off their spoil.
(Ash. IY/3-6).





59. na-gu-u gu-a-tu Sa 
ul-tu ume ul-lu-ti
60. la il-li-ku Sarru 
pa-ni mah-ri-ia
d61. ina qi-bit ASSur 
beli-ia ina qi-rib- 
e-£u gal-ta-ni£ 
at-ta-lak
59- That district to which of 
old
60. no former king before me 
had come
61. by the command of Ashur, 
my lord, I marched therein 
victoriously.
(Esarh. IV/59-61).
In (168) the nexus of nomen regens + rectum constitutes the direct 
object of the verb. By extraposing the long nomen rectum, which has 
the status of qualifier, the head noun, i.e. the nomen regens, is
11kept close to the verb. This renders the clause easier to process.
In a similar manner the extraposition in Example (169) keeps the
prepositional expression close to the verb. Since the prepositional
expression indicates the grammatical relation of its complement
within the clause, its placement next to the verb makes the clause 
12
easier to process.
In some instances, it is possible that the length of the nominal is
not the cause of extraposition but rather its effect, in other words,
the nominal is not extraposed primarily because it is long but for
some other reason. The relatively free extraposed position is then
13
taken advantage of secondarily to expand the bulk of the nominal.
This probably applies to Example (168) which marks the onset of a 
new episode (cf. II 1*121).
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6.0 Contrastive Assertion.
Extraposition is sometimes used to facilitate the application 
of contrastive stress. Consider Example (170):“
(170) "If a redfim or a ba* irum has abandoned his field, his
orchard, or his house on account of the ilku service, and 
another man has subsequently taken over his field, his
orchard, or his house and has performed its ilku service,
if he returns and demands his field, his orchard, or his 
house it shall not be given to him,
Sa is-sa-ab-tu-ma i-li- the one who has taken over
• *
ik-Su it-ta-al-ku Su-ma (the property) and has
i-il-la-ak performed its ilku service
- he shall do ilku service". 
(CH 30 = X/51 - Xl/4).
The Ex clause asserts forcefully, forestalling any misapprehension
on the part of the hearer/reader, that the one who is to do ilku
service is "the one who has taken over (the property) and performed 
its ilku service" and not the original tenant. Stress cannot be 
distributed over many words, so in Xl/1 ff., a short resumptive
14independent pronoun (§u) is employed to carry the stress fby proxy'.
The long nominal phrase §a issabtu-ma ilik-§u ittalku, therefore,
•» .
stands in extraposition.
Another case in which extraposition is used to assist the application
of contrastive stress is where the contrastively asserted item is a
clitic pronoun. Clitic pronouns are not amenable to being stressed
(cf. Malinson and Blake, 1980), so a co-referential independent
pronoun, usually standing in extraposition, is employed to carry the
stress, e.g. (51) * the context shows that the pronoun atta is
14contrastively asserted, i.e. "if you yourself come ...".
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7*0 Co-ordination of nominals.
A nominal phrase is sometimes resumed by an independent 
pronoun when it is co-ordinated with another nominal, e.g.*
(171) S^a-an-du-ar-ri S ar
UrVn-cli u UrUSi-is- 
su-u nakru aq-su ....
T
Su-u Ab-di-mil-ki-ut-ti 
,, u r u . ,sar Si-du-un-ni a-na
e
re-su-ti a-ha-miS iS-Sak- 
nu-u-ma
(172) ^Si-d ir-pa-ar-na ^E-pa- 
ar-na hazani dan-nu-ti 
Sa la kit-nu-Su a-na 
ni-i-ri Sa-a-Su-nu a-di 
niie-Su-nu sis6 ru-ku- 
hi-Su-nu alpi se-e-ni 
u-du-ri Sal-lat-sun 
ka-bit-tu aS-lu-la ana 
ql-rib ^^ASSur
8.0 Extraposition employed for the 
poetic conventions.
"S., king of Kundi and of
Sisstl, an insolent f o e ....
he (and) A., the king of 
Sidon, determined to help 
each other".
(Esarh. m / 20-25).
"S. (and) E., powerful chiefs, 
unsubmissive to my yoke - them, 
together with their people, 
their riding horses, cattle, 
flocks (and) Bactrian camels - 
their valuable booty - I 
carried off to Assyria".
(Esarh. Iv/49-52).
sake of rhythm and other
An independent resumptive pronoun is sometimes used in poetry 

















































































Extraposition may also be used to adjust the ordering of a clause for 
the sake of an alliterative scheme such as that found in the Babylonian 
•Theodicy’. In this poem there is a convention that each of the eleven 
lines of the stanzas begins with the same sign, e.g. Line 238, in 
which the nomen rectum gagagu is extraposed before the regens kakka
so that the line begins with ga-:-
(175)
237. ga la ili is-hap-pu 237* The godless cheat who
w
ra-gi ma-ak-ku-ra has wealth,
238. ga-ga-gu kak-ka-gti 238. a murderer - his weapon
i-rid-di-gu (i.e. a murderer’s weapon)




239* Sa la tu-ba-a’-ti 239* Unless you seek the will of
te-em ili mi-nu-fc the god, what luck have you?"
ku-gir-ka (BWL p.84).
9.0 Status of the extraposed/'agreed with' nominal.
All extraposed and 'agreed with' nominals are in some way 
individuated.
9.1 Assumed familiarity.
9.11 Closely related to previously mentioned nominal.
9.111 Given in prior discourse:-
e.g. Sen. III/37 (- Example (111)) - Hezekiah 
has heen mentioned in Hi/18; Ash. VIIl/68 
(= Example (121)) - the storehouse-palace has 
been mentioned in VIIl/64*
9.112 sometimes the nominal as a whole has not been 
given in the preceding context yet it neverthe­
less contains within it some element which has 
been previously referred to, e.g.;- Ash. rv/64 
(= Example (126)) - urtaku has been referred to 
earlier in IY/54? Ash. Vi/83-84 (-Example 
(132)) - Dunanu is given in Vi/76 and- Gambulu 
in Vi/53*
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9.12  in the permanent knowledge store of the hearer/reader.
9.121 proper nouns which name a person or place which 
is assumed to "be known "by the hearer/reader, 
e.g. Ab.B.IX, 1/27 (= Example (115)) - 
Nabi-iligu is, apparently, a mutual acquaintance 
of the writer and the addressee.
9.122 G-eneric nominals, e.g. Examples (62) and (65). 
Further examples are;-
(176) Sa-di-id ni-ir ili 
lu-ti ba-hi sa-di-ir 
a-kal-Sh
"He who bears his god's yoke - 
his food is regularly provided, 
though it be sparse".
(bwl 84/240).





"He who utters libel and speaks 
evil - men will waylay him with
v
his debit account to Sama§".
(bwl 104/129 ff.).
Clause initial generic nominals such as those in Examples (176) and
(177) have the status of a protasis in a conditional proposition; 
cf. the equivalent use of gumma awilum ... and awilum ga •.. 
in the protasis of casuistic law codes (cf. I A 1.122 (iii)).
9.2 Perceptual salience.
It is a characteristic feature of extraposed and ’agreed 
with’ nominals that they tend to rank high on the 
perceptual salience hierarchy. This is demonstrated by 
a text count of full nominals which are extraposed or 
have an agreement pronoun in Sen. I - VI, Ash. II - VIII, 
and Esarh. I - IV:-
(overpage)
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Named Human unnamed Human Inanimate
Number
of instances 50 8 5
It must be noted that the relative frequency of occurrence of humans 
and inanimates depends on the discourse genre. For instance one 
would expect to encounter more human participants in a historical 
narrative than in a mathematical text. Nevertheless, the principle 
seems to be that whenever human referents are present in a discourse 
they tend to be extraposed or to take an agreement pronoun more 
frequently than inanimates.
9.3 Durability.
Another characteristic feature of extraposed and ’agreed 
with* nominals is that they tend to be durable within the 
discourse. They are not incidental referents but generally 
have the status of topics.
9.4 Some PA clauses do not perform any of the functions which 
are discussed in sections 1 - 8 .  In such constructions 
it seems that the individuation of the nominal is the only 
conditioning factor for the occurrence of the agreement 
pronoun. This applies especially to instances where the 
’agreed with* nominal occurs within the body of the clause, 
e.g. Example (87) - human and previously referred to; 
Example (75) “ human (= anthropomorphic gods) proper nouns; 
ARM I, 60/14 ff. - human and previously mentioned.
Genitive agreement within the body of the clause is 
particularly frequent in E.e., e.g. Example (97) - human 
proper noun and previously mentioned; Example (98) - id,; 
Example (99) - id. 5 E.e. IV/53 “ id.; Example (100) - 
inanimate mentioned in previous verse.
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9.4 continued;
Sometimes the specificity of a nominal is a crucial 
motivating factor for the occurrence of an agreement 
pronoun; consider Examples (178) a^d (179) below;-
(178) gum-ma a-wi-lum ag-ga-tam "if a man has married a
i-hu-uz-ma ... woman ...". (CH XXVIIl/35 ff.)<
(179) gum-ma a-wi-lum ag-ga-at 
a-wi-lim ga zi-ka-ra-am 
la i-du-h-ma i-na hit 
a-bi-ga wa-a§-ba-at (1- 
kap-pil-gi-ma ..•
"If a man has gagged the wife 
of a man who has not known a 
man and is dwelling in her 
father's house
(ch xxmi/54 ff.).
The object nominals in both of these Examples are human generics.
Only that in (179), however, is resumed by an agreement pronoun.
The apparent explanation is that the object in (179) i0 specified
15by an attributive phrase and so is more individuated than the 
object in (178), which is not so specified.
I have found no instances of an agreement pronoun occurring with the
reflexive object noun raman-. This is predictable from the fact
15
that such objects are of low individuation.
In many examples of PA in which the 'agreed with' nominal is in 
initial position, the crucial conditioning factor for the occurrence 
of the agreement pronoun seems also to be the individuation of the 
nominal, e.g.;-
(180) a-na ^Nin-gal-iddina 
... il-me-Su-ma
"He surrounded Ningal-iddina". 
(Esarh. n/43-44 : named human).
(181) iStar m§ balati
*
su-luh-gi-ma
"Sprinkle I§tar with the waters 
of life". (l§t. 114 : named 
human and referred to in prior 
discourse)•
(182) sabltam gu-a-ti "They shall convict that alewife".
h-ka-an-nu-gi-ma (CH XXV/22-23 : human and
previously mentioned).
cf. CHVl/14ff.i XX?/4J ff., XXVl/6 ff.
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The independent pronouns are particularly susceptible to talcing
agreement clitic pronouns on the verb, especially when the pronoun
is 1S  ^ or 2nd person, cf, Examples (69) - (71)» (8°)> (81)»
st ndThis phenomenon may be explained by the fact that the 1 and 2
person pronouns are at the top of the perceptual salience hierarchy, 
rdMoreover, 3 person independent pronouns are also of high salience 
on account of the fact that (a) they generally have a human referent, 




F O O T N O T E S
1. Prepositional expressions (Prapositionale Ausdrttcke) are nouns
with an adverbial ending, or phrases consisting of a 
preposition + noun, which function as a preposition (cf* GAG, 
para* 115a).
2. ana X i(z)za(k)kar-gu is a common formula for introducing 
direct speech in epic texts, cf. Sonnek (1940: p.227).
3. The construction type which is illustrated in (i) below may
also be a kind of pronominal agreement:
(i) PN garri be-li-gft-nu "I had a table of honour
i.e. the * agreed with’ nominal is the complement of ga and 
the agreement pronoun is the complement of a preposition.
If this analysis is correct then the construction would be 
analogous to the Syriac usage prep,-pronoun^ + de-noun^, e.g.*-
Alternatively, however, the ga may be interpreted as an 
introductory particle (see A 1.25 above).
4. at-tu-u-a is a variant reading for ia-a-Si. cf. piepkorn 
ad loc.
paggur tak-bit-ti ma-har 
gft. ar-ku-su-ma
laid before PN, the king 
their lord", (sarg. 1/62)
“ —* c
met’amra den el-aw
de-qaddiga mar Aprem 
tag°ita
"A story was told about 
the Holy Ephrem"• 
(Brock. Chr. 29/14 ££•)
cf. Sonnek (1940i p.228).
Indeed, sometimes, due to the writing system or the lack of 
distinction between nominative and accusative in the case 
system, it is unclear whether the construction is to be 
classified as Extraposition or Pronominal Agreement, cf. I B  1.1.
Note, however, that an accusative resumptive pronoun sometimes 
occurs to mark the closure of a sequence of parallel clauses, 
e.g. Ash. 17/64 ff. (= Example (126)).
Sometimes the lexical content of the nominal in such formulaic 
patterns may vary according to certain fixed parameters. For 
instance, in CH the dominant formula is gumma + human
v ■■ ■■■■■■■
participant, e.g. g. awilum, g. redBm, g. ba’irum, 
g. sabitum, g. nadltum, etc.
This, of course, can only be discerned when the nominal is 
spelled out syllabically, a practice which is quite rare in 
the omen texts. Incidentally, the parallel usage of pronominal 
agreement in Example (161) and extraposition in Examples (62) and 
(63) is a clear demonstration of the functional equivalence of 
the two constructions.
Formulaic phraseology of this type is clearly analogous to that 
which is found in the Qur’an and the Mishna; see Chapters 1 
and 2.
This need to extrapose a long nomen rectum in order to keep the 
regens close to the verb arises on account of the position of 
the verb after the direct object at the end of the clause, it 
is interesting to note that in many SOV languages this problem 
is precluded by always placing the nomen rectum before the regens 
(cf. Greenberg, 1966; Lehmann, 1973).
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12, In many SOY languages, relational words are regularly placed
after the nominal, i.e. they are post- not pre-positions.
13, See Green (1980) who puts forward a similar argument to explain
some aspects of English word order,
14, Note also the enclitic -ma* This particle is often attached
to items which are contrastively asserted (cf, Rainey, 197&).
15* See Introduction, p. 22.
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Chapter 5.
A M H A R I C
- 339 -
I S T R U C T U R E
A EXTRAPOSITION
1,0 Form of extraposed constituent
1.1 pronoun, e.g.




1.211 With specific referent, e.g.
(2) yeh faras egru tasabrwal "This horse - its leg is broken"
(Cohen, Traitfe, p.93)»
1.212 Generic, e.g.:-
(3) mannaSSaytu he2b qweterva "Any people - its number is
bawnat yettawwaqal accurately knovm".
(Praetorius, Amh. Spr., p.418).
1.22 indefinite.
The vast majority of extraposed nominals are definite 
I have only found a few examples of indefinite extra­
posed nominals, i.e. nominals whose referents are not 
identifiable,"' e.g. j- (overpage)




(4) set zenga.ro balwa motabbat
(5) and saw legu motabbat
2.0
(6) yaityopya hezb yadarrasabbat 
seqay lasalattanaw alam 
lamastawaq
(7) and negusa nagast
badarrasabbat hazan madrag
yammiggabbawsn serawen
lamafassam geneb wada 
• •
ennanta mateSdallahu
"A she-monkey - her husband 
died to her sorrow (= had the 
misfortune to lose her husband)". 
(Cohen, Traitfe, p.393).
"A man - his son died to his 
sorrow (= had the misfortune to 
lose his son)".
(Cohen, Traitfe, p*93)-
"To make known to the civilized 
world the torment which has 
afflicted the Ethiopian people". 
(HS. 255/30 ff.)*
"With the grief which has 
afflicted an Emperor I have 
come to you in Geneva to perform 
a duty which must be done".
(HS. 264/19 ff.).
Both of these examples occur at the beginning of a fable.
Extraposition in subordinate clauses, e.g.
Both (6) and (7) are examples of extrapositional relative 
clauses.
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3*0 An extraposed nominal often stands at the front of a complex 
sentence, e.g.
(8) saw yahoywatu tarik "A man - the fact that his life
yammiggallataw latewledd story is revealed depends on the
tetot hahedaw sera naw work which he has left to
W "Wengi bann an aru aydallam posterity and not on his way of
life".
(Amh. Chr. 27/9 ??•)•
In many cases it is unclear whether a nominal standing at the
front of a complex sentence is to be interpreted as forming a
unit with a following subordinate clause, or whether the subordinate
clause is nested between the extraposed item and following main 
3
clause, or finally whether the initial nominal stands outside the 
whole sentence, without forming a unit with either the subordinate 
or the main clause* Consider the following example;-
(9) ambawen yetabbeti yanabbardw yase tewodros gum geba blaw bilekubbat
• •
naftafthawen gagahiiawenem ye so gaba
The structure of this sentence may be interpreted in any one of the 
following ways;-^
(i) "When Ase Tewodros1 chief who had guarded the amba - they 
sent to him saying; Submit1, he submitted together with 
his riflemen and his footsoldiers".
(ii) "Ase Tewodros1 chief who had guarded the amba, when they 
«
sent to him saying; ’Submit1, submitted together with his 
riflemen and his footsoldiers".
(iii) "Ase Tewodros1 chief who had guarded the amba - when they 
sent to him saying; ’Submit’, he submitted together with 
his riflemen and his footsoldiers".
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4-0 An extraposed nominal may stand at the front of two co-ordinated 
clauses, e.g. •-
(10) qal kidan yammikkabbarebbatenna "The pact - that respect is
wagaw yammiggamm&tebb&t shown to it and that value is
attached to it".
(HS. 262/20 ff.).
5.0 The subject of an infinitive normally stands in extraposition
and is resumed by a genitive pronoun, e.g.•-
(11) menilak m&mtatu "Menilek’s coming".
(Men. 58/3)-
Such infinitival clauses may be;-
(i) subject, e.g.:-
"Italy’s wish that the quarrel 
should take place was obvious". 
(HS. 257/12).
(12) italya tab endinnassa 
• •




italyanofid babezu mangestat 
endarasewoSd fit yabelgenna 
sera masrataddawen ayto
"The president of the assembly 
seeing that the Italians acted 
indecently in front of many 
international representatives , 
(HS. 253/21 ff.).
Occasionally the extraposed subject of an object infinitival 





"If they ask me whether your 
wife has successfully given 
birth ...".
(Kapeliuk, 1972; p.212).
(iii) prepositional/postpositional complement, e.g.;-
(15) torennat kahegg yawatta 
nagar lamahonu baparis 
lay yatadarragawen wel 
mafarramu
"Its (= Italy's) signing the 
treaty of Paris to outlaw war 
(literally: so that war be a 
thing which is outside the law)' 
(HS. 257/4 ff.)*
6.0 praetorius (Amh. Spr. p.384) cites examples of constructions in 
which a nominal occurring after the grammatical subject is 
suspended in the casus rectus and subsequently resumed by an 
object suffix on the verb. Such instances of extraposition within 
the nucleus of the clause are very unusual and should perhaps 
be regarded as anacolutha--
(16) arsum yeh hullu nagar "He experienced all this from
kamanfas qeddus zand the Holy spirit",
agefttotalenna
(17) tembaho matattat saw 
• • *
yaraksawal
"Smoking tobacco defiles a 
man (generic)".
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7.0 Form of resumptive element.
7.1 Clitic pronoun, see above passim.
7.2 independent personal pronoun, e.g.j-
(18) b&zzihum torennat
yammekkalakkalaw yatallaq 
mangestogg gorabet yahonu 
tenneS mangestogg hullu 
bahayl agaraggawen lamawsad 
endaygel yannarsun gudday 
gemmer naw
"What I am defending in this war 
in addition is the cause of all 
small nations which are neighbours 
of powerful states, so that it 
(= the powerful state) cannot take 
their country by force, (literally: 
What I am defending, all small 
nations which are neighbours of 
powerful states, so that it 
cannot take their country by force - 
of them the cause is)".
(HS. 259/21 ff.).
7*3 Demonstrative pronoun, e.g.
(19) y&m&ngestogg tekakkelennat 
yat amas arrat abbat masarat 
yehen lHmasnat wayam ..... 
enda hona lamafrad naw
"(This matter) is to assess 
whether one is to confirm the 
principle upon which the equality
of nations is based or ....
(literally- .... whether the
principle upon which the equality 
of nations is based - one should 
confirm this or .....)".
(HS. 262/21 ff.).
7-4 Ho explicit resumption.
This construction is found when the verb already has a 
suffix pronoun, e.g.;- (overpage)
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(20) ba.yya.saw yatabattanaw "Your money which is dispersed
ganzabeh bisabassebelleh among everyone - if he gathers
(it) for you".
(Kapeliuk, 1972; p.188).
It is also attested in sentences in which a resumptive pronoun 
is not precluded by the presence of another pronoun on the 
verb, e.g.
(21) tolo biaw satenu bikaftu "When they quickly opened the
box". (Kapeliuk, 1972: p.188).
3 Pronominal Agreement.
1.0 Since the verb regularly occurs at the end of the sentence in
Amharic, most instances of PA have resumptive agreement 
pronouns.^ The nominal which is resumed either stands at 
the front of the clause (preceded optionally by a sentence 
adverbial) or immediately after the subject.
Examples*-
(i) At the front of the clause.
(22) l&nagus maret yekk&ffiltellatal "The land, let alone men's
senkWan yas&w mestir secrets, is opened up to the
«
king". (Men. 65/12).
(23) banegusum yhegzi'abeher 
manfas endaddarabbewo 
taraddut
"They were convinced that the 
spirit of God was in the king". 
(Men. 62/20).
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(24) yehenn&n saw tawqutalaSSehune "Do you know this man?"
(Men. 63/26).
(ii) After the subject;-
(25) negusum Sumun labeS3aw 
tayyaqut
(26) nagar gen ase tewodros
■
mard azmaS hayla mika’elen 
marha bete kambaw asrawst 
nabbar
"The king interrogated the 
chief by himself".
(Men. 61/18).
"However Ase Tewodros had 
imprisoned Mard-Azma<5-Hayla- 
Mikael in the amba at Marha- 
Bete". (Men. 67/5).
In (24), (25)* and (26) a direct object, marked by the morpheme 
■^ n, is resumed by an object clitic pronoun. In (23) the verb 
complement preceded by the preposition ba is resumed by a 
clitic pronoun which is the complement of ba (b series).
In (22) a verb complement preceded by the preposition la is 
resumed by a clitic pronoun which is the complement of la (L 
series). Note also how in (23) the entire subordinate clause 
is resumed by an object clitic pronoun on the main verb. 
Infinitival clauses may also be resumed in this way, e.g.
(27) dabdabbew mahtam balamanoru "He knew that the letter was
hassat mahonun awqawetal a forgery by the fact that
there was no seal".
(Man. 61/17).
There are only three sets of clitic pronouns, viz. object, and 
B and L series. Pull nominals, however, in addition to being 
the direct object, or complement of ba or la, may be the 
complement of other prepositions which have no 'adnominal' 
correspondents, e.g. ba...lay, ba...west, ka, ka...gar(a), 
wada, sela. When an agreement pronoun is required to recall 
a noun which is the complement of one of these prepositions, 
one of the three available clitics is selected. This gives rise
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to an 'asymmetric1 correspondence in the case marking of 
nominal and resumptive pronoun (cf* Hetzron 1966* 1970)» 
e.g.:-
(28) khzzifi set hulfitt mhsaheft 
g&zzahwat
"Prom this woman I "bought 
two hooks"*
(Hetzron 1966; p.88); 
(ka/object clitic).
(29) lafasika tamallesaw wadane 
endimatuleft
"In order that, when they 
return for Easter, they come 
to me".
(ib. p.91); (wada/L series).
In theory this would occasion a many to one correspondence of 
adnominal case markers to adpronominal case markers, i.e. more 
than one adnominal would correspond to one adpronominal. In 
fact the correspondence is not many to one but rather many to 
many, i.e. sometimes more than one of the clitic pronoun 
series corresponds to one of the adnominal case markers. For 
example, nouns which are preceded by the preposition kit may be 
resumed by any one of the three types of clitic pronoun, each 
imparting a different shade of meaning. This many to many 
correspondence also applies to the adnominal case markers -n, 
ba, and la, all of which may correspond asymmetrically to clitic 
pronouns other than the object, B, or L series respectively.
The chart on p. 348 , taken from Hetzron (1970: P«506) with a 
slight adaptation, shows the possible correspondences between 
adnominal and adpronominal case exponents, A nominal with a 
case marker belonging to the lefthand column may be resumed 
after the verb by any one of the clitic pronoun series it is 
connected with in the righthand column. This is not the place 
to discuss the various semantic nuances expressed by each 
correspondence of adnominal and adpronominal case exponents, 





A nomen rectum in a genitive construction is sometimes resumed 
by a genitive pronoun which is suffixed to the subsequent nomen 
regens, e.g.:-
(30) yhenglizodden rehruhenna.tadds.wen 'The tenderness of the British”.
(HS. 250/13).
(51) ySityopya mStfo eddelwa "The ill fortune of Ethiopia".
(HS. 257/17).
When the nomen rectum is masculine singular the status of a 
suffix of the form -u or -w on the following nomen regens is 
ambiguous. It may be either a resumptive pronoun or simply 
the definite article (cf, Cohen, Nouvelles Etudes: p.117), e.g.
(32) y&kristos awnat&Ma lesanu "The true tongue of Christ".
(ib.).
However it is easier to interpret the suffix as an agreement 
pronoun since the article is usually affixed to the nomen 
rectum.
A similar ambiguity sometimes exists with regard to the 
interpretation of a suffix attached to the verb in a nominalized 
relative clause, e.g.
(55) yahonem y&wadagann&t wal "The fact that it (Italy)
y&farramaw assabun lam&g&ff&hiia signed this treaty of friend-
endiyag&iaggelaw norwal ship was in order that it
(the treaty) would serve it as 
a means of concealing its 
intentions", (hs. 256/34).
Here the -w on y&farramaw may be either an object agreement 
pronoun or a form of the definite article*
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II F U N C T I O N
A EXTRAPOSITION
Ex constructions may "be divided into those which are motivated 
by the nature of the clause predicate and those which perform 
a function within the discourse as a whole. In the first 
category extraposition is the normal means of expression while 
in the second category it belongs to the set of strategies 
which a writer/speaker employs to ’stage' a text.
1.0 Extraposition motivated by nature of clause predicate.
1*1 In Section I A 5*0 above we saw how the subject of an
infinitive is extraposed at the front of the clause.
The function of extraposition in such constructions is
undoubtedly to make the infinitival clause parallel in
structure with the corresponding finite verbal clause.
In both the subject is in the casus rectus and the verb 
7
is at the end*-
italya tab endinnassa mafailagwa : infinitival
# *
italya tab endinnassa fallagad : finite« •
This also applies to Ex constructions which contain 
other kinds of nominalized verb, e.g.:-
(34) welun yafarramut bamulu "Those who have signed the
yatasafawan qal lamatabbaq covenant - if it is not their
• •
faqadaSSaw kalhona will to observe its provisions
in full ... "• (HS. 263/55)*
cf. also HS* 263/2 7.
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1.2 Extraposition is frequent in sentences the verb of which
g
is impersonal (subjectless). This is the case with 
verbs like ammamfl, (to pain), raba (be hungry), 
tiJmma (be thirsty). When a full nominal is used to
express the person who is in pain, hungry, or thirsty,
9
it generally stands in extraposition, (cf. Hetzron 
1970; 321), e.g.i-
(35) kabbada rasun yammawal "Kabbada has a headache (lit.
Kabbada - it hurts him in the 
head).
(36) kabbada rabaw "Kabbada is hungry".
(37) kabbada tammaw "Kabbada is thirsty"
In Amharic, the dominant word order of which is SOV, the
natural starting point and centre of attention of a
sentence is the grammatical subject. Sentences with
impersonal verbs have no grammatical subjects. Consequently
the subject slot at the beginning of the sentence has to
be filled by some non-subject referent, unless the centre
of attention is presupposed to be known from the prior
discourse or the extratextual situation. A natural candidate
for initial position is some human participant in the event
or state expressed by the verb. This is because human beings
have a clear tendency to focus more attention on other humans
10than on inanimate objects. If there is a human participant 
in the proposition which is being made, it is generally 
preferred to look upon the event/state of the verb from the 
point of view of the human referent and to make it the 
starting point. For instance, in English, when one wishes 
to talk about an event in which a bee stung a man, it is more 
natural to use a passive and so make the human referent the 
subject of the sentence (cf. J. Lyons 1977: p-511):—
(overpage)
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"A man was stung by a bee in the High street today”, 
rather than:
"A bee stung a man in the High Street today”*
This discourse phenomenon is reflected in Amharic subjectless 
sentences like (35) - (37)» in which the human participant 
cannot be made the grammatical subject but is nevertheless 
endowed with the structural properties of subjects by means 
of extraposition, viz. clause initial position, non-oblique 
case inflection, and co-referential resumptive element on 
the verb.
1.3 In possessive constructions in which the verb alia is used,
the possessor, if expressed by a full nominal, is normally
extraposed at the front of the clause and resumed by a
11clitic pronoun on the verb. The thing which is 1 possessed* 
is the grammatical subject of alia (cf, Hetzron 1970: P-307)»
e.g.:
(38) yeh saw mashaf allaw "This man has a book (literally;
This man - there is a book to him)”.
(39) yeh saw mashafo££ allut 'This man has (some) books”.
(40) ennazzih sawodC mashaf 
allaSSaw
"These men have a book".
(41) ennazzih sawodd mashafodd 
alluwaCdaw
These men have (some) books".
In expressions of possession the possessor is in the vast 
majority of cases human whereas the possessed is generally
an inanimate object. As we have seen, humans naturally take
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priority over inanimates with regard to the referent 
which occupies the initial subject slot of the sentence. 
Moreover the thing * possessed' is usually indefinite 
and introduces a new referent into the discourse. This 
renders it even more unsuitable for being the grammatical 
subject of the sentence, for this topic is usually a 
nominal whose referent is given in the prior context or 
at least one whose referent is identifiable, i.e. definite. 
In possessive constructions with alia, however, the 
possessor cannot be made the grammatical subject. This 
'tension' is adjusted by placing the possessor constituent 
in extraposition, which endows it with the characteristic 
properties of subject (see above).
1.4 Other constructions in which extraposition is the normal 
form of expression are those in which a pronominal suffix 
of the B-series has the sense of "to the detriment of" 
and those in which an L-series pronoun has the meaning of 
"to the advantage of". When these pronouns are used in 
this way they have no nominal counterpart, if one requires 
to mention the referent of these pronouns explicitly in the 
same sentence it is not admissible to prefix the preposition 
b&- or la to a co-referential full nominal. The full nominal 
must stand in extraposition, cf. Hetzron (1970: p.304) and 
Getatchew (1970: p.104)» e.g.:-
(42) almaz eta wattabbat "A lot was drawn (literally:• * •
came out) against Almaz".
(Getatchew ib.).
(43) almaz eta wattallat "A lot was drawn for Almaz", 
(ib.).
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1.5 Similarly in construction where a suffix B-pronoun expresses 
necessity, the person or object under obligation may only 
appear in extraposition (Hetzron ib* p.308), e.g.
(44) yah saw mahed allabbat "This man has to go”.
(45) ennazzih sawo£6 mahed 
allabbaSCaw
"These men have to go",
1.6 Consider now extrapositional sentences containing the
impersonal verb tagabba (to behove, be right for), e.g.
(46) yehem gudday la'alam
sattata endihon mangestat 
» ♦
lamarradaddat yammiggabbaCCaw
"This matter is (the fact) that
governments must help one another 




latawawalut wel mastat 
yammiggabbaCCaw emnat
"The trust which it is suitable 
for nations of the world to repose 
in treaties which they have made". 
(HS. 262/19).
In these constructions the object of the verb tagabba is 
extraposed in clause initial position. In each case the 
extraposed nominal is, semantically, the subject (agent) 
participant of an infinitive. The infinitive contains the 
major semantic content of the clause, the verb tagabba is 
simply a modal auxiliary. There seems to be a degree of 
fluidity in the status of the infinitive. Sometimes it is 
construed as the grammatical subject of tagabba (Example (47))* 
other times it appears to be its complement (Example (46), 
where the infinitive is preceded by la- and tagabba is evidently 
interpreted as being impersonal). The first type is probably 
the original construction, in which the agent of the major
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content verb is placed in clause-initial ’subject' position,
since it is the centre of attention of the clause. It is
extraposed in front of the infinitive, which functions as
grammatical subject, yet which, as an abstract inanimate,
is less ’subject worthy’. In constructions such as Example
(46) the syntactic status of the infinitive has been adjusted
12to the semantic or logical structure of the clause. cf. 
praetorius (Amh. Spr. p.417) for analogous constructions with 
other auxiliary verbs;-
(48) ya’esra’el legoSfi y&musen 
fit mayy&t eskissanaSCaw 
der&s
(49) mannem la’egzi’abeher 
yeq&ddesat zand 
ayyeddalawem
2.0 Extraposition performing discourse function.
2.1 Marking span boundaries.
An Ex construction opening with a referent which is 
prominent (i.e. has topic status) within the preceding 
and/or subsequent discourse sometimes markes the onset 
of a new span of discourse.
"So that the children of Israel 
could not see the face of Moses", 
(ib.).
"Nobody can sanctify it for the 
Lord". (ib.).
2.11 Shift in topic, e.g.;- (overpage)
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gize massariyaw bazziya bakkul
andaygaba bezu dagger tadarraga
lahunu sa’at gan bhityopya west
* »
yalaggabab lagabbaw laitalya 
sarawit wanna yasenqenna 
yamassariya mammalalada honwal
"The Jibuti to Addis Ababa 
railway - when it was required 
that equipment intended for 
Ethiopia be transported by it 
and that it served the Ethiopian 
government, many difficulties 
were made to prevent the 
equipment from entering by that 
route. Yet at present this is 
the principal route of trans­
portation of supplies and arms 
for the Italian army which has 
entered Ethiopia illicitly".
(HS. 261/29 ff.).
With the Ex construction at the beginning of this passage 
attention is shifted to the topic "the Jibuti to Addis Ababa 
railway". This referent is prominent in the subsequent clauses.
Extraposition frequently occurs 
in which the protagonist of the
(51) set zengaro balwa motabbat 
leia dagmo agabbad
in the first clause of fables 
fable is introduced, e.g.•-
"A she-monkey - her husband 
died to her grief. She married 
another ...".
(Cohen, Traitfe, p.593)*
2.12 shift in temporal axis, e.g.•-
(52) "The Emperor Menilek was accidentally seized by an illness.
He then collected the bishop and priests, and the officers and 
army and made known to us his son, the Heir-Apparent. He gave 
us his sincere and important advice that we should not quarrel 
among ourselves"
getadden ase menilek hemfimaddaw "Our master the Emperor Menilek -




salfir arr&fiha yalelladdaw 
bagodd endanbattan yalga 
warad lagaddawan lag iyasun 
bamastataddaw aggag das alan
severe, whilst we were grieving 
at his being confined to his 
house, we were very pleased at 
his giving us the heir to the 
throne, his son Leg Iyasu, so that 
we might not be scattered like 
sheep without a shepherd".
(Eadie, Reader, 167/6 ff.).
"The Emperor Menilek" has topic status throughout this passage. 
The Ex construction marks an advance along the temporal axis.
A clause opening with a topic constituent which is the grammatical 
subject of the verb sometimes also marks span boundaries, both on 
the dimension of topic and on other axes, e.g.: Men. 61/1 (shift 
in topic), Men. 60/22 (shift to background information).
2.2 occasionally the extraposition of a nominal is motivated 
solely by its prominent status within the discourse, for 
instance Example (6). The referent "the Ethiopian people" 
plays a central r6le within the discourse, yet the Ex 
construction as a-whole does not coincide with any significant 
span boundary.
2.3 Extraposition is sometimes used to achieve structural balance 
between two clauses. Consider Example (10). In this 
example a nominal is extraposed before two closely parallel 
co-ordinate clauses, both of which contain an element 
referring to it. Extraposition of this referent has the 
effect of rendering both clauses equal in 1 weight'. This 




In certain syntactic constructions the occurrence or non­
occurrence of agreement pronouns is fixed by an invariable 
grammatical rule. These constructions must be distinguished 
from those in which agreement pronouns are optional.
1.0 Resumption of a verb complement is obligatory when the adnominal 
case marker la is employed as a correspondent to the 
adpronominal B, and when the adnominal ba...lay corresponds to 
the adpronominal L, e.g.;-
(53) yah sera lazzih saw bezu 
gize wassadabbat
but not
yeh sera lazzih saw bezu 
gize wassada
"This work took this man a 
long time".
(Hetzron 1970; p.3°7).
(54) ahun gen bannanta lay 
lelodd addisodd d&wa 
egzi'abeher endazzazan 
lekansllad hual
"... but now, as God had 
commanded us, we have sent new 
dignitaries for you".
(Hetzron 1966; p.92).
Omission of the resumptive L clitic in (54) would give a 
different meaning to the preposition ba...lay, viz. one of 
’imposing'. If this preposition is used with the sense of 
'putting something at someone's disposal’, then the noun to 
which it is affixed must be resumed by an L pronoun. Also 
when a noun has two objects, one being the (alienable or 
unalienable) owner of the other, the owner is obligatorily 
recalled by a resumptive pronoun (Hetzron 1970* p.344)* e.g.;-
(55) santiw almazen eggwan qorratat "The penknife cut Almaz (on)
• •
her hand". (Getatchew 1970: p*104)<
and not
shntiw almazen eggwan qorrata
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(56) lebaw almazen ghnz&b s&rrflqat ’’The thief stole money (from)
Almaz", (ib.).1^
and not
lebaw almazen ghnzab s&rr&q&
The resumption of the verb complement is also obligatory when 
the case marker -n is used as a correspondent to the adpronominal
■n 1 4B, e.g.j-




Or the other hand the resumption either of the agent of a passive
verb which is preceded by ba- or ka- or of the complement of
15the preposition ka...gar(a) is impossible (Hetzron 1966, p.86).
Furthermore no more than one clitic pronoun can be attached to a 
verb, the B and L clitics taking precedence over the object 
pronoun and an object suffix corresponding to a verb complement 
which is other than a direct object having priority over an 
object suffix which corresponds symmetrically to a direct object 
nominal (Hetzron 1^66; p.96 ; Polotsky 1960; p.120),
Consequently the possibility of the resumption of a direct 
object is precluded when the verb already carries a pronoun of 
the B or L series or an object suffix which does not correspond 
to a direct object complement. This applies to such cases as 
Examples (58) and (59):“
(58) eserun amtullefi "Bring me the prisoner".
(Men. 61/22).
(59) yehan d&bdabbe man s&ttah "Who gave you this letter?".
(Men. 61/25).
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2.0 The rest of this section will deal with the occurrence of
optional agreement pronouns.
2.1 Hetzron (1971) an& Getatchew (1970) have both sought to 
elucidate the function of Amharic optional agreement 
pronouns. Since these two works are of immediate relevance 
to the present study, space must be devoted to a discussion 
of their arguments.^
According to Hetzron pronominal agreement is used "to call 
special attention to one element (i.e. the element which 
is resumed (G.K.)) of the sentence ... for recall in the 
subsequent context. This recall may be needed because 
the element is going to be talked about again, or because 
it is contrasted with something to be mentioned later, or, 
more generally, because what is going to be said later is, 
in some manner, relevant to the element in question".
(ib. 86). Hetzron claims that this is an example of what 
he calls 'presentative movement', which is attested in various 
guises in many languages. It is a phenomenon whereby 
elements which are 'presented* for subsequent use in the 
discourse are moved to the end of the clause. Hetzron 
adduces constructions from several languages which are 
purported to be the result of 'presentative movement*. It 
will be useful for us to cite one of these constructions 
which he maintains is analogous to Amharic pronominal 
agreement.
In Hungarian an object which is definite or referentially 
indefinite (i.e. referring to a specific referent) is 
generally at the end of the clause after the verb. However, 
if the specific entity which is referred to by the object 
is not relevant for the communication but only the class is 
important then it precedes the verb, e.g.
(i) A fib. irja a levelet ’ The boy writes-it the letter-Acc.
(SYO)
"The boy is writing the letter".
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(ii) A fill lr egy levelet The boy writes a letter-Acc.
(svo)
"The boy is writing a (specific) 
letter".
(iii) A fill levelet ir The boy letter-Acc writes.
(SOY)
"The boy is writing a letter",
i.e. is busy letter-writing.
Hetzron (ib. 90) holds that the object in (i) and (ii) 
occurs at the end of the clause since it is being ‘presented’ 
for use in the subsequent discourse, whereas the object in
(iii) is employed simply to "narrow down the specificity of 
the action performed by the boy".
This theory of the ’presentative function* of Amharic 
pronominal agreement is valid for many examples of the 
construction. Consider the following cases where the noun 
phrase which is resumed by a pronoun is referred to in the 
subsequent discourse
(60) bazziyan gize negusu ennazziyan
sawo5<5 endiyasmattwaSSaw azzazu 
• •
bamattum gize layyabe55a££aw 
• *
asqammatwaSSaw
(61) torennat enda tagammara bai928
a.m. yaitalya ayroplanoSS bator 
• • •
sarawitoCCe lay gaz lakrimofcen 
yallabbat bomb talubbaSSaw 
yshem bomb sggeg algwaddaS5awem 
nabbar
"Then the king ordered that 
those men be brought in. When 
they came he seated them each 
on their own". (Men. 63/16).
"At the beginning of the war in 
1928 A.M., Italian aeroplanes 
launched tear-gas bombs upon my 
armies. These bombs did not 
harm them very greatly".
(HS. 254/32).
A noun phrase which is resumed is also often contrasted with 
something which follows (cf. p. 360), e.g.;-
(overpage)
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(62) kazziham b&hwala hassatafthawan 
mal * akt&Ma yagarfut zand 
azzazu alaqa kidana waldan gan 
anawari agza’tana maryaman 
taklaw yaSawan liqa kahanatannat 
fiammaraw akbaraw Somut
"After this he ordered that they 
flog the lying messenger. But 
Alaqa Kidana wald, after he 
(Menilak) had established (the 
church) of Our Lady of anawari, 
he (m.) honoured (him (A.K.W.)) 
and appointed him (over the 
church) adding the position of 
the chief priesthood of shoa", 
(Men. 63/34 ff.).
However, just as many examples can be found in which the resumed noun 
phrase is neither referred to in the subsequent discourse nor contrasted 
with anything else, e.g.
(63) maqdala tasraw yanabbaruten 
yawallonenna yawarahimanon
"Wyemamawen mak anentunam 
aggafifiawen agrafifiawan 
eyyaqorratu gadal 
s ad dadu * ad 6aw
"The nobles and Imams of Wallo 
and of warahimano, who had been 
imprisoned at Maqdala, having 
cut off their hands and feet, 
he threw them over the cliff". 
(Men. 55/24)-end Qf paragraph, 
no subsequent mention of ’the 
nobles and the Imam*of Wallo and 
of warahimano.
(64) farasunem balaqqaqut gize
and enk a aSkar sayyamalt
kannasarawitu tayazza 
wkazzih bah al yamamu abba
watawan asraw naftun 
« •
asabsabaw bayagu daggaC 
walen yabbatun agar Somaw 
tamallasaw warayelu 
akatamawo gabtaw karramu
"When they abandoned (each his 
own) horse, he (imam Abba Wataw) 
was captured with his army 
without even one soldier escaping. 
After this, having imprisoned imam 
Abba Wataw, having gathered up his 
rifles, having appointed Dajjac 
Wale to his father's land in Yaju, 
having returned, he (Menilak) spent 
the rainy season in his town at 
Warayelu". (Men. 69/7 ff.) - end 
of paragraph, no further mention of
the horses.
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It might he argued that the pronominal agreement constructions in these 
examples can he accommodated into Hetzron's scheme on the grounds that 
"what is going to he said later is, in some manner, relevant" to the 
referents which are recalled by a pronoun (cf. p.9). However such an 
argument would be vacuous because it is a fundamental maxim of discourse 
that every sentence should be "in some manner relevant" to what precedes 
it (Grice 1975).
Several other pieces of evidence can be adduced against the claim that 
pronominal agreement is presentative.
When two items are put together for the sake of contrast, the 
presentative theory would only require that the first item of the pair 
be resumed by a pronoun, since the second item is not contrasted with 
anything in the subsequent discourse. However in such contrasted pairs 
very often the second item is also resumed, e.g.;-




safnaw engi kazzih 




"However, as for our writing this 
judgment down, we wrote it down 
because it happened at the 
beginning of his reign. But all 
the judgments which were passed 
after this up to the present we 
cannot write down".
(Men. 66/28 ff.).
If the occurrence of an agreement pronoun was determined solely by the
fact that a referent was being presented for use in the following
discourse, then the ’presentative* resumptive pronoun should co-occur
with both definite and indefinite nominals. Indeed in the Hungarian
construction, which is adduced by Hetzron as a parallel phenomenon, the
postulated ’presentative movement’ is applied to both definite and
indefinite nominals. in reality, however, pronominal agreement in
17Amharic is almost completely restricted to definite nominals.
Resumptive pronouns are systematically avoided after indefinite nominals, 
even when they are referred to in the subsequent discourse, e.g.
(overpage)
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(66) baSeftennate b&r&ha l&b&r&ha 
sehed m&n&kuse agaMahu yam 
m&n&kuse tenSgsallah n&g&r 
gen yasaddSghaw saw kabeteh 
yawatta elat mangesteh
"As I was going from wilderness 
to wilderness in my banditry, I 
came across a monk. This monk 
told me: ’You will be king, but 
from the day that the man whom 
you have brought up leaves youryatral bio naggarafth
house, your reign will be short1" 
(Men. 56/12 ff.).
Getatchew (1970) states that a verb complement which stands at the
beginning of the sentence and is resumed by an agreement pronoun has a
status similar to that of an element which is the focus of contrastive
stress in English. Contrastive stress is essentially a corrective
device whereby the speaker insists that one particular element and not
any other element which he presupposes the hearer has in mind is to be
18selected for the r6le in question. This definition hardly seems 
applicable to the majority of cases of pronominal agreement.
Getatchew then introduces the term ’topic’, declaring that a clause 
initial nominal which is recalled by a pronoun is the topic of the 
sentence (ib. 105). He maintains that this is proved by the fact that 
if a referent which is not the subject of the clause is mentioned in a 
following clause, then this referent must be made the topic of the first 
clause, i.e. by fronting and pronominal agreement. If I understand 
aright, Getatchew makes no statement about the status of an ’agreed-with’ 
verb complement which stands after the subject, i.e. not in clause 
initial position. He restricts himself to constructions in which the 
verb complement is fronted before the subject. However, text counts 
indicate that this type of pronominal agreement construction is far less 
frequent than those in which the verb complement is not shifted from its 
normal position after the subject or those which contain no subject 
nominal. In the following table X represents any verb complement (object 
or prepositional phrase) and x^ is a co-referential resumptive pronoun:-
(table overpage)
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XSVx;j. SXVxi or XVX^
Man. 55-71
No. of instances 4 27
% 12,9 87.09
HS. 250-264
No. of instances 12 28
% 30 70
Total no. of instances 16 55
Total % 22.5 77.5
Moreover it has been shown that by no means all nominals which 
are resumed by an agreement pronoun are referred to in the subsequent 
discourse. Consequently to invoke this as a defining feature of the 
construction is unsatisfactory.
2.2 It can be shown that Amharic agreement pronouns exhibit a
pattern of occurrence which is analogous to that of agreement 
pronouns in other Semitic languages. There are two major 
factors which are operative, viz. (i) the status of the 
nominal, and (ii) the status of the clause as a whole 
within the discourse.
2.21 status of the nominal.
Agreement pronouns characteristically occur with nominals 
which are highly individuated.
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2.21 continued:
The first argument which may be advanced in support
of this statement is that agreement pronouns are by
and large restricted to nominals which have definite
status (see above). Moreover a text count shows
that in both Men. and HS. there is a marked

















Nominals referring to nations were considered to be essentially human 
in nature. In HS. most of the instances of 'agreed-with* nations 
are constituted by the noun Ityopia, e.g.;-
(67) baityopya yadarrasabbat 
eddal onday&arsebbaSSaw
"So that the fate which has 




(68) laityopya men latadargullat
tefaqdalladdehu
(69) ityopyan ba’aiam mangestat 
fit alafi y&mmiyad&rgat 
nagar yailam
"What are you willing to do 
for Ethiopia?"
(HS. 264/15)*
"There is nothing which makes 
Ethiopia responsible before the 
nations of the world".
(HS. 258/5 ff.).
Moreover the noun ityopia has a unique referent, i.e. it is a  9
proper noun, and this would be expected to enhance its salience
20
within the discourse. In more subjective terms 'Ethiopia* was 
obviously a highly salient concept in the mind of Haile Selassie as 
he pleaded to the League of Nations to save his country from the 
aggression of Italy.
Human nominals with agreement pronouns are often also textually 
salient, e.g.
(70) talate moten yammiwadd tasfa
mika’el naw bio naggarawo
bazzih gize tasfa mika’elsn
yamatut zand azzazu Sumoddam
asraw amattut addababayom 
• •
bahona gize banagusu fit 
aqomut
"He said to him saying: 'My 
enemy is Tasfa Mika’el, who 
desires my death*. Then he 
(the king) ordered that they 
fetch Tasfa Mika’el. The 
chiefs having bound (him) 
brought him. When a court 
had been set up they put him 
before the king".
(Men. 61/51).
Tasfa Mika’el is a major participant in the episode from which this 
sentence is taken. He is mentioned several times both in the preceding 
and in the subsequent discourse.








"It is proper for it (Europe) 
to consider this fate which 
awaits it and which is bound 
to come upon it".
(HS. 255/55).
" ... that it was waged against 
itself". (HS. 260/26).
In this point Amharic differs from other Semitic languages m  which
agreement pronouns are avoided with reflexive verb complements.
Evidently the humanness of the nominal dominates the non-individuated
21
nature of the reflexive.
In all the examples I found in which an independent first person 
pronoun is the complement of a verb, the pronoun is resumed by an
agreement clitic
(75) bahadar war 1927 a.m.
yatadarragaw yawaiwai tab
laane badangat kas&may
anda whrrada mabraq qutta
• »
hono tasammahh
(74) annantam lane angadayen 
maSaMat attasafaruiift
(75) ba’arun laftiia satan
(76) arsu lane mashaf yasataftfial
(77) lane nagarailh
"The Walwal conflict which 
occurred in Hedar 19^7 A.M. 
was felt (lit. heard) by me 
like a flash of lightning 
which suddenly falls from 
the sky".
(HS. 257/11).
"And you, do not make me 
ashamed to accompany my 
guest". (Men. 69/55)-
"Give us the pen".
(Hartmann, Am. Gram. p.578).
"He gives me the book", (ib.),
"Tell meI" (ib.).
cf. also the examples adduced by Praetorius from the Amharic Bible 
(Amh. Spr. p.279).
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This situation is not surprising since the first person pronoun is 
at the head of the perceptual salience hierarchy.
Agreement pronouns also regularly occur with second person independent 
pronominal complements, e.g.
(78) lallanta s&gga yehunelladdahu "For you let there be grace".
(Praetorius, Amh. Spr. p.279)*
As for inanimate nominals which are resumed by an agreement pronoun, 
in most cases they can be shown to be in some way textually prominent:-
(79) y&zare semment war amsa 
hulattu mangestodd 
yatakattaluten poiatika 
enemm takatteyye nawenna 
yehennenu polatikaddawn 
endayzanaggut asasseballahu
"It is I who have followed the 
policy which the fifty-two 
nations pursued these last 
eight months and I would remind 
them not to forget this policy 
of theirs".
(HS. 259/29 - poiatika is given 
in the first clause).
(80) yahenanemm mal’ekt sefo
land saw sattaw endih sil 
kawalda amanuel bet gabtah 
yehenSn dabdabbe kaeqaw
west anurellehii  Sumun
walda amanuelen eggun yezo 
betun asqasaqqhsaw yaddemm 
yatankol dabdabbe kabetu 
tagahhadd
"He wrote this message and gave 
it to a man saying as follows: 
'Having entered valda-Amanuel' s 
house, put this letter for me 
amongst his belongings' ... The 
chief having arrested walda- 
Amanuel, he had his house 
ransacked. That deceptive letter 
was found in his house",
(Men, 61/9 ff. - the referent of 
betun figures prominently 
within the paragraph; it is 
mentioned three times).
(81) bazziyan gize negusumm 
ketabunenna dabdabbewn 
biyastayayyut be'eru sehfatu 
and malk hona
"Then when the king compared the 
amulet and the letter, the pen and 
the writing were the same form", 







ityopyanna alam hullu 
eggeg tadaggarubbat




wayem yaks rekks run mangad 
balela bakkul limhraw 
ayyeggabbam
letter play a central r6le in 
the anecdote from which this 
example is taken. This is 
explicitly demonstrated by their 
frequent mention).
"For this reason Ethiopia and 
the whole world have experienced 
great difficulties over the 
calamity which took place".
(hs. 257/23 - batadarragaw tefat
refers to the Walwal conflict, 
which has topic status in this 
section of the discourse).
"It is not right to change the 
main issue or lead the discussion 
in another direction by subtle 
comparisons".
(HS. 262/28 - the phrases 'the 
main issue' and 'the direction of 
the discussion*, as is indicated 
by their meaning, refer to the 
central theme of the discourse).
In a similar manner genitive agreement pronouns occur with nomina
recta which are highly individuated. They are frequently used with
human proper nouns (cf. Praetorius, Amh. Spr. p.308; Cohen,
*
Nouvelles Etudes, p.117)» e.g. Examples (30) - (32) and further; -
(84) polisoddu gen yaSemallesen 
liqennatun engi alamabadun 
arr&gagt&w
"The police having been convinced
v
of the learning of Semalles and 
that he was not mad".
(Kapeliuk 1972; p.205).
(85) yaleg kasam egerwo "The foot of the young Kasa". 
(praetorius ib.).
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(86) yakristos ewnhtaftfia "It is the true tongue of Christ",
lesanu naw (Cohen ib.).
Inanimate nomina recta which take agreement pronouns can generally be 
shown to be textually salient entities. They are often qualified by 
a demonstrative (i.e. they refer to something already mentioned), 
cf. Kapeliuk (1972: p.206), e.g.:-
(87) y&zzihen nhgar ewnatun "I will find the truth of this
lagehMw affair". (Men* 59/4)•
2.22 Status of the clause within the discourse.
An infinitival clause or an object clause introduced 
by anda- which is resumed by an object pronoun 
generally expresses an event which constitutes some 
kind of climax. For instance in Example (27) - 
Men. 61/17 - the discovery that the letter was a 
forgery is a climax of the anecdote. In Example (25)
- Men* 62/20 - the king had amazed his officials more 
and more by his extraordinary wisdom and skill until, 
when he caused the defendant to admit his guilt, their 
amazement reached a climax and induced them to believe 
that the spirit of God was in him. Consider also 
Example (88):-




ya i t alya yat or s arawit 
• »
maffatatun sela taraddawonna 
sela sagga lela ayn&t 
yhepirit attatal ad&rraga
"When the Ethiopian troops had 
encircled MS-q&lle, since the 
Italian army commander was certain 
about the dissolution of the 
Italian army and since he was 
frightened, he directed the 
dropping of yperite in a 
different manner".
(HS. 255/7).
The prospect of the dissolution of the Italian army is a climax or
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crisis point in the narrative.
An agreement pronoun may also he used with a simple nominal when the 
clause expresses an event which is surprising or unexpected, e.g.
(89) y&sostun q&n mangad hand "He covered in one day a
qan darrasaw distance which normally takes
three days!" (Man. 19/11).
The occurrence of an agreement pronoun with a simple nominal sometimes 
marks the closure of two or more co-ordinated clauses, e.g.:-
(90) mede duratin agheto gefaren 
wagidun lihanen wallada 
kuttayn haryan ... kahheddu 
mede mist w&lladaSC&w
"Mefie having married Durati, he 
sired Gefar, wagidu, and Lihan; 
he (also) sired Kuttay and Barya 
from the wife of Abbedfiu MeSe". 
(Man. 50/23 ff.).
The same phenomenon is reflected in the fact that agreement pronouns
are systematically avoided with gerunds. The occurrence of agreement
pronouns is generally restricted to the tpeak* finite clause at the
22end of the gerund chain. In a similar manner agreement pronouns are
rarely found in clauses the verhs of which are governed hy the 
conjunctions eyy&- and se-, for, analogously to gerunds, these 
clauses express non-peak actions and occur prior to the main clause 
which closes the construction.
A verb complement which is resumed hy a pronoun either stands before
07
the subject or immediately subsequent to it.  ^ (cf. pp. 345* 346).
The choice between these two alternatives is not arbitrary but depends 
on the information content which is conveyed by each participant.
In SXVx^ clauses the subject (s) is given, whereas the verb complement 
(X) may be either given or new. On the other hand in XS?x^ clauses 
the verb complement is always given, whereas the subject is always new.
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(92) baityopya yator sarawit
• •
lay epirit yaliabbat 
barmel waddaqabbaddaw
(93) yehen sera enkWanes 
krestiyan ahzabem 
ayyadargaw
"Upon both the liars, both the 
scribe and the man who had made 
him write, a sentence of death 
was pronounced". (Men. 62/22 ff.).
"Casks containing yperite fell 
upon the Ethiopian army".
(HS. 255/2).
"Let alone Christians, pagans 
do not do this sort of thing". 
(Eadie, Reader 169/3)*
This rule is sometimes broken when, for the sake of clarity, a long 








mot yammiyamata yeh zenab 
zannababbadd aw
"This death-dealing rain descended 
uninterruptedly upon our soldiers, 
upon women, children, cattle, 
streams, stagnant water, and 
pastures". (HS. 255/15).
Here the verb complement is fronted to prevent the subject from being 
separated from its verb by a long distance.
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F O O T N O T E S
1. See Introduction, p. 24.
2. This is only possible if the qualified head noun is subject
of the qualifying relative clause, for no more than one
pronominal suffix can be attached to the verb.
3. In fact this only applies to constructions in which the initial 
nominal can be construed as the grammatical subject of the main 
clause.
4. Cohen (Traitfe, p.344) alludes to this ambiguity of structure.
It can only be resolved by studying the intonational contour 
of such sentences when they are spoken.
5. No more than one clitic pronoun can be suffixed to the verb.
Moreover, in the case of coincidence L or B pronouns are given
priority over object pronouns.
6. Anticipatory agreement pronouns are occasionally attested. They 
occur chiefly in imperative constructions, in which the verb 
complement is sometimes placed after the verb; cf. Cohen,
Traitb p.35°.
7. Kapeliuk (1972; p.211) cites examples of constructions in which 
the subject is subordinated to the infinitive by means of y&- .
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8. cf. Cohen, Traitfe, p.94? Houvelles Etudes, p.115.
9. Extraposition is not absolutely obligatory. The patient of the
state or process may be placed in the object case (-£) and
subsequently resumed on the verb by an agreement pronoun, e.g. 1-
rasehen yebard&w egrehen yemuqaw nYour head is cold, your feet
are hot". (Eadie, Reader, p.23).
cf. also Getatchew (1970)* examples 26-28.
10. cf. Zubin 1979 ancl Introduction, p. 22,
10a. similar Impersonal verbs existed in Middle English, e.g. hine hungred.
The human participant was the direct object of the verb, in later 
English the human participant was construed as the grammatical subject 
and the erstwhile impersonal verb as its predicate, viz. he hungers, 
cf, van der Gaaf (1904)* Butler (1977)* In other words, English 
achieved by diachronic reanalysis what Amharic has achieved by 
synchronic syntactic adjustment.
11. in spoken Amharic the possessor nominal is sometimes preceded by ya-,
e.g. y&nem asser qafo allan "I have ten beehives". (Goldenberg 
1981: p.45).
12. For similar adjustments in Amharic syntax to reflect logical 
structure, cf. Kapeliuk (1972: p.184).
13. If the owner in this sentence is preceded by the preposition ka- 
instead of being the direct object of the verb, then resumption is 
not obligatory (cf. Hetzron, ib, p.312);- lebaw kaalmaz gMnzab 
sSLrr&qa.
14. According to Hetzron (ib.) a nominal marked with -n can only be 
used as the adnominal counterpart to the adpronominal B if it is 
an 'organic' complement of the verb. In Example (57) the verb 
tataqqama implies the presence of an instrument. However, in
(i) bamakinaw mattadfiebbat "She came with the car"
• •
the verb 'come' does not necessarily imply that an instrument
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is involved, i.e. bamakinaw is ’incidental to the verb and so 
cannot alternate with makinawen’. This statement is contradicted 
by Fulas (1972: p. 119)* who accepts examples such as (ii) and 
(iii):-
(ii) Almaz makinawen mattaSdebbat
(iii) Almaz makinawen hedadSebbat
15. In the case of the complement of ka...gar(a), although it cannot 
be resumed by a clitic pronoun on the main verb, it may be 
recalled by an object clitic on the gerund of the auxiliary verb 
abbara (for persons) or yaza (for things), e.g.:-
kSne gara abrohhass y&mmihed "The one who goes with me".
(Men. 65/25).
16. It is unnecessary to do more than mention the glib statement of 
Dawkins (1960: para. 202) that Amharic agreement pronouns are 
"... quite redundant, adding nothing to the sense ...".
17. For exceptions see Footnote 19*
18. See Introduction, p. 25.
19. In the few sporadic cases in which an agreement pronoun resumes
an indefinite nominal the referent is usually human and is
moreover individuated in some additional way. For instance,
(i) the nominal consists of a noun + restrictive modifier
(see Introduction, p. 2 2 ), e.g.:-
d&gmo b&mesraq b&kkul andun "Also towards the east he
aSkarun gula§ yammibbalawen had sent one of his servants





(ii) the nominal stands in some form of opposition to another 
nominal, e.g.•-
nagar gan bandu sam andun tarraw "But he called one by the name
of (another) one".
(Man. 63/30).
20. See Introduction, p. 22.
21. cf. the remarks of Hyman and Zimmer (1976: p.204) on the French
reflexive pronoun.
22. This is only a predominant tendency. Agreement pronouns are 
sporadically found with gerunds, e.g.
tabota sayonan yazanat "With the Ark of the Covenant
in our possession".
(Man. 19/21).
andun saw and saw gadlot "One man having killed another
man". (A.L. 68/24).
23. This of course only applies to sentences which contain a full 
subject.
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C O M P A R A T I V E
S E M I T I C
S Y N T A X
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COMPARATIVE SEMITIC SYNTAX
The major aim of this thesis has been to develop a method of 
analysis for explaining the function of certain syntactic constructions 
in Semitic languages on a synchronic basis. By way of a concluding 
synthesis I shall now discuss briefly the r6le of syntax in comparative 
Semitic linguistics.
A group of languages can be considered to be historically
related if they exhibit a systematic correspondence of sounds in their
morphology. Such an inference may be justified on two grounds.
Firstly, in the morphology of a language the connection between form
1
and meaning is fundamentally arbitrary. Given the vast potential
for variation in the combination of phonological elements into
grammatical forms, it is highly unlikely that a systematic correspondence
between sound and meaning across two or more languages could be the
result of pure chance, secondly, morphology, especially inflectional
morphology, is relatively resistant to radical linguistic change,
either through internal diachronic development or by contact with 
2
other languages. The morphology of each of a number of related 
languages may undergo a certain degree of change through phonetic or 
analogical processes, yet this is rarely sufficient to obliterate all 
features which could be used to establish a genetic connection between 
them,
A correspondence between syntactic constructions across two or 
more languages, however, cannot be used to establish their genetic 
relationship with any degree of certainty. Syntax lacks both the
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aforementioned features of morphology which qualify it to be employed 
to identify cross-linguistic historical connections.
The number of logically possible structural variations which may 
occur within a given parameter of syntax is usually very low. Sometimes 
the option for variation is no more than binary as in, for instance, the 
linear sequence of a modifier and its head. Consequently it is 
extremely probable, if not inevitable, that a certain type of syntactic 
construction could occur in two or more languages by chance. In fact 
the potential for variation in syntax is sometimes restricted further 
by the fact that, unlike the connection between morphological form and 
meaning, the relation between syntactic structure and meaning is not 
always arbitrary. This point is illustrated by the distribution of 
word order types in the recorded languages of the world. The three 
nuclear clause constituents S, 0* and V can be arranged linearly 
in six logically possible ways: (a) SOV, (b) SVO, (c) VSO, (d) VOS,
(e) OVS, (f) OSV. The vast majority of the world’s languages, however,
belong to one of types (a) - (c), in which the subject precedes the
3 4object. Types (d) - (f) have very few representatives. It is
likely that the predominance of word orders in which the subject
preceded the object has a psychological basis. Specifically the subject
of a clause is typically more perceptually salient than the object and
5
so is the more natural cognitive point of departure. In so far as 
syntax may correlate with an extra-linguistic phenomenon which is 
amenable to independent testing such as perceptual salience, it is to 
be considered iconic, i.e. directly symbolic, rather than arbitrary in 
structure.^
Syntax, moreover, unlike morphology, can undergo radical change 
either through internal diachronic development or by contact with 
another language. In the historically documented periods of English
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and Greek, for instance, a shift from SOV to SVO syntax has occurred
by internal linguistic processes. The rigidly verb-final word order
of Amharic, on the other hand, as well as other aspects of syntax which
are alien to classical Ethiopic are generally thought to be the result
0
of contact with the Cushitic languages. In view of the very low 
potential for variation in constituent sequence, shifts such as these 
are major changes in syntax.
It is not viable, therefore, to posit a historical connection 
between two or more languages on the basis of their syntax. Similarly, 
given two or more languages which are shown to be genetically related 
by regular sound correspondences in their morphology, it is not feasible 
to make historical judgements as to whether a certain language exhibits 
conservative or innovatory syntax. This can only be established if 
they are amply documented in all periods down to the time of their
9
divergence. If, on the other hand, extensive bilingualism can be 
shown to have existed between two languages which have been in 
geographical contact at a certain point in history, it is reasonable to 
postulate that a convergence of syntactic features is the result of areal 
diffusion.
In the Semitic language group we clearly have no linguistic
documentation which records the division and formation of the major
subgroups. Comparative Semitic syntax, therefore, cannot be diachronic.
It must be restricted to a synchronic typological classification.
Since, however, we have a considerable amount of evidence for
bilingualism, or sometimes even trilingualism, in certain areas, and
usually have records of both the substrate and the superstrate languages
which are involved, typological parallelism may sometimes be explained
10as the result of cross-linguistic areal diffusion.
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Taking account of the foregoing methodological points, Ex and 
PA constructions in Semitic languages may he arranged in the following 
three-way classification schema*-
1. Construction types the existence of which is dependent upon some 
other syntactic feature of the language.
2. Construction types which occur in a language under the influence 
of another language with which it is, or has been, in contact.
5. Construction types which occur independently of other syntactic 
features and which are not the result of areal diffusion,
I shall now illustrate each category by a number of examples.
In the following survey the focus is on construction types which occur 
in more than one Semitic language. My intention is to exemplify 
cross-linguistic typological parallelism and suggest the reason for 
its occurrence. Each category in the above schema corresponds broadly 
to a separate cause of typological parallelism. It may be stated in 
advance that most construction types fall into the third category. 
Where appropriate^ Semitic languages which have not been treated in 
the previous chapters are also discussed.
1. Construction types the existence of which is dependent upon some 
other syntactic feature of the language.
Several constructions of this type are attested in Amharic, see 
Chapter 5 II A 1.0. Typological parallels to some of these can 
be found in other Semitic languages;-
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(a) Extraposition of the nominal referring to the possessor in 
possessive constructions.
AMHARIC:-
(1) kahhada mashaf allaw "Kabbada has a book
(literally; Khbbada - to 
him is a book)".
In constructions such as these the extraposition is motivated 
by two syntactic features of Amharic: (i) the nuclear clause
is normally subject-initial; (ii) in possessive constructions 
the grammatical subject is the item which is possessed. Since 
the item which is possessed is not a suitable starting point 
for the clause, the initial subject slot has to be filled by 
the possessor nominal. This nominal is endowed with subject 
properties by placing it in extraposition (see Chapter 5 II A 
1*3)* Typological parallels are found in some Arabic dialects 
which also exhibit features (i) and (ii), e.g.:-
EGYPTIAN ARABIC: -
G O  m >
(2) umar andu ktab "Umar has a book".
MALTESE:-
(3) pawlu gandu ktieb "Pawlu has a book".
The parallel feature of this construction in Amharic, Egyptian 
Arabic, and Maltese is that it is the normal form of expression. 
The construction does occur in other Semitic languages which 
only possess feature (ii), e.g. Classical Arabic (Chapter 1, 
Example (151), Biblical Hebrew (Num. 26/33), Syriac (chapter 
3b, Example (1)). Since, however, these languages do not 
have the additional feature of canonical subject-initial word
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order, extraposition is not the norm in possessive 
constructions. Rather it is employed to perform specific 
discourse functions such as the marking of span boundaries. 
They do not, therefore, provide true typological parallels 
to (1) - (3) above.
(b) Extraposition of the agent of the verb expressing the major 
semantic content in constructions containing a modal 
auxiliary the grammatical subject of which does not coincide 
with this agent. For Amharic see Chapter 5, Examples (4^) - 
(49). The extraposition is motivated by two syntactic 
features: (i) the nuclear clause is normally subject initial
(ii) the modal auxiliaries either have the main predicate as 
their grammatical subject or else they are impersonal and so 
stand without any grammatical subject. The agent of the main 
predicate, therefore, is normally placed in the subject slot 
and endowed with subject properties by placing it in 
extraposition. This is because the modal either has no 
subject at all or at least none that is suitable to act as 
starting point. Typological parallels are again provided by 
some Arabic dialects which possess the aforementioned two 
features, e.g. :-
EGYPTIAN ARABIC
(4) ilhikaya di mumkin 
titsabbab fi karab 
buyut nas kitir
"This business could cause 
the ruin of many people’s 
houses".
(5) lakin ilha’i'a 
#
"But the truth should have
kan yagib tizhar come out".
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Also with nominal modals, e.g.;-
q
(6) umar biddu yrawwah "Umar would like to go home".m
Q
(7 ) umar nifsu yrawwah "Umar very much wants to go
home".
In both Amharic and Egyptian extraposition is the norm in 
constructions with modal auxiliaries of this nature.
2. construction types which occur in a language under the influence 
of another language with which it is, or has been, in contact.
in some Semitic languages the existence of Pronominal Agreement 
constructions may be the result of grammatical borrowing from 
another language.
Kutscher (1971: PP« 358-7) claims that the use of anticipatory
11genitive suffixes arose in Eastern Official Aramaic under the 
influence of Akkadian. He bases his argument on the fact that 
this construction was absent in Old Aramaic and first appears in 
the Behistun inscription where it parallels the Akkadian version. 
Segal (Gram. Mish. Beb. pp. 191“3) attributes the extensive use 
of anticipatory agreement pronouns in Mishnaic Hebrew to Aramaic 
influence. He correctly points out, however, that the construction 
is already sporadically attested in Biblical Hebrew. According to 
Fischer (1909)* "the use of agreement pronouns in the Syrian Arabic 
dialect is the result of Aramaic influence and their occurrence in 
Moroccan Arabic the result of Berber influence.
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I suggest that there is at least one other case where PA could 
have arisen through areal contact with another language. In view 
of the extensive influence of Sumerian on Akkadian sentence 
structure (cf. Von Soden, GAG, para. 150b (word order); 1965 
(perfect tense); Aro 1961 (infinitive constructions)), it is 
possible that PA in Akkadian may have originally been a grammatical 
caique of the Sumerian construction in which nominals are resumed 
by pronominal infixes or prefixes on the verb; cf. ROmer 1982; 
pp. 53-4.for examples.
Whatever the validity of these hypotheses about areal diffusion 
may be, they do not affect the viability of studying the function 
of PA in each individual language on a synchronic basis, in all 
the Semitic languages possessing PA which have been examined in 
the previous chapters, PA is a productive feature of the linguistic 
»syst£met. The purpose of this section has been to suggest an 
explanation for the parallel existence of PA as a typological
12feature in a number of geographically contiguous language areas.
3. The majority of cases of typological correspondence in Ex and PA 
constructions across the Semitic languages must be regarded as 
independent parallel development. The parallelism often arises 
on account of the fact that the construction type in question 
exhibits features which are common to many languages of the world 
and which can usually be correlated with some independently 
verifiable psychological or physical phenomenon. Examples•-
(overpage)
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(a) The use of Ex or PAR to mark the onset of various discourse 
spans has been shown to cut across the whole Semitio area.
Most Semitic languages also employ S - V sequences to perform 
this function, in both cases the initial item is always 
salient in that it has topic status in the preceding and/or 
subsequent discourse. Another feature of these constructions 
which has been frequently noted in the previous chapters is 
that the initial item is generally a full nominal. This 
occurs even when the referent of the nominal has topic status 
in the immediately preceding discourse and its explicit 
identification is redundant.
Recent work in cognitive psychology indicates that the
syntactic configuration which is described above, viz.
salient full nominal with topic status + clause is a
psychologically appropriate incipit for a span of discourse.
In terms of information processing, the placement of a
familiar and cognitively salient item at the onset of a new
segment of discourse reflects the fact that, in order for
its assimilation to be effective, new information must be
integrated into, or *hooked onto*, information which is 
13already known. It has also been shown that the initial
item in a clause is the element which is best remembered 
14in free recall. Also, referents are better remembered
when explicitly identified by a full nominal than when they
15are referred to by a pronoun or elliptical form. In 
other words referents are more memorable in proportion to 
their strength of identification, i.e. in proportion to
16their rank on the scale / pronoun ^ full nominal.
Full nominals which co-occur with a pronominal element such
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as the items at the front of Ex/pAR or S - V clauses may 
be regarded as a particularly strong form of identification, 
stronger in fact than ordinary full nominals. An Ex/PAR 
or S - V clause coincides either with a point where a 
certain topic referent is made cognitively dominant (= topic 
shift) or with a point where the cognitive dominance of a 
topic referent is renewed and confirmed (= shift on some 
other axis of the discourse).
The typological parallelism, therefore, can be explained by 
the fact that the construction has an essentially psychological 
basis and is not arbitrary in structure.
(b) Ex and PA clauses which mark span closure constitute a
construction type which is attested in many Semitic languages. 
An important motivating factor for their use in this function 
is probably the physical * ballast* which is given to the 
construction by the redundant resumptive or anticipatory 
pronoun. It is a widely observed phenomenon in language that 
in the linear sequence of components in a grammatical unit 
long or *heavy* components tend to be placed at the end after
the shorter ones. This was noted by panini in his rule of
*1V  1 8compounds and by many grammarians and rhetoricians since.
It is manifested in several guises in Semitic languages.
In Biblical Hebrew poetry, for instance, the final verse of 
a poem or of a section is often longer than the verses which 
come before it (cf. Rowley, 1975: P*90). I n TTgaritic poetry 
it is common for the last stichos of a verse to be made 
longer than the preceding stichoi (UT para. 13*110)* Also
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in the parallelistic constructions which are found in some 
types of Arabic prose the second member of a pair of parallel 
sentences is frequently of a greater length than the first 
(cf. Beeston 1974b: p.137).
Friedman (1971) has shown that, in Biblical and Mishnaic 
Hebrew, when a nominal consists of two or more co-ordinated 
nouns the longest noun is usually placed in final position,
O  «• Q  ir ITT *■,
e.g. 'ob weyidde oni rather than yidde oni we’ob. This 
tendency to give end weight to compound nominals often 
motivates the occurrence of allomorphic variants. In the 
Aramaic papyri from Elephantine, for instance, the possessive 
construction zyl + pronoun is used concomitantly with 
1 + pronoun, the * heavy* form zyl + pronoun only occurring
within the last of a series of co-ordinated nominals, e.g.: 
br wbrh Iky w’yS zylky "Any son and daughter of yours
and any one belonging to you" (Cowley 1923: 8/12); cf. ib. 
28/8, 43/9- For the operation of the *end weighting* principle 
in Biblical Aramaic word order, cf. Chapter 3h, Footnote 8.
Ex and PA constructions which mark span closure are often 
parallel in some way to the preceding clause or clauses, 
cf. Chapter 1, Examples (174)* (175)* Chapter 2, Examples 
(101), (102); chapter 3^ * Example (73)* Chapter 4*
Examples (124)* (126), (127); Chapter 5* Example (90).
The nominal which is resumed or anticipated by a pronoun 
in the Ex or PA clause constitutes the final item in a series 
of nominals of equivalent status. By means of the redundant 
co-occurring pronoun the nominal in the Ex or PA clause is 
identified more powerfully than the preceding ordinary 
nominals (see above). A closely related phenomenon is
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represented by constructions such as those illustrated in 
Chapter 3*>* Example (82), and chapter 2, Example (77)» in 
which the final clause contains a full nominal whereas in 
the prededing clause(s) explicit reference to the same 
referent in an equivalent slot is elided (i.e. *zero 
anaphora*). Both this type of construction and Ex or PA 
clauses, therefore, mark closure by means of an identification 
which is stronger than that which is used in an equivalent 
position in the preceding clause(s).
As stated above, the use of the anticipatory or resumptive 
pronoun in the Ex or PA clause adds greater physical ballast 
to the closing construction and so may be explained as a 
manifestation of the general linguistic principle of end 
weighting. It has also been observed, however, that greater 
strength of identification makes for greater memorability.
The nominal which is resumed or anticipated by a pronoun in 
Ex or PA clauses may accordingly be said to have also more 
•cognitive weight* than the equivalent nominals in the 
preceding clauses.
The wide attestation of this construction type in Semitic 
languages, therefore, may be explained by the fact that it 
has in each case developed independently in conformity with 
certain general principles of language.
(c) It has been observed that in many Semitic languages agreement 
pronouns predominantly co-occur with nominals which are of 
high individuation. This typological feature is a 
manifestation of the general phenomenon which is found in
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many languages of the world whereby explicit verb complement 
markers only occur with highly individuated nominals. For 
examples from languages of various different genetic groups, 
cf. Moravcsik (1974) and Hopper and Thompson (1980). in 
Semitic languages it can also be detected in the distribution 
patterns of analytic object marker particles (cf. Khan 1984).
(d) The widespread use of Ex in the Qur’an, the Mishna, and the
Akkadian Omen compendia and law codes is in each case the
result of the desire to produce uniformity of structure and
so facilitate memorization. This typological parallelism,
therefore, is the consequence of the nature of human 
19memory. Apart from this common motivation for the 
employment of Ex in the three text types, it is interesting 
to note that they also all independently exhibit a particular 
kind of Ex structure which is rarely found elsewhere, viz. 
one in which there is considerable syntactic disjointedness 
between the extraposed nominal and the rest of the clause, 
cf. pp. 4 2, 115, 183, 184, 256.
(e) Two Ex construction types which occur independently in a 
number of Semitic languages are motivated by the requirements 
of stress distribution;-
(i) The use of an independent resumptive pronoun to carry 
contrastive stress when the contrastively asserted 
referent is expressed in a long nominal phrase, cf. 
Chapter 2, II 3*0; Chapter 3a, II A 2.0; Chapter 3^ »
II 2.0; Chapter 4* II 6.0. This phenomenon is by no
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means restricted to the Semitic language area, 
cf. English: "The hoy who broke the window, HE is
responsible, not you".
(ii) The use of an independent resumptive pronoun to carry
a stress beat in poetry. This is attested in Biblical 
Hebrew and Akkadian poetry as a means of adjusting a 
clause to a fixed metrical scheme, cf. Chapter 2, II, 
4.0 (iii); Chapter 4* II* 8.0.
The foregoing discussion has shown that comparative Semitic 
syntax cannot be used as the basis for inferences of a historical 
nature. It can yield no more than a classification of synchronic 
’types* of construction.
One of the greatest values of comparative Semitic syntax is 
not historical but heuristic. Having established the existence of 
certain linguistic principles in one language the investigator then 
seeks the same principles in a second language. This procedure 
often reveals facts, in the first and/or the second language, which 
he may not have been able to discern so easily in a monolinguistic 
perspective.
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F O O T N O T E S
1• This principle was first established by the Swiss linguist 
Ferdinand de Saussure.
2* cf. Meillet (1948: P-84).
3. cf. Greenberg (1966: p.110).
4. e.g* Malagasy, which has basic VOS order (cf. Keenan 1976) 
and some languages of the Amazon region which exhibit object 
initial syntax, i.e. types (e) and (f), (cf. Derbyshire and 
PulTurn 1981).
5. cf. Comrie (1981: p.20). The view that the subject of a
clause, or more precisely the agent, which generally
correlates with the subject, forms the natural cognitive 
point of departure was already held by many nineteenth 
century linguists (cf. Sandmann 1954).
6. For the notion of ’iconicity* as the opposite of arbitrariness, 
cf. Hockett (1958: p.577). Onomatapoeic expressions such as 
cuckoo, growl, are generally cited as the only examples of 
iconic forms of word structure.
7. cf. McKnight (1928), Strang (1970)* Gardner (1971) and
Stockwell (1977) for English, and Lightfoot (1979: p.393-4)
for Greek.
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8. cf. Leslau (1945) and Titov (1959).
9. This methodological point was not appreciated by Brockelmann, 
who, in the Introduction to GVGSS II p.5* states that the 
syntax of Semitic languages can be compared "urn festzustellen, 
inwieweit eine Sprache Redeweisen bewahrt hat, aus denen die 
einer anderen sich entwickelt haben kbnnen".
10. It should be mentioned that Rabin (19&3) rejects the ’family 
tree' model of the development of the Semitic languages whereby 
distinct linguistic divisions were created by ethnic migrations 
and proposes an evolution based on areal diffusion along the 
lines of Trubetzkoy's theory of the history of Indo-European.
This would require historical Semitic linguistics to be an 
exercise in dialect geography. Diachronic comparative syntax, 
however, would be equally impossible since we have no hope of 
acquiring documentation of the formation of all syntactic 
isoglosses across the Semitic area.
11. I am adopting here the historical classification of the Aramaic 
dialects which was proposed by j. A. Fitzmyer (1966: p.19* n.60), 
viz. official Aramaic = 700 - 300 B.C.E.
12. cf. the study by Haas (1973) of PA in the Balkan languages. She 
shows that the construction has spread by areal diffusion to 
all languages of the Balkan Sprachbund despite the fact that 
these belong to different branches of Indo-European.
13. cf. Van Dijk (1977: p.117)5 Halliday (1970: p.161).
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